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'5{goa[ is a dream with a tfetu{[iru: in writing,
measurable, i.tfentijia6fe, auainable.'

Harvey B. Mackay
Vital Speeches or the Day

Chapter 1

Introduction

During the 1980s, relational database systems dominated the database market
for business data processing applications. The theory, implementation, and use
of database systems [Codd 70, Codd 79, Date 86, Ullman 82] became a major
discipline of computer science. The simplicity of the relational model of data
and the dynamic management of a database have enjoyed significant
productivity enhancement in application development

With the emergence of various classes of new application domains, including
multimedia systems, statistical and scientific modeling and analysis systems,
geographic information systems, office automation systems and knowledge
based systems, the limitations of relational database systems were exposed and
some of them became not acceptable any more, such as the first normal form
constraint in data modeling and the lack of facilities for specifying, querying
and updating complexly structured objects. With the relational approach, the
real world object space must be mapped onto a collection of "flat" relations
(i.e., tables), thus much of the inherent semantics of complex object
composition is lost. Therefore several attempts have been made towards
introducing some generality into the relational data model by relaxing the first
normal form (INF) constraint. For example, Jaeschke and Schek [1982]
present an algebra for a non-first normal form (-,1 NF) relational model which
allows attributes to be sets of atomic objects. Zaniolo [1985], on the other hand,
introduces an algebra which supports nested tuples (i.e., tuple value attributes).
More progressively, Schek and Scholl [1986] have presented a nested relational
model in which attributes could themselves be relations. Other attempts to
model unnormalized relations are given in Ozsoyoglu et.al [1987], Abiteboul
and Bidoit [1984], and Roth et.al [1988]. These aforementioned models,
however, do not provide adequate support for direct representation and
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manipulation of arbitrarily complex objects (i.e., objects that contain other
objects as parts), although they add considerable generality to the object
representation capabilities of the relational model. Besides, several proposals
for semantic data models [cf. Hull and King 87, Smith and Smith 77] have also
presented interesting ideas towards modeling complex objects. The major
problems associated with the semantic data models are the following.

1) The query language syntax has no bearing on the underlying data model.
2) The structural and semantic constraints of the model are not exploited to aid

in query interpretation, query reuse and query reformulation.
3) It is difficult to treat data objects, queries, and views homogeneously

through a single language.
4) View definitions in these approaches often lead to serious update problems.
5) Even though the query language may be declarative, the user still has to

know precisely how and from where to get the desired data before
specifying the query, such as the logical access paths, plus exact names of
attributes and objects, and so on.

Thus an appeal for new facilities in modeling and manipulation of complex
objects has challenged attention and interest from both database research
community and industry.

Over the past few years Complex Objects and Object-orientation have been two
main research directions for improving database technology. Complex objects
have evolved from relational realm. Apart from having attributes in the relational
sense, complex objects can be built from components that are objects in their
own right and may be complex themselves. In object modeling, complex
objects are often constructed through repeated application of aggregators (e.g.,
tuples) and object grouping constructors (e.g., sets), and thus able to cover
most of the structural aspects of new applications. Nested relations are often
considered as a special case of complex objects and have been studied in detail
in both theoretical and practical aspect [cf. Abiteboul, Fischer and Schek 89].
While the concepts of object orientation represent a most pervasive and
successful unifying paradigm in various areas of computing, including
Programming Languages, Databases, Knowledge Representation, Computer
Aided Design and Office Information Systems [Zaniolo et.al 86]. There has
been a stampede in developing and experimenting with database systems that
support an object-oriented model or that extend relational model with object-
oriented facilities. The following perhaps are two of the major reasons why we
may consider the object-oriented paradigm as the basis for a new generation of
database technology.
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First, object-oriented approach promises a uniform framework for the treatment
of "flat" relations, nested relations, and arbitrarily complex objects both in
structural aspect and in behavioral aspect. Therefore most of the relational
modeling difficulties have inherently been circumvented in an object-oriented
modeling approach. The important object-oriented concepts include data
abstraction and encapsulation, object identity and classification, property
inheritance, communication and computation through sending messages. Note
that most of these notions are not brand-new in computer science, but have been
exploited in various interesting ways. For instance, encapsulation has
traditionally been important in computer science for the simple reason that it is
necessary to decompose large systems into smaller encapsulated subsystems
which can be more easily developed, maintained, and ported [Nierstrasz 89].
While in object-oriented systems encapsulation is formalized by encouraging
design and programming in terms of "objects" (that communicate via messages)
rather than "programs" and "data" [Stefik and Bobrow 86]. Each of these
systems may adopt a particular object model, depending on which properties of
objects they need to encapsulate.

The second reason is that the object-oriented paradigm presents a fundamental
paradigm shift in our way of thinking and modeling applications. Its emphasis
on modularity, extensibility and reusability has been placed in every stage of the
entire software design and development. Thus the object-oriented modeling
approach inherently meets the objective of reducing the difficulties in
developing and operating large evolving software systems. This is precisely the
goal that has driven the data management technology from file systems to
relational database systems during the past three decades.

In order to enable the object-oriented technology to truly deliver the fundamental
advances in database technology to the overall database market, it is indeed
important to make the technology transfer as smooth as possible, and to achieve
as much unification as we can between relational technology and object-oriented
paradigm. So far it is generally agreed that the relational query algebra with its
declarative and set-oriented style, the potential for query optimization, and the
view definition facility are on the pro side for relational systems. Nested
relations and complex objects are extensions that try to keep these advantages
[School and Schek 90, Abiteboul et.al 89]. While on the object-orientation side,
the most convincing advantage is the high level of abstraction obtained by
considering objects as instances of abstract data types, by encouraging object
manipulation only through interface functions, and by organizing object types
or classes into a generalization (semi-) lattice. Therefore, what we are looking
for is a sound synthesis of these approaches that may keep the advantage of
flexible high level object modeling and set-oriented object manipulation
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languages. The integration of the two different approaches is a very interesting
and promising task, leading to deeper insight and understanding of the
differences and similarities between the relational approach and the object-
oriented approach. Practically more important, such an integration may allow
one system to be transformed into another, and may offer users to view the
same data differently (depending on from which system we look at them).
Furthermore, it encourages heterogeneous database systems to collaborate and
interoperate in a distributed environment. Besides, the inclusion of object-
oriented modeling concepts into advanced database technology has significant
impact on the architecture of a database system. In particular, it requires
extensions to the conventional semantics of database schema definition, schema
changes [Zicari 91], queries [Abiteboul and Kanellaki 89, Kim 89, Scholl and
Schek 90], updates, authorization [Rabitti et.al91], indexing [Bertino and Kim
89], clustering, and even concurrency control [Kim 92].

This dissertation concentrates on three important aspects towards a synthesis of
complex objects and object-orientation. The first aspect concerns with the
structural modeling of complex objects within an object-oriented paradigm.
Note that the presence of complex objects especially means that objects of any
level of composition (aggregation) have to be supported in a uniform way, that
object constructors (e.g., for tuples, sets, lists) have to exist, and that specific
operations to dynamically modify and exploit object structures are needed. A
data model is called an object-oriented model if it supports object identity,
encapsulation, object classification, type inheritance, overloading, late binding,
and computational completeness. We call an object-oriented database system

structurally object-oriented if complex objects are supported in the
object-oriented model.
behaviorally object-oriented if user-defined types (methods) are
supported in the object-oriented model.
truly object-oriented if both complex objects and user-defined types are
supported in the object-oriented model [cf. Dittrich 90].

Interestingly enough, most current systems that are offered as products are
more or less behaviorally object-oriented database systems only. They do not
really support complex objects in full sense, although they do better in handling
complexly structured data units than record-oriented systems. In order to offer a
truly object-oriented model, in the Part I of this dissertation we elaborate and
extend the conventional object-oriented concepts. Extensions are mainly based
on a general distinction between object aggregation semantics and arbitrary
association semantics, and an introduction of aggregation inheritance into the
object model. We formalize most of the notations and concepts used in our
proposal in order for the proposed model to be unambiguous, abstract, and
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consistent. It is generally agreed that a good object model should have a single
and discernible meaning, and should not be cluttered with unnecessary detail
that can prejudice the design and implementation phase. Also it should offer
facilities to check whether different models of the same system conflict, and to
keep consistency in the model specification. The second aspect of this
dissertation is about an algebraic query model of complex objects. We propose
an object algebra based on aggregation abstraction, which allows to consider
complex objects collectively as a basic unit of object queries. Therefore it is
possible for users (query writers) to remain within the framework of complex
objects while querying a database. We have also developed a set of query
rewriting rules for algebraic optimization of this algebra. The correctness
evaluation of this algebraic model with respect to the relational algebra and
relational query theory are formally studied too. In the last part (Part ill) of this
dissertation, we address issues on modeling communication behavior of
complex objects, such as

how do we model objects communication at conceptual level,
what kinds of contractual responsibilities a group of cooperating objects
should take in their communication and cooperation for accomplishing a
task, and
why object-oriented approach strikes a better balance among the following
three paradigms of computing: state transition (e.g., Turing machines,
assembly languages, FORTRAN), communication (e.g., actors, CSP),
and classification (e.g., object-oriented, logic, constraint-based, and
relational specification) [cf. Wegner 86].

We propose a declarative approach, namely activity model, to capture
communication behavior in object-oriented database systems.

In the reminder of this chapter, we will discuss each of the three aspects in more
detail. The emphasis will put on motivation and importance of the research.
Discussions on related research work in these aforesaid three aspects may refer
to the Chapter 2, Chapter 5 and Chapter 8 of this dissertation respectively.

1.1 Structural Model of Complex Objects
The first step in applying an object-oriented approach to information system
development concentrates on the abstract description of the static and dynamic
aspects of the real-world objects of interest (the Universe of Discourse, UoD)
[Booch 90, Rumbaugh et.al 90]. Very often, such objects have other objects as
parts (complex objects). We call such relationship "is-part-of'. Some real world
objects may connect with others without carrying on "is-part-of' semantics. We
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call these relationships associations. For example, we model a car as a complex
object, which has a body, a power system, and an electrical system as parts.
The body is again a complex object, which has three or five doors, a hood, a
chassis, and other things as parts. But the relationship between a car and the
owner of a car should be modeled as an ordinary association, since the object
CAR is not a (necessary and sufficient) component of any person and vice
versa. Thus the "ownership" relation does not carry the precise semantics of "is-
part-of'. In order to facilitate a natural description of real-world objects, a
formalism for object-oriented conceptual modeling should provide an effective
support for both the association and the aggregation of objects.

Up to now, the difference between object aggregation and object association, on
the one hand, has been neglected in the context of object-oriented programming
(OOP) [Meyer 88, Wegner 90]. Aggregation in OOP has to be simulated in the
same way as association, that is, using instance variable that refer to objects. In
most of the models for object-oriented databases which have their roots in OOP
(like GemStone [Bred et.al 89]), no clean separation between aggregation and
association is supported too. On the other hand, many semantic data models
[King and Hull 87] or object models [Kim and Lochovsky 89, Rumbaugh et.al
90], that consider aggregation as modeling construct, in fact only support
structural aggregation [Smith and Smith 77]. The dynamic and behavioral
issues implied in aggregation hierarchy are often left undefined [King 89], or
separated from structural description [Rumbaugh et.al90]. Another problem in
semantic data models or some object models for complex objects is that users of
such models may specify their applications in a high level conceptual model of
complex objects, but when querying the database, most of the associated query
languages provide no opportunity for users to remain within the framework of a
model of complex objects. Any change to the aggregation (composition)
hierarchy of a predefined complex object type/class, for instance adding a new
component into the hierarchy, will inevitably cause all the query programs,
working on the objects of this type and also on the objects of other relevant
component types, to be modified or adjusted according to the changes. The core
of these problems is the lack of reflection of the model semantics in the
associated query languages or database manipulation languages (DMLs).

In the Part I of this dissertation we aim at defining an extensible object-oriented
specification model, in which one can readily specify his/her applications within
the object-oriented framework. Complex objects and object composition are
described by means of high level of data abstractions, such as classification,
generalization, aggregation, and association. The specification formalism of the
model is an attempt to provide a conceptually natural database interface language
which carries a one to one correspondence to the "real world" objects in the
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user's perception of reality. One of the salient features of this formalism is the
facilities to specify object behavior and interactions between objects. Our
position statement is that a general distinction between aggregation reference
and association reference, and a support for type inheritance in both
specialization and aggregation abstractions are very important for developing a
truly object-oriented query formalism and for enhancing the extensibility of the
object-oriented model against the hierarchical changes of complex objects.

The result of our design also presents a synthesis and improvements of many
ideas or first-shot solutions drawn from a number of other data/object models,
including DAPLEX [Shipman 81], Eiffel [Meyer 88], EXODUS [Careyet.al
87,88], GemStone [Maier et.al86], NF2 models [cf. Abiteboul, Fischer &
Schek 89], 02 [Lecluse et.al 88], Ontos [Andrews and Harris 87],
POSTGRES [Stonebraker et.al 86], and ORION [Kim et.al 89]. Our
extensions include the support for complex objects with shared subobjects
(constituents), for value-oriented and object-oriented database design, for
storage and manipulation of persistent objects of any types (not just sets of
tuples), for capturing the semantics of inheritance in both subtyping hierarchy
and aggregation hierarchy, and for extending the specification through the
addition of user-defined methods.

The organization of the Part I of this dissertation is as follows: we first
overview the detailed construction of our object-oriented specification model in
Chapter 2, and then present the formalization of the major modeling constructs
of our object model in Chapter 3. We end the Part I with a short demonstration
of how could we implement the proposed extensible object-oriented
specification model through a graphical interface.

We quite agree with Nierstrasz [89] that
"object-oriented languages and systems are a developing technology. There can be no
agreement on the set offeatures and mechanisms that belong in an object-oriented language.
since the paradigm is far too general to be tied down. The idea of using objects to model
software is a natural one that will inevitably appear and reappear in various forms; we can
expect to see new ideas in object-oriented systemsfor many years to come."

1.2 Algebraic Model of Complex Objects
One of the reasons that the relational database systems have become so
successful in database market, is the support of non-procedural query
languages, equipped with the relational query optimizer [Selinger et.al 79],
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which allow users to specify what they want to know without requiring to
describe how and where the answer should be searched and computed in a
database. It has been widely recognized that non-procedural query languages
and automatic optimization of queries are the essence of the current database
technology. Insofar as an object-oriented model subsumes the relational model,
these cornerstones of the relational database technology definitely deserve
attention.

In order to allow an object-oriented query language to be nonprocedure in full
sense, it should be possible in a database, which supports complex objects and
object-orientation, to provide users with an opportunity to remain within the
framework of the model of complex objects while querying the database. We
mean that it should be possible for a query writer to specify what he/she wants
to know without having to specifying precisely how and where the objects of
interest can be searched and computed in the database (such as how to step
through an aggregation hierarchy of the objects of interest, and what their
precise path expressions are over aggregation hierarchies). Therefore a query
language for object-oriented models should satisfy the following criteria.

First of all, an object-oriented query language should be able to subsume the
relational query language. It means that (i)if a set of relational tables can
equivalently be used instead of a set of classes, it should be possible to issue the
same set of queries that may be issued using the relational query language,
including joins or subqueries, and grouping or ordering of the query results.
(ii)It should be possible to include facilities for defining views and for
formulating queries against views in an object-oriented query language too.

Secondly, it should be possible in an object-oriented query language to consider
complex object collectively as a unit of object queries. Put differently, there
should be a uniform way of modeling and querying objects, including both the
complex objects (e.g., objects with hierarchically nested structure) and the
simple objects (e.g., objects with "flat" table structure).

Thirdly, an object-oriented query language should allow to formulate queries
that are not applicable under the relational model, but are logical and reasonable
under the object-oriented model. The richer the object model becomes, the more
additional types of queries should be supported. These additional types of
queries include:

- quries against classes with nested structure, i.e., queries over aggregation
hierarchy.

- queries that include methods as part of search conditions,
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- queries that return objects of nested structure,
- queries over a subclass hierarchy,
- queries over association relationship, in which each name of interest must

be associated with a path expression to provide with search capability
explicitly.

Besides, it should be possible to treat queries and views homogeneously as
object classes in a single object-oriented query language.

Last but not least, an object-oriented query language should provide automatic
optimization of queries, just as the relational database system does [Selinger
et.al 79]. In the other words, an object-oriented database system must not
require or rely on her users to provide any information (e.g., which access
method should we use to obtain an optimal execution plan) for determining the
most efficient or optimal way of query evaluation.

With these criteria in mind, in part II of this dissertation, we first define a
complete and sound object algebra based on aggregation abstraction in Chapter
5. The design has capitalized on many features of complex objects and object-
orientation. For example, based on the concepts of aggregation abstraction,
subtype inheritance, and object identity, all the operators in this algebra are
recursively defined to enable each itself to traverse different nesting levels of
aggregation hierarchy of the querying objects. Queries over aggregation do not
have to associate each name of interest with an explicit access path expression in
order to provide the operators with the navigational ability. We classify the
operators, according to the way of how query results can be handled, into two
categories: object-preserving operators and object-creating operators, and
support both types of operators within a unified algebraic framework. In
Chapter 6 we develop a set of equivalence-preserving rewriting rules for
algebraic optimization of this algebra, and provide a number of examples for
illustration of our query optimization principles. In order to evaluate the design
of this object algebra, we have formally investigated the correctness of the
object algebra in Chapter 7. Our study concentrates on three aspects: object-
orientedness, expressiveness, and database performance. In the examination of
expressiveness of this algebra, we first formally analyze the consistency of our
object algebra with respect to the relational algebra. Then an object-oriented
predicate calculus over the given object model is proposed. The safety of this
object calculus is studied too. We demonstrate that there exists an equivalent
translation between the object calculus and our aggregation-based object
algebra.
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1.3 Communication Behaviour
of Complex Objects

The understanding of complex objects involves not only the structural aspect
and the manipulation aspect of complex objects, but also the communication
behavior of complex objects, for instance, how the objects collaborate and what
roles individual objects play in their mutual communication. This is because all
the individuals in the real world are not at all stand-alone entities. In the words
of Beck & Cunningham [Helm et.al90], " ... no object is an island". We ought
to consider real world concepts as consisting of several mutually cooperating
and interacting entities. With this view in mind, it is indeed important and
interesting to address the following issues:

How do we represent object communication behavior in an object-oriented
modeling environment? Especially, when a group of objects cooperate to
accomplish a task, how do we describe the different roles individual
objects plays in such a behavioral composition, and what kind of
communication patterns (or protocols) they should follow?

Given a set of basic communication or interaction patterns, how do we
create more complex patterns or more detailed (thus restricted) patterns of
object communication in terms of the existing ones? How do we hide
irrelevant details, and what abstractions can be created for communication
level reuse?

How do we recognize the requirements of classes supposed to implement a
particular communication pattern? and how do we know which objects may
participate in a particular communication protocol?

What kinds of communication constraints or contractual responsibilities
should be specified, validated, and maintained during the object
communication? How can an object communication paradigm collaborate
or be integrated with the object classification paradigm?

Three major points are important concerning solutions of these aforementioned
issues. First of all, as many researchers in the object-oriented field have
recognized (e.g., Class dictionaries [Lieberherr 88], Clusters [Meyer 90],
Mechanisms [Booch 91], Subsystems [Wirfs-Brock and Johnson 90], and
Frameworks [Johnson and Foote 88]), the class abstraction is sometimes too
fme grained for large scale object-oriented development. There is indeed a need
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of providing (simple and powerful) constructs for conceptualizing dynamic
interactions among cooperating classes. In the other words we surely desire to
have semantic modeling (or programming) constructs for grouping classes
together in a task-oriented software construction framework. Secondly, a group
of object classes can be used to describe a collaborative task plan or a complex
design. Reuse of such a task plan or design normally involves not only reuse of
individual classes but also reuse of the relationships and interconnections
between these classes. Thirdly, advocating communication level reuse should
not be considered as a shifting of emphasis away from classification paradigm
to interaction between classes in an object-oriented design environment. We
believe that the two paradigms can be and ought to be working together within
an integrated framework.

In the Part III of this dissertation, we introduce an activity model for declarative
specification of object communication behaviors, including the temporal
ordering of message exchanges within the communications and the behavioral
relationships between activity executions. The main contributions of our activity
model are the following.

First, we generalize the concept of activities to define communication behaviors
between objects of independent types, and between different activities. The term
"activity" is used as a semantically meaningful construct to model both the
behavioral relationships between cooperating objects and the coordination of
several activities in accomplishing a task.

Second, we use the language of first-order temporal logic (FOTL) as the
underlying formalism to capture the behavioral dependencies between
cooperating objects. Thus, constraints on exchange ordering of the messages
associated with objects of the same type, constraints on message exchanges
between objects of independent types, constraints on relationships between
messages and between activities, as well as constraints on the sequence of
activity executions, and on the object-flow control between activities are all
specified in a unified framework.

Thirdly, we introduce two kinds of behavioral composition mechanisms,
activity specification and activity aggregation, for realization of communication
abstractions. The concepts of activity specialization and activity aggregation are
to some extent similar to the refinement and inclusion operators suggested in the
contract model [cf. Helm et.al 90, Holland 92]. However, our formalism is
more general and declarative. The definitions of these concepts are formally
developed in our activity model. Also, unlike in the contract specification, the
implementation details of activities, such as how a class of objects cooperates
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with the related subclass hierarchy in order to implement the role of being agent
in an activity, are not required in the declarative specification of activities. The
transaction manager will carry out the activity conformance, in the light of the
activity specification itself and the type definitions of its agents, during the
transformation of declarative activity specifications into the procedural definition
of database transactions.

In our view, it is important and desirable in an object-oriented system to provide
a declarative approach for modeling dynamic communications between
independent objects (both entity and relationship objects), and to provide the
system with the capabilities of deriving operational semantics from the
declarative specifications of the problem domain. We argue that the activity
model as such provides a powerful computational framework for object
communications, and strikes a better balance between the object communication
paradigm and the object classification paradigm. The addition of activity
modeling into an object-oriented design environment may result in substantial
benefits, such as the high level design support for procedural specification of
database transactions, the capabilities for temporal reasoning, the potential for
automatic extension of the structural schema during the dynamic modeling, and
the higher degree of reusability and extensibility for the object-oriented systems.

The organization of the Pan III of this dissertation is as follows: in Chapter 8
we briefly overview the motivation and background of our work, and give a
short introduction to the syntax and semantics of the FOTL, which is used as
the underlying formalism for specification of temporal constraints on message
exchanges and on sequences of activity executions. In Chapter 9 we introduce
the activity specification formalism through examples, and formally define the
concepts of specialization and aggregation abstraction of activities. The
similarity and the difference between activities and entity objects are analyzed.
The semantics of activity creation and activity deletion are developed too,
including the consistency checking of activity specifications. In Chapter 10 we
discuss issues on integration of activity model and entity model within an object-
oriented modeling environment, and the expressiveness and the benefits of our
activity schema.
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of Complex Objects
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Chapter 2

Construction of
the Object Model

The objective of data and knowledge representation is to provide a mathematical
model of a universe of discourse (UoO) through conceptualization. The
specification of such a conceptual (object) model is an abstract theory in a
formal language. Therefore, the representation model itself can be considered as
a preferred denotational model of such a theory.

This chapter aims at defining an extensible object-oriented specification model
XOOS (pronounced as "ZEUS") in which one can readily specify his/her
applications within the object-oriented framework. The model has been
designed particularly with a view of specifying complex objects and object
composition by means of high level abstractions, such as classification,
generalization, aggregation, and association. One of the salient features of the
XOOS model is its facility to specify object behaviour and interactions between
objects, such as events, preconditions of the events, actions, postconditions of
the events. We argue that a general distinction between aggregation reference
and association reference, and a support for inheritance in both specialization
and aggregation abstractions are important for developing truly object-oriented
query formalism and for enhancing the extensibility of the object-oriented model
against changes. Although other applications are possible, the specification
formalism is illustrated in the framework of a multimedia database project
SPRITE. Features of the XOOS model include the support for

modeling complex objects with shared subobjects (components),
value-oriented and object-oriented database design,
storage and manipulation of persistent objects of any type (not just sets
of tuples),
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capturing the semantics of inheritance in both subtyping hierarchy and
aggregation hierarchy,
extending the specification through addition of user-defined methods.

Two kinds of polymorphisms are provided: subtype inheritance as a kind of
universal polymorphism and aggregation inheritance as a kind of ad-hoc
polymorphism. In this chapter we mainly concentrate on the syntax of the
XOOS model and discuss the semantics by means of examples. The formal
semantics of the XOOS model will be studied in Chapter 3.

2.1 Motivation and Background
This work was originally motivated by the research on modeling dynamic
behaviours of complex objects and on achieving extensibility of the multimedia
database of SPRITE (Storage Processing and Retrieval In a Technical
Environment). SPRITE is a joint project of five European companies and
universities under the ESPRIT programme. The main goal of the project is to
develop a fully integrated multimedia document management system for
technical environments. As stated in [Liu and Meersman90], technical
documents have a complex logical structure and multimedia content, they are
quite large in size and normally written by several persons simultaneously
(multi-authoring), they often have different versions over time (historical
versions), allow to have different configurations or variants, and they may
import information/rom other sources. Therefore it is expected that

(i) The requirement specification for SPRITE need to have a powerful
formalism for modeling dynamic objects of arbitrary complexity (such
as versioned documents). For instance, it should be able to specify
version able objects and their dynamic behaviour; changing the logical
structure of documents should be independent from changing their
contents; the shared contents of the documents should be mutually
consistent in the multimedia database, especially when new versions of
a document are created or versioned documents are modified;
Additionally, information from external sources should be easily
transferred into the multimedia database (MMD) and be handled in the
same way as existing objects.

(ii) There is a need to provide a high degree of flexibility and adaptability
against changes, including the cooperation between the applications
working with the old schema and the applications using the refined one.
For example, extensions of the model (e.g., adding, removing, or
modifying schema types and classes) shouldn't have much impact on
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the existing application programs.

(iii) The use of the multimedia database should possibly be specified over
the conceptual, object-oriented representation, rather than being forced
to do querying over the relational-table-based representation.

To meet these requirements, we have developed an extensible object-oriented
representation model XOOS for specifying and manipulating dynamic objects of
SPRITE. The design of the XOOS model also exhibits some extensions to the
existing object-oriented models. In our view, two aspects are important for
extending existing object-oriented models.

In the first place, there is a need for making a general distinction between object
composition semantics and object association semantics both at the instance
level and at the type level. Most of the object-oriented models proposed in the
literature only provide two constructs to model relationships between complex
objects. They are subtyping and reference. The reference used to model
composition of objects (aggregation reference) and the reference used to model
arbitrary association between objects (association reference) are not clearly
distinguished either in semantics or in syntax. Such models do not capture real
"is-part-of' relationship between objects, as an object can only reference, but
does not own, other objects. This way of modeling gives rise to a semantic
ambiguity between composition of objects and arbitrary association of objects,
and also results in a missing of structural and behavioural interaction between
complex objects and their constituent (component) objects. Furthermore, it
provides no opportunity to support the use of complex objects collectively as a
unit of high level query, in order to allow users to remain within the framework
of the model of composite objects when querying database.

In the second place, we argue that in designing object-oriented databases, it is
indeed helpful to explore type inheritance in aggregation hierarchies. Firstly, we
claim that inheritance is a very useful mechanism for abstract implementation of
behaviour and for structuring large systems. Secondly, it is important to
distinguish between two aspects of inheritance; one built by means of
specification (attributes and methods) sharing, and the other based on functional
abstraction, including functional specialization and functional aggregation,
which has to do the object's behaviour insofar as it is observed by the end-
users. Thirdly, in exploring the semantic implications of inheritance, subtyping
and aggregation hierarchy both are of importance. The former expresses
behavioural specialization by means of subtyping; the latter realizes
encapsulation and aggregation of functionality through aggregation reference.
Each of them also presents a sort of property inheritance either downwards or
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upwards for specification sharing among types. We call them subtype
inheritance and aggregate inheritance respectively. The main advantage of
exploring inheritance concept in aggregation abstraction is not only to capture
more semantics in object modeling but also to employ structural and behavioural
interaction between composite objects and their constituent objects in order to
simplify the manipulation of structurally nested objects and to improve the
flexibility and adaptability of the model against changes.

The XOOS object model supports most of the commonly accepted object-
oriented concepts, such as object identity and methods, abstraction data type
and a certain degree of encapsulation 1, type and class separation, as well as
subtype hierarchies and subtype inheritance. The main extensions to the existing
object-oriented models include

(i) the general distinction of aggregation references (used for modeling
object composition semantics) from arbitrary association references both
at instance level and at type level,

(U) the introduction of aggregation inheritance concept into the aggregation
type hierarchies, and

(iii) the combination of aggregation inheritance with subtype inheritance for
supporting universal polymorphism and ad-hoc polymorphism within a
unified framework.

The specification formalism of the model presented here is an attempt to provide
a conceptually natural database interface language which carries a one to one
correspondence to the "real world" objects in the user's perception of reality. In
what follows, we present the scenario of the XOOS model, including
specification of static structure and dynamic behaviour. The design principles
are illustrated by means of examples. We end with a comparison with the other
related work and the summary.

2.2 A quick look at the model
In the XOOS model, a database is a collection of named persistent objects.
These objects can be as complex as desired. We do not constrain the type
structure (the levels of data abstraction) of the named objects in the database.
The specification of objects are defined via type definition: static specification

Encapsulation supports for information hiding in the abstract data type flavor.
Note, however, that this should not be made in "all or nothing" principle
[Dittrich 1990].Thus we consider encapsulation as a special case of a generalized
view mechanism, because then we could consider all abstract layers as being
constructed from the same building blocks.
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via attributes, and dynamic specification via methods. For example, Fig 2.1
defines a new schema type Document-space-object. It has four mutually disjoint
types for storing Document-space-object instances. They are Folder, Document,
DocumentList, and Version Cluster. In the type definition, the attributes like
name, owner, creation-date etc. are owned (possessed) by objects of this type
and may be considered as the inherent attributes, while the others, like folder,
represent associations with other objects, and are called reference attributes.
Inherent attributes are often possessed by entity objects in reality whereas
reference attributes are built by the object model in order to describe all intended
relationships between objects. Note that the name of a reference attribute is not
necessarily the same as that of the referred type; and a distinction between
inherent attributes and reference attributes is also not strictly required in the
XOOS model. A detailed discussion about basic and advanced modeling
concepts (such as subtype and inheritance) is provided in the next two sections.

/'

type DOCUMENT .SPACE-OBJECf
attributes:

dso-name : String.
creation-date : Date.
modification-date : Date.
dso-categories : total generalization of [FOLDER. DOCUMENT.

VERSION·CLUSTER. DOC-LISTJ.
: ref (EMPLOYEE),
: ref (FOLDER). total.

owner
folder

methods:

end DOCUMENT·SPACE-OBJECf
\.

Fig2.1 Defining schema type

2.3 Basic Modeling Concepts
The essential concepts of the model are objects and methods, types and classes,
subtypes and subclasses, database schema and database instance.

2.3.1 Complex Objects

Objects in our model are instances of abstract data types (ADTs) each with a
unique identity. The state and behaviour of objects are described by means of
type-specific methods. Object identity (oid) is an internal built-in function on
system-defined type OBJECT representing the existence of object. Identity of
an object never changes where the description and value may change throughout
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its lifetime. The description and the value of an object may change throughout
its lifetime, but the identity may never change. Objects can only be accessed
through the interface functions defined on their types. In the following we use
"instance object" when we mean both an object identity and its structured value,
and use "object" when we refer to an object itself (oid) without associating it
with any structural view.

Objects may be composed by other objects through the "is-part-of' relationship.
A set of objects connected by the PartOf relationship is collectively referred to
as a complex object. As we said before, complex objects, apart from having
attributes in the relational sense, can be built from components that are objects
in their own right and may be complex themselves. The presence of such
characteristic especially means that objects of any level of composition
(aggregation) have to be supported in a uniform way, that object constructors
(e.g., for tuples, sets, lists) have to exist, and that specific operations to
dynamically modify and exploit object structures are needed. In order to support
complex objects in full sense, in the XOOS object model, we elaborate the
concepts of aggregation abstraction to capture more meaning implied in object
composition hierarchy. Therefore a complex object can be used not only as a
unit of version, concurrency control, and authorization, but also as a unit of
object queries, since identity of a complex object is independent of the identities
of its constituent objects.

2.3.2 Attributes and Methods

Intuitively, we may consider attributes as object-based or value-based properties
and methods as rule-based properties of objects. A method is described by its
name, signature (the types of its input and output), and body (the
implementation). In the XOOS model, attributes and methods both are defined
as functions associated with a type, or as function-valued class attributesz [cf.
Rowe and Stonebraker89]. Methods with no side effects are the methods that
perform only local computations and that influence their environment only by
their output values. A function is described by a name, a domain, and a range.
Domain and range of a function are specified by names of types. Both stored
function (a function whose extension is explicitly stored in the database) and
constructed (derived) function are supported in the model. Note that a method is
often "attached" to a type (see Section 2.3.3), and a method is normally
associated with a body (function expression) rather than with a stored function.

2 In many papers, class attribute is called class variable. Similarly instance
attribute is called instance variable. A function-valued attribute may have a
range of functions that may be stored or constructed.
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Therefore, let us agree to refer to the function-valued properties whose values
are constructed functions as method functions (methods for short) and the
function-valued properties whose values are stored functions as attribute
functions (attributes for short). In this sense, methods are defined separately, in
the method section of a type definition, rather than in the attribute section.

2.3.3 Types and Classes

Types in the XOOS object model are all abstract data types. Each type denotes a
structure and a domain of instances of that structure. The definition of a type
includes a type name and a list of function descriptions each with this type name
as the leading input argument. Thus a type provides a common interface of all
instances of that type (in form of a list of functions).

We provide five type constructors to build object types inductively from base
types (such as Integer, Real, String, and Date). They are tuple constructor (.),
set constructor {.}, list constructor <.>, and reference constructor ref. We
sometimes refer to them uniformly as scheme types in contrast to the base
types. In complex object modeling, the set types and the tuple types are
indispensable. The list types are used to model ordered set types, such as author
is a list of persons. The reference types allow to specify arbitrary relationships
between objects by means of object identities instead of user-controlled keys
(see Fig2.1). Although variant (union) type constructor is not supported in the
current version of the XOOS schema, it is possible to add it into the meta type
level of the XOOS. The variant types are useful when the type of an object may
be one of several exclusively. For example, we may model the fact that the
owner of a car may be either a person or a company by variant type owner:

CAR~ [pERSON, COMPANY] ([cf.Elmasri89]).

Classes are considered as a different concept from types. A class is a named
collection of objects of a type. Normally, a class is used to refer to a named set
of objects of a particular type which currently exist in the database. It is possible
to have more than one class of a type.

PERSON PERSON PERSON PERSON
name: String John Smith MlcKing Jane Swart
age: Integer 25 45 28

instance instance instance
type

class
Fig2.2 Type. class and instances
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Besides, suppose we have an application about COMPANY, and in defining
type COMPANY, we need three functions:

cpname : COMPANY ~ String,
location : COMPANY~ (CITY-ADDRS),
president : COMPANY~ ref EMPLOYEE.

In the XOOS schema we may simply use the following form instead of the
above one for presentation convenience:

cpname : string,
location : (CITY-ADDRS),
president : ref EMPLOYEE.

But for mehtods with more input parameters, we will use the complete form of
functional methods (details see Section 3.1.3). For instance, we may define
functional method salary for all employee objects as follows:

salary : EMPLOYEE x birthday ~ Integer.

2.3.4 Subtype and Subclass

Subtyping If a type T' is defined as a SUbtype of type T, denoted by type T'
!sA T, then (i) all instances of type T' can be used in the place where instances
of type T are required; (ii) all functions defined on type T become the functions
of type T' with possibly more restricted domains and ranges, while type T'may
have more functions than type T [Cardelli and Wegner85]. For example, type
EMPLOYEE is modeled as a SUbtype of PERSON, so it has all functions
defined on PERSON plus some new functions such as hiredate, salary, and so
on. We refer to PERSON as a supertype of EMPLOYEE (see Fig2.3). In order
to keep the conciseness of this chapter, we defer the discussion about the
notions of co-variance and contro-variance concerning functional inheritance
[cf. Cardelli 85] in Chapter 3.

type PERSON
(attributes:

pname
birthday
home-address
children

: String.
: Date.
: String.
: ref (PERSON));

!sA PERSON.type EMPLOYEE
(attributes:

hiredate
salary
affiliates
work-for

: Date.
: Real.
: ref COMPANY. total,
: ref (PROJECT));

: (PERSON);
: (EMPLOYEE), subclass-of PERSONS;
: (EMPLOYEE), subclass-of EMPLOYEES;

class PERSONS
class EMPLOYEES
class ENGINEERS

Fig2.3 Examples of subtype and subclass
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Obviously, subtyping induces a partial order on types. When we have a system-
defined type OBJECT as the most general type, this ordering forms a semi-
lattice of types such that any two types always have a lowest upper bound in the
lattice. We allow a type being a subtype of more than one type (multiple
inheritance). As a consequence of subtyping, objects may have more than one
type (polymorphism). When considering one of the types as a certain view on
the objects, types actually impose constraints that protect objects from arbitrary
or unintended use. For example, if an employee object is considered as an
instance of type PERSON, then only functions defined on PERSON are
applicable, while other functions like salary are inapplicable at this moment So
the query algebra based on the object model is strongly typed and allows static
type checking.

Subclassing A class CT'is said to be a subclass of class CTiff the type of Cj

is a subtype of type CTand the set of objects denoted by CT'is a subset of the set
denoted by CT. In fact, subclass relationship enforces some constraint on the
current database such that every object in a class must be an object in all its
superclasses. Fig2.3 describes types PERSON and EMPLOYEE. EMPLOYEE
as a subtype of PERSON may enjoy all the properties of PERSON. There are
two classes of type EMPLOYEE.

2.3.5 Association Links and Association References

Association links are connections between individual objects (instances). For
example, John Smith affiliates to Shell company. Association references are
means for describing a group of association links (relationships) with common
structure and semantics. They establish relationships among types or classes.
For example, we use function

"affiliates: EMPLOYEE-+ ref COMPANY"
in type EMPLOYEE, and function

"staff: COMPANY-+ ref {EMPLOYEE}"
in type COMPANY, to specify the application that every employee may affiliate
with a company, and every company may hire a number of persons as the staff.
The association between EMPLOYEE and COMPANY is binary and thus has
two roles: affiliates and staff. affiliate is a reverse function of staff. and vice
versa. In reality, associations are inherently bidirectional. Both traversal
directions are equally meaningful and refer to the same underlying association
relationship. Nevertheless, it is not necessary to implement associations in both
directions although they are modeled as bidirectional. We call each association
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direction an association reference. In the XOOS model, we model associations
regardless of how they are implemented.

Associations may be binary, ternary, or higher order, although in practice the
vast majority are binary or dividable ternary (which can be equally divided into
a number of binary associations). Note that the general ternary or higher order
association is often an atomic unit and cannot be divided into several binary
associations without losing information. Suppose we have a ternary association:
persons (PERSON) who are programmers use computer languages
(LANGUAGE) in projects (PROJECT). This association is definitely not
dividable as a person may know a computer language and work on a project,
but might not use this language in the project.

One of the most important properties of associations is multiplicity. It specifies
how many instances of one class may semantically related to a single instance of
an associated class. For instance, affiliates association between PERSON and
COMPANY may be one-to-many or many-to-many. It all depends on the
context. The widely used multiplicity in practice is between "one" and "many".
Usually the objects on the "many" side of an association have no explicit
ordering constraints and are regarded as a set. In some cases, however, the
objects are explicitly ordered. For example, a document has a number of
persons associated who are authors of the document. These persons are
explicitly ordered. This ordering is an inherent part of the association. We may
use list construct instead of set construct to model the association. I.e.,

authors: DOCUMENT ~ ref <PERSON>.

Adequate use of multiplicity may increase the flexibility of an application but
overestimating multiplicity impose extra overhead [cf. Rumbaugh et.al91]. Note
that the information contained in an association is not subordinate to a single
class, but counts on two or more classes.

2.3.6 Database Schema and Database Instance

A database schema is described by a list of type and class descriptions. All
these types are connected with each other through the subtyping relationship
and form an IsA type lattice. The top node is the system-defined type OBJECT.

A database instance consists of a set of classes each associating with a scheme
type in the database schema. It is allowed to have more than one class of a type.
All the classes are also connected with each other through the subclassing
relationship and form an IsA class lattice.
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The syntax of a database schema definition is as follows:
define database schema: < name of the schema>

type TJ = ( ... );

type T" = (...);
class C1 : [xtype-name»}, subclass-of ...;

class Cm: [ctype-narne»}, subclass-of ...;
define database < name of the database> ={CJ •••.• Cm}

end.

2.4 Aggregation Abstraction
In this section we discuss several issues on aggregation abstraction. such as
aggregation link and aggregation reference, aggregation versus association,
aggregation versus specialization. acyclic and cyclic aggregations, manipulation
rules for complex objects.

2.4.1 Aggregation link and Aggregation reference

Aggregation link and aggregation reference are means for establishing "is-part-
of' relationship between instance objects and between types respectively. We
say that two individual objects have an aggregation link if they are tightly bound
by the "is-part-of" relationship. When two objects are considered as
conceptually independent, even if they may often be semantically connected
with each other, we would say they have an association relationship.

Although aggregation can be considered as a special case of association, it is
conceptually different from association. To capture the semantic difference
between aggregation and association, it is important to make a general
distinction between object composition and arbitrary object association, both at
instance level and at type level. In the XOOS object model, we explicitly
distinguish aggregation reference and association reference between object
types. The former is used to model object composition relationship, which
carries on the "is-part-of' semantics between individual objects. We may
consider aggregation as a tightly coupled form of association with some extra
semantics such as transitivity and anti symmetric character. The latter is used to
model arbitrary associations of objects, where the transitivity and antisymmetric
feature do not hold in general.
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2.4.2 Syntax Extension

Concerning the distinction of aggregation from association in syntax of the
modeling, at type level we use set type and tuple type to define aggregation
reference between types, and introduce reference type to define arbitrary
associations between types (the concept of reference type is not original, of
course, see[Carey et.al 88]). Fig2.4 shows an example, where DOCUMENT
objects are composed of several CHAPTER objects. CHAPTER objects are
again composed by PARAGRAPH and FIGURE objects. DOCUMENT objects
also have associations with PROJECT objects and PERSON objects.

In the textual specification, we use set and tuple type directly, rather than
reference type, to model DOCUMENT objects and the structural interaction
between DOCUMENT objects and CHAPTER objects, as well as between
CHAPTER objects and their constituent objects. It is done by defining function

chapters: DOCUMENT ~ (CHAPTER)
In type DOCUMENT, and functions

text-content: CHAPTER~{PARAGRAPH},

figures: CHAPTER~{FIGURE}
in type CHAPTER, and specifying CHAPTER as constituent-of type
DOCUMENT; types FIGURE and PARAGRAPH as constituent-of type
CHAPTER in the schema definitions. We refer to DOCUMENT as an aggregate
type of type CHAPTER and CHAPTER as a constituent type of DOCUMENT.
Note that we may also define the ordering in text-content by using list construct

< ...> instead of set construct ( ... }, e.g.,figures: CHAPTER ~ <FIGURE>.

0--- aggregation link

---CD- association link

Fig2.4 An example application of DOCUMENT objects
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The difference between the function A:T ~ref T and the function B:T ~T is
that the range of function A is a set of objects of type T(oids), while the range
of function B is a set of instances of type T each with its structured value. A
sample schema of DOCUMENT type is given in Fig2.5.

At instance level we adopt the terminology of [Kim et.al 1989] to model the
existence dependency constraint between constituent objects and aggregate
objects, as well as the exclusiveness of aggregation reference (see Fig2.5). Let
x be an object of type T and y be an object of type T, and T has an aggregation
reference to T'. When the aggregation reference from x to y is specified as

(i) dependent & exclusive, it means that y is a constituent object of x
only, and y exists dependently on the existence of x.

(ii) dependent & sharable, it means that y is a constituent object of x
and may possibly be constituent of other objects of type T, and the
deletion of x does not necessarily imply the deletion of y unless x is the
only object left having the aggregation reference to y.

(iii) independent & exclusive, it means that y is a constituent object of x
only, and y exists independently on the existence of x.

(iv) independent & sharable, it means that y is a constituent object of x
and may possibly be constituent of other objects of type T, and y exists
independently on the existence of its composite (aggregate) objects.

Besides, we may use keywords "at-most" and "total" to model special
constraints on aggregation reference between types T and T '. An at-most
aggregation reference from type T to type T means that every object of type T
may have the aggregation reference to at most one object of type T. An
aggregation reference without keyword "at-most" indicates that every object of
type T may have the aggregation reference to at least one (perhaps more than
one) object of type T. A total aggregation reference from type T to type T'
says that every object of type T should have the aggregation reference to
object(s) of type T, as for whether to one object or to many objects of type T,
it depends on whether the aggregation reference is at-most or not. For
example, the total aggregation reference from CHAPTER to PARAGRAPH
specifies that each chapter has at least one paragraph in it. If an application
requires that every letter allows to have at most one drawing figure, we may
simply model it by introducing at-most & independent & shared
aggregation reference from type LETTER to type FIGURE. If the application
requirement is changed such that every letter must have one and only one
drawing figure, we could model it by enforcing a total constraint on this at-most
& independent & shared reference.
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type DOCUMENT IsA DOC-SPACE-OBJECf. dynamic
attributes:

title
submit-date
keywords
checkpoint#
authors
previous-checkpoint
project

doc-style
chapters
annotation

methods:

: String
: Date.
: (String).
: Integer.
: ref <EMPLOYEE>.
: ref DOCUMENT
: ref PROJECf

/* a document belongs to at most one project/
: generalization of [manual. memo. report]
: <CHAPrER> dependent & shared. total
: {TEXT-COMPONENT} dependent & exclusive

Fig2.5 Defining a schema type of DOCUMENT. CHAPTER. PARAGRAPH and FIGURE

end DOCUMENT

/
type CHAPTER constituent-of DOCUMENT

attributes:
chapter# : String.
chpter-title : String.
chp-fontface : String. default-value: <fontface(DOCUMENT».
chp-fontsize : Integer. default-value: <fontsize(DOCUMENT».
text-content :(PARAGRAPH). dependent & shared total.
figures :(FIGURE) • Independent & shared.

methods:

constltuent-of CHAPrERtype PARAGRAPH
attributes:

para-no
para-fontface
para-fontsize
para-position

methods:

: Integer.
: String.
: Integer.
: String.

end PARAGRAPH

type FIGURE constituent-of: CHAPrER.
attributes:

fig-position : Integer.
fig-caption : String.
bitmap-no : Integer.

methods:

end FIGURE
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In order to efficiently support the retrieval, locking and authorization of
composite objects, we also maintain a reverse order for each aggregation
reference. Constraints on such reverse reference have been implied in the
specification of the aggregation reference.

2.4.3 Dual Semantics of Aggregation Reference

Whenever objects of type T are composed of objects of type S, an aggregation
relationship will be built between type T and type S (Fig2.6).

Bl B2 B3
Fig2.6 Semantics in an aggregation reference is overloaded

Note that semantics of the aggregation relationship is actually overloaded. It at
least implies two different meanings:

(i) objects of type T are composed by objects of type S (see the left box in
Fig2.7);

(ii) the definition of S-component in type T is exactly the same as the
definition of type S (type sharing) (see the link between two boxes in
Fig2.7).

Bl B2 B3

Bl B2 B3

Fig2.7 Specification Sharing in Aggregation Type Hierarchies

While quite differently, if there is an association link between two types T and
S, it only means that instances of type T have some semantic connection with
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the instances of type S. But there is neither structural nor behavioural
dependencies between these two types.

2.4.4 Aggregation Inheritance

Due to the type sharing implied in aggregation link, we may introduce the
concept of aggregation inheritance. It means that if type T has aggregation
reference to type S, then by means of functional composition, all functions,
which are applicable to the interface of type S, are also applicable to type T.
For example, suppose "fig-caption" is locally defined in type FIGURE which is
a constituent type of DOCUMENT. In tenus of aggregation inheritance, "fig-
caption" can be treated as an applicable function of type DOCUMENT when
accessing database (see Fig2.8).

As a matter of fact, aggregation inheritance can be easily combined with subtype
inheritance in terms of specification code sharing. Consider Fig2.8,
DOCUMENT objects may inherit properties (e.g., user-name, dso#, creation-
date) from its supertypes, such as DOC_SPACE_OBJ, through the subtype
link, and meanwhile "inherit" properties such es fig-caption from its constituent
types (for instance type FIGURE) along with the aggregation hierarchy of type
DOCUMENT.

Legend:

~ object rype

----.j1lD local function

noml. subtype link

_ __ "inherited" function

0-- aggregation link

)

Fig2.8 An example for illustration of aggregation inheritance

The major benefits of aggregation inheritance are the following.
(i) By combination of aggregation inheritance with SUbtype inheritance,

reusability of the schema specification and database programs will be
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highly increased
(ii) Queries over aggregation hierarchies does not necessarily require

providing the operators with navigational ability explicitly.
(iii) Thus complex object can be considered collectively as a basic unit of

high level object queries. This way of design provides users with an
opportunity to remain within the object-oriented model when querying
database.

(iv) Changing the schema of complex objects, especially the nested
aggregation structure, may have no impact on existing database
programs.

To illustrate these benefits, consider the example in Fig2.8 again. Assume we
have a query Q: "find all documents having figure of the caption 'NIAM
diagram'?". With the support for aggregation inheritance, this query can simply
be expressed as:

{ x IXE DOCUMENTS r.xfig-caption ="NIAM diagram" } (ql).
There is no need to resort any aggregation path expression with each name of
interest in the query. However, if without the support of aggregation
inheritance, we have to express the query by associating each name of interest
with an aggregation path, i.e., the query Q has to be expressed as

{x IXE DOCUMENTS
»x.chapters figures fig-caption ="NIAM diagram"} (q2).

One obvious disadvantage of associating aggregation path expression with each
name of interest in the query operators, is the limitation of extensibility of the
object schema against changes. Suppose the DOCUMENT schema in Fig2.9(a)
is required to add new layers in between DOCUMENT and CHAPTER, and
between DOCUMENT and PARAGRAPH (see Fig2.9(b)).

fig-caption

(a) DOCUMENT schema in Appendix A

fig-position

(b) A change to the DOCUMENT type

Fig2.9 The aggregation type hierarchy of DOCUMENT
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With aggregation inheritance, the query Q expressed in (ql) will remain the
same. It means that the addition of new layers into the aggregation hierarchy of
type DOCUMENT (either at bottom and top or in between) does not require any
corresponding change to the existing database query programs. A higher degree
of extensibility of the object schema against changes is achieved.

However, without aggregation inheritance, the query Q has to be expressed in
the form of (q2). The schema change in Fig2.9(b) requires this query formula
to be rewritten by using the new aggregation path of fig-caption to replace the
existing one in the query, i.e., query in form of (q2) has to be reformulated as

{x IxeDOCUMENTS,
/\x. doc_body.chapters figures fig-caption ="NIAM diagram" }

although the fact that fig-caption is a local property of FIGURE objects, and
FIGURE object are part of the DOCUMENT objects, does not change.

2.4.5 Extensibility in Aggregation Hierarchy

From the examples discussed above, it is clear that aggregation inheritance is
also a useful mechanism for enhancing the extensibility (adaptability and data
independence) of the model against changes in aggregation hierarchy.

At the schema level, by means of aggregation inheritance,
(i) any change in a constituent type, such as addition of a new function, is

automatically reflected in the definition of its aggregate types. There is
no substantial impact on the existing application program related with
these aggregate types;

(ii) the addition of a new type as a constituent type of existing aggregate
type can be done not only at leaf level but also at interior level with no
explicit influence on the existing application programs, because queries
allow to be expressed without providing each name of interest with a
path expression;

(iii) a new type can be built as an aggregate type of existing types;
(iv) the deletion of an aggregate type has no influence on its constituent

types, but the deletion of a constituent type cannot really be performed
unless all its aggregate types are deleted.

At the instance level, by means of aggregation reference,
(i) the addition of new components into an existing composite object can

automatically be realized with no substantial impact on the existing
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application programs;
(ii) Meanwhile, the manipulation on the modified composite objects can be

represented in the exactly same manner as before.

2.4.6 Ad-hoc Polymorphism

In terms of [Cardelli and Wegner85], subtyping can be considered as a kind of
universal polymorphism where no coercions are necessary when using objects
of a SUbtype in place of objects of the supertype; while aggregation reference
may be considered as a kind of ad-hoc polymorphism where coercion is
necessary when an operator appears to treat functions defined on the constituent
types as the interface functions of the input type.

What is the coercion principle? As stated in [Cardelli and Wegner85],
"Coercions are essentially aform of abbreviation that may reduce program size and improve
program readability by allowing the user to omit semantically necessary type conversions.
The required type conversion must be determined by the system. inserted in the program and
used by the compiler to generate necessary type conversion code."

For example, in the programming systems where no coercions are supported,
the expression "3+4.0=7.0" is illegal; while in those programming systems
which support coercion principles, this expression is a legal one, but the system
"coercing" the integer argument to type 'real' before the real addition is
performed.

Similarly, in the query system where no aggregation inheritance is provided,
queries over aggregations have to be expressed by associating each name of
interest with an aggregation path expression to provide the operators with
navigational ability; while in the query system where aggregation inheritance is
supported, queries on composite objects can simply be expressed in terms of
just the names of interest. There is no need to associate each name of interest
with a precise path expression, but all the names of interest that are at interior
levels of nesting are "coerced" to attach the corresponding path expression by
the system before the query is really performed. The required type conversions
are determined by the query system in the light of the acyclicity of aggregation
type hierarchy and the concept of aggregation inheritance. As a matter of fact,
considering aggregation inheritance as a kind of ad-hoc polymorphisms and
intentionally employing the coercion principle in query interpretation and query
processing, not only users may express queries on objects of a structurally
nested form in a more succinct and natural way, but also the flexibility and the
adaptability of the model against changes will be increased.
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2.4.7 Aggregation Versus Specialization

Aggregation and specialization (subtyping) are quite different concepts,
although both are mechanisms for type composition, which allow properties of
one or more types to be reused in the definition of a new type. From
polymorphic point of view, subtype inheritance reflects a true polymorphism---
called universal polymorphism, whose polymorphic character is inherent in all
the circumstances; while aggregate inheritance only exhibits an apparent
polymorphism--- called ad-hoc polymorphism, whose polymorphic character
only exists at the syntactic level and disappears at the close range [cf. Cardelli
and Wegner85] (see Fig2.1O). It means that in the light of aggregate
inheritance, an operator may appear to accept function values of many types,
but the values must be converted to some representation (for instance, attaching
the path expression to them) before the operator can use them.

!:::S: polymorphic character
Polymorphism coercion

semantically
inheritanc syntaticallevel

inherent
(required)

subtype universal / true Yes Yes Noinheritance polymorphism

aggregation ad-hoc / apparent
Yes No

inheri tance polymorphism Yes

Fig2.10 Different polymorphic characters

number of concepts
Fig2.11 Differentpoints of view in type composition
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Put differently, subtype inheritance implies that functions "inherited" from the
supertypes of a type T are all semantically meaningful functions to the objects of
type T; while in case of aggregate inheritance functions "inherited" from the
constituent types of T may only be syntactically meaningful to the objects of T
in reality. For example, in daily communication, for syntactic abbreviation
purpose, we often treat some functions like horse-power of the engine of a
CAR object, locking-system of the doors of a CAR object, as meaningful
properties of CAR objects.

Besides, aggregation and specialization can both be used as mechanisms for
incremental definition of concepts, but the purpose of using them are also
different (see Fig2.11). Specialization is used to refine some existing concepts.
As a result, the number of concepts is increased. While aggregation is used to
define complex concepts in terms of simpler concepts. As a result, the
complexity of the concepts is increased.

2.4.8 Acyclic Aggregation and Exceptional Case

To capture the specification sharing as well as the anti symmetric and transitive
characters of aggregation relationship, we suggest to use two different ways to
model "is-part-of' relationships happened at object instance level. When the "is-
part-of' relationship holds at both instance level and type level, we model it by
means of aggregation (reference) link, such as the aggregation between
DOCUMENT objects and CHAPTER objects. We may refer to such
aggregations as acyclic aggregation. If the "is-part-of' relationship holds only at
instance level but not at type level, we consider it as an exceptional case and
model it by means of association (reference) link. A typical example is the
application about "bill of material" (see Fig2.12).

Type PART
part-no ; integer.
part-name : string.

subpart price : real.
subpart : ref {PART},

end PART.

Fig2.12 Cycle reference is modeled as association

Suppose PART objects are described by part-name, price, and may contain
other PART objects as sub-parts. All sub-parts are also objects of type PART.
In this case, the sub-part relationship between PART objects exhibits the object
composition semantics only at the instance level, but not at the type level.
Because the exceptional case as such may actually be considered as an extreme
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case of ordinary aggregation. In order to capture acyclicity of aggregation
hierarchies, and to employ aggregation inheritance for avoiding duplicate
specification, implementation and maintenance, it is reasonable to model such
exceptional cases by means of association. Thus the subpart relationship can be
modeled by simply adding a cyclic association reference in the type definition of
PART (Fig2.12).

Note that the acyclicity of aggregation type hierarchies does not ensure the
acyclicity of aggregation instance hierarchies. We need to preserve the acyclicity
of aggregation instance hierarchies through explicit or implicit constraint
enforcement during the database population and insertion.

2.4.9 Resolution of Name Conflict in Aggregation

In the XOOS model, we allow a type being a constituent type of more than one
type. It is then quite possible that functions defined in some constituent type
may have the same names as the functions defmed in the other constituent types
or in their aggregate types, although these functions are in fact semantically
different concepts. To support aggregation inheritance, we have to resolve such
name conflict occurring in aggregation hierarchies. One mechanism is to impose
a restriction that each function "inherited" from a constituent type has to
associate with the type name as a prefix. Assume type CAR has a weight
function and its constituent type ENGINE also has a weight function. We will
use engine-weight for accessing the weight of the engine of a car, and weight
for the weight of the whole car (see Fig2.13). It is reasonable and preferable to
use different names to refer to different concepts.

Wci~5Y
-----~

"'- engine-weight
Fi~2.13 Resolution of name conflict in aggregation hierarchy

Although many aggregation hierarchies present some common properties at all
levels, which show nice features such as monotony of their values (e.g., the
weight of a composite object is always greater than the weight of its constituent
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objects), and default constraints (e.g., the color of the door is the same as the
color of the body of a car by default, but the color of the door of a car may be
different from the color of the body of the car by explicit value assignment), the
resolution of name conflict in such aggregation hierarchies, for instance, by
using the type name as prefix to rename these properties, does not necessarily
incur a loss of such nice features. This is because all the relationships consisting
in these common properties need to be specified explicitly in forms of
constraints in the schema definition. For presentation convenience, we assume
in the sequel that all nodes in the aggregation hierarchy of a type T have distinct
names.

2.4.10 Other Remarks on Aggregation Inheritance

(l)Aggregation inheritance is a useful mechanism for the message handling
system in object-oriented databases and knowledge bases. Suppose we have a
set of CAR objects and if we would like to retrieve the locking-system of the
doors of some particular car, and the horse-power of this car, normally we have
to send a message "locking-system" to the doors of this CAR object, and a
message" horse-power" to the engine of this car object. Since ENGINE and
DOOR are necessary and sufficient constituents of type CAR, it is indeed
convenient to allow the CAR object to be also a legal receiver of the messages at
the high level query interface. Thus by means of the acyclicity of aggregation
hierarchy and the concept of aggregation inheritance, the message handling
system may first check wether the messages are included in the list of inherent
interface functions of type CAR and when the answer is negative, the message
handling system automatically searches for the messages from the constituent
types of CAR. Since any aggregation hierarchy is a finite directed graph, the
search ends either when the messages are found out, or when the leaf nodes are
reached. Moreover, we could provide the explanation of how a query is
responded and what paths it takes to generate the answer in terms of
aggregation hierarchy and aggregate inheritance.

(2)The support for a distinction between aggregation reference and association
reference, and the acyclicity of aggregation hierarchy do not prohibit the
occurrence of recursively defined types. Firstly, in spite of the base types, all
other scheme types are recursively defined in the sense that any of these types is
composed by other types through tuple, set or reference constructs recursively.
Secondly, the semantic and the syntactic distinction between aggregation
references and association references clarifies two different concepts:
recursively defined types and recursively defined references. The former does
not allow cycles in the recursive definition of scheme type in order to obtain
effectiveness and determinism of using types reasoning about objects. The latter
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allows cycles in the recursive definition of reference between types in order to
cope with the flexibility and the diversity of arbitrary associations between
objects in the data and knowledge base modeling.

2.4.11 Manipulation Constraints for Complex Objects

Obviously, the syntax of aggregation reference has suggested some
manipulation constraints for complex objects, which may be used as rules
during the manipulation of complex objects

Insertion Rules:
Let x be an object of type T and y an be object of type T. Suppose object x has
an aggregation reference to object y.

(i) insertion of a composite object may always be performed together with
the insertion of its constituent objects through such an aggregation
reference, although it is not necessary all the time;

(ii) if the aggregation reference is total, the insertion of x should either add
the aggregation reference to at least one existing object of type T or

insert at least a new instance of type T as the constituent object of X;

(iii) if the aggregation reference is exclusive, the addition of aggregation
reference from objects x to y is permitted only if the set of objects of
type T having aggregation reference to y is empty.

Note that (iii) is valid no matter whether or not there exists an object of a type
other than T having an aggregation reference to y, since this insertion rule refers
to only instance objects of type T and type T.

Deletion Rules:
Let x be an object of type T and y be an object of type T. Suppose object x has
an aggregation reference to object y,
(1)the deletion of x incurs to the deletion of y if and only if

(1.1) this aggregation reference is a dependent & exclusive one,
(1.2) this aggregation reference is a dependent & sharable one, and x is the

only object of type T having such aggregation reference to y;
(1.3) there exist an object z of type S such that x has an aggregation reference

to z, z has an aggregation reference to y, and deletion of x causes
deletion of z, and

(a) the aggregation reference from z to y is a dependent & exclusive one,
(b) the aggregation reference from z to y is a dependent & sharable one,

and z is the only object of type S having such an aggregation reference
to y.

(2)the deletion of y can not be performed unless x is deleted as well iff
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(2.1) this aggregation reference is a total and exclusive one,
(2.2) this aggregation reference is a total and sharable one, and y is the only

object of type T' left to which x has such the aggregation reference.

Update Rules:
Suppose object x has an aggregation reference to object y, the update of value
of the constituent object y is automatically reflected in the presence of the
composite object x. It should be pointed out that the manipulation semantics
between aggregate reference and the associate reference are slightly different.
For associate reference, referencing objects have no right to directly update
referenced objects but allow the retrieval of referenced objects via their object
ill. The following three general constraints hold for association references.

GCl: (x)rejerent(x) ~ 3t type(t)" instance-of(x,t).
GC2: (x)rejerenr<x) ~ db(x) v value(x,nil).
GC3: (x)(t)(a)rejerent(x)"instance-of(x,t)"attribute-of(a,t)

~3v attr-valueix.a.v).
GC1 states that if x is a referent (referred object) then x must be an instance of
an existing type. GC2 amounts to saying that if x is a referent, then x must
exist somewhere in the database or else the value of the reference must be null
(referent existency). GC3 identifies that if x is a referent and t is a class such
that x is an instance of t, then for each attribute a of type t, X has attribute a with
value v (referent validity).

2.4.12 Propagation of Operations

Features of aggregation abstraction discussed above allows us to support
automatic propagation of operations on complex objects downward along with
the aggregation hierarchy.

For example, moving an aggregate objects moves its constituent objects. We
may say that the move operation on objects propagates to their constituent
objects. In fact, propagation of operations to constituent objects shows another
nice property of aggregation. It provides a concise way for specifying an entire
continuum of behaviour over objects of complex structure. Consider
DOCUMENT as an example. With aggregation inheritance, a copy operation on
a DOCUMENT object will automatically propagate to its chapters, to the
paragraphs, and so on. It is in fact quite reasonable to enable a document to be
copied together with its chapters and paragraphs. But the copy operation will
not propagate in the reverse direction. It also means that a paragraph can be
copied without copying the whole chapter and the whole document.
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Note that the automatic propagation as such is only applicable to aggregation.
Suppose a PERSON owns many documents. Owner is an association between
PERSON and DOCUMENT. Copying a document copies the owner link but
does not spawn a copy of the person who is the owner.

2.5 Semantic Constraints
In addition, there is a need to specify the semantic constraints that can not be
expressed in the above attribute specification. Such constraints restrict the
values that entity objects (e.g., instances, classes, attributes,links) can assume.
For example, suppose we wish to enforce the constraint that the total budget of
a project is equal to or larger than the sum of its partner's budgets, and the
constraint that the maximum of partners within one project is ten, we could
define PROJECT associated with these constraints over the PROJECT
instances as in Fig2.1S.

The trigger facility is a useful mechanism to enforce constraints. Once a trigger
has been installed over a function definition, a specified imperative is executed
whenever the function changes from true to false.

type PROJECT
attributes:

proj-name
total budget
proj-manager
contract#
partners
documents

constraints:
foraH J In project:

ICl: totalbudget(J) >= partner-budget(J)
trigger for insert, update project or update totalbudget(J), partner-budget(J);

IC2: totalbudget(J) >= SUM(partner-budget(J)
trigger for validation when making an aggregate reference from project to

PARTNER or update totalbudget(J), partner-budget(J);
IC3: count(partner(J)) <= 10

trigger for validation when making an aggregation reference to PARTNER
objects ;

methods:

: String,
: Real,
: ref EMPLOYEE,
: String,
: (PARTNER) dependent
: ref (DOCUMENT),

& exclusive, total,

end PROJECf

Fig2.15 Defining constraints
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2.6 Method Specification
Two categories of methods are provided in the XOOS object model to specify
the dynamic behaviour of objects:

(i) local methods, which are type-specific functions (first-order functions)
and are always bound to a particular type.

(ii) global methods, which are meta-functions (second-order functions) and
can be used for almost all the types.

The global methods consist of pre-defined system functions and user-defined
meta-functions. They include define, drop, and modify type definition, and
insert, delete, add, remove and assign elements from sets, etc.

The insert operator is used to create new objects of a given type and
add them into the specified class.
The delete operator is used to delete objects from the database. Objects
being deleted do not longer exist in the database. I.e., the delete
operation will delete the objects from the input class and from all its
subclasses and its superclasses.
The add operator is used to add existing objects into a set or a class.
The remove operator is used to remove objects from a given class.
Objects being removed from a class do not longer exist in this class and
all of its subclasses, but may exist somewhere else in the database, for
example, the superclass of the input class.
The assign operator is used to set new values or new expressions to
functions.

The local methods are defined by the XOOS users or applications, and may
differ from type to type. Suppose type PERSON does have attributes pname
and birthday. The derived attribute age is considered as a local method of type
PERSON. It is computed by year(Today) minus year(birthday(PERSON», and
for each input it returns an integer as the output. year is the system-supplied
global function and "Today" is a meta-level database object of type Date.
Fig2.16 shows another example. It defines "next-checkpoint" of a given
document edition in tenus of the current check-points of this edition.

The type-specific method specification consists of the following seven parts:
name of the method,
input parameters (symbol @ as prefix of input variables),
output parameters (symbol" as prefix of output variables),
precondition that specifies what conditions should be satisfied before the
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method is executed, and otherwise what kind of action should be taken
for handling exceptions,
action that executes the method and returns the result,
postcondition that specifies what conditions should be satisfied after the
method is executed as well as how to propagate the impact of operations
to the referred objects in order for data consistency,

.exception that handles the exceptions in the validation of precondition.
The first two parts (name and parameters) and the action part are necessary for
each method specification, as some methods may function as procedures and
need not have a returned result. Exception is a companion part of precondition,
which is used particularly for handling the violation of precondition. The
language used for declarative specification of pre- and post-conditions is a SQL-
like query language of the XOOS model, called GQL. The syntax of this GQL
may see [Liu and Meersman90].

type DOCUMENT IsA DOC-SPACE-OBJECf, dynamic
attributes:

methods:
next-checkpoint: returns Integer

(mput-para : @this: Integer
/*here "this" represents the current checkpoint#

output-para : "next-checkpoint# : Integer
precondition :

RI: Id.@this <- (retrieve id (0) from D in DOCUMENT
where checkpoint#(D) = @this)

IF Id.@this = nil THEN do action, ELSE goto EXl
action:

Al: "next-checkpoint <- (retrieve checkpoint# (D) from D in DOCUMENT
where previous-checkpoint#(D) = @this)

exception:
EXl: print "the checkpoint@this does not exist in the database."

end DOCUMENT

Fig2.16 Deftning methods for type DOCUMENT

2.7 Derived Attributes
Derived attributes are constrained by their base attributes and the derivation
rules. In the XOOS model, all the derived attributes (including derived
relationships) are defined via local methods of types. This facility allows objects
to contain information which, rather than being stored, can be computed upon
request from the current database state. It offers a flexibility to extend the type
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definition by adding a derived attribute which can be later referred to as if it
were a real attribute. It also offers more adaptability to further reduce the impact
of database changes. For example, the hit-rate of a topic (a keyword) can be
considered as a derived attribute of type SUBJEcr and be defined as a derived
function by adding the local method hit-rate to type SUBJEcr (see Fig2.17).
Note that the addition of new documents may cause the change of the hit-rate of
a given topic (keyword). But such change can be automatically reflected in all
the later queries, because" hit-rate" is modeled as a derived attribute rather that a
stored attribute.

add SUBJECf
method

hit-rate: returns Real
(Input- para : @this

/* suppose@this represents a given topic. and DOCUMENT is not empty */
output-para: hit-rate: Real
precondition:

RI: L2= (coWlt(D) from D in DOCUMENT.
IF L2 <= 0 THEN go EXI

action:
AI: hit-rate -c- Ll/L2

where Ll= (count(D) from D in DOCUMENT. S in SUBJECf
where topic(S) = @this
and keyword(D) CONTAIN topict S)

exception:
EXl: print" No document has @this as a keyword"

end

An abstract type is a type that itself has no instances of its own but has subtypes
which are instantiable. An instantiable type may have abstract SUbtypes in the
IsA type lattice. As a matter of fact, all leaves in the IsA type lattice are
instantiable types. For example, suppose document-space-objects of type DOC-
Space-OBJ are composed of objects of type DOCUMENT, FOLDER,
DocumentList, or Version Cluster. No instance objects of other types belong to
a class of type DOC-Space-OBJ (see Fig2.15). Thus DOC-Space-OBJ is
modeled as an abstract type (total generalization of its immediate subtypes).
Objects of type DOC-Speac-OBJ must be either documents, or folders, or
versions, or document-lists, and nothing else. It is often useful to create an

Fig2.l7 Derived attribute

2.8 Abstract Types
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abstract supertype to encapsulate those classes of objects which participate in
the same association or aggregation. We may consider abstract type as a
mechanism for promoting software code reuse.

Besides, an abstract type can define the message exchange protocol for an
operation without a corresponding method. This kind of operations merely
defines a delegate form of the operations for which each instantiable subtype
must provide its own method implementation. For example, "display" can be
defined as an abstract method of DOC-Space-OBJ. Each of the instantiable
SUbtypes of DOC-Space-OBJ will provide its own method implementation for
this abstract method. "display DOCUMENT(a)" means to display the whole
document content, while "display FOLDER(b) will show the hyper-text
structure of the folder" b", Obviously, such abstract operations can not be fully
defined in any of the instantiable types. Otherwise, objects of an instantiable
type as such would have undefined operations [Rumbaugh et.al91]. Note that it
is allowed to make abstract type instantiable and to make instantiable type to
become abstract.

Fig2.18 Doc-space-OBJ is an abstract type, since there is a
total constraint on DOC-Space-OBJ subtype hierarchy

2.9 Summary
We have presented the design of our XOOS model for specifying objects of
arbitrary complexity, such as versioned documents with multimedia contents.
The result represented a synthesis and extensions of many ideas drawn from a
number of other data/object models, including DAPLEX, Eiffel, EXODUS,
GemStone, NF2 models, 02, Ontos, POSTGRES, and ORION. Our
extensions include the support for complex objects with shared subobjects
(constituents), for value-oriented and object-oriented database design, for
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storage and manipulation of persistent objects of any types (not just sets of
tuples), for capturing the semantics of inheritance in both subtyping hierarchy
and aggregation hierarchy, and for extending the specification through the
addition of user-defined methods. We summarize the principal characteristics of
the XOOS model as follows:

All information about an object is modeled in terms of type
specification. We do not constrain the complexity of type structure.
Besides, the static and dynamic specifications are both provided at the
conceptual level.

A general distinction between object composition and objects association
is made both in semantics and in syntax, so that the structural and
behavioural interaction between composite objects and their constituent
(component) objects can be captured in the modeling design.

Subtype inheritance and aggregation inheritance both are explored in the
model. They are not only useful abstraction mechanisms for type
composition, but also can be employed to simplify the high level object
queries and to aid query interpretation and query reformulation.

All the derived attributes, including derived relationships (which are
defined in terms of existing relationships) are expressed via methods.
Methods may be multi-valued functions, returning sets of objects. In
fact, all the attributes and references can be realized as base functions,
all the local methods as derived functions, and global methods as
general-purpose functions, exploiting a functional programming
metaphor.

The XOOS model provides tuple, set, list and ref as its primitive type
constructors. Additionally, it offers some basic semantic building blocks
regarding references (i.e., total or not for all the references, dependent
or independent, exclusive or shared for aggregation references, and
aggregate inheritance). The combination of these facilities yield a
flexible and powerful mechanism for modeling complex objects and for
capturing their semantics. It indeed facilitates the database design
although the casual users need not be concerned with these distinction.

As for the first feature, the type specification facilities are probably close to
those of EXODUS [Carey et.al 87,88] and GemStone [Maier et.al86], as both
EXODUS and GemStone provide tuple, set, and array constructors; the method
specification is, to some extent, influenced by DAPLEX [Shipman 81]
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functions and POSTORES [Stonebraker et.a186] procedures. The aggregation
reference notion is closely related to the composite reference in ORION [Kim
et.aI89]. However, ORION does not provide a general distinction between
aggregation reference and association reference at type level, and no support of
the concept of aggregation inheritance for specification sharing at type level, and
for capturing the structural and behavioural interaction between composite
objects and their constituent (component) objects. Additionally, although
EXODUS and OEM both support the value- and object-oriented semantics but
the type system in OEM do not provide sets of references, some semantics of
aggregation reference such as total or non-total, dependent or independent are
not supported in EXODUS.
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Chapter 3

Formalization of the Model

In the previous chapter, the object-oriented model XOOS has been described,
which is grounded on a number of basic object-oriented concepts [Atkinson
et.al89, Banerjee etal87, Stefik and Bobrow85]. By combining the abstraction
techniques (e.g., classification, specialization, and aggregation) with the type
inheritance mechanism, the XOOS model places no restrictions on
implementations in the sense that the object model and the query model both
take a logic view of data that is consistent for all physical implementations.
Extensions are made mainly based on a general distinction between aggregation
reference and association reference, and a support for exploring type inheritance
in both specialization and aggregation abstraction.

Due to the fact that the combination of generalization/specialization,
aggregation, and association, and the support for view mechanism based on
these abstractions may lead to a fairly complicated situation, especially when
aggregation inheritance is combined with SUbtypeinheritance, it is preferable to
go further than normal "intuitive" way of understanding the XOOS object
model. Therefore we present a formalization of the model along with the lines
of [Liu92a] in this chapter.

The formalization is based on the following assumptions:
(i) There exist a collection of finite and nonempty base domains, denoted as

'D1, 'D21 "'1 'D", n.?1.
(ii) There exist a countably infinite set of identifiers, denoted as Oidset.
(iii) A number of constructs, such as tuple, set, list, are available.
(iv) There is a countably infinite set of symbols which can be used as names

of types and attributes, denoted as 'J{
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Every ve Ui=J •....n'lJi is an atomic value, and every ide Oidset is an atomic-
valued identifier. Values that are formed via set construct are called set values,
and values forrned through tuple construct are called structured values [cf.
Bancihon and Khoshafian 86].

3.1 Preliminary Definitions
Let us begin with a brief look at some data model-independent definition of
functions, objects, methods, types and classes, based on the ontological
principles [Bunge77, Wand89]. These structural concepts are then used to
define subtype and subclass, composite objects, part-whole relation, and
aggregation reference, and to discuss the abstract realization of object
behaviour. The most important trait presented in this chapter is the novel
mixture of subtype inheritance and aggregation inheritance for simplifying
manipulation of complex objects.

3.1.1 Functions

The notion of function can be defined by identifying it with its set-oriented
semantics.

Definition 3.1 (junction)
f is a function with a source domain (denoted by S(f) and a target range (also
called co-domain, denoted by T(f)), if and only if (iff) f is a set of ordered
pairs, and for every (x,y) and (x',YJe f : x=x' => y=y'. 0

Definition 3.2 (set-valued function)
f is a set-valued function iff f is a function and 'Vxe S(f): f(x) is a set. 0

Definition 3.3 (structure-valued function)
f is a structure-valued function iff f is a function and 'VXES(f): f(x) is of tuple

structure. 0

Definition 3.4 (junction-valued function)
f is a function-valued function or structured function iff f is a function and
'Vxe S(f): f(x) is also a function. 0

Definition 3.5 (restriction of function)

If f is a function and R is a set such that R<;;;,S(f), then f[R]=ded (x,y) I
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(x,y)e f, xeR}. We say f[R] is the restriction of f on R. 0

Definition 3.6 (compatible functions)
Two functions f and g are compatible if and only if S(f)nS(g):#0, and

f[S(f)nS(g)]=g[S(f)nS(g)]. 0

Definition 3.7 (junction composition)
If f and g are functions, T(f)~S(g) and T(f):#0, then gof =asr {(x, g(f(x») I

xe S(f) and f(x)e S(g)}, is called function composition. gof is called a

composite function. 0

Lemma 3.1 Let f, g, h be functions, and h=go], Then we have the source
domain S(h)=S(f), the target range (co-domain) T(h)=T(gof)= {z I
z=g(y)e T(g), ye T(f)} , and T(gof)~T(g).
Proof
For any xe S(h), given h(x)=gof(x)=g(f(x», by Definition3.1 we have

xe S(f). Thus S(h)r;;;,S(f). Similarly, for any x'e S(f), given h+g o], by

Definition 3.7 f(x')e S(g). Thus g(f(x,)=gof(x,) =h(x')e T(h). By definition

3.1, x'e S(h), and S(f)r;;;,S(h). So S(h)=S(f) holds.

For any ze T(gof), by Definition 3.1 and Definition 3.7, there exist x,y such

that f(x)=y and g(y)=z. We have ze T(g). Thus T(gof)r;;;,T(g) holds. 0

Note that given functions f, g, h and let S(f) denote the source domain of i ,
T(f) denote the source domain of t. '}f)(f) denote the power set of S(f), and Ow
be a two-operand operator. A function h is said to be a weak function
composition of f and g, denoted by h=fowg, if and only if the following
conditions are verified:

(i) T(f) is a subset of the power set of the source domain of g, i.e.,
T(f) c 2S(g),

(ii) The source domain of h is the same as the source domain of the first
operand f of the operator ow, i.e., S(h) = S(f),

(iii The co-domain of h is the power set of the co-domain of the last
operand g of the operator ow, i.e., T(h) = 2T(g).

In the sequel we do not make an explicit distinction between function
composition and weak function composition whenever there is no ambiguity
occurs, and refer to both simply by function composition.
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3.1.2 Objects

Definition 3.8
Given a set T of types, an object is described as a triple o=(i, T,v), where

ie Oidset, T is a member of T, and VE 'lJ. 'lJ denotes the union of all kinds of
value sets and is defined as follows:

(i) The special symbol nuUis an element in 'lJ, called base value.

(ii) Every VEVj=] .....n'Di is an element in 1J, called atomic value.

(iii) EveryidE Oidset is an element in 'D,called atomic-valued identifier.

(iv) {v I VE 1J} is an element in 'lJ, called set value.

(v) (A]:v], ... , An:vn), VjE 'lJ, is also an element in 'lJ, called structured

(tuple) value, and AjE 9{"

Then O=Oidset x T x 'lJ is the set of all possible objects. In the sequel we use
ideo) denote the identifier i, type(o) denote the type T of object 0, and value(o)

the value v of object o. 0

Note that object identity is an internal built-in function on system-defined type
OBJECf, representing the existence of an object. Type is the structural and
behavioural description of an object. A formal defmition of "type" may refer to
Definition 3.11. Value is the presentation of an object through the given type.
Objects are only accessible through the interface (a set of applicable methods)
defined on their types.

Definition 3.9 Let ref(o) denote the set of object identities to which object 0

has referenced. A set of objects (say Q) is consistent if and only if

(i) Q is finite;

(ii) for any two objects 0, O'E Q, they satisfy that id(o)~id(o');

(iii) 'liOEQ, ref(o)~{ ideo') IO'EQ}. 0

The concept of consistent set of objects [Lecluse et.aI88] is useful in defining
what is called an object-oriented database instance by given an object-oriented
database schema (see Section 3.4).

Objects can be composed of other objects through the PartOf relationship,
forming complex objects. The identities of complex objects are independent on
the identities of their constituent objects. In our object model, the complex
object is used not only as a unit of version, concurrency control and
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authorization, but also as a unit of object queries. This new point of view
necessitates non-trivial extensions to the nested relational algebra-based query
languages. The detailed discussion may see Part II of the thesis.

3.1.3 Methods

A method is described by its signature and its body. The method signature
specifies the method name, the type of the input objects, the number and types
of parameters, and the output type. The method body describes the semantics
and the implementation. For example, the type PERSON might define the
following method: age: PERSONxbirthday~Integer, whose semantics is to
compute the age of every person according to the parameter birthday. A
formalism for specification of the method body will be discussed in Chapter 5.

Conceptually, a method can be considered as a function mapping from the
product of its input domain and the domains of its parameters to its output
domain. Thus, we define method as follows:

Definition 3.10 (method)
A method m is described as a triple <mn, i,mb>, where mne 9£ is the method
name, f is a n-ary function of the form

f: SxP lX. ... xPn_l~T,

where S is the type of the leading input argument on which the method f
is defined,

Pi (i=l,oo.,n-l, n>O) are the method parameters (note that when

n=O, the method f is of the form: S ~T), and
T is the output type.

It means that f must be applied to all (or a set of) instance objects of type S by
using objects of types PI, 00 .,Pm as parameters, resulting in objects of type T.
The semantics of the function f is described in the method body mb. Given a
method m = <mn, i.mb>, we refer to (mn, f) as the method signature of m. 0

When a method execution directly or indirectly causes a change to the value of
some object, we say that this method has "side effect". Different kinds of side
effects can affect query processing in different ways. For simplicity, in the
present chapter we restrict our attention to the methods with no side effects
(i.e., the methods that perform only local computations or that influence their
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environment only by their output values).

We also support methods that are built through function composition. Suppose
we have the following three functions mj, m2, and m3 that are defined on types
TI, T2, and T3 respectively. I.e.,

m j: TI~T2'

mr: T2~T3'

m3: T3~A.

The domains of types T, are the set of all possible instances of T, for i =1,2,3.
The domain of A is a set of atomic values. By means of functional composition
of mI, m2, and mr, we obtain a derived function (method) fn4=der(mIom2)om3
as follows:

ms: «TI~T2)~T3) ~A.

where the domain of ms can be considered as TI, and the range of ms is A. In
contrast to the functions that are tightly attached to type T1, we refer to the

function like ms as composite function of Ti-

Note that as a method is often "attached" to a type, and a method is normally
associated with a body (function expression) rather than with a stored function
(whose values are explicitly stored in a database), we have agreed, in the
previous chapter, to refer to the function-valued attributes whose values are
constructed functions as method functions, and the function-valued attributes
whose values are stored functions as attribute functions. In the sequel we
simply use a set of functions when we refer to the interface of a type.

3.1.4 Types and classes

Type is a concept used in any domain to categorize objects according to their
usage and behaviour. Each type denotes a structure (in the form of a list of
functions) and a domain of all possible instances of that structure.

Definition 3.11 (type)
A type T is described by a quadruple (TN, Lfn, Struct, dom), where TN(T)
denotes the type name, Lfn(T) a list of function descriptions each with this type
name as the first (the leading) input argument, Srtuct(T) a structure, including
the list of immediate supertypes of T, and dom(T) a domain of instances of that
structure. We may define type recursively as follows:
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(i) String, Integer, Boolean, Real, and Date are (base) types.
(ii) If T j , , Tn are types and A I, ... , An are distinct names, then

(Aj:Tj, , An:Tn) is a (tuple) type and AI, ..., An are called lables.
Note that the ordering of Aj:Tj, ..., An:Tn is not important.

(iii) If T is a type, then {T} is a (set) type;
(iv) If T is a type, then <T> is a (list) type;
(v) If T is a type, then ref T is a (reference) type;
(vi) If Sand T are types, then f: S-'tT is a (function) type. If the function

type f defmed in type S, we may simply specify it by f:T, and refer to
the symbol f as the function name, S as the input type of f and T as the

output type of f. 0

Let AE 9£ be type name. We call A:T a type expression ofT. Thus A:String,
A:Integer, and so on are called base type expressions. A: (Aj:TI, ... , An:Tn) is
tuple type expression, and A:{T},A:<T>,A:refT are called set type
expression, list type expression, and reference type expression respectively. If
f: S-'tT and 0 is an object of type S, i.e., o:S, then f(o) is meaningful and
f(o):T.

Definition 3.12 (Domain of a type)
Let 'll denote the universe of all atomic values, i.e., 'll='D1u...U'DnuOidset, and
P(S) be the power set of set S. For any R in 'J.[, the domain of R is denoted by
dom(R).
(i) If R is one of the base types, then dom(R) is a set of atomic values of

that type, i.e., dom(R)r;;;,'ll.
(ii) If R is a set type, say {T}, or a list type <T>, then dom(R) is

p(dom(T)=ded v I vkdom(T) }.
(iii) If R is a tuple type, say (Aj:Tl, ... ,An:Tn), then

dom(R)= {(Al:O 1, ... ,An:On)IOiEdom(Ti), i=l, ... ,n}.

(iv) If R is a reference type, say ref T, then dom(R)kOidset is a set of
object identities each referring to an instance object of type T. While if R
is of the form ref {T}, then dom(R)kP(Oidset).

(v) If R E 9£ is a function name, and its output type is T, then

dom(R)=dom(T). 0

Let 0 be a countable set of objects and T be a countable set of types. What is a
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class? In general, if for each Te T there may exist an associated finite subset

X I of 0, then (T ,xl) is defined as a class of objects implementing T. XI is a

named set of objects of type T. Intuitively, a class is constructed by grouping
the objects in 0 of the same type T (the same state and behaviour). It is possible

to have more than one class of a type. For example, a selection on class (T ,xI),

namely cr(F ,XI) where F is the selection condition on (T ,xl), is also a class of

type T. Note that when XI is empty, (T,xl) is then a truly abstract class.

A class XI actually is a function <I> from the power set of 0 to the set Tof types:

<1>: 2o~ 1'. The meaning of xeXt involves two aspects: (i)x is a member of the

instance set of Xl' (ii)x satisfies the type specification of T. Since new members
may be added to T and 0 at any time, we assume without loss of generality that

every object in 0 is a member of at least one class, or equivalently that 0=

u{Xt I TeT}. Note that the sets Xl are not assumed to be disjoint, and that any
set X 1 may be empty (it means that no instances of type T have yet been

created). The case where T~Ois interpreted as providing a prototype model of
object orientation in the sense that types are prototype objects of 0, whereas the

case that O=T and Xr={T} can be interpreted as a special model of classless

object-orientation. In addition, each pair (T ,xl) determines an instantiation

relationship between T and instances of T. Namely, an object is said to be an

instance of T if and only if x is a member of XI.

Definition 3.13
Let (T,Xl) be a class and xe 0. x instantiates Tiff xe Xt. 0

Normally, a class is used to refer to a named set of objects which currently exist
in the database. In this sense, we might compare the concepts of types and
classes with the concepts of relational schemes and relations in the relational
database theory. Note that some method, that maps to members of the class on
which it is defined, can cause the occurrence of an infinite class. For instance,
the method

"paste: DOCUMENTxDOCUMENT ~DOCUMENT"
implies the existence of an infinite number of documents. Queries using such a
method would never terminate. To avoid the problems of method termination,
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we restrict that all user-defined classes are kept finite, and when a method m
defined on a type T is applied to a class of objects of type T, the set of objects
actually occurring in the current database forms the active input domain of the
methodm.

Definition 3.14

Given a set of types 7/' and a set of objects O. Let I =e-r { it:»t) I Te 7/',
X,: {T} }. The type expression X,: {T} says that X, denotes a named collection

of objects of type T and Xre 0. We call the set I a database schema of O. 0

In fact, a database schema for 0 presents an abstract theory of O. It can be used
to determine abstractions of any given object x in O. A type T is an abstraction

of object x when xe~. Therefore, the database schema permits us reasoning
about a set of objects in terms of classification. As an example, let us consider a
set of vehicles. Assume we have schema classes Air-vehicle, Land-vehicle and
Motorized-vehicle. Then a set of airplane instances will be described using class
Air-vehicle, while a set of helicopter instances will be described using classes
Air-vehicle and Motorized-vehicle. Suppose the type (form) of class Air-vehicle
consists of manufacturer, price, weight, maximum-altitude, take-oft-distance,
lift-category, etc.[Smith and Smith77]. It is then regarded as an abstract theory
of all the Air-vehicle instances.

In principle, we may also associate each object x with a finite subset Sx of 7/',

defined so that for each xe 0 and Te T, the two statements xe Xt and Te S x are

equivalent. Both are meant that lOX is of type T', making it possible to
characterise objects by means of various types they possess. Notice that no set
Sx is empty since every object is a member of at least one class.

Definition 3.15 Let x be an object in O. The set

Sx=ded T I Te 71', xe X" (T ,x,) be a class in I}

is the state space of object x. 0

Clearly, the set {(x,Sx) I xe 0, Sx~T} presents a logical equivalence to the

type system I for O. So the interpretation of a type system can be either as a
means of classifying an existing set of objects or as a means of determining a
set of objects from a given set of types.
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3.2 Subtyping and Subtype Inheritance
Although the definition of what makes a language or a model object-oriented is
still controversial, an examination of the differences among many proposed
languages and models suggests that inheritance is the most critical notion
associated with the object-oriented approach [Cardelli 88]. In this section, we
concentrate on type inheritance with respect to subtype concept.

Definition 3.16 (Subtyping)

Let T and S be types and the syrnbol s denote a subtyping relationship. If T::>.S

then T is called a supertype and S is called a subtype. Assume Aj , ... ,An+mE 'J{,

are distinct names (n>1, m2:.0).

(i) T ::>.T; if T is any of the base types.

(ii) (Aj:Tj, ... , An:Tn)::>.(Aj:Sj, ... , An:Sn, An+j:Sn+j, ... , An+m:Sn+m), and

m~O, ne l; if Tj:SSi, i=l ,....n.

(iii) (T}::>.{S}, <T>::>.<S >, and ref T::>.ref S; «res.
(iv) (S~T)::>.(S'~T'), if S'::>.S' and T::>.T'. 0

This definition amounts to saying that all the basic types are SUbtypes of
themselves. For each labled type, say A:T, if T::>.S, then A:S. If f:S~T and 0 is

an object of type S', i.e., o.S' where S::>.S', then f(o) is meaningful and f(o):T.

By the condition (iv), given S::>.S', we have (T ~S)::>.(T ~S'). In literature, the
condition (iv) is often referred to as covariance subtyping condition.

The covariance subtyping condition looks very natural in many applications, but
it may not provide type safety in the presence of late binding. Systems
supporting the covariance rule are, for example, 02 and Eiffel. They are not
type safe when redefining methods because of the covariance condition.
However, there are some other systems which use the contravariance subtyping
condition instead of the covariance condition in order to guarantee type
safetyness [Cardelli 88]. The contravariance subtyping condition states that
(S~T):;;'(S'~T') if and only if S':;;.S and T'::>.T. Thus, given S:;;.S', for any

type T, we have (S'~T):;;.(S~T). Generally speaking, the contravariance
condition, although counter-intuitive in many cases, provides type safety in the
presence of late binding.
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Definition 3.17 A subtype hierarchy (T, ::$) for 0 is a type system

suppressed by the subtyping relation ::$on T. 0

Example: Suppose T = {Vehicle, Airplane, Land-vehicle, Car, Train}.

A subtype hierarchy (T ,::$) is formed as follows:

Vehicle-s Airplane, Vehicle s Land-vehicle-s Car,

Vehicle s Land-vehicle-s Train.

Proposition 3.1 The structure (T, ::$)is a directed acyclic graph under ::$.
Proof
According to Definition 3.17, for any two types in (T, ::$),say S and T, there is

a subtyping between them. Suppose T::$S, following immediately from

Definition 3.6, T::$T for any T in (T, ::$).So reflexivity holds. For any two

types Sand T, if T::$S, and T;e.S, by Definition 3.16, S::$T does not hold

(antisymmetry). Assume S, T, P are types in (T, ::$),and we have T::$S, S::$P,

by Definition 3.16 (i), (ii), and (iii), we may easily infer that T::$P. So the

transitivity of::$ holds. 0

The acyclic feature of subtype hierarchy can be viewed as an important
mechanism to provide for reusability of code [Nierstrasz89], savings of
information in database and programming, and simplicity [Banerjee et.al87].

By means of this characteristic, we may introduce subtype inheritance as a type
composition mechanism based on subtyping. When there is a subtyping relation
between types Sand T, be means of SUbtype inheritance, in defining type S, all

the functions defined on type T can be "inherited" (reused) through the

specification of T ::$S,there is only a need to specify the new functions special
to objects of type S. So the duplication of specification can be avoided (Fig3.1).

Definition 3.18 (Subclassing)

Let I be a database schema for 0 and T be a set of types associated. Suppose

(T ,xl), (S,xs) are classes in I. A subclassing relatlon s- holds between (S,xs)

and (T ,xl) iff T, Se 1', T::$S and XI ;dXs. 0
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As a matter of fact, subclassing relation enforces some constraint on the current
database such that every object in a class must be an object in all its
superclasses. Therefore for any given class, we may get a set of objects that
only belong to this class and refer to it as the reification set of this class. For
some classes, their reification sets might be empty.

By specialization
abstraction

subtyping relation
(AI,A2 in T is the same as

AI, A2 in S)

Bl B2

(a) subtyping without inheritance (b) subtyping with inheritance

-{IJ-- Graphic symbol of
subtyping relation in (a)

............Graphic symbol of
sub typing relation in (b)

Fig3.1 Illustration of subtyping and subtype inheritance

Definition 3.19 Let (T, ~) be a subtype hierarchy for 0 and TE T. For all

XEXz, x reifies T exactly iff XEXs for any S satisfying T ~ S. 0

Apparently, a subtype hierarchy can be used to explore Sx. since when TE Sx

and T~S it follows that TE Sx. So it is easy to show that if there exists a

"maximal" element in Sx with respect to s, denoted by Tx, then all the elements

(T} in T satisfying T~Txdetermine s.. i.e. Sx={TET IT~Tx, TxE Sx}.

Proposition 3.23 Let (T, ~) be a SUbtype hierarchy for 0 and Sx be a finite

subset of T. For any XE 0, Sx possesses an element TK maximal in Sx with

respect to ~ if and only if there exists a partial order « on 0 and a

This proposition is based on a similar definition in [Bunge 1977], but our claim
is more general in the sense that it is applied for specialization abstraction in
either static (states) or dynamic (transition constraints and methods) aspects.
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homomorphism f from 0 into T such that .xt={xe 01 x « y, ye f -1 (S), T:5S}

for each Te T.
Proof
(~)Assume each set Sx possesses an element T; maximal in Sx with respect to

:5. Define a relation « on 0 by x«y iff Sx~Sy. Then « is clearly a partial

ordered relation. Define f:O~ T by f(x)=Tx' Then x=y in tum implies Tx:5Ty

(because Sx~Sy and Ty is maximal in Sy). Now we prove that Xt={xe 01 x=y,

ye f-1(S), T:5S} for each Te T. On the one hand, for each xe 0 if xvy and

ye f-l(S) where T~, it follows that T:5f(x)=Tx, so Te Sx and xe X; Thus Xl

~{xe 01 x=y, yef-1(S), T:5S} holds. On the other hand, if xe X, then TeSx,

hence T:5Tx. It follows that xef-l(Tx), so X, ~{xe 01 x=y, ye f-1(S), T:5S}
holds.
(~)Suppose that there exists a partial order « on 0 and a homomorphism

f:O~Tsuch that for each Te T, Xt={xe 01 x =y, yef-1(S), T:5S}. When

xe X" we have T~=f(y) for any y satisfying x «y. Since e is reflexive, xe X,
implies T:5f(x). By Definition 3.15 Te Sx exactly when xe Xl. Thus, for each

Te Sx it follows that T:5f(x), and f(x)e Sx (by assumption of f and Definition

3.15). So f(x) is maximal in Sx with respect to s. 0

Remark
(1)The partial order e on 0 indicates some sort of behavioural compatibility
between objects.

Example: Suppose we have a set of Vehicle instances and a set of Helicopter
instances. The relation e indicates that instance objects in both sets possess all
the properties of type "Vehicle", the operations on the vehicle instances are
compatible with those on the helicopter instances, but the special properties
(behavior) of helicopter instances are inapplicable to the other vehicle instances.
E.g. take-off-distance of helicopters is always zero, this may not be the case of
other vehicle instances. Additionally, assume vl is a "Boeing" airplane and v2
is a "Mazda" car. No set inclusion holds between Sill and SII2 because Airplane
and Car have no subtyping relation. Therefore although two objects vl and v2
are both vehicle instances, there is no relation « between them.
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(2)The objects in the set f-l( 1) are exactly those which reify T. Since the
homomorphism f is into 7[', not onto, there may exist types (let's say T) that can
not be reified (since f-l(T) is empty). These types are then abstract types.

Example: Consider a given class Xtt when a set of Xc's subclasses (say Xs],

XsZ,xs3) forms a partition of the set Xt. i.e., XFXs1UXsZUXs3, XsjflXsj=0
where i;tj and i,je {1, 2, 3}. Then f-I (1) is empty. Tis an abstract type.

3.3 Semantics in Aggregation Hierarchies

In this section we first formally distinguish part-whole relationship (also called
"is-part-of' relationship in literature) between objects from arbitrary association,
and discuss the essential semantics of composite objects. Then we describe how
the part-whole relationship between real world objects may be modeled in terms
of the concept of aggregation reference between their types, and the inherent
semantics of aggregation abstraction and aggregate inheritance.

3.3.1 Composite Objects and Part-whole Relationship

Objects may be composed by other objects through part-whole relationship. A
set of objects connected by part-whole relationship is collectively referred to as
a composite object. In general, an object can be built from atomic entities by
applying the tuple and the set constructor inductively to the set of primitive data
types such as integer, real, string, boolean, and date. So if OJ, oz, ... , On are
given objects and assume AI, Az, ..., An be distinct names, then

(i) 0 =[A]:o], Az:oz, ... ,An:on] is an (tuple) object. o.Aj denotes the
projection of object 0 on the name Aj.

(ii) 0 ={Ol, oz, ...,on} is an (set) object.
Examples are [name: Smith, age: 35, year-income: 50,000], and [name: smith,
children: {Peter, Susan}].

So far several models of objects are similar to the one presented above [cf.
Abiteboul90, Bancihon and KhoshafIan86, Chen and Wanren89, Cook and
Palsberg89]. However, such definition does not explicitly distinguish the case
where subobject OJ is a constituent object for construction of object 0 and the
case where subobject OJ has only an association relationship with object 0 via
the (reference) name Aj of o. For example, the application shown in Fig3.2 is
very often modeled as the one in Fig3.3. That is, composition of objects and
arbitrary associations between objects are modeled in terms of the same type of
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references. Obviously, it is either impossible or rather difficult for casual users
to know which reference is meant for what purpose. As a matter of fact, this
way of modeling not only causes a missing of semantics, but also provides us
no opportunity to take complex object as a basic unit of queries.

a
e

Fig3-2 The composite object "a" consists of objects "b" and
"c", and has an association with object "e". Whereas
object "b" is again composed by object "d",

c

a

e

Fig3-3 no general distinction between
the references used for composition
of objects and the references to model
arbitrary associations among Objects.

Therefore, we introduce the following postulate and definitions for illuminating
the semantic difference between these two cases.

Postulate 3.1 Let 0 be a nonempty set of objects. There exists a binary
operation 0 over 0, called connection, such that
(i) 0 is closed under O. I.e., "iIx,ye 0 if xOy holds, then xOye O.

(ii) Objects in 0 are idempotent under O. I.e., xOx =x.

(iii) 0 is commutative. I.e., xOy=yOx.

(iv) 0 is associative. I.e., xO(yOz)=(xOy)Oz. 0

Remarks:
(l)This postulate states that objects can combine one another to form other
objects. The order of combining them by 0 is not important. But an object can
not be combined with itself to form something new. As for whether a given
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combination makes sense, it is irrelevant. For example, suppose we have a
person "Jack" and a hotel "Baton", the fact that "Jack" has booked a room at the
hotel "Baton" reflects a semantic connection between person object "Jack" and
hotel object "Baton". So this hotel reservation, written as i1=[person: "Jack",
hotel: "Baton"], is an object in the univesal of discourse too.

(2)Since any binary relationship in reality has two roles. If there is a semantic
reference from object x to object y, then there exists also a semantic reference
from y to x no matter what reference(s) are of interest. Therefore we may
induce, without loss of generality, that for any objects x and y if x refers to y
then there exists a connection between x and y, denoted by 0, such that xOx =
x, xOy = yOx and 0 is also associative.

Note that when there is a connection 0 between object x and object y where

x.cy, the result of xOy is either equal to x or y, or there exists another object z

such that xOy = Z, z.cx and z;ey. So only three possible cases need to be

considered if we would like to category such object connections: (i)xOy=x,
(ii)xOy=y, (iii)xOy=z where z.cx, z;ry. When the first case occurs, we refer to
the connection between objects y and x as part-whole relationship. Similar to
the case (ii), But when the third case happens, we refer to the connection
between objects y and x as an association.

Definition 3.20 Let 0 be a nonempty set of objects and xe O. x is a

composite object if and only if (iff) there exist objects y, ze 0 such that yF-zand

x=yOz. Otherwise x is a simple object in O. 0

Note that in this definition (l)the trivial combination xOx=x does not count.
(2)an object is composite if it has at least one component that is itself an another
object. (3)constituent objects (components) may either exist in their own right
or be dependent on the existence of the composite object. For some objects,
they may possibly be a constituent of more than one composite object at the
same time. In fact, sharable components are typical for logical components
while physical components are typically not sharable.

Definition 3.21 Let x, ye O. Then x has a part-whole relation with y if and

only if xOy=y. 0
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Obviously, this definition captures the very nature of object composition
semantics. In the sequel we sometimes also use "is-part-of' to refer to this kind

of part-whole relationships. Since xOx=x holds for all XE 0, each object x is
also a part of itself.

Proposition 3.3
The part-whole relation is a partially ordered relation.
Proof
By Definition 3.21, (i)the part-whole relation is reflexive because for each

object x, xOx=x holds. (ii)the part-whole relation is antisymmetric because if

xOy=y and yOx=x, then y=xOy=yOx=x. (iii)the part-whole relation is transitive

because if xOy=y and yOz=z then xOz=xO(yOz)=(xOy)Oz=yOz=z. 0

Example: object airplane is composed by objects engines, wings and/uselage,
and each engine in turn consists of several other objects like turbines, pumps,
etc. So airplane is a composite object. Each airplane also has an association with
a company object, which is described via the reference attribute manufacturer.

3.3.2 Aggregation Reference

Suppose T and S are two different types in the database schema I. If for every

x in the domain of T, there may exist y in the domain of S such that x;ty (i.e., x
and yare not identical) and y has part-whole relation with x (yOx=x), then such
a part-whole relation between y and x may induce a partially ordered relation

between their types S and T, denoted by the symbol Sc T for convenience. As
in object-oriented modeling, every object is strongly typed, the type of
constituent object y must be used as a part of the definition of type of x in

accordance with yOx=x.

Definition 3.22 Let I be a type system for 0 and T be a set of types

associated. A partial order c on T is an aggregation reference relation on I iff

for all T, SET, Sc T implies that f~r every x in dom( 7) there may exist y in

dom(S) such that x;ty and yOx=x. We call T an aggregate type and S a

constituent type. 0

In the case of Tc T, the relation t; is trivial. Note that a type may be constituent
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type of several types and again be composed by other types. They together with
the relation e form another sort of type hierarchy called aggregation hierarchy.

Definition 3.23 Let 71' be a set of types and 0 be a set of objects associated.

An aggregation type hierarchy (71', e) for 0 is a type structure suppressed by

the aggregation reference relation e on 71'. 0

Example1: Suppose 7I'is a type system such that
71'= {Car, Engine, Electrical-system, Body, Hood, Chassis,

Door, Panel, Window, Locking-system}.
An aggregation hierarchy (T, e) of type Car is formed as follows:

Engine c.Car, Body ccar,
Electrical-system ccar, Hood e Body,

Chassis e Body, Panel e Door e Body,

Window e Door e Body, locking-system e Door e Body.

As a matter of fact, a type structure (71', e) is a directed and acyclic graph but it
may not necessarily have a tree structure. As the concept "type" is a logical
entity, the graph (71', e) may have a network structure too.

Example2:
Suppose T={Document, Chapter, Annotation, Paragraph, Figure}. We have

Chapter e Document, Annotation e Document,

Paragraph t; Chapter, Figure r;Chapter,

Paragraph t;Annotation.

So (71', c) is a directed and acyclic graph of a network structure.

Definition 3.24

Let T, SE T. If SeT and Tt:S then type T and type S are identical. 0

Proposition 3.4 The structure (71', c) is a directed acyclic graph (DAG)

under the relation c.
Proof It follows directly from the Definition 3.22, the Definition 3.24 and the

Proposition 3.3. 0
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In the light of this proposition, the instantiation process provided in our model
will detect as an error the situation where a description specifies using another
new instance of itself as a part, even indirectly. Because instantiation of such a
description would result in trying to build an object of unbounded size.

3.3.3 Aggregation Inheritance

As an aggregation relationship between two types exhibits the composition
semantics both at the type level and at the instance level, it would be interesting
to introduce the concept of aggregation inheritance as a kind of type
composition mechanism in order to avoid duplicate specification,
implementation, and maintainance along with the aggregation dimension. The
concept of aggregate inheritance is based on aggregation reference between
types. It can be considered as a kind of type composition mechanism too. For
defmition convenience, we first define the function space of a type.

Definition 3.25 Let T be a type in T. The set

Fspace(n=def {p I T possesses p or S possesses p for Se Tv S::.11
is called the function space of type T. 0

The constructive defmition of the/unction space for a given type T is provided
in Chapter 5 (see Definition 5.1). Now we introduce the concept of aggregation
inheritance. For any type T, we may define the structure (aT, e) to be an

aggregationhierarchyofTwherear={SI SeT forS in T}. ByProposition

3.3, (a T, e) is a DAG with T as the "root" node. So by means of functional
composition along the hierarchy, functions defined in the lower level types in
(aT, e) can always be treated as composite functions of type T. In contrast to
subtype inheritance, we name this sort of property sharing aggregation
inheritance. It means that for given types T and S, if Se Tthen

(i) the functions defined in the constituent type o can be reused in defining

the aggregate type T through aggregation reference, so the duplicated
specification can be avoided. In the other words, by means of aggregate
inheritance, all functions defined in type S for Se T are included in the

function space of type T;
( ii) if P is a function locally defined in type S and for any J.4E X, there
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exists IlsE X, such that 1lS#llt and Ils0 ~ Ilr. then the value of p in

the instance Ils is also the value of p in the instance Ilt.

This can be described by the following inference rules:
(i) ('VT)('VS )(p)(ScTApE Fspace(S) => pEFspace(S»

(ii) (1l1)(u)(p)(3Ils)(Sc T AlltE XIA IlsEXsA has-function-value(lls,p,U)

=>has-!unction-value(llhP,u»

In fact, a combination of the acyclicity of aggregation hierarchy and aggregate
inheritance can be utilized as a mechanism not only for avoiding the duplication
of database specification, but also for reducing the size of database
programming, and for simplifying query representation. Because, by means of
this acyclicity, we may induce that properties of a type T include both inherent
properties, which are functions either locally defined in the type T or inherited

from the supertypes of T, and abstract or composite properties, which are

functions of the constituent types of T. They together form the function space
of type T.

Example:
Object car normally has attributes such as year-manufactured, owner, style,
color, and may be described structurally as consisting of a body, an engine-
system, and an electrical system. The body has a number of doors, a hood, a
chassis, and other things. A door has various panels, a window, and a locking-
system. Although the window and the locking system are locally defined in the
type schema of door, it is convenient to treat them as (indirect) properties of car
sometimes, especially for aiding natural language understanding. Because in
our everyday life, people often talk about "what kind of locking system does
your car have?" without mentioning "doors", and ask about "what are the
numCylinders and how about the transmission-system of your car?" without
referring to "engine-system".

Definition 3.26

Let (T,Xt) be a class, Fspace(T) be the function space of Tand pE Fspace(T).

(i) p is an abstract function of Xl iff there exists class XsE E such that

Sc T and pe Fspace(T).

(ii) p is an inherent function of X, iff there is no such XsE E that Sc T and

pEFspace(T). 0
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As a matter of fact, for a given type T, the abstract functions of T are only
syntactically meaningful to the objects of type T, while the inherent functions of
type T are also semantically meaningful to the objects of type T.

As the aggregation reference between types T and S (Se 1) specifies a fact that

the description of a-component of type 't is the same as the definition of type S
(see Fig3.4(a». In order to avoid the duplication of schema specification, a type
composition mechanism based on aggregation reference is used, namely
"aggregate inheritance". It means that if Se T, then the definition of constituent
type S can be reused in defining type T (see Fig3.4(b».

TeS aggregation reference
(definition of ocomponent
in type 7 is the same as the

definition of Z)

TeS

By aggregation
abstraction

B1 B2 B3

(a) aggregation reference
without irtheritance

HI HZ B3

(b) aggregation reference
with irtheritance

Fig3.4 Illustration of aggregation reference and aggregate irtheritance

Lemma 3.2 Let T and S be types in 7l' and Fspace(T) and Fspace(S) be the

function spaces of T and S respectively. If SeTor SsTholds, then

Fspace(S) !;;;; Fspace(T).

Proof The proof directly follows from Definition 6. 0

This lemma asserts that whenever Se Tor SsTwe have Fspace(S)~space(T).

However, Se T does not necessarily imply that S-:j.T, because from Se T we

can not induce that Xt!;;;;Xs should hold, although S-:j.Tis possible (allowed).

Similarly, S-:j.T does not imply Se T either, because Xi !;;;;Xs is obviously not a

necessary and sufficient condition for Se Tby Definition 3.
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Definition 3.27
Let T and S be types in the database schema, and FspacetT), Fspace(S) be the

function spaces of T and S respectively. If Fspace(D=Fspace(S) then we say

type T and type S are identical. 0

This definition in fact implies that if Sc Tor S:;.Tthen Tc5 or T:;.5 will never

hold. Because otherwise from Fspacetl's=FspacetS) we obtain that types T and
5 are identical.

Proposition 3.5 Let T be a set of types. The structure (T; c.s) is a DAG

under C and s.
Proof
To show the structure (T; c,:;.) is acyclic, we must demonstrate that for any

subgraph in T, which is formed under C and :;., there is no cycle. Let n (>=0)

be the number of relations (either cor :;.) in the structure (,l;; c,:;'). Proof goes
by induction on n.
For n=2 only two classes are involved. Let's say (T,x,) and (S,x s) where

(T ,x,) '" (5,Xs). By contradiction, assume that there exists a cycle. According
to Proposition 1 and 2, only two possible situations need to be considered:

(i)Sc TI\T:;.S and (ii)TcSI\S:;' T (see Fig3.5(a)(b ».

~~ "m-~rn&-.--~---

(a) (b)

............. subtyping relation

~ aggregation-ref relation

(c)

'-- stands for either subtyping or
aggregation-ref relation

Fig3.S Some invalid cases in the type system ('11'; co"';)

Let's consider Case(i) with no loss of generality, by Lemma 3.2 and T:;.S, we

have Fspace(Dgspace(S). By Sc T, it follows that Fspace(S)gspace(D. So
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Fspace(S)=Fspace(T). From Definition 3.27 we obtain a contradiction with

(T,xt);>' (S,xs).

Assume the proposition is true when n ~ k. I.e., Let f- stand for either t; or ~,

for any Tin L'indexed by tE {1,2, ... .k}, T, f-l T2 f-2 ... f-t Tt+l holds, and

7;, 1j are two different types when h~j and ijE {1,2, ... ,k}. We now prove the

proposition in the case of n = k+ 1. That is, for any tE {1,2, ... ,k,k+ 1}

Tl f-l T2 f-2 f-tTt+l holds. Assume on the contrary that there exists

TmE {T1, T2, , Tk} where me {1,2, ... .k}, and (Tm,xm) *- (Tk+1,Xk+l) such

that Tl f-l ... f-m-l 'tm f-m ... f-kTk+l and Tk+l f-k+l Tm (see Fig3.5(c». Two

possible cases: (i) Tk+1cTm and (ii) Tk+l~Tm. For case(i), by Lemma 3.2 we

have Fspace(Tk+l)r;;;Fspace(T m). But by induction hypothesis, we get

Fspace(T m)r;;; ... r;;;Fspace(Tk+l) because Ts« f-m Tm+l f-m+l ... f-kTk+l.

Hence Fspace(T m) = Fspace(Tk+l)' we obtain a contradiction with (Tm,xm) *-
(Tk+l,Xk+1) (msk). For case(ii), by Lemma 3.2 Fspace(Tk+l)cFspace(T m)·

However from the induction hypothesis, Fspace(T m)~ ... t;;.Fspace(Tk+l)

holds. We obtain a contradiction too. 0

This proposition asserts that the combination of the two relations t; and ~ also

forms a directed acyclic type structure (L'; c~). The acyclicity of this structure

CL';c,~) is extremely useful for abstract implementation of behaviour, since
subtyping and aggregation can simply be combined by means of property
inheritance in this acyclic framework. Such a combination can further be utilized
for aiding query interpretation and query reformulation in the manipulation of
composite objects of complex form. The illustration will be given in Section 5.

3.3.4 Method Transformation

To achieve aggregation inheritance, we may need a method transformation
operator (say a transformation), which modifies the methods inherited along
with aggregation hierarchies so that methods of a constituent type can be
applicable to the instances of its aggregate types through aggregation
inheritance.
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Definition 3.28 (a transformation of a method)

Let m=<mn, f:SxP1X ...xPn~R, mb> be any method defined on type S (n;:::O).
If a type S' has an (direct or indirect) aggregation reference to S, without a loss
of generality, suppose S' has a direct aggregation reference to S; and S, has a

direct aggregation reference to Sj+1(1~i<k, k21, SFS), then there exist a
sequence of function mappings:

G1:S'~S1, G2:S1~S2, ... , Gk:Sk-1~S,

The a transformation of a method m is a derivation of method m, and described
as follows:

a(m,S') =def <mn', 1': S'xG 1X... xGkxP 1x ... xPn~R', mb'»

where mn'e mn, G1 denotes the mapping S'~S1, Gj denotes the mapping

Si~Si+1 (l~i<k, k21, Sk=S), R'=R, and mb'<mb, 0

The a transformation operator uses a method m and a set of objects of type S'
to generate a new method m' with the same name, the similar behavior and
parameters, and the same output domain. But it operates on the objects of type
S' instead, and perform the mappings G 1, ... ,G k (k2l) first. In the case of a

compiled language, the a transformation operator is then an abstraction of the
aspect of the compiler that implements the aggregation inheritance mechanism.
Let us suppose ''fig-caption: FIGURE~String" is locally defined in type
FIGURE. FIGURE is not directly a constituent type of DOCUMENT, but a
constituent type of CHAPTER which is a constituent type of DOCUMENf. By
means of aggregation inheritance, the method transformation cufig-captton,
DOCUMENT) transforms the method fig-caption into a new function
DOCUMENfxchapters>1igures~{ String}. So "fig-caption" is considered to be
applicable to the instances of DOCUMENf too. In contrast to the inherent
functions of DOCUMENf (such as title, authors), we refer to the functions that
are "inherited" from the constituent types of DOCUMENf, like jig-caption, as
composite functions of DOCUMENf.

3.4 Database Schema and Database Instance
Definition 3.29 (database Schema)
A database Schema L is described by a set 7! of types, and a set IC of class

defmed over 7!. A class C is defined as a triple (CN, TN, suplisti, CN(C)e 'J£
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denotes the class name, TN(C) the type name on which the class C is defined,
suplist(C) the set of immediate superclasses of C.

A database Schema L=(T/C) is said to be consistent if it satisfies the following
conditions:
(i) T is a finite set.

(ii) For any T, T'e T, TN(T)-#TN(T,).

(iii) OBJECTe T, and for any Te T, OBJECf:sT.

(iv) For any C, c:« C, CN(C)#CN(C,). 0

Definition 3.30 (database instance)
A database instance DB is described by a triple (C, ({), I), where C is a set of
classes defined over the database schema L, ({)is a consistent set of objects

existing in a database of schema I.

A database is said to be well defined if the following rules are verified.
(i) 0 is a finite set.

(ii) For any re C, there exist Re T, is-of-type(r ,R), .

(iii) C tope C, Crop is of type OBJECT, and for any re C, superclass-
of( Ctop,r).

(iv) For any oe ({), there exists re C, instance-of(o,r).

(v) For any 0, o'e ({), o.id=o'iid.

(vi) For any oe({}, referent(o)~{o'.id Io'e({}, o.id=o'iid }. 0

These rules are meant that each class has associated with a type in the database
schema I. There exists a top class of type OBJECT. Any other class is a
subclass of this top class. Objects are grouped into classes. Each object has a
unique identity, and no dangling references exist. As a matter of fact, the rules
(i), (v) and (vi) preserves that ({)is a consistent set of objects (Definition 3.9).

3.5 Summary
So far, several studies have been devoted to formalizing the notions of complex
objects and inheritance [cf. Abiteboul et.al 89, America90, Bancihon and
Khoshafian86, Cardelli and Wegner85, Cook89, Kifer et.al 89, Meyer 88,
Sernadas 90, Snyder 86, Stefik and Bobrow 86]. Some of them made
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important contributions to existing object-oriented modeling theory. However
unlike in semantic data models [Hull and King87], many object-oriented models
proposed in the literature provide no general distinction between reference used
to model arbitrary association of objects and reference used to model object
composition, although they do better with respect to modeling complexly
structured objects in one side or another. To our knowledge, on the one hand,
only [Kim et.al 89] emphasize and report some effort on capturing more
semantics in aggregation hierarchies under an object-oriented context, the
discussions, however, mainly focus on extending semantics of composite
objects at the instance level, it lacks of consideration of semantic difference
between aggregation type reference and association type reference. On the other
hand, although studies on property inheritance have been received more
attention with respect to subtype (semi) lattice, up to now very few recognize
that inheritance as a polymorphic mechanism for type composition may also be
exploited in aggregation hierarchies.

In this chapter we presented a formalization of the extended object-oriented
model XOOS, which is based on a general distinction between aggregation
reference and association reference, and a support for inheritance in both
specialization and aggregation abstraction. We argue that it is not only useful to
explore the semantic difference between these two sorts of references both at
instance level and at type level, but also important to exploit inheritance in
aggregation type hierarchies. The main contribution in this chapter is that firstly,
we formally distinguish part-whole relationships from arbitrary associations,
and define the notation of aggregation reference and aggregate inheritance.
Features of aggregation hierarchies are formally studied too, including the
similarity and the difference between aggregate inheritance and SUbtype
inheritance. Secondly, we prove that a mixture of subtyping and aggregation
reference relations may form a directed acyclic type structure, thus subtyping
and aggregation can simply be combined through property inheritance in this
acyclic framework. Such a combination offers a powerful mechanism for
reducing the total amount of schema specification and the size of query
programs in a system, for simplifying the querying and the updating of
composite objects, and for enhancing extensibility of the model.
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Chapter 4

Software Tool Support

In this chapter we will show how the RIDL * tool may be used to build up a
graphical interface of the XOOS model. We take the SPRITE requirement
specification as an example. RIDL* TM [cf. De Troyer, Meersman, Verlinden88,
Intellibase 91] is a graphic-oriented workbench in the context of the NIAM
methodology [Verheijen and Bekkum83].

4.1 RIDL * Toolkit
The RIDL * toolkit consists of several modules:
(i) RIDL-G, as a graphical editor, is used for modeling concepts within an
object-centered semantic network. Two kinds of object types are supported:
lexical and non-lexical. NOn Lexical Object Types (NOLOTs), denoted by solid
circles, are used to conceptualize all the object types of interest in the universe
of discourse. A Lexical Object Type (LOT), denoted by a dotted circle, may be
considered as a lexical reference type to the abstract meaning of a non-lexical
object type. For example, "person-name" is a lexical expression for the NOLOT
"PERSON". Relationships between object types are supported by FACT types
and graphically represented by the so-called factboxes. Identifier constraints are
placed on each fact type to indicate the arity of the relationship between objects.
The total constraint indicates that each object must participate in the relationship.
RIDL-G has provided a support for other constraints as well, like
exclusiveness, subset, equality, and so on.

(ii) RIDL-A is functioning as a syntax analyzer. It is used to check the RIDL-G
schema against the syntactical errors according to a set of predefined schema
invariants. It covers naming, validity, completeness and consistency checking,
and results in the generation of all possible lexical reference paths for each
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referential NOLOT in the object schema. The information as such will be used
as the basis for automatic generation of relational table definitions by the RIDL-
M (mapping) module.

(iii) RIDL-C serves as a constraint solver, which provides facilities to capture
the semantic constraints associated with the RIDL-G schema, and to generate
the internal format (for instance, the logic rules) to be used in the transformation
process of RIDL-M.

(iv) RIDL-M is called RIDL mapper. It is used as a mapping engine to
transform the object-centred specification in RIDL-G format into a particular
relational DBMS data definition in terms of the characteristics of this particular
DBMS. The result of this particular database schema may be influenced by
setting different mapping options provided in the RIDL-M module.

In this chapter we shall concentrate on the RIDL-G module and illustrate the
results generated by RIDL-M. SYBASE TM [Sybase 88] is chosen as the
particular DBMS since it is used as the back-end depository in the SPRITE
system.

4.2 Graphical support using RIDL-G

Recalling some examples described in Chapter 2, we may draw RIDL-G
diagrams from the XOOS type definitions (see DocSpaceObject, DOCUMENT,
CHAPTER, and PARAGRAPH in the diagrams below). All user-defined entity
types specified in the XOOS language can be pictured as NOLOTs in RIDL-G.
Attributes, constraints and references, which are defined upon a particular entity
type, are attached to the corresponding NO LOT. Fig 4.1 shows the type
definition of DocSpaceObject.

The central window shows the RIDL diagram. At the top-left corner of this
window, one can find the multiple-select indicator (MS), which is used to
activate copy / paste functions. A strong delete (SD) function is also provided in
the case where the deletion of a certain type (entity objects, references, and
constraints) is not restricted to a predefined deletion order. The back window
captures the overview of the diagrams in the schema and contains some general
functionality defined for schemas (like open, new, close, quit), and for diagram-
pages (like name, open, delete). The searching of particular objects (references,
names, etc.) and the multiple-selection are also supported at this level. The right
justified window contains the meta-information of the objects of interest. We
call it the card deck of a type. It includes information like the type name, the
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related subtypes and supertypes, the relevant aggregations references and
association references, etc.

RidJ-G : XOOS

Type

: DocSpaceObjcclI .oIute....,. II ..,...lutodol I
_"Pertype
subtype :Document, Folder,

Vc:rsionOuster
association : Usa

I ~:~ .... _,d
, ,
:DooN,..,r---i
' ... ",'

Fig 4.1 Sample diagram of type defmition

4.2.1 Attributes and Relationships

We describe attributes of a NOLOT type by using LOTs and LOT-NOLOTs
(denoted as a solid circle surrounded by a dotted circle). In principle a LOT-
NO LOT type has similar semantic meaning as a NOLOT but has to be
considered as a LOT within the associated NOLOT type. It can be considered as
a token for tuple-valued attributes. For presentation convenience, we do not
include all attributes of the given types in the example diagrams below.

RIDL-G can be used to describe data abstractions such as aggregation,
association and generalization in a restricted way. But the current released
version of RIDL-G does not support the relationship between derived attribute
and base attributes. Very often, in RIDL-G, references (either aggregation
reference or association references) are transformed into FACTs with
meaningful role-names. A FACT type consists of two roles, each corresponds
to a participating object type in the relationship. Standard keywords 'having'
and 'of are used as the role-names of the attribute relationships between
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NOLOT type and its LOT types in order to distinguish them from arbitrary
associations between NOLOT object types. Whereas every association reference
may carry different role-names.

Each generalization (specializations category) is pictured using the concept of
sublink cluster. The exclusiveness constraint on the leaves of the sublink cluster
indicates the exclusivity of all SUbtypeswithin the generalization. Fig 4.2 shows
the attributes. generalization. and association references of type DOCUMENT.
Attributes are left justified. and association references are right justified. A
dotted square around a given NOLOT type. such as the type DOCUMENT in
Fig4.2. means that some part of this NOLOT object will be modeled in other
pages of the schema (see Fig4.1 and Fig 4.3). This is just a matter of
presentation convenience.

eMS C SA C SD I Select Concept II ltepu,lut add II Conceptm""" I

Fig 4.2 Attributes

For aggregation reference. we use the specific role-names "is-part-of' and "aggr-
ref" to model all aggregation reference facts in the RIDL-G diagrams. A
dependent aggregation reference can partially be described in RIDL-G by
defining a total role constraint on the "is-pan-of' role of the aggregation
reference fact (see the "is-part-of' role in the FACT type between CHAPTER
and DOCUMENT in Fig4.3). The independent aggregation references do not
have the total constraint (see in Fig4.3. the aggregation reference from type
CHAPTER to type FIGURE does not require a total role constraint). Shared
aggregation references or exclusive ones are captured by specifying the arity of
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aggregation relationships. In the case of exclusive aggregation references. the
fact represents a one-to-many relationship. while in the case of shared
aggregation references, it presents a many-to-many relationship.

OMS 0 SA 0 SD I Select Concept II llepeat lui add II Concepl menu I

Fig 4.3 Sample diagram of aggregation

Recalling Fig2.5 in Chapter 2, DOCUMENT type has a set reference to type
CHAPTER and CHAPTER is specified as a dependent and shared constituent
type of DOCUMENT. This semantics can be pictured as a total many-to-many
aggregation relationship between type DOCUMENT and type CHAPTER (see
Fig4.3). It means that each document may have many chapters and some
chapter may be part of many documents, but it at least belongs to one
document. In the case of exclusive aggregation reference, for example. type
ANNOTATION is an exclusive constituent type of the type DOCUMENT. each
ANNOTATION object thus belongs to one and only one document (exclusive)
although a document may have many annotations. We place a total constraint on
the "is-part-of' role of the aggregation reference fact between DOCUMENT and
ANNOTATION.

4.2.2 Methods

The method specification has not yet been provided in the current released
version of RIDL * tool. In this section, we present some ideas towards this
direction. Recall Section 2.6 in Chapter 2, methods in the XOOS model are
defined in terms of pre- and post-condition of the intended operations. In order
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to provide graphical notation for method specification, we may use a rectangle
to denote a method type (MT for short) with the method name specified inside
the rectangle box. We use a line between a NOLOT type and a method type MT
with an arrow at both start and end, to denote the fact that a method is
associated with this NOLOT object type. The input parameter declaration of a
method is pictured by an i-line directed to a MT type with an arrow at end.
While the output parameter is denoted by an o-line from a MT type directed to
its associated NOLOT type. Note that almost all sorts of object types (like
NOLOT type, LOT type, LOT-NOLOT type, and MT type) can be used as the
input parameters of methods, but the output of a method may only be associated
to NOLOTs. In other words, a method definition is always attached to the
NOLOT object types. Consider the method next-checkpoint defined in type
DOCUMENT (recall the definition given in Fig2.16) as an example. We may
get a graphical representation of this method as shown in Fig4.4.

[] MS [] SA [] SD I Scled Concept II Repeotlart add II ConceptmCll\l I

p

Fig 4.4 Method specification: next checkpoint

The rectangle denotes the method next-checkpoint. The input and output
parameters are specified by directed i-lines and o-line each with arrow at end.
Furthermore, the attributes that are involved in a method specification are
denoted by shaded square boxes.

When there are more than one NOLOT types involved in a method definition,
only one NOLOT type will be considered as a leading input NOLOT. It means
that a method may have more than one NOLOT type as its parameters, although
at one time only one NOLOT will own this method. For instance, the method
hit-rate defined in Fig2.17 is associated with the NOLOT object type
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SUBJECT, but the NOLOT type DOCUMENT is also used in the input
parameter declaration of method hit-rate, since attribute keywords of
DOCUMENT is used in the evaluation of method hit-rate. But type
DOCUMENT will not be considered as a leading input parameter (see Fig4.5).

eMS C SA em I Sr.1e.d: Concept II Jle;pe.atlan: a4d. II Concept J"I'lUU I

,
Fig 4.5 Method specification: hit rate

4.2.3 Constraints

Constraints specified in the XOOS model cannot be fully captured in the current
version of RIDL* tool. Some of them that are implied in the attribute
specification (e.g., exclusiveness) can be represented, although those specified
in the constraint part of a type definition, currently cannot be supported in the
RIDL-G module. It is intended to be provided in a new module of the RIDL *
tool (so-called RIDL-C), which is currently under development

As we may see, there is a missing of support in the current RIDL * tool for
recognizing different reference constructs in terms of the graphical notations
such as attributes, associations and aggregation references. Besides, although
RIDL-G indeed pictures the association references in a clean way, for the other
types of relationships, however, we have to used specific role-names, such as
the standard keywords "aggr_ref" and "is_part_of' for aggregation references
(see Fig4.3). Besides, the current version of RIDL* does not intentionally
support the dynamic aspect of the object specification. An extension of RIDL *
tool for providing a support of method specification is currently under
consideration.
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4.3 Translating the object model
using RIDL-M

4.3.1 Some extension thoughs to the RIDL-M rules

In order to support aggregation semantics, especially aggregation inheritance,
we need to extend the mapping rules of the current RIDL-M mapping module.
These mapping rules involve attributes, association reference, subtyping
inheritance, aggregation inheritance, and methods. The major points include:
(i) all the attributes of a type are transformed into one flat table called the

object table of the type. Each corresponds to one column of the table.
An object identity column, so called oid column, is added to each object
table and defines the primary key.

(ii) Every aggregation reference fact is transformed into one flat table called
reference table. It has two oid columns: each corresponding to one
related type. If an aggregation reference is defined as a list reference, an
index is created to implement the ordering of the constituents.

(iii) Inheritance is dealt with by addition of default constraints over the
aggregate type table and its constituent type tables.

(iv) Each method in a type definition is translated into a single piece of code
that operates on instances of the type.

The translation is performed in terms of the XOOS data dictionary and the rule-
base of the XOOS schema transformation engine. For example, the method next-
checkpoint defined in Fig 2.16 can be translated into a SYBASE stored
procedure as shown in Fig4.6.

create procedure next-checkpoint (@this int(lO» as
if not exists

( select DOCUMENT.oid
from DOCUMENT
where checkpoint# = @this)
begin

print "the checkpoint @this does not exist in the database."
end

else
select checkpoint#
from DOCUMENT
where previous-checkpoint=@this.

Fig 4.6 Method implementation
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4.3.2 RIDL-M Transformation

As described before, another benefit of using the RIDL * tool is the automatic
generation of database schemas deduced from the developed RIDL-G diagrams.
In Fig4.7 we show how RIDL-M does the object-to-table mapping job.
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Fig 4.7 Object table

According to the "extended" mapping rules, we may get the object table of
DocSpaceObject by mapping all the attributes of type DocSpaceObject into the
columns of the corresponding object table. Similar to the DOCUMENT type.
For each of the reference attributes, we will build a reference table with two oid
columns, one for each role of the corresponding fact type. For instance, in
Fig4.8 the aggregation reference fact between DOCUMENT and CHAPTER
will be mapped into a reference table Document_Chapter with two oid-columns:
oid(DOCUMENT) and oid(CHAPTER). Also, the aggregation reference fact
between CHAPTER and PARAGRAPH will be mapped into a reference table
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Chapter Paragraph with two oid-columns: oid(Chapter) and oid(Paragraph).
Note that during the mapping process, we will also generate the table
constraints and view constraints for each of the object tables and reference
tables. These constraints can be enforced and validated in the subsequent
database manipulation operations.
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Fig 4.8 Reference relationships

So far, we have shown how the RIDL * tool can be used to provide a graphical
interface support for the XOOS object-oriented specification. As a matter of
fact, we are also interested in developing a portable graphical query interface
(RlDL-Q perhaps). The design can be developed on the basis of the algebraic
model of the XOOS presented in Chapter 5. We believe that the theoretical
study of the XOOS query model will greatly help us in the development of an
object-centered graphical query interface for an object-oriented model.
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Chapter 5

The Object Algebra

The object-oriented models provide a better way for modeling structure and
behaviour of complex objects than conventional data models. It is important to
investigate how the characteristics of an object-oriented model, such as object
identities, aggregation hierarchies, methods, subclass hierarchies, and type
inheritance, may influence the design of an object-oriented query formalism.

We present an aggregation-based object algebra for manipulating complex
objects in object-oriented database systems. Unlike most of the existing query
languages, the design of the recursive object algebra is based on aggregation
abstraction. It allows to take complex object collectively as a unit of high level
queries, and enables complex objects to be accessed at all levels of aggregation
hierarchies without resorting to any kind of path expressions. Features of
aggregation abstraction, such as acyclicity of aggregation hierarchies and
aggregation inheritance, have played important roles in such a development. We
also formally describe the output type of each operator in order to support
dynamic classification of query results in the IsA type/class lattice. To evaluate
the expressiveness and object-orientedness of this algebra, we have developed
the algebraic-equivalence rewriting rules for query optimization of this object
algebra. We have also studied the semantic consistency of the recursive object
algebra with relational and nested relational algebras. The results will be
reported in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 respectively.

Although the design is based on the object-oriented model XOOS, other object-
oriented databases are possible. We feel that the proposal largely covers the
query requirements for complex objects, and meanwhile provides users with an
opportunity to remain within the framework of the model of complex objects
while querying database. As a consequence, the flexibility and adaptability of
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the object-oriented model against schema changes are considerably increased.

5.1 Motivation
Recently object-oriented DBMSs have been recognized as a new generation of
DBMSs, which provide a better support for advanced applications [cf.Kim and
Lochovsky89], such as large software construction, knowledge engineering,
office automation, and CAD/CAM. One fundamental requirement over all these
advanced applications is the adequate support for complex object processing.
Up to now, various attempts have been made for formal specification of the
entire object model including query capabilities. A number of query languages
for object-oriented databases have been proposed [cf. Abiteboul and
Kanellakis89, Alashqur, Su and Lum89, Kim89, Bertino et.al92, Cluet et.aI90,
Scholl and Schek90, Shaw and Zdonik89]. However, in many object-oriented
database systems operational today, the query models provided in the query
languages fail to exploit some of the fundamental semantics of the object model,
especially in query interpretation and query reformulation. Many proposals for
querying complex objects seem to fail to reconcile with the simplicity a query
language should offer.

From the experiences in practice and the studies on many relative literatures, we
feel that, to cope with the above problems, the following points perhaps should
be considered as basic principles in the design of an object algebra.
(1) The query model provided by the object algebra should synthesize the

(nested) relational query concepts with features of object-oriented
databases, and provide some complementary high level constructs in
order to be consistent with the fundamental concepts embodied in object-
oriented data models. For example, it should be possible for
classification of query results (or object views) in the IsA class lattice of
the database and to preserve the closure of the object model under the
algebraic operations

(2) By means of the object algebra, one should be able to access all nesting
levels of an abstract data type without having to either use a special
operator to serve as a "navigator" or associate with any sort of path
expressions about how the subobjects of interest can be reached from
the input objects. In the other words, query model provided by the
object algebra should make use of the semantic implications of object
identity, type inheritance, and aggregation abstraction to aid query
interpretation and query reformulation, and be able to derive operational
semantics from representational semantics.
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(3) In the spirit of richness and extensibility of object-oriented models, the
object algebra should inherently be richer and more convenient in
formulation of queries than relational languages.

With these principles in mind, we develop an object algebra based on the object-
oriented model XOOS. It synthesizes the relational query concepts and the
achievement in developing NF2 algebra with features of object-oriented model.
The main contributions include: first, we extend selection, projection, join and
some other algebraic operators in order to enable each operator to apply itself to
traverse different nesting levels of an object aggregation hierarchy. Second, we
formally describe the output type of each operator and analyse how the output
class of a query is related with the input class and where it can be placed in the
IsA class lattice. Thirdly, we support associative access to complex objects at all
composition levels of an abstract data type, and require every operation taking
an abstract view of objects through the interface defined on their types. We also
develop query optimization principles for this algebra. As a result, queries
expressed in this algebra appear to be much more succinct and efficient than in
many existing languages, moreover, users are allowed to remain within the
framework of the model of complex objects while querying database.

5.2 Background (the Related Work)

In 1970 [Codd70] introduced the relational model for databases which is based
on the first normal fonn(lNF) assumptions. This assumption makes it difficult
to model complex objects in certain applications. [Makinouchi77] first
suggested that the 1NF assumption should be relaxed so that attributes can be
set-valued. Later, [Jaeschke and Schek82] proposed a generalization of the
relational model by allowing relations to have non-atomic or set-valued
attributes. [Thomas and Fisher86] generalized the model of Jaeschke and
Schek. Since then a number of researchers have extended the relational theory to
allow relation-valued attributes [cf. Abiteboul and Bidoit84, Thomas and
Fisher86, Van Gucht87], and meanwhile, many semantic data models [cf. Hull
and King87] have been proposed for modeling complex objects of sophisticated
data structures, and some have been implemented either directly or indirectly on
top of an existing DBMS. Thus, modeling and processing complex objects has
been one of the main research directions for improving database technology. On
the one hand, complex objects are constructed by recursive application of tuple
and set constructs, most of structural aspects of new applications can be covered

4 A relation is in lNF if all the attributes in the relation have only atomic (non-
decomposable) values.
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by complex objects; On the other hand, the more complex the data structure of
objects being modeled becomes, the harder it will be for end-users and
programmers to manipulate database objects, because existing DBMSs do not
provide suitable facilities to allow users remain within the model of complex
objects while querying database.

With a commercial success of object-oriented programming environment, object-
orientation becomes a favourable approach in database modeling. Its emphasis
on behavioural modeling of objects indeed attacks several pitfalls of the
conventional database models. Objects are encapsulated and only accessible
through a well-defined interface. Object manipulations are performed by
invoking type-specific interface functions. It is then universally agreed that the
adequate support for modeling object behaviour and the facilities for
manipulating complex database objects are an integral part of the definition of an
object model. Therefore, one direction in the modeling of object-oriented
databases is to develop more powerful facilities for modeling object behaviour
and for processing objects.

In recent years, a number of algebra- and calculus-based query languages have
been proposed and some have been implemented for complex object model.
Such as [Abiteboul and Kanelllaskis89], [Banerjee et.al 88], [Carey et.al 88],
[Fishman et.al87], [Alashqur, Su, and Lum89], [Heuer88], [Kim89], [Scholl
and Schek90], [Shaw and Zdonik89]. Most of them can be considered as an
adaptation of nested relational query languages [cf. Dadam et.a186,
Linnemann87, Ozsoyoglu et.aI87, Paredaens and Van Gucht88, Pistor and
Anderson87, Roth et.aI87, Schek and Scho1l86, Thomas and Fisher86].
Comparing with classical NF2 algebra [cf.Thomas and Fisher86] (where objects
being queried upon have to be flattened explicitly by a sequence of unnests until
the attributes of interest are at the outmost level), these query languages have
indeed made improvement in one way or the other. An obvious extension to
relational algebra and calculus is to express the navigation over object-based
relationships (references) without needing explicit join formulations. Besides,
some of them have contributed rather interesting ideas towards the design of a
truly object-oriented query language. For instance, [Kim89] made a first
investigation about how an IsA type lattice interacts with queries and where to
place the query results in such a lattice. [Shaw and Zdonik89] have realized the
concept of object equality developed by [Khoshafian and Copeland86] in their
query algebra. [Carey et.al88, Beeri89, Neuhold et.al89] noticed the importance
of the type/class separation. [Scholl and Schek90] emphasize the distinction
between object preserving operations and object generating operations, and
suggest that object preserving operators are suitable to serve for defining
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updatable object views. They also made a further contribution towards
classification of query results in the IsA type/class lattices. [Straube and
Ozsu90] develop an algorithm for translating object calculus formula to object
algebra expressions.

However, there remain several issues that are interesting for deeper
investigation. In most of the query languages so far proposed for object-
oriented databases, the operators can not apply themselves to step through the
aggregation hierarchy of a complex object, unless one explicitly provides the
operators with the navigational ability, for instance by using a special operator
as a navigator or by associating each name of interest with a path expression,
even in representing unary queries like single-operand selections and
projections. For example, DOCUMENT objects are structurally nested objects.
Each document consists of a list of CHAPTERS. Each chapter is composed of a
number of paragraphs and figures. They together form an aggregation hierarchy
of DOCUMENTS. By means of nested relational languages or similar versions,
if one wants to retrieve titles of all documents that contain figures having caption
"NIAM diagram" as well as the corresponding fig-position, he/she has to either
use a special operator as a navigator to step through the aggregation hierarchy of
DOCUMENTS (see Fig5.1(a) and (b)), or associating the path expressions with
fig-caption and fig-position to specify how they can be reached from
DOCUMENTS in the aggregation type hierarchy (see Fig5.1(c)).

As a consequence, complex object is not considered collectively as a basic unit
of high level object queries. This restriction may cause several inconveniences.
It could make queries expressed in these languages rather inefficient and
tedious, and leaves no room for a casual user to remain within the conceptual
framework for complex objects while querying database. Besides, whenever the
aggregation layers of querying objects are changed, all the queries involved with
these objects need to be rewritten, only because some aggregation path
expressions have been changed. Additionally, it is almost out of the question in
some languages to preserve the structure of complex objects while accessing
them. For instance, the structure of projecting attributes may change after the
execution. When a join involving attributes that are nested deep inside of either
of the two operand (input) objects, it becomes rather difficult, sometimes even
impossible, to optimize queries because some well-known optimization
principles, like performing selection and projection before join, are not
applicable at all. Also, the consideration of query results as the immediate
subclasses of the top class [cf. Kim89, Shaw and Zdonik89, Straube and
Ozsu90] seems too restrictive, since the inter-relationship between the input
type/class and the output type/class of a query is missing.
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To circumvent all these inconvenience and inefficiency, meanwhile covering
fundamental semantics of the object-oriented model such as object identity, type
inheritance, and aggregation abstraction, we feel that it is indeed necessary to
further extend existing query languages rather than to simply adapt nested
relational languages to object-oriented models.

select
from
where

title (d),fig -positionif)
d in DOCUMENTS
chapters(d) CONTAINS

( select
from
where

c
c in CHAPTERS
fiRures(c) CONTAINS

( select
from
where

f
f in FIGURES
fig-caption(j)="NIAM diagram"».
(a)

select title(d),fig-position(j)
from d in DOCUMENTS,

c in chapterstdy,
f infigures(c)

where fig-caption(f)="NIAM diagram".
(b)

select title(d),fig-position(jigures(chapters(d))
from d in DOCUMENTS
where fig-caption(figures(chapters(d))="NIAM diagram".

(c)

Fig5.! Examples of queries in nested relational languages or similar versions

In this chapter we develop a recursive query algebra based on a general
distinction between aggregation reference and association reference at both
instance level and type level, an introduction of type inheritance into aggregation
hierarchies, and a support for combination of aggregation inheritance with
SUbtype inheritance. All operators provided in this algebra are recursively
defined by means of acyclicity and determinism of the aggregation type
hierarchy of the input objects. We classify operators into two types: object-
preserving and object-creating. The main contributions are the following. First,
we formally extend the NF2 algebra operators in order to enable each to apply
itself to traverse different nesting levels in the aggregation hierarchies of the
input types. The explicit specification of aggregation paths is not required in the
parameter declaration of the operators, as the navigation over aggregation
hierarchies can be automatically determined by the query system in terms of
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aggregation inheritance. Second, we introduce some specific operators such as
followup and multiple-operand select in order to support identity-based object
manipulations. Thirdly, we formally describe the resulting (output) type of each
operator and analyse how the output class of a query is related with the input
class and where it can be properly placed in the IsA class lattice. Rules for
dynamic classification of query results are also developed. Thus the closure of
the object model under these algebra operators is proved. In addition, we
support associative access to complex objects at all composition levels of an
abstract data type, and require each operation taking an abstract view of objects
through the interface defined on their types. The methods (constructive
functions) that have well-defined output types can be used for formulating
queries in the exactly same way as the attributes (stored functions whose
outputs are explicitly stored in a database). Besides, it is possible in our algebra
to preserve the structure of projecting attributes after projection. We also
develop a set of algebraic-equivalence rewriting rules for query optimization of
this algebra. As a result, our framework not only provides users with an
opportunity to remain within the conceptual framework of complex objects
when querying database, but also enhances the extensibility of object-oriented
model, as the flexibility and adaptability of object-oriented model against
schema changes are increased.

In what follows we present a formal algebraic model for object-oriented queries,
and address several issues that have not been discussed previously. The
presentation is not intended to be final on formal object algebra specifications,
but rather to investigate on how characteristics of object-oriented models, such
as object identity, aggregation hierarchies, methods, and IsA class hierarchies,
may influence the design of an object-oriented query language? What is a good
balance between type inheritance and encapsulation? From which points of view
an object-oriented query formalism differs from the (nested) relational query
languages?

The rest of the chapter proceeds as-follows. We present the basic notions of our
query model in Section 5.3, and give some general remarks on the recursive
object algebra in Section 5.4. Then we introduce all the operators by giving the
constructive definition, and the formal description of its output result and
structure. A number of examples are provided for illustration. We end this
chapter with discussions on the issues that are relevant to the design of an object-
oriented query language based on our object algebra, including the role of
aggregation inheritance in the design of the object algebra, the encapsulation
principle, and the analytic comparison of object-preserving operations with
object-creating operations. A brief comparison of our framework with the
related research is also provided.
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5.3 Basic Notions of the Query Model

The basic notions of the query model include, for a given type, which functions
are called zero-order functions and which are referred to as high-order
functions, the constructive definition of function space, and in what condition
we say two functions are comparable. The following sample schema is used as
the running example of the PART n.This sample database schema COMPANY-
MANAGEMENT involves companies, employees working for the companies,
clients of the companies, projects running by the companies and documents of
the projects.

define database schema COMPANY-MANAGEMENT:

type COMPANY = (cpname:
location:
president:
staff:
projects:

string.
(CITY-ADDRS). Independent & sharable. total.
ref EMPLOYEE.
ref (EMPLOYEE}.total,
ref (PROJECT));

type PERSON = ( pname:
birthday:
home-address:
children:

string.
date.
CITY-ADDRS. Independent & sharable. total.
ref (PERSON));

type CITY-ADDRS = (constituent-of: COMPANY. PERSON.
cityname: string.
zipcode: string);

type EMPLOYEE: ( IsA: PERSON.
hiredaie: date.
salary: real.
affiliates: ref COMP ANY.total.
work-for: ref (PROJECT));

type CUENT = ( IsA: PERSON.
investments: (INVESTMENTS). dependent & exclusive);

type INVESTMENT = (constituent-of: CUENT.
company-name: string.
shares: (SHARES). dependent & exclusive);

type SHARES ( constituent-or: INVESTMENT.
purchase-price: real.
dale: date.
number: integer);
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type STOCK-DATA=( company-name: string.
current-price: real.
trading-palce: (string).
last-dividend: real);

type PROJECT contracts:
proj-name:
leader:
budget:
documents:

integer.
string.
ref EMPLOYEE.
integer.

ref (DOCUMENT});

type DOCUMENT = ( docno:
title:
authors:
keywords:
chapters:
contribute-to:

integer.
string.
ref (EMPLOYEE).
(string),
(CHAPTER), dependent & exclusive.
ref PROJECT );

type CHAPTER = (constituent-of: DOCUMENT.
chapterno: integer.
chaptertitle: string.
text-content: (PARAGRAPH). dependent & exclusive. total.
figures: (FIGURE), Independent & exclusive);

type PARAGRAPH = (constituent-of: CHAPTER.
para-no: integer.
textbody: string);

type FIGURE = ( constituent-of:
fig-position:
fig-caption:
bitmap-no:

CHAPTER.
integer.
string.
integer);

class COMPANIES: {COMPANY};
class PERSONS: (PERSON);
class CITY-ADDRESS: {CITY-ADDRS};
class PROJECTS: (PROJECT);
class EMPLOYEES: {EMPLOYEE}. subclass-of PERSONS;
class STOCK-DATA: (STOCK-DATA);
class CliENTS: {CliENT}, subclass-of PERSON;
class DOCUMENTS: {DOCUMENT}; /
class CHAPTERS: {CHAPTER};
class PARAGRAPHS: (PARAGRAPH);
class FIGURES: (FIGURE);

define database COMPANY-MANAGEMENT:=

(COMPANIES. PERSONS. CITY-ADDRESS. EMPLOYEES. CLIENTS. Euro-CLIENTS. STOCK-
DATA, PROJECTS. DOCUMENT'S.CHAPTERS. PARAGRAPHS. FIGURES)

end.
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5.3.1 Zero-order and Higher-order Functions

Let 9{be a countable set of symbols which can be used as names. We consider a
database schema L for complex objects as a collection of schema rules of the

form R=(A1, A2, ... , An) (R(A1, A2, ... , An) for short). where RE 9{and each

AjE 9{ (i=l, ....n; ne I). We call R a complex scheme type. We refer to Ai

(i=l, ....n; n;?l) as a higher-order name function
if it is an atomic set-valued function (which returns a set of atomic
values for each input), or it appears on the left hand side of some
schema rule (which returns a structured value or a set of structured
values for each input);
otherwise, Ai is called zero-order name function of R (which returns a
single atomic value for each input).

The list (A1, A2, ... , An) includes (zero-order and higher-order) names of all
functions locally defined in type R or in supertypes of R. We call them inherent
functions of type R. If Ai is a higher-order name function whose output type is
of the form Ri(AjJ,Ai2, ... , Aim), then Ri is a constituent type of R. To avoid
ambiguity, names on the right hand side of the same rule are by no means
unique and no two rules can have the same name on the left hand side in a given
database schema L.

In the sequel, for a scheme type R(A],A2, ... , An), we use Lfn(R) to denote the
set of (zero-order and higher-order) names of R. So Lfn(R)={Aj ,A2, ... , An}.
We use Zfn(R) to refer to the set of all zero-order names in the list (Aj, A2,
An), and Hfn(R) the set of all higher-order names in it. Thus we have

Lfn(R) = Zfn(R) U Hfn(R).
Besides. we may refer to a scheme type R(Aj, A2, ... , An) simply by its nameR
when no ambiguity occurs. Let t be a variable range over a class of type R. for
any function (say A) applicable to R. we have t[A] =A (r), Suppose
X=(Aj •... ,Am) and 19n5,n, then t[X] = (t[Aj],t[A2], ... ,t[Am]).

Example: Consider type EMPLOYEE in the sample schema COMPANY-
MANAGEMENT. As functions defined in supertypes of EMPLOYEE are also
included in the set Lfn(EMPLOYEE). we have
Zfn(EMPLOYEE) = {pname, birthday, hiredate, salary, affiliates}.
Hfn(EMPLOYEE) = {home-address, children, work-fori,
Lfn(EMPLOYEE) = {pname, birthday, home-address, children, hiredate,

salary, affiliates, work-fori: 0
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5.3.2 Function Space

Definition 5.1 (Function space)
A junction space of a given type R, denoted by Fspace(R), is defined
recursively as follows:

if R is one of the base types (e.g., integer, real, string, date), then
Fspace(R)=0.
if R is a set type, say {T}, then when T is one of the base types,
Fspace(R)=0; Otherwise, Fspace (R)=Fspacetl').
if R is a reference type, say refT or ref {T}, then Fspace(R)=0.
if R is a tuple type of the form R(Aj, ... , An), Aj, ... , An are all the

inherent function names of R, i.e., Ljn(R)={Aj, ... , An}, ne l , then

Fspace(R)=(UXeL/n(Rf'space(X))uLjn(R). 0

Example: The type DOCUMENT described in the sample schema
COMPANY-MANAGEMENT has zero-order functions docno, and title, and
higher-order functions authors, keywords, chapters, and contribute-to. We
have
Fspace(DOCUMENT)= Fspace(CHAPTER) u Ljn(DOCUMENT),

Ljn(DOCUMENT) = {docno, title, authors, keywords, chapters,
contribute-to} ;

Fspace(CHAPTER) =Fspace(PARAGRAPH)uFspace(FIGURE)

uLjn(CHAPTER),

Ljn(CHAPTER) == {chapterno, chaptertitle, text-content,jigure};
Fspace(PARAGRAPH) == Ljn(PARAGRAPH)

== {para-no, textbody};
Fspace(FIGURE) = Ljn(FIGURE)

== {jig-position, fig-caption.bitmap-no }. 0

Path Expression
Let A be a member of the set Fspace(R), and Path(A[R]) denote the path
expression of function A in type R. Let 67be the path connection operator such

that R.Rj $Rj.A = R.RjA. Then we define the path expression of function A
with respect to type R as follows:

If AeLjn(R), then Path(A[R])==R.A;
Otherwise,
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if 3BjELfn(R) such that B, is of type Ri, and AE Lfn(Rj), then
Path(A[R])=R.Bj.A;

Otherwise, 3R jE Lfn(R) such that B j is of type R i, and

AE Fspace(Rj)-Lfn(Rj), then Path(A[R]) =R.Bj $ Path(A[Ril).

Example: Consider type DOCUMENT in the running example schema.
Let d range over the set of type DOCUMENT,

c range over the set of type CHAPTER,
f range over the set of type FIGURE.

we have
Path(fig-caption[DOCUMENT]) = d.chapters figures fig-caption;

Note that the expression dfig-caption is considered as a legal reference to the
function fig-caption with respect to type DOCUMENT, although it is not the
precise path expression of this function. This is because the aggregation type
hierarchy is acyclic, given a function of a type (say R), it is then always
possible to determine its precise path expression along with the aggregation
hierarchy of R. But the following

c figures fig-caption,
cfig -caption,
ffig-caption

are all illegal expressions when they are used to refer to the function fig-caption
with respect to type DOCUMENT. 0

In the sequel we will refer to the set
Fspace*(R) = ( Path(A[R]) I AE Fspace(R) }

as the path-associated function space of type R.

We shall use the notions relevant to the function space of a type later to define
the applicability of selection condition over a class of the given type.

5.3.3 Equality Operators

As stated in [Khoshafian and Copeland86], it is important in object-oriented
systems to distinguish identity equality and value equality of objects.

Definition 5.2 (identity-equal == and value-equal =)
Let ideo) denote the identifier of object 0, and value(o) denote the value of o.
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Two objects X and y are said to be identity-equal, if they are the same, i.e.,
id(x)=id(y).

Two objects x and y are said to be value-equal,
(1) if they are both atomic objects and value(x)=value(y);
(2) if they are both set objects, they have the same cardinality, and the

elements in their values are pairwise value-equal;
(3) if they are both tuple objects, they have the same number of functions,

and for each function mx of x, there exists the same name function my
of y, such that
(3.1) if they are zero-order functions, the outputs of mx and my are

value-equal;
(3.2) if they are higher-order functions and they have the same

structure, then
if the outputs of m;xand my are subsets of Oidset, the two output
collections are pairwise identity-equal;
otherwise, the two output collections are pairwise value-equal. 0

As the value-equality recursively traverses the objects, comparing equality of
corresponding components, and if two objects are identity-equal, they are also
value-equal, we may say that value-equality refines identity-equality. But the
vice versa is not true. Also unlike in the relational query languages, the
operators "==" and "=" can be applied to either atomic or structured objects.
When applying to atomic objects, the operators "==" and "=" are actually the
same. Value equality is similar to the deep equality in the literature [Khoshafian
and Copeland86] in contrast to the other form of equality - shallow equality,
which goes only one level deep in comparing equality of corresponding
components. We do not consider the shallow equality as one of the basic
operators, since it is a special case of the value-equality.

5.3.4 Comparable Functions

Definition 5.3
Let the predicate 0_type(A) be the output type of function A. Two functions Aj
and Aj are said to be comparable, if one of the following conditions is verified.

(i) dom(o_type(Aj)) = dom(o_type(Aj)).

(ii) 0_ type(Aj) -5.0_type(Aj), or the other way around.

(iii) 0_type(Aj) and 0_type(Aj) have a common user-defined supertype. 0
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Condition (i) means that when the domain of the output type of Ai is identical to

the domain of the output type of Ai, functions A i and Ai are comparable.
Condition(ii) says that if there is a subclassing relationship between domains of
the output types of A i and Ai' functions Ai and Ai are comparable.
Condition(iii) states that when domains of the output types of Ai and Ai have a
common user-defined superclass, functions Ai and Ai are comparable.

In the XOOS object model, we say two classes (r, R) and (s, S) are union
compatible and so are the two scheme types R and S if
(i) there is a subtyping between types Rand S (either R~S or S~R), or

there exists a common user-defined supertype of R and S;
(ii) there is a subtyping between classes rand s (either R~S or S~cR), or

there exists a common user-defined superclasses of rand s.
This definition is, in some case, weaker than that in the relational model, but in
other case, stronger than that in the relational model. Because there is no
subtyping concept in the relational model; while in the XOOS model, union-
compatiblity only requires a pairwise correspondence between the function sets
of Rand S; rather than an one-to-one and onto function correspondence
between Rand S.

5.3.5 Persistent and Transient Assignment

Variables are served as temporary names for sets of objects, used as the inputs
of the subsequent operations. To allow type checking at compile time (static
type inference) to apply to variables, we require that each variable has to be
declared with its type either explicitly, for instance,

var LA-EMP: {EMPLOYEE},
or through variable assignment operations in the query expression, which
distinguish persistent naming (denoted by r=) and transient naming (denoted by
=) of result objects, i.e.,

LA-EMP:= cr(city-name="L.A.", EMPLOYEES).

Female-PER = cr(sex="female", PERSONS).
Persistent naming allows users to save algebraic query results if they want to
use them in the future manipulation. Thus, persistently named objects are
stored in the permanent database. We refer to the assignment as such persistent
assignment. While transient naming allows users to retain the algebraic query
results only during the current query session, and transiently named objects
always stay in the volatile memory. We refer to the assignment as such transient
assignment. Note that no (instance) objects are copied into the transiently named
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variables (object sharing through object identity). In this sense, we may
consider transient naming as a special kind of object views [cf. Scholl and
Schek90] which are not persistent database objects as they only exist during the
execution of the database programs where they have been declared. If the
operand involved in a persistent assignment is a transient object, then copy the
operand from the volatile memory to the permanent database, and assign a name
to the persistent object. Similar principle applies to a transient assignment.

5.3.6 HIgher-order Constructs

As noticed by many researchers, in object-oriented databases we have to cope
with higher-order constructs, because we need to manipulate and quantify over
structured values [cf. Beeri89, Kifer and Lausensv]. Normally individual
elements of a domain are considered first order, more complex constructs such
as sets and functions are higher order. In a first-order logic system, higher-
order constants, such as named sets and named functions, are allowed, but
higher-order variables and quantifiers over these variables are disallowed.
Because a first-order language allows quantification only over individual
variables. It is well known that first-order logic has a sound and complete
axiomatization. So many problems are algorithmically tractable. Unfortunately
this fails for general second order logic. But according to [Enderton'Zz], it is
possible to assign a first order semantics to a higher-order language in the sense
that all quantifiers are interpreted as ranging over individuals. Such a logic is
called a two sorted first-order logic, and it is axiomatizable.

In the design of the object algebra, although we use higher-order variables, such
as 'riXe Hfn(R) (a set of higher-order function names of type R) and 'rite r (a
set of instances each with structured value), to preserve the query language of a
first-order semantics, we strictly restrict quantifiers over these variables to be
interpreted as ranging over individuals in all places where they may appear.
Thus the object algebra can be considered as a many-sorted query language.

5.4 General Remarks
The object algebra presented in this section is a strongly typed query algebra. It
provides type-specific operations on collections of objects, and allows static
type checking [Breazu- Tannen et.al89l. This is ensured by restricting each class
to be associated with a type in order to check if operations on objects of a class
are legal. For instance, we can not access the function salary from class
PERSON because it would result in a type checking error. Besides, to preserve
the closure of the object algebra under the object-oriented model, we also
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formally describe the output type of each operator and analyse how the output
objects are related with the input objects through the IsA type/class lattice. As
the input and the output of each operator are all defined to be sets of objects, all
the operators can actually be applied not only to classes, but also to set-valued
functions or query results. Before presenting the definitions of these operators,
we introduce some basic notions that are used in our query model.

As some object-oriented concepts are in contradiction with one another, it is not
possible to reflect all of them in our model. For instance, we conceptually allow
an object to be a member of more than one type simultaneously, and consider
the rule that an object is real in only one class as an implementation issue
[cf.Cluet et.al89, Dayal89]; whereas some other models restrict objects to be
instances of only one type [cf.Banerjee et.aI88,Straube and Ozsu90]. We
support a certain degree of encapsulation in a way that both value-based and
identity-based comparison are provided in our model, such as value-equal,
identity-equal, explicit join for realization of value-based relationships, and
object-preserving join; whereas some other models are based on a full degree of
encapsulation. More discussions will be provided later.

The following summarizes the operations we consider necessary for
appropriately querying complex database objects.

(1) Tuple-specific operations: binary concatenation, projection;
(2) List-specific operations: binary concatenation, sublist extraction,

accessing by subscripts, element counting;
(3) Set-specific operations: union, intersection, set difference, selection;
(4) Identity-based operators;
(5) Conversion operators: Flat-c-o-nested convertion, list-c-oset convertion,

materializing references; and
(6) Others: duplicate elimination, arithmetic comparison operators,

aggregate functions (average, sum, maximum, ...), set inclusion, set
membership and explicit constructors: set, list, and tuple.

Since many of them are familiar from programming languages or conventional
query languages (such as aggregate functions: sum,average,maximum, sublist
extraction, element counting), and their definitions have similar versions in the
object algebra, we do not treat them here in detail.

The basic set of algebraic operators presented in this chapter include those
whose definitions need to be extended in the object algebra and those which are
specially wanted in the object algebra, such as object selection, extended data
selection, object projection, standard and extended set operations, object join
andfollowup, as well as structural reconstruction operators nest and unnest.
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5.5 Selection Condition
A selection condition is a boolean expression involving comparisons between
functions, and between functions and constants. Comparison operators include
not only the usual arithmetic operators (==, =, *-, <, <=, >, >=) but also set

comparison operators (==, =, <>, c, ~, ::J, ;;?) and set membership operators

(e, ~).

Definition 5.2 (condition)
A condition for selecting a collection of objects from a database, denoted by F,
can be recursively defined as follows:
(i) F = 0 is a condition (empty condition)
(ii) F = A~B, A~c, and c~A are conditions

where
(a) A and B are comparable functions returning atomic values, c is and ~ is

in {==, =, *-, <, <=, >, >:::};
(b) A and B are comparable functions returning set values, c is an instance

of the function A, and ~ in {e, ~, ==, =, <>, c, ~, ~, ;;;;?}.

(iii) If F, Fl and F2 are conditions, then the conjunction F 11\F2, the

disjunction F1VF2, and the negations -.F are conditions.

(iv) If F is a condition and x is a free variable in F, then 3xF(x) and

(Vx)F(x) are conditions.

(v) Nothing else is a condition. 0

The conditions in the forms of (i) and (ii) are so-called atomic boolean
expressions (atoms). Besides, all the variables used in conditions are strongly
typed, i.e., bound to a database scheme type.

If t is an object variable ranged over some class r of scheme type R and F 1, F 2, G
are conditions applicable to R. Then
(l)if F = 0, then F(t) ::: true;
(2)if F = A~B, then F(t) = A(t)~B(t);

(3)if F = A~c or ~A, then F(t) = A (t}t'k or ~A(t);

(4)if F::: FlI\F2, F1VF2, or .. G, then F(t) ::: Fl(t)M2(t), Fl(t)vF2(t) or .. G(t).
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Definition 5.3 (Applicability oj a condition)
Let R.=(R,r) be a complex object scheme, r a class of objects of type Rand
Fspace(R) the function space of R. A condition F is applicable to R if all
functions occurring in F are either in Fspace(R) or in Fspace'(Ri. 0

Unlike in many existing query languages, this defmition extends applicability of
selection condition on a scheme type R in the sense that functions occuring in F
can be merely names of the nodes in the aggregation hierarchy of type R without
having to associate with the path expressions about how these nodes can be
reached from R. It is based on the idea of using the acyclicity and the
determinism of aggregation hierarchy of a scheme type to simplify query
formulation and meanwhile to aid query processing.

Example: Consider the database specified in the sample schema COMPANY-
MANAGEMENT. Let d and p be variables ranged over a class of type
DOCUMENT and a class of type PROJECT respectively, and e be a variable
ranged over class EMPLOYEES.

(l)The condition birthday(e»OI0159 is applicable to EMPLOYEE, since
birthday is defined in type PERSON which is a supertype of EMPLOYEE, it is
an element of Fspace(EMPLOYEE).

(2)The conditionfig-caption(d)='NIAM diagram' is applicable to DOCUMENT
type according to the above definition, although Jig-caption is defined in type
FIGURE. Because in terms of the constituent-of relationship between
FIGURE and CHAPTER, and between CHAPTER and DOCUMENT, Jig-
caption is included in Fspace(DOCUMENT). Therefore we can simply use

fig-caption(d)='NIAM diagram'
instead of

fig-caption (figures(chapters(d»)='NIAM diagram'.

(3)However, the condition proj-name(d)='SPRITE' is not applicable to
DOCUMENT, as proj-name is not included in Fspace(DOCUMENT). Let
"self' denote a function mapping from an object to its own identity. We may
correct it by

proj-name(p)='SPRITE'l\p.self=contribute-to(d)
or

proj-name(contribute-to(d»= 'SPRITE'. 0
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5.6 Object Selection
The selection operator introduced here allows selection conditions to be
specified not only on the functions at the outmost level of the input type but also
on the functions that are at deeper levels of the nesting without having to
associate with any sort of path expressions or use special operator to serve as a
"navigator". We provide two types of selections: object selection and data
selection. The former preserves the input objects during selection, while the
latter allows to select out the subobjects of interest from each input object and
generate a new collection of objects as the output of the selection. We will
discuss data selection in Section 5.7. Comparing with the existing query
algebras, the object selection defined in this section has two distinctive features.
First, it allows selection conditions to be defined both on the functions specified
at the outmost level of the input type, and on those that are defined at deeper
levels of the nesting without having to resort to any sort of path expression
explicitly. Second, it preserves input objects during selection.

5.6.1 Unary Selection

Unary selection is an operator on a collection of database objects. When applied
to a class, it returns those objects in the input class which satisfy the selection
condition. The output type is the same as the input type. So we may place the
output.of an object selection as a subclass of the input in the IsA class lattice.

Definition 5.4 (object selection operator o)

Let:R =(R,r) be a complex object scheme, r be a class of objects of scheme type

R, and F be any condition applicable to R. The object selection over:R =(R,r),

written as cr(F, r), is a subset of r having the same scheme type R. The result
consists of those instances of r satisfying the condition F.

cr(F, r) =def { t I (re r 1\F(t)=true }.

Suppose F is of the form F ol\F J .••. I\F n, F 0 is the condition on Zfn(R) and F, is

the condition applicable to R, for RiE Hln(R), i=l ,... .n (n>=O). Then the

selection cr(F, r) can be fully described as:

cr(F, r) =def { t I (tE r I\«F o(t)=true)

1\(cr(FJ, t[RJ ])~0)1\( cr(F2, t[R2])*0)

1\...I\(cr(Fn, t[Rn])~0)))}. 0
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Remarks:
(i)If F is of the form F OVF j v ...v F n, F 0 is the condition on Zfn(R) and Fi is

the condition applicable to R, for RiE Hfn(R) ii=l , ... .n; n>=O), we may simply
use

instead of
(cr(F j ,t[R j ])*0)" ...,,(a(F n,t[Rn])*0»

in the definition.

(ii)The recursive definition of the unary selection preserves the input objects
during selection. The result of a selection over the input class r is always a
subset of r. A main advantage of preserving the resulting objects being identical
with the input objects is to enable such queries as the arguments of subsequent
update operations so that the update on these resulting objects can be propagated
to the stored objects [Scholl and Sheck90].

Example(1): Let R=(A, B(C, D(E,G»), Lfn(R)={A, B}, Hfn(R)={B},
Fspaee(R)={A, B, C, D, E, G} and Fspaee(B)={C,D, E, G}. Let rbe ac1ass
of R consisting of the following three instances:

ti=tat. (ej, {(ej,gj),(e4,g4)})}),
i2=(a2, {(e3, {(ej,g5),(e3,g3)}),(Q, {(ej,g2)})}),
is=tas. {(e2, {(e j ,gj ),(e4,g4)))}). (see FigS.2a)

(a)Suppose we have a selection condition F of the form (A=aj " E=ej). To get

the answer of a(F, r), we need to evaluate the condition

A(tr)=aj"a(E=ej,tr[BD*0 for each trE r,
according to the recursive definition of object selection. While the truth value of
the condition a(E=ej,tr[B])*0 depends on the evaluation of the condition

cr(E=e j ,tb[DD*0 for tb in ~[B] and t; in r. So we have ij and is in the resultant

set of a(F, r) (see FigS.2b).

(b) If the selection condition F is (C=C2), then a(F, r)={ i2, i3}.

Because a(C=ez, tb[DD*0 for tb in i2[B] and i3[B], we have cr(C=e2, tr[BD*0
for t=iz, i3.

(c) If the selection condition F is (C=C2 v G=gj), then a(F, r)={ij, iz, i3}.

The explanation of Example (Ic) is left to readers for exercise. 0
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In accordance with the selection defined in the conventional NF2 algebra
[cf.Cobly89, Roth et.a188, Schek and Scholl86], for instance Colby's definition
of selection, the result of selection may not necessarily be a subset of the set of
input objects. It is normally a subset of the resultant set which is returned when
the input objects are fully unnested. Whereas quite differently, our definition of
object selection takes the entire objects into account and returns those objects in
the input class which satisfy the given selection condition. Consider a query
over the example schema above, suppose the selection condition F is
(A=aIAE=el), then using the selection operator defined in the NF2 algebra
[Cobly89], the outcome is shown in Fig5.2c. It is clearly not a subset of the
input set r.

R =(R, r ) where R =(A, B(C, D(E, G)))

il

B
A D

C
E I G

al c1 Be4 g4

a2 c3

~e3 g3

c2 lel g21
al c2 Be4 g4

i2

i3

il

B
A D

C E I G
al c1

~e4 4

al c2
~e4 4

i3

(b) Object Selection

rt

B
A I D

C I E I G

al 01e1 gIll

al Glel gIlli'2

(a) A sample schema (c) (nested) Relational Selection

Fig5.2 Examples of unary selections

Example(2): Consider the sample database COMPANY-MANAGEMENT.
Let variable LA-EMP be of the form {EMPLOYEE}. Then a query

"find all employees who live in Los Angeles city"
can be expressed as follows:

LA-EMP:= cr(city-name="Los Angeles", EMPLOYEES).
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The result LA-EMP is clearly a subclass of the input class EMPLOYEES (see
Fig5.3). 0

FigS.3 The location of the query result of selection exam.ple(2)

5.6.2 Multiple-operand selection

Definition 5.5 (multiple-operand select 0+)

Let R, S1, ... , Sk be types of the classes r, s 1, , Sk respectively (k~]).
Assume B 1, B2, ... , Bk be reference fields of R, S1, , Sk-1 respectively. Each
B, is of the type ref S, or ref (Sd 0=] ,...,k). B 1 specifies an object reference
from R to S1, Bj represents an object reference from Sj-l to Sj U=2, ... ,k). The

multiple-operand select, denoted by a+Ftr.cs], ...,Sk», is defined over

R x S1 x x S k- It returns those objects of set r in each vector

<Pr,t1, ,tk>E Rx.S,»: ... xSk, which satisfies the condition F(Pr't1, ... .tk).
F{J1r't1, .tk) is the multiple-select condition of the form

(F o(Pr)"F 1(11)" ... "F itk)

"P(B jePr),tj )"P(B2(tj ),t2)A. .. "P(BkCtk-j ),tk»,
F o{J1,) is the condition applicable to R, and Fj(tj) is the condition applicable to S,
(i=] , ... ,k). If B 1(P,) returns an atomic value for each P" then the predicate

PCB 1{J1,),t1 ) denotes "(3t1E S1)tl.self=B 1{J1,)". If B 1(J1,) returns a set value for

each P" then P(B1{J1,),t1) denotes "(8xEB1(J1,)3tjES1)t1.self=x", 8E {\i, 3}.
A formal definition of multiple-operand select is as follows:

o+F(r,<s1···Sk> )=def

( P, I 3t 1... 3tk{J1,E r At j E S1" ... At!l= sk

"a(Foep,), r)t;0"a(Fj(tj), sl)t;0" ... "a(Fk(tk), sk);e0

/\P(Bj{J1,),tj)"P(B2(t1),t2)"'" /\P(Bk(tk-1),tk» }. 0
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Remarks:
Obviously the outcome of a+F(r,<sl ...Sk» is a subset of the first input

argument set r. Let T denote type(a+F(r,<sl, ... .si>)). We have Lfn(T)=Lfn(R).

Thus, the result of a+F(r,<sl, ....si» is an immediate subclass of the first input

argument r. We may consider the operator a+F(r,<Sj , ... .ss> as a generic
method that has class r as the input domain, classes S1,...,Sk as the parameters,
and the set of objects of type R satisfying condition F(j1r.tl, ...h) as the output.
It operates over the classes r.s], ... ,Sk> and selects the objects from the leading
input argument class by verifying the condition F(Pr,tl, ... ,tk) over the set

{<Pr,tj, ... ,tk>E RXSIX ... xSkl.

Note that the definition, essentially, is also applicable when B 1, •.. , B k are
reference fields of S 1,... , Sk respectively. Itmeans that each B, may be of type
ref Si-l or ref {Si-l} (i=1, ... ,k), and Bi specifies an object reference from S1

to R, Bj represents an object reference from Sj to Sj-l U=2, ...,k). Additionally,
S1,..., Skare not necessarily different classes. Additionally, we would like to
add that multiple-object-select can be viewed as a specialized version of semi-
join, since join condition in semi-join allows to be more general than the one in
multiple-object-select.

Example(1): Consider a database of schema COMPANY-MANAGEMENT.
Suppose we have a query

"find all the employees who are also the president of a company".

Let variable e range over EMPLOYEES, c over COMPANIES. Then this query
can be expressed by

a+e.self=president(c)(EMPLOYEES,<COMPANIES».

The result of this query is a subset of class EMPLOYEES - a set of president
employees. The output type is the same as type EMPLOYEE, so the output
class is a subclass of class EMPLOYEES. 0

Example(2): Suppose type PERSON has an additional function
"activity: PERSON~String",

and variables p, q range over class PERSONS, x over the set children(p) for p in
PERSONS. A query

"Give me the persons having all children playing tennis"
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can be expressed as

cr+F(p,q) (PERSONS, <PERSONS»,
where F(p,q)=def

VXE children(p)3qPERSONS(q)(q.self=x /\ activity(q)="playing tennis"). D

5.7 Data Selection
In defining object selection, we observe an interesting fact that selection
operations, in some cases, might be more meaningful if they are data-sensitive.
We explain this by an example of a database for a stock-brokerage firm, which
is borrowed from [Colby90]. The object scheme CLIENTS has zero-order
functions name, address, and higher-order function investments. The scheme
type INVESTMENTS has company as zero-order function, and shares as
higher-order function (see the sample schema in Section 5.3). This application
is typically of a nested relational structure (i.e., no set-valued atomic functions).
The example class of type CLIENT is shown in Fig5.4.

CLIENTS

NAME ADDRESS INVESTMENTS

COMPANY
SHARES

PURCHASE DATE INUMBERPRICE
John Smith 311 East 2nd.St

Bfoomington.LN
XEROX

64.50 02/10/83 1001
47401

I 92.50 08/10/87 500 I

IBM 89.75 06/20/83 200 I
I 96.50 11/10/84 100 I

Jill Brody 41 North Main St EXXON 35.00 01/30/81 100Oberlin.OH
44074 64.50 01/30/82 500

59.50 02/10/83 200

FORD 1 35.50 102/10/83 ~
SEARS 1 35.75 112/25/87 1 100 1

Frans Lee 600 Mountain
200 IMurray Hill. NJ FORD 35.50 02/10/84

07974 I 48.00 108/10/87 I 300 I

Fig5.4 A sample example of CLIENTS class
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Now suppose we have two queries:
Ql: find all the clients and their investments, who purchase shares on

02/10/83.
Q2: find names, addresses of the clients who purchase shares on 02/10/83,

and the corresponding companies as well as the information about these
shares.

Note that query Ql slightly differs from query Q2. The preferable answers to
Ql and Q2 are shown in Fig5.5(a) and Fig5.5(b) respectively.

cr(DATE='02/1O/83', CLIENTS)

NAME ADDRESS INVESTMENTS

COMPANY
SHARES

PURCHASE DATE INUMBERPRICE

John Smith 311 East 2nd.St.
Bloomington,IN 64.50 02/10/83 100
47401 XEROX

92.50 08/10/87 500

IBM 89.75 06/20/83 200
96.50 11/10/84 100

Jill Brody 41 North Main St EXXONOberlin,OR 35.00 01/30/81 100
44074 64.50 01/30/82 500

59.50 02/10/83 200

FORD 1 35.50 1°2/10/83 ~
SEARS I 35.75 112/25/87 ~

(a)

crc(DATE='02/1O/83', CLIENTS)

NAME ADDRESS INVESTMENTS

COMPANY
SHARES

PURCHASE I DATE INUMBER
PRICE

John Smith 311 East 2nd.St. I XEROX 1 102/10/83 1 100 IIBloomington,IN 64.50
47401

Jill Brody 41 North Main St EXXON 1 59.50 1°2/10/83 ~
Oberlin, OR

I 1 02/10/83 ~44074 FORD 35.50

(b)

Fig5.5 Examples of object-sensitive selection and data-sensitive selection
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Unfortunately, by means of the object selection operator defined in Section
5.6.1, both queries can be answerd correctly, however, the result returned by
query Q2 is the set of tuples in Fig5.5(a), which might be considered as a
correct answer to query Q2, but not as preferable as the one in Fig5.5(b). The
main reason is because Ql is an object-sensitive query, and Q2 is a data-
sensitive query, while the definition of object selection is grounded on the object-
sensitive basis.

To overcome this limitation, in the following we define an operator for data-
sensitive selection, denoted by cre(F,r) or D-select(F,r) in contrast to cr(F, r) or

O-select(F,r). We call cre(F,r) data selection for short.

Definition 5.6 (D-select o=)

Let:R =(R,r) be a complex object scheme, and F be a condition applicable to R.

Assume F is of the form F oAF} .,. AFn, where F 0 is the condition on Zfn(R)

and F, is the condition applicable to R, for RjE Hfn(R) (i =1,2, ... .n and n>=O).

Then the data selection over :R=(R,r), written as (je(F, r), is a collection of new
tuples having the same scheme type R, which are derived from the instances of r
satisfying the condition F.

cre(F, r)=

{ t I (3t, ErA F o(t)=true A t[Zfn(R)]=t,[Zfn(R)]

At[Hfn(R)-{R},R2, ... ,Rn} ]=t,[Hfn(R )-{R},R2, ... ,Rn}]

A (t[R) l= cre(F}, t,[R}]) -:F- 0)

A (t[R2 l= cre(F 2, t,[R2]) -:F- 0)

This definition states that the output type of cre(F, r) is the same as the input

type, but the execution of cre(F, r) returns a new object for each of the input
objects that satisfy the selection condition F. These output objects consists of
only those subobjects of the corresponding input objects which are of interest in
the condition F. So the output class of cre(F, r) is in general not a subclass of the
input class. It may become a subclass of the most general class OBJECT in the
IsA class lattice.
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5.8 Object Projection
The projection operator is a type-specific unary operator on a collection of
complex objects. As the projection over a given scheme R=(R,r) may involve
constituent types of R, it would be unsatisfactory if one could only take a higher-
order function as a whole or nothing by projection. It would be also
inconvenient if one would have to specify each projecting function by
associating the complete aggregation path expression with it. We thus extend the
definition of projection operator in order to enable the object projection to be
performed at all levels of the aggregation hierarchy uniformly.

5.8.1 Definition

Definition 5.7 (O-proiect x)

Let R=(R,r) be a complex object scheme, and X be a projection list over the
aggregation hierarchy of R, which is a nonempty subset of Fspace(R). Assume
X=(Aj, A2, ... , An) for convenience, each Aj (i=l, ... ,n) is an applicable

function of R. The projection of R=(R,r) onto X, written as 1t(X,r), is a
collection of objects consisting of the X-value of each instance in r. I.e.,

1t(X,r)=def { I I (3lrEr A 1=[Aj:!tUr), ... , An:fn(tr)]},

where if AjE Lfn(R) then hUr)=lr[Ail,

and if AjE (Fspace(R)-Lfn(R» then 3R'E Hfn(R),

AjE Fspace(R') and fi(tr)= 1t(Aj, Ir[Rl).

The output type T of the projection, denoted as T=type(n(X,r», can be
recursively defined as follows:

For each Aj in X where i=l, ... .n and n>=l,

(i) if AjE Lfn(R), then AjE Lfn(T);

(ii) if Aj~ Lfn(R) but 3R'E Hfn(R) and AjE Fspace(R'), then R'E Lfn(T) and

Lfn(R,)=Lfn(Tj where T'=type(n(Aj, Ir[Rl» and IrE r. 0

Remarks: In the projection definition, the operator can recursively apply itself
to traverse different aggregation levels, and each recursive call corresponds to
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descending one level of abstractions in the aggregation type hierarchy of R. The
names of interest can be directly specified in the projection list of the operator
without resorting to any aggregation path. Besides for each input object in the
collection being queried, object projection returns one output object. Some
output objects may contain the same value but with different identities. So
duplication elimination is not necessary for object projection.

Besides, as in the definition, each recursive call of the projection operator
corresponds to descending one level of abstraction in the aggregation type
hierarchy of R, we could give an alternative definition as follows. These two
defmitions are in fact equivalent.

1t(X,r)=def { t I (3tr E r: ( t[XnLfn(R)]=tr[XnLfn(R)]

A (\lYE (X-Lfn(R»,3R'EHfn(R):

YEFspace(R') A t[y]=1t(Y, tr[R1»)))}.

Note also that the project list of our 1t operator can be considered merely as the
projection condition, and needs not to be considered as the schema specification
of the projection result. The definition of our operator allows the output schema
type of a projection to be generated automatically after a projection execution.

Example(l): Let R=(A, e«: D(E, G))) where
Lfn(R)={A, B}, Hfn(R)={B},
Fspace(R)= {A, B, c. D, E, G},
Fspace(B)={ c. D, E, G}.

Let r be a class of R consisting of the following three instances (see Fig5.2(a»:
ii=tai, {(Cj, {(ej,gj),(e4,g4)})}),
iz=tai. {(C3, {(ej,g5),(e3,g3)}),(C2, {(ej,g2)})}),
is=tai. {(C2, {(ej,gj),(e4,g4)})}).

Thus r={ij, i2, i3}. Suppose we want to project on A and D, we just let X=(A,
D) then

1t(X,r) = {i'l=(aj, {{(ej,g}),(e4,g4)}}),
i'2=(a2, {{(ej,g5),(e3,g3)},{(ej,g2)}}),
i'3=(aj, {{(ej,g}),(e4,g4)} })}.

The output set and the output type of this projection is shown in Fig5.6. The
relationship between the input type and the output type of this projection is
shown in Fig5.7.
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The example in Fig5.2(a) can also be described alternatively as follows:
Let r be a class of R consisting of three instances, i.e., r= (i I. i2. i3) where

ii=ia). (b]}), i2=(a2. (b2.b3 D. i3=(a]. (b4));
and b j=ic], (dj, d2}), b2=(C3. (d3. ~n,

b3=(C2. (d5)), b4=(C2, (dj, d2});
and dj=(e],fj), d2=(e4J4),

ds=tei.is), d4=(e3.f3), ds=iei.i»).
Thus the projection on A and D (i.e., X=(A. D» is then described by

n(X.r) =(i']=(aj. ((dj,d2)}),
i'z=taz. ( (d3.d4), (d5) }),

i'3=(aj, ((d],d2) })}. 0

n:(X, r) where X=(A, D)

i3

B
A D

E I G

al HBEe4 g4

a2 HEBe3 3

leI g21
al HBEe4 g4

R n:«A,D).r)r, /\
/'\ " A/.,..\

C D '- J D

/\
subtyping /\
relationship

E G E G

il

i2

FigS.7 The relationship between input type and
output type of the example projection

FigS.6 An example of object projection

Example(2):
We take a database of a stock-brokerage firm (see Fig5.4). Suppose X=(pname.
company. purchase-price. number) is a project list over the aggregation
hierarchy of CLIENTS, and "company='FORD'" is a selection condition on
CLIENTS. Then the result of query

n(X. cr(F. CLIENTS»,
"list client's names and investments who purchase FORD's shares", is shown
in Fig5.8.
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Let FORD-CLIENTS:= cr(F, CLIENTS),

Temp-CLIENTS:= 1t(X, FORD-CLIENTS).
It is obvious that Temp-CLIENTS is a superclass of FORD-CLIENTS. But
notice that there is no subclassing relationship between Temp-CLIENTS and
CLIENTS, because the projection list of 1t(X, FORD-CLIENTS) does not
include all the function defined on CLIENTS. So the output class Temp-
CLIENTS will become a subclass of the most general class OBJECT in the IsA
class lattice (see FigS.9).

1tO(, cr(company-name='FORD', CLIENTS))
where X=(pname, company-name, purchase-price, number)

NAME INVESTMENTS

I SHARES
COMPANY IPURCHASE NUMBER

PRICE

Jill Brody EXXON 35.00 100
64.50 500
59.50 200

FORD I 35.50 I 200 I
SEARS I 35.75 I 100 I

Frans Lee I FORD I I !~:~ I 200

II300

Fig5.S Another example of object projection

PERSON

FORD-CLIENTS

Fig5.9 the position of the output of projection example(2) in IsA class lattices
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5.8.2 Classification of the Projection Results

As the projection list includes a sublist of functions applicable to the input type,
and the definition of our projection 1t(X,r) does not change the hierarchical
structure of the function names involved in the projection list X, the output type
of projection is clearly a supertype of the input type (see Fig3(a) and Fig4). But
the output type may not be a SUbtype of the immediate supertypes of the input
type, unless the projection list contains all the functions defined on these
immediate supertypes. Therefore, the output class may not always be a
superclass of the input class. In what follows, we define the rules for
determining the position of the output type of a projection in the IsA type/class
lattice.

Let sup(R) denote the set of all (direct and indirect) supertypes of R excluding
type OBJECf. The output type of the projection 1t(X,r) is

(1) a supertype of the input type R, and a subtype of some supertypes (say
T 1 J"" h E sup(R) k~ 1) of R, if the projection list contains some
functions of R and all the functions of these supertypes. In this case, no
new objects are created.

(2) a supertype of R, and an immediate subtype of the most general type
OBJECT, if the projection list contains some functions of R and does
not contain all the functions of any supertype of R. In this case, new
objects are created, in order to preserve the closure of projection
operator under the object model.

(3) a supertype of some supertypes of R if the projection list contains no
local functions of R, and

(3.1) if 3TiE sup(R), i=1 ,....k; ke l, and the projection list contains all the
functions of Ti; then the output type is an immediate subtype of such T i.

In this case, no new objects are created.
(3.2) if there exist no such TiE sup(R) that the projection list contains all the

functions of Ti, the output type of the projection is an immediate
SUbtype of OBJECf. In this case, new objects are created.

ExampJe(3): Take a COMPANY-MANAGEMENT database (Appendix A).
Suppose we have two projections:
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Q1: 7t«pname, birthday, salary), EMPLOYEES).

Q2: 7t«pname, birthday, home-address, children),

a(salary<30.000, EMPLOYEES».
Consider Q1, let X'=(pname, birthday, salary). It is obvious that all
EMPLOYEE objects are contained in the output class of projection Q1. But the
output class is not a subclass of EMPLOYEES's immediate superclass
PERSONS (see FiglOa), because the projection list X' includes pname,
birthday, and salary, but does not contain all functions defined on type
PERSON. Thus new objects are created in order to keep the IsA type/class
lattice conceptually consistent.

While consider Q2, let LOW _SAL_EMP=a(salary<30.000, EMPLOYEES)
and X=(pname, birthday, home-address, children). The query result is a
superclass of the input class LOW _SAL_EMP and an immediate subclass of
PERSONS. However the outcome of projection Q2 can not be a subclass of
EMPLOYEES, although EMPLOYEES is an immediate superclass of class
LOW _SAL_EMP (Fig lOb). Because salary is not included in its projection list
X. In this case, no new objects are created. 0

(a)

Fig5.10 The position of the output of projections in IsA class lattices

5.9 Object Join
Unlike the conventional data models, in object-oriented models many
relationships between entity objects are represented by the objects themselves,
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such as IsA relationships (subtyping), "is-pan-of' relationships (aggregation
references) and arbitrary associations between entities. Hence the join
operations are used less frequently in the object algebra than in the relational
algebra. However, the existing objects in a database may not explicitly reflect all
the relationships required by the queries. An explicit join is still needed to
handle the cases when a relationship being queried upon is not defined within
the object types. Such a relationship is called value-based relationship.

For example, a query "find all the employees who have jobs in their home city?"
requires a value-based join between classes COMPANIES and EMPLOYEES
through company's location and employee's home-address, as this relationship
is not explicitly modeled in the interface defined on either type COMPANY or
type EMPLOYEE. The explicit join is also important in building knowledge
bases where knowledge is often obtained by building new relationships among
existing facts. We provide an O-join operator to realize the queries on the
objects having value-based relationships.

The definition of O-join operator is formally extended in comparison with the
(nested) relational join. It allows combining objects of two scheme types at all
levels of nesting, and creates a new type as an immediate SUbtype of the most
general type OBJECT, holding the result of join. The definition is also intended
to preserve the associativity of the operator, which we expect to be used in the
object query optimization in more or less the same way as it is used in the
relational query optimizer. Additionally, as we model the ordinary associations
through reference types, and this sort of references is implemented through
object identities(oids) for preserving reference transparency, we also provide a
special operator called "followup" for dereferencing such references.

5.9.1 O-join Operator

Definition 5.8 (O-join ®)

Let R.j=(Rj, rj) and R.2=(R2, r2) be two object schemes respectively. Assume

the join condition F is of the form t.A'6t' B, A and B are comparable functions,

te r i. and t'e rz- If A and B are both zero-order functions, '6 is in (=, ==, <,

<=, >, >=); otherwise '6 is in (e, ==, =, C, c, ~, ~}. The O-join of R.j and

R.2 at the instance level, denoted by ®F(rj,r2), is a collection of new objects
satisfying the join condition F:
(1) If the join condition F = 0, then @F(rj,r2) is a Cartesian Product of

class r j and class r2.
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®(rj,r2) =def { t 13tje r.. 3t2e r2 :
t[Lfn(Rj)] =tj[Lfn(Rj)]

A t[Lfn(R2)] =t2[Lfn(R2)]}.

(2) Otherwise, there are four cases to consider.
(2.1) If AeLfn(Rj) and BeLfn(R2), i.e., the join directly combines objects

in rt and objects in rz, then

®F(rj,r2) =def

{t I (3tjerj, 3t2er2: (tj[A]'6t2[B] = true

/\t[Lfn(Rj)] =tj[Lfn(Rj)]

/\t[Lfn(R2)] =t2[Lfn(R2)]}.

A special case is when F=Rj.A'6R2.A, i.e., A is a common function of Ri and
R2, then

®F(rJ,r2) =asr
{ t I (3tjerj, 3t2er2: (t[Ifn(Rj)-{A}] =tj[Lfn(Rj)-{A}])

A(t[Lfn(R2)-{A}] =t2[Lfn(R2)-{A}])

A(A~ Zfn(Rj)nZfn(R2) v t[A]=tj[A]=t2[A])

A(A~ Hfn(Rj )nHfn(R2)v(t[A]=n(tj [A],t2 [A])At[A]*0))) }.

(2.2) If Ae (Fspacetk, )-Lfn(Rj» and Be Lfn(R2), i.e., the join actually
combines subobjects of instances of ri and instance objects of rz. then

Q9F(rj,r2) =asr
{ t I (3tje rj,3Ye Hfn(Rj): (Ae Fspace(Y)

A t[Lfn(Rj)-{y}] =tj[Lfn(Rj)-{Y}]

A t[Y]=®F(tj[Y], r2) A t[y]*0 »}.

(2.3) If Ae Lfn(Rj) and Be (Fspace(R2)-Lfn(R2», i.e., the join actually
combines instance objects of ri and subobjects of instances of r2, then

®F(rj,r2) =e-r
{ t I (3t2e r2,3Ye Hfn(R2): (Be Fspace(Y)

A t[Lfn(R2)-{Y}] =t2[Lfn(R2)-{Y}]

A t[Y]=®F(rj, t2[Y]) A t[y]*0 »}.
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(2.4) If AE (Fspace(Rj)-Lfn(Rj» and BE (Fspace(R2)-Lfn(R2», i.e., the
join in fact combines subjects of instances of rj and subobjects of
instances of r z- Let Depth(A,R) denote the depth of node A in the
aggregation type hierarchy of R, we have three sub-cases:

(a) If Depth(A,Rj)=Depth(B,R2) then

®p(rj,r2) =def { t I (3tjE ri. 3t2E r2 :

(3Y jE Hfn(Rj ),3Y 2E Hfn(R2):

(AE Fspace(Yj) A BE Fspace(Y2)

A ®p(tj[Yj],t2[Y2]);t:0))

A t[Lfn(Rj)] =tj[Lfn(Rj)]

A t[Lfn(R2)] =t2[Lfn(R2)])};

(b) If Depth(A,Rj»Depth(B,R2) then the definition of join is the same as
the one in case (2.2),
®p(rj,r2)= { t I (3tjE ri. 3YEHfn(Rj):

(AE Fspace(Y)

A t[Lfn(Rj)-{y}] =tj[Lfn(Rj)-{y}]

A t[Y]=®p(tj[Y], r2) A t[Y];t:0 »};

(c) If Deptht/v.R] )<.Depth(B,R2) then the definition of join is the same as
the one in case (2.3),

®p(rj,r2)= { t I (3t2E rz. 3YE Hfn(R2):

(BE Fspace(y)

A t[Lfn(R2)-{Y}] = t2[Lfn(R2)-{Y}]

A t[y]=®p(rj, t2[Y]) A t[Y];t:0 »).

The scheme type of ®p(rJ,r2) can be described recursively as follows:

(i) For Cartesian product ®(rj,r2) in the definition (1), the join ®p(rj,r2) in

the definition (2.1) and (2.4a), let T=type(®(rj,r2» or type(®F(rj,r2»,

then Lfn(D = Lfn(Rj)uLfn(R2).

(ii) For ®F(rj,r2) in the definition (2.2) and (2.4b), let T=type(®F(rj,r2»,

then Lfn(T)=Lfn(Rj), and for R'E Hfn(Rj) such that AE Fspace(R'),
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Lfn(R,) is changed by Lfn(T,), T=type(@F(tj[y], r2».

(iii) For @F(rj,r2) in the definition (2.3) and (2.4c), let T=type(@F(rj,r2»,

then Lfn(T)=Lfn(R2), and for R'e Hfn(R2) such that Be Fspace(R'),

Lfn(R,) is changed by Lfn(T,), T=type(@F(rj, t2[Y]». 0

Remarks:

(i) We sometimes refer to object join @F(rj,r2) as O-joinF(rj,r2). It creates new
objects to store generated relationships.
(ii) The new objects are strongly typed, with each function typed in terms of the
types from which it is derived. The output type of O-join is a subtype of the
most general type OBJECT, and the result is an immediate subclass of the top
class of type OBJECT, denoted as ClOp.

Fig5.11 provides examples for illustration of the different cases of object join.

R

-t--;
ABC

/\
D E

S

/-.
1\

H P
(1) Let Rand S be two example classes.

and ElE {=. = =. -c, $. >.~.:;t}

® (R,S)
C8H

-<.
F G

H~C

/\
D E

(3) Object join in Case2.2. 2.3 or case 2.4b. 2.4c:
Join the objects at the different levels of nesting

®A9F(R,S)

~
ABC F G

/\ /\
D E H P

(2) Object join in Case2.1:
Join the objects at the outmost level

® (R,S)
D9P

~
ABC F G

/\ /\
D E H P

(4) Object join in Case2.4a:
Join the objects at the same
nesting level

Fig5.II Examples for illustration of different cases of object join

Example: Let Rj=(A, nrc, D), E) and R2=(D, F(G, H» as shown in
Fig5.12. Suppose rj={ij=(aj,{(cj,dj)}, {ej,e2}), ij=(a2,{(cj.d2)}, {eJD} and
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r2={h=(dj, {(gj,hj ),(g2,h2))),
h=(d2,{ (g2,hj)}),
h=(d3,{ (g3,hj)})}.

The O-joinF(rj,r2) combines objects of rt with the subobjects of r2, where the
join condition is "Rj.D=R2.D". Fig5.12 shows the output result of this object
join. In terms of the definition of Orjoin, the output type of O-joinF(rj,r2) can be

derived from the two input types (see Fig5.13). 0

rl r2
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Ecl D

I I ~
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a2 I cl d2 I @]
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D
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i2 j2
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a2 Icl d2 II &2 hl II [illi'2

Fig5.12 An example of object join
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D F
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(b)

FigS.13 The output type structure of ®RLD8R2D(Rl, R2)
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5.9.2 The followup Operator

The jollowup operator is special to the object-algebra. It is used to dereference
the reference fields (oids) of a given scheme type by the object instances these
oids refer to.

Definition 5.9 ifollowup operator)
Let :R.=(R,r) and S=(S,s) be object schemes and Ljn(R) be the set of all zero-
order and higher-order functions of R. Assume B to be a reference field of R
and S be a scheme type to which B refers. Let variable t., i, range over the

classes rand s respectively, andX=ljn(R)uLjn(S)-{B, oid(S)}. Then

followupnir) =def n(X, ®F(r, s»,
where

if B is of the type ref S, then F is of the form
ts.oid=B(tr), and
if B is of the type ref {S}, then F is of the form
ts.oide B(tr).

Let T be the output type ofjollowuPB(r), T=type(jol/owuPB(r».

Then Ljn(D=Ljn(R)uljn(S)-{B,oid(S)}. 0

Remarks:
(i) According to the definition of O-join, the result ofjol/owup is an immediate
subclass of Ctop.
(ii) This definition asserts that the jollowup operator behaves the same as a
certain join expression. It in fact realizes the identity join where objects are
directly compared in terms of their identities. This particular kind of join has a
very efficient implementation but also simplifies expressions of queries. In
particular, each oid can be thought of as a pointer, so doing a jollowup only
involves accessing the operand ofjollowup and the following pointers. In this
case, the optimizer may treats the definition as a rewrite rule from right to left.
Whenever a user query matches the right hand side of the definition, then the
optimizer transforms it to the corresponding query matching the left hand side of
the definition.

Example: Consider a database of schema COMPANY-MANAGEMENT.
We have a query
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"Find the project name, the contracts, and all the documents
(including title and authors) that are contributed to the project, in
which the budget is greater than $100.000?".

The algebraic expression of this query can be described by

7t«title, author, proj-name, contract#),

jollo'wuPdocumenti aibudget» 100.000, PROJECfS»). 0

We often need to use jollowup operations for dereferencing several reference
functions of a given scheme type. This theorem declares that we can do these
followups in any order, provided that the functions specified in the jollowup
operation belong to the scheme of the argument

Although we can always compose jollowup operations explicitly, it is
convenient to have a single operator to serve for this purpose. Such an operator
may be defined as follows:

Definition 5.10 (multi-way jollowup)
Let Bj U=I, ... , n) be the reference functions of scheme type R, r be instance set
of R, and Sj be the scheme type to which Bj refers (j=1,2, ...,n).

followup.mi ..... Bn>(r)
=jollowUPBn(..jollowuPB2(followUPB] (r) ...). 0

It is possible to use the operator jollowup in many object-algebraic theorems.
We will discuss some of them in the Chapter6.

5.10 Standard Set Operators
Set operators are standard union, intersection, and difference. Each involves
with entire objects and performs comparison and set membership based on
object identities. They are all object-preserving operators.

Definition 5.11 (standard union)
Letk]=(R], ri) and k2=(R2, r2) be two object schemes. The union of R]
and k2 are definable if the least upper bound of RJ and R2, denoted by R]uR2,
exists in the IsA type lattice. Then

v(r J, rz ) =def { t I te r J V tE'2 }.

The scheme type of the result is R/uR2. So the outcome of u(r], rz ) is an
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immediate subclass of the class of type R]uR2 and a common superclass of the

two input classes in the IsA class lattice. D

Definition 5.12 (standard intersection)
Let R}=(R], r i) and R2=(R2, rz ) be two object schemes, and R]nR2 denote
the greatest lower bound of R] and R2• The object intersection is defined such
that the output type contains all the functions defined on both input types. and
the resultant set is described as

n(r],r2)=def{ t I te r, Ater2 }.

The output type of n(r]. rz ) is R}nR2. and the outcome of n(r}. rz ) is an

immediate subclass of both input classes. D

Definition 5.13 (standard difference)
Let R]=(R], r i ) and R2=(R2. rz ) be two object schemes. The difference of

R} and R..2 are definable if and only if R} and R2 are the same scheme type or
R] is a supertype of R2. Then

-(r], r2) =def { t I ter, A t~r2 }.

The output type of -(r} , rz ) is the same as the first input argument type Rj. The

result is then an immediate subclass of the first argument class. D

Example: Suppose we have a database about EMPLOYEE, COMPANY and
CLIENTS. The scheme types of EMPLOYEE. CLIENTS and COMPANY are
defined in the sample schema COMPANY-MANAGEMENT.

If we have following queries:
Q 1: find all persons who are either employee or client.
Q2: find all persons who are both employee and client.
Q3: find the employees who are not clients of any stock-brokerage firm.

These three queries can be expressed by standard set operators as follows:

Ql: CE-PERSONS:=v(EMPLOYEES, CLIENTS)

Q2: C&E-PERSONS:=n(EMPLOYEES. CLIENTS)

Q3: NonC-EMP:=-(EMPLOYEES, CLIENTS)

The position of the result of each query in the IsA type/class lattice is shown in
Fig5.14.
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(a) Query Ql (b) Query Q2

(c) Query Q3

FigS.14 the position of the output of standard set operators for example(2) in the IsA class lattices

5.11 Extended Set Operators
We provide two types of set operators in the recursive object algebra. The first
type of operators are standard union, standard intersection, and standard
difference as defined in the previous section, which involve entire objects. This
type of set operators is defined with object comparison and set membership
based on object identity. While the second type of set operators is an extension
to the standard ones. For instance, when an extended union is performed, two
complex objects that agree on all zero-order functions are merged together at
their higher-order functions. Why do we need extended set operators? The main
reason is because, in some cases, union, intersection, and set difference
operations might be more meaningful if they could be applied recursively to the
higher-order functions of the objects that agreed on the zero-order functions. Let
us look at an example, if we take a union of two tuples (Tom, 45, {PI,P2,P3})
and (Tom, 45, {P4}), a standard union that is based on object comparison, has
to perform the operation on the entire tuples and would return us a set that has
tuples (Tom, 45, {pi,P2oP3}) and (Tom, 45, {P4}) in it. If "Tom" in these two
tuples are the name of same person, it might be more preferable in this case to
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have the union operation return (Tom, 45, (P/,p2,P3,p4}) as the result. Thus in
the object algebra we also provides extended union, extended intersection, and
extended difference as the second type of set operators, denoted by ue, ne, and
-e respectively.

The definitions of these extended operators are an adaptation of those defined
for NF2 relations in PNF form [cf. Abiteboul and Bidoit84, Cobly89, Roth,
Korth and Silberschatz88]. The difference consists in that (i)we do not make the
PNF assumptions, and (ii)we extend definitions of set operators one step
further in comparison with those in NF2 relational algebra. For instance, we
support set-valued atomic functions without requiring the introduction of an
extra schema layere. This is because almost all of the object-oriented models
need to support not only set-valued atomic attributes but also set-valued non-
atomic attributes.

Definition 5.14 (extended-union Ue)

Let k/=(Rj, ri) and k2=(R2, rz ) be two object schemes. The union of kj and

k2 are definable if and only if the least upper bound of R j and R2, denoted by

RjuR2, exists in the IsA type lattice. The scheme type of the resultant set

extended-unionir], r2 ) is RjuR2. When R/ and R2 are equal schemes, we

have R/uR2=R/=R2. Two instance objects may take an extended union if they
agree on the zero-order functions and have Osunion operators on their higher-
order names. The definition of extended-union, denoted by Ue(r t. rz ), is
divided into two steps in order to be more readable.

(a) If RjuR2 is simply of the form (Aj, ... , An, Bj, ... , Bm), where

A relation is in Partitioned Normal Form(PNF) if (i)aU or a subset of the atomic
attributes form a key for the relation and (ii) every subrelation of the relation is also
in PNF.

6 The nested relational model does not support the concept of set-valued atomic
attributes. They have to be modeled as the complex attributes with a nested
structure. In the other words, the atomic attributes in nested relational model have
to be single-valued attributes. For example, the scheme type of R in Fig4-5 has
to be modeled by introducing an extra level of nesting to attribute E, i.e., using
(A,B(C,D),F(E» instead of (A,B(C,D),E). While in the object-centred data model,
both single-valued and set-valued atomic attributes are supported. Thus we need to
extend the operators to be able to cope with set-valued atomic attributes.
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AjE Zjn(RjuR2) for i=l, ... .n and n>=O, BjE Hjn(RjuR2) and Fspace(Bj)=0
for j=l ,...,m and m>=O (i.e. Bj is set-valued atomic function), then

Ue(rj, rz )=

{ t I (3tj€ r.. 3t2 Er2: NXE Zjn(RjuR2),

\lYEHjn(RjuR2): (t[X]=tj[X]=t2[XD

l\(t[y)=U(tj[y), t2[Y))))

V(tE rjl\(\lt2 E r2,3XE Zjn(RjuR2):t[X].et2[XD

V(tE r2 1\(\ltjE rj.3XE Zjn(RjuR2):t[X].etj[X))))}.
(b) Otherwise,

Ue(rj, rz )=

{ t I (3tjE r.. 3t2 Er2 : (\lXE Zjn(RjuR2),\lYE Hjn(RjuR2):

(t[X]=tj[X]=t2[X)I\(t[y)= v-o.m. t2[Y))

v(tE rjl\(\lt2 E r2,3XEZjn(RjuR2):t[X].et2[X)

V(tE rz 1\(\1 tjE rj.3XE Zjn(RjUR2):t[X).etj[X))))}.

The output of Ue(rj, '2) yields a new collection of objects and becomes a
subclass of the most general class OBJECT in the IsA class lattice, because it
has no subset relationship with the instance set of RjuR2. 0

Note that the definition 5.14 is recursive in the sense that we apply the standard
union to each higher-order names Y with atomic values (caseta) and the
extended union to each higher-order name Y with non-atomic values (casetbj).
Similar extensions are also made to Osintersection and O-difference.

Definition 3.15 (extended-intersection (Ie)

Extended intersection, denoted by (le(rj, rz ), is defined such that the output
type contains all the functions defined on both input types, and it is a greatest
lower bound of Rj and R2, denoted by RjnR2. But the result of extended
intersection (le(rj, r2 ) will become an immediate subclass of the most general
superclass OBJECT in the IsA class lattice, since two instance objects intersect
by using extended intersection operator if they agree on their common zero-
order names and they have non empty object intersections of their common
higher-order names. The definition of (le(rj, rz ) is also divided into two steps:

(a) IfRjnR2 is simply of the form (T},T2,T3) where Tj is a set of functions of
R] that are not included in Ljn(R2), T2 is a set of functions that are not in
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Lfn(Rj), and TJ is a set of common functions of R/ and R2. Suppose TJ is of

the form (Aj, ... , An, Bj, ... , Bm) where AiEZfn(R/uR2) for i=l, ... .n and

n>=O, BjEHfn(RjuR2) and Fspace(Bj)=0 for j=I ,... .m and m >=0, then

(Je(rj, rz )= ( t I (3tjE r.. 3t2 E rz :
t[Tj l=r j [T j ]l\t[T 2]=t2[T2]

1\("dXE Zfn(TJ) ,"dYE Hfn(TJ): (t[X]=tj[X]=t2[X])

l\(t[Y]= (J(tj[y], t2[y]))1\ (t[Y] ~ 0))}.
(b) Otherwise,

(Je(rj, rz ) =

{t I (3tjErI,3t2 Er2:

t[Lfn(Rj )-Lfn(R jUR2)]=t/ [Lfn(Rj )-Lfn(R jUR2)]

I\t[Lfn(R2)-Lfn(RjuR2)]=t2[l/n(R2)-L/n(RjuR2)]

-ivx« Zfn(TJ),"dYE Hfn(TJ):

(t[X] =tj[X] =t2[X]) 1\ (t[Y] = (Je(tj[y], t2[Y]))

1\ (t[Y] ~ 0))) ).

The output of the extended intersection (Je(r i. rz ) yields a new collection of
objects and becomes a subclass of the most general class OBJECT in the IsA
class lattice, because it generally has no subset relationship with the instance set
of RjnR2. 0

Definition 3.16 (extended difference -e)

Let R j=(R 1, r j ) and R2=(R 2, r: ) be two object schemes. The extended

difference of Rj and R2, denoted by -e(rj, r2 ), are definable if and only if Rj
and R2 are the same scheme type or Rj is a supertype of R2. The scheme type
of resultant set O-dijJerence(rj,r2) is the same as the type R]. When we take an
extended difference, a tuple of rt is retained in the resultant set --e(r], r z ) ifit
does not agree with any tuple in rz on the same zero-order names; or it has
nonempty object differences between the higher-order names. The extended
difference -e(rj, rz ) is recursively defined in two steps.

(a) If Rj is simply of the form (Aj, ... , An, B], ... , Bm) where AiEZfn(Rj) for

i=l , ... .n and n>=O, BjE Hfn(Rj) and Fspace(Bj)=0 for j=I , ... ,m and m >=0,
then
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-e('j, '2 )=

{t I (tE 'jA("iIt2E'2 ,3XeZjn(Rj):t[X],ct2[X]»

V(3tjE r.. 3t2 E'2 : ("iIXEZjn(Rj),"iIYEHjn(R1):

«t[X]=tj[X]=t2[X])A(t[y]= -(t1[Y], t2[y]»A (t[Y],c 0»}.
(b) Otherwise,

-e('1,'2) =

{t I (tE'1 A("iIt2E'2 ,3Xe Zjn(R1 ):t[X],ct2[X]»

V(3t1E r.. 3t2E'2 :("iIYE Hjn(R1),"iIXE Zjn(R1):

«t[X]=tj[X]=t2[X])A(t[y]= -e(t1[Y], t2[y]»A(t[y],c0))))}.

The result of extended difference in general has no subset relationship with the
input set of the first argument, so it will become a subclass of the most general

class OBJECf in the IsA class lattice. 0

As far as we know, extended set operators defined in nested relational algebra
[cf. Roth, et.al 88, Colby90] either do not deal with set-valued atomic functions
or treat set-valued atomic functions in the exactly same way as that for the single-
valued functions. While in the object algebra, we provide a better support for
dealing with set-valued atomic functions.

Example: Suppose the two operands rt and'2 have the same scheme type R of
the form (A, B(C, D), E), and

'1= {i1=(aj, {(C1,d2)}, {e1,e4}),
i2=(a2, {(c1,dj)}, {ej,e2})};

'2= U1=(a1, {(c2,d1)}, {e1}),
h=(a2, {(c1,d1)}, (e1,e3})
ls=iai. {(Cj,dj),(c2,d2)}, {ej}.

Fig5.15 gives some illustrative examples of extended union, extended
intersection, and extended difference.

5.12 Object Reconstruction Operators
Although the operators defined so far can apply themselves repeatedly to the
higher-order names at different aggregation layers of the complex objects, The
nest and unnest operators are still needed for restructuring the resulting objects
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of queries. Unlike in NF2 algebra, the definitions of nest and unnest introduced
below allows the operators to apply also to the functions that are at interior
levels of nesting. Both nest and unnest are object-creating operators.

Definition 3.17 (nest operator)

Let R=(R,r) be a complex object scheme where r is a set of instances of scheme
type R. The nest operator on r, denote as nest(Aj,A2, ... ,An~B, r), groups
together the instances of r which agree on all the functions that are not in a given
set of functions, say {Aj,A2, ... ,An}. The execution of the nest operator
generates a single tuple object for every such group, which has a new function,
say B, in place of Aj,A2, ,An. The value of this new function B is the set of
values on the Aj ,A2, ,An components of the instances being grouped
together. The formal definition is given as follows:

rl
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al Icl d2 1 e4

~
a2 Icl dl I e2
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rl ue r2
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Fig5.15 Examples of extended union, extended intersection, and extended difference
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(i) if {Aj,A2, ... ,An} ~ Lfn(R), then

nest(Aj,A2,···,An~B, r)=def

{ J.I. I (3te r A J.I.[Lfn(R)-{Aj,A2, ... ,An) ]=t[Lfn(R)-{AJ,A2, ... ,An}]

A(J.I.[B]={t'[{AJ, ... ,An}] I t'e r

At'[Lfn(R)-{Aj , ... ,An} ]=t[Lfn(R)-{Aj, ... ,An}]}»}.

(ii) if {Aj,A2, ,An}gspace(y) for some Ye Hfn(R), then

nest(Aj,A2, ,An~B, r) =def

{ J.I. I (3te r A J.I.(l/n(R)-{Y)]=t(Lfn(R)-{Y}]

A J.I.[Y]=nest(Al,A2, ... ,An~B, t[Y]»}.

Let Ts=typet; nest(Aj,A2, ... ,An~B, r».

The output type T of nest(Al,A2, ... ,An~B, r) is described as:

(i) If {Aj,A2, ... ,An}~Lfn(R), then Lfn(T)=(Lfn(R)-{Aj,A2, ... ,An})v{B},
and Lfn(B)={Aj,A2, ... ,An};

(ii) If {Aj,A2, ... ,Anh;Fspace(Y) for some YeHfn(R), then Lfn(T)=Lfn(R),

and Lfn(Y)=Lfn(Tj where T'=type(nest(Aj,A2, ... ,An~B, t[Y]». 0

The result of nest is an immediate subclass of Ctop' If we need only to group the
instances which agree on all the functions other than A, we may use a special

form of nest, i.e., nest(A~A, r), to do the job.

Definition 3.18 (unnest operator)
Let R=(R,r) be a complex object scheme where r is the instance set of type R.
The unnest operator may in some cases (but not always, see examples below)
undo the effects of the nest operator by "ungrouping" or flattening out the
values of higher-order function A of the instances of r, Ae Fspace(R). The
formal definition of unnest is given below.
(i) If Ae Hfn(R) and Lfn(A)=0 (i.e., A is a set-valued atomic function), then

unnest(A,r) = { J.I.I (3te r AJ.I.(Lfn(R)-{A }]=t[Lfn(R)- {A}]

AJ.I.(A]e t[A])}.

(ii) If Ae Hfn(R) and Lfn(A)i:0, then
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unnest(A,r) = { pi (3te r 1\ p[Lfn(R)-{A )]=t[Lfn(R)-{A}]

1\ p[Lfn(A)]e t[AD}.

(iii) If AeFspace(Y) for some YeHfn(R) then

unnest(A,r) = { pi (3te r I\p[Lfn(R)-( Y}]=t[Lfn(R)-{ Y}]

I\p[y]=unnest(A,t[y]»} .

The scheme type of unnest operator unnest(A,r) is described as follows:
Let T=type(unnest(A,r».

(a) If Ae Hfn(R) and Lfn(A)*-0, thn Lfn(T)=(Lfn(R)-(A} )uLfn(A).

(b) If AeHfn(R) and Lfn(A)=0, then unnest(A,r) has the same type as the
input type R.

(c) If Ae Fspace(Y) for some Ye Hfn(R), then Lfn(T)=Lfn(R), and

Lfn(Y)=Lfn(T,), where T'=type(unnest(A,t[y]». 0

Remarks:
Note that in the definition (i), the unnest operator only collapses the extra level
of brackets, but leaves the type scheme untouched. In fact, the definition of
unnest operator provides the support for both tuple-collapse and set-collapse.
The result of unnest operator is an immediate subclass of Crop. Besides, the
definitions of our nest and unnest operators extend those defined in the NFl
algebras [cf.16,34,36,43] and in the algebras proposed for object-oriented
databases [cf. 15,37,39], in the way that the nest and unnest operators defined
in these algebra only apply to the outmost level of objects, whereas our
definitions enable the operators to be applied also on the subobjects at interior
levels of nesting.

Example(l): Let R=(A, B(C, D), E) and r be the instance set of R (Fig5.l6).
r = (i}=(a},(c},d}),(C2,d2)},{e},e2,e3}),

i2=(a2,{(c},d})},(e} }),
is=ia), (c},d})}, (e2})}.

nest(B,E-7F,r) =
{i'}=(a}, (((C},d}),(C2,d2)},(e},e2,e3}), «((Cj,d})},(e2))}),
i'i=ia«. (((c},dj)},(e}})}) }. (see Fig5.l6)

unnest(B ,r) =
( l i=ta: .ci .di, (e j,e2,e3)), h=ia, ,c2,d2, (e},e2,e3}),

h=(a2,Cj,dJ,{e}}), i4=(a},c},d},{e2})}. (see Fig5.l6)
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The output type structures of nesttll Er+Fir) and unnest(B,r) are shown in
Fig5.I7.

:R=(R, r) where R=(A. B(C. D). E)
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Fig5.16 Examples of recursive nest and unnest operators
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FigS.17 The output types of the example nest and unnest operations
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~ABE
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unnest(B, r)

~
A C D E

Note that although we have
nestitl Dr+B, unnest(B,r»={ ij=(aI, {(cI,d1 ),(c2,d2)), {eI,e2,e3}),

iz=toz. {(c I ,dI)}, (e I}),
i3=(aj,{(cI,dI)},{e2})}= r,

the expression
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nest(Lfn(A)~A, unnestter) = r
does not hold in general. This is because we do not require to preserve the
functional dependency Lfn(R)-{A) ~A intentionally in the object-oriented
database [Van Gucht and Fisher88].

Example(2):
Let R=(A,B) where B is a set-valued atomic function of R, and r be the instance
set of R. Suppose

r={ ij=(aj,{b2,b3)),
i2=(a2, (b4) ),
i3=(aj,{ b3,b4))) (see FigS.2(a».

unnest(B,r)={ h=ta: bz). h=ia: ,b3), j]=(a2,b4), j1=(a1,b3), j1=(aj,b4»).

nest(B~B,unnest(B,r»= (i'1=(aJ,(b2,b3,b4)), i'2=(a2,{b4})} ::t; r.

5.13 Other Operators

So far we have defined a minimal set of our algebra operators. Although
multiple-operand select is described on the basis of unary selection operator,
andfollowup is derived from the object join, we would like to consider them as
basic operators of our object algebra for achieving a certain degree of
convenience.

There are some other operators that have been suggested in the literature but not
yet mentioned in the previous sections. In our view, most of these operators can
be defined in terms of the basic set of our recursive algebra operators. For
instance, the image operator introduced by [39] is useful for evaluating the
function values. Let f: R ~ B be a function and r be of type R, then

image(f,r)=(f(t) I tE r}. Obviously, image differs from the projection which has
a single function in the projection list, because an image returns the set of
function values, whereas a projection returns the set of objects which are
identical to the input objects but with only the function included in the projection
list. But using unnest after O-project(X,r), i.e., unnest(f,O-project(X,r» where
X= {f}, we could get the same result as image(f,r).

Recall the operators defined in our object algebra, in each of the definition
equations, the left-hand-side is the specification form of the operator, and the
right-hand-side formally describes a constructive realization of the operator by
employing the structural and seman tical elements captured in the object schema.
Three issues are concerned in the definition of each operator: the formal and
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constructive definition of the operator, the output type of each operator, and the
rules for classification of the result of the operator in the IsA type/class lattice.
Unlike in many existing algebra-based languages, the recursive definitions of
our operators enable each itself to traverse different levels of the aggregation
hierarchy. It is possible not to specify the aggregation paths in the operands and
the conditions of the operators, because all the aggregational paths and their
operational semantics can be implicitly derived from the schema of the querying
objects. Only navigation over associations needs explicit path specifications.
Thus complex object can be considered collectively as a basic unit of object
queries. The idea is mainly motivated and guarantied by the following facts.

(a) The object model requires that all the accesses to objects, say having
type R, be through the applicable interface of R (including the functions
"inherited" from constituent types of R).

(b) Any aggregation hierarchy is of acyclicity.
(c) The aggregation hierarchy of any schema type has a finite depth, and

each recursive call for evaluation of the query condition corresponds to
descending one level of abstraction in the aggregation hierarchy of the
input type, so the recursion ends when the leaf nodes are reached.

The obvious advantage of this extension is twofold. First, it leads to a high
level of expressiveness of query representation, because explicit specification of
aggregation paths is not required. Second, it offers an opportunity for users to
remain within the framework of the model of complex objects while querying
database.

5.14 Discussion
Since some object-oriented concepts are in contradiction with one another, it is
not possible to reflect all of them in one object model. For instance, in the
XOOS model we conceptually allow an object to be a member of more than one
type simultaneously, and consider the rule that an object is real in only one class
as an implementation issue [cf.Cluet et.aI89, Dayal 89]; whereas some other
models restrict objects to be instances of only one type [cf. Banerjee et.aI88,
Straube and Ozsu90]. We support a certain degree of encapsulation in a way
that both value-based and identity-based comparison are provided in our model,
such as value-equal, identity-equal, explicit join for realization of value-based
relationships, and object-preserving join; whereas some other models are based
on a full degree of encapsulation [Straube and Ozsu90]. In this section, we
provide some detailed remarks on some of our design consideration.
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5.14.1 Remarks on the role of aggregation inheritance

Up to now, most of the existing query languages for object-oriented models
need explicit path expressions for navigations over aggregation structures.
Complex objects are not treated collectively as a basic unit of object queries in
such systems. One obvious disadvantage of associating an aggregation path
expression with each name of interest, when querying objects, is that it can lead
to a complexity of query formulation and cause an incremental expense of
schema evolution. This is because when an aggregation hierarchy of some
existing objects is extended, for instance, adding another layer of nesting in
between of the aggregation hierarchy, although the change has no influence on
the identities of corresponding complex objects, query programs working on the
old schema have to be explicitly modified in order to re-specify all the path
expressions of the relevant names (for examples recall Section 2.3). An appeal
of our recursive object algebra is that all operators defined in this algebra do not
require associating each name of interest with an aggregation path expression in
the parameter declaration". The aggregation path of each name involved in
queries can be automatically determined by the query processing system. This is
fulfilled by employing the acyclicity and the determinism of aggregation type
hierarchy, as well as the mechanism of aggregation inheritance during query
interpretation and query reformulation. As a result, the formulation of queries
on complex objects can be drastically simplified, and the adaptability and the
data independence of the object model against changes will be increased. This
feature is also important in heterogeneous systems where several object schemas
may be used for the same application world with different points of views.

Some reader might argue that a query algebra is usually not dedicated to the end-
users, and it is more important for a query algebra to have explicit query
evaluation plans generated on the basis of the operators than to be user-friendly.
We in some sense agree with the argument. The reasons we develop this object
algebra are the following. First, few object algebras have been formally defined
so far. Some proposals introduce interesting ideas but do not provide the
generality and the complete formal framework that one would expect from an
object algebra. It is indeed important to make deeper investigation towards this

7 Note that whenever querying objects of complex structure, there are at
least two ways to express a query. One is to formulate the query by
associating each name of interest with an aggregation path expression.
The other is to specify the query without having resort to any
aggregation path expression. In most of existing query languages, only
the first possibility is allowed, whereas in our object algebra-based query
languages, both ways of query formulation are possible.
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direction. Second, we would like to demonstrate that, as far as the reference
data model is object-oriented, it is interesting and also possible to take advantage
of the semantic difference between aggregation references and association
references to simplify queries over aggregation structures, even in the algebraic
specification of queries. Of course, we may employ the notion of aggregation
inheritance in the design of a high level object-oriented query interface, and
develop a transformation engine to carry out the mapping from the declarative
query formula to the nested relational or similar algebraic expression. Even in
this case, our object algebra can be used as a sound theoretical basis in the
development of such a transformation engine. Most importantly, the algebraic
model of object queries provides a solid foundation for formal analysis of
several query issues in object-oriented databases, because all the algebra
operators have well-defined semantics so that many properties can be derived,
and the formal proofs of these properties can be simplified. For instance, it is
possible to formally describe the output type of each operator in terms of the
definition, and thus to prove the closure of any query language based on this
algebra. The equivalence-preserving rewriting rules for optimization of queries
can be formally developed too.

5.14.2 Heterogeneous Sets
as An Implementation Technique

Heterogeneous sets are those sets which have members of different types. For
example, a set with member type PERSON may contain objects of PERSON,
STUDENT, and EMPLOYEE, simply because STUDENT and EMPLOYEE are
subtypes of PERSON. The reason that we may encounter heterogeneous sets is
because in some object-oriented models instances of a given type T will not be
considered as the instances of its supertypes (say 5). Therefore queries over a
class of type 5 differs from queries over the subtype hierarchy of 5, queries
over subtype hierarchy may result in heterogeneous sets.

As we said at beginning of Section 5.15, in the design of the present object
algebra, we take the position that objects can be members of more than one
type, and consider the restriction that "each object is an instance of only one
type" as an implementation issue. We agree that such a restriction can increase
the efficiency and decrease the complexity of data-intensive systems, since
under this restriction, the structure of an object is fixed, and it has a fixed set of
attributes and can be stored uniformly along with similar objects [6,14]. From
the implementation point of view, it is indeed a good internal model on
secondary storage. But we also notice that, under such a restriction, each class
only contains the instances that are not in any subclass of it. Queries over a
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specific class is too limited. Thus most of the models, adopting this restriction,
need to provide facilities to allow querying on the instance set of both a single
class C, denoted by ext( C), and the whole class hierarchy of C, denoted by
ext*(C). Suppose C], ... ,Cn are all the subclasses of C, then

ext*(C)= ext(Cj)u ...uext(Cn).

However, several problems may incur because queries on ext*(C) are allowed.
(i) Such queries may return non-homogenous set of objects, when no type

restrictions are placed on the inputs of the queries.
(ii) Such queries require run-time checking capability of query processor, as

it is not possible to statically determine the type of the objects
associated.

(iii) When such queries are supported at the high level and object-oriented
query interface, schema evolution through creation of subclasses and
SUbtype inheritance may not be a constructive suggestion, because
adding a subclass into the IsA class lattice may cause explicit object
migration.

As a matter of fact, our algebra operators are more suitable to those object
models based on the assumption that "each object is an instance of only one
type", if we enforce that the type of all elements in ext*(C) is the same as the
type of the instances of C. This is because such an enforcement makes the
notion ext*( C) conceptually equivalent to the class concept in OUT model. Also,
the concept ext( C) can be represented in terms of our standard set difference
operator.

5.14.3 Encapsulation Principle

Encapsulation is a mechanism for maintaining data abstraction paradigm. In
principle, encapsulation needs to be fully captured in such a paradigm. Thus
querying a database is based only on object behaviour. However, as almost all
kinds of information systems (management information systems, knowledge
base systems, or intelligent decision support systems) actually store values (or
facts) and use functions (or knowledge and inference rules) to implement
behaviour, queries need to specify a combination of values and functions. So it
is sometimes useful to relax the encapsulation principle to a certain degree,
although a value-based comparison such as 0=0' seems violate the principles of
abstract data types (whose instances are only defined by their behaviour). For
example, it is desirable in a database system to support value-based
comparisons, such as the atomic-value ordering comparison, the value-equality
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comparison for both atomic and complex values. Because (i)user knowledge of
atomic values in a base domain often implies knowledge about their ordering,
although it may not be always true in the case of complex values; (iijin large
knowledge bases, knowledge may be acquired by ordering facts and by forming
new relationships among facts; and (iii)in the framework of object-creating
operations, it is also desirable to explore the relationship between the input
objects and the newly created output objects of a query via value-based
comparison.

However, it is sometimes also complicated to make an object algebra context-
sensitive in its application. Although it is useful and very reasonable to allow
encapsulation to be violated, there may appear to be cases where violating
encapsulation does not make sense, and thus may not tolerable at all [Yu and
Osborn91].

5.14.4 Object-preserving v.s Object-creating Operators

To our knowledge, many object algebra proposed so far, are either ground on
the object-creating basis [cf.Kim89, Shaw and Zdonik89], or designed within a
pure object-preserving framework[cf.Straube and Ozsu90]. Very few provide
both object-preserving and object-creating operators within one framework. In
the proposals supporting only object-creating model, it is not possible to capture
the relationship between the input objects of a query and its output objects.
Besides, it seems that no formal definitions about what is the type of newly
created objects have been provided in these proposals. Whereas in the pure
object-preserving query model, it is not possible to realize the relationships that
are not explicitly specified in the object-oriented model, nor to create new
relationships by combining objects via the value-based relationship. Thus the
operators like our object projection and object join are missing.

Features of object-preserving operations and object-creating operations are
mainly the following:
An object-preserving operation
(i) returns the objects that exist in the original database. The result of an

object-preserving query can be considered as an immediate new
subclass of the leading input argument class.

(ii) causes no change to the original set of objects in the working database.
(iii) object-preserving queries can be used to define updatable views such

that the update on this sort of views can be automatically propagated to
the stored base objects.
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While an object -creating operation
(i) returns a collection of newly generated objects from existing objects.

The result of an object-creating query must be considered as an
immediate subclass of the most general class ClOp in order to preserve
the closure of the algebra.

(ii) causes a change to both the original database schema and the working
database, since even selection (see the algebra in [Shaw and
Zdonik89,]) returns a collection of new objects. In this case, object-
creating queries are in fact a kind of update operations.

In the design of the recursive object algebra, we formally defme the set of object-
preserving operators and the set of object creating operators within a unified
framework (see FigS.I8).

Fig5.18 A classification of the operators in the recursive object algebra

The object selection, multiple-operand select, and standard set operators (union,
difference, intersection) are truly object-preserving operators, whereas data
selection, Orjoin, followup, extended set operators, nest, and unnest are
typically object-creating operators. Only object projection is somehow special,
in the way that under some circumstance, the object projection performs object-
preserving operation (recall FigS. IOb), while in the other cases, it needs to be
treated as object-creating operation in order to keep a semantic consistency in the
concept of subclassing (recall FigS. lOa).

In fact, we may propose an alternative suggestion where it may be possible to
treat projection as an object-preserving operator too.

We need first to introduce the concept of abstract class.

Let DB=(CC, ([}), 1) be a well-defined database over the schema L. CC is a set of
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classes, 0 is a set of objects existing in the DB. The reification of class Cover
a database DB is defmed as follows:

Reijication(C)={x I (xe 0) member-of(x,C)

I\-,3C'e 7l'/l2l(subclass-of(C',C)

xmember-oftz.C'jj} .
We say that objects in Reijication(C) reify the class C. A class C is fully abstract
ifRejication(D=0.

In the case of object projection, if we consider the outcome (say V) of a
projection 1t(X,r) as a virtual view over the input class r, then V is not stored in
the database. We may treat Vas a fully abstract class because the reification of
V is empty. Thus the subsequent queries and updates on V can be equally
transformed into the queries on the immediate subtype of V. In our case it is the
input type R of the projection 1t(X,r). The reason that we do not include the
above alternative in the current model of our algebra is because, we would like
to have a uniform treatment for all the object-preserving operators. But it would
be interesting to have a query system where the results of all the object-
preserving operations are virtual classes, only object-creating operations may
result in the stored classes.

5.15 Summary
We have presented a sound recursive query algebra and its query optimization
principles. Unlike in semantic data modeling(cf. Hull and King87] and in most
of the existing object-oriented models, we support a general distinction of
aggregation from arbitrary association not only at instance level but also at type
level. Two kinds of polymorphisms: SUbtype inheritance as a kind of universal
polymorphism and aggregation inheritance as a kind of ad-hoc polymorphism
are provided. Features of the recursive algebra include that, first, the definition
of our algebra operators enable each operator by itself to traverse different levels
of the aggregation hierarchies of querying objects. Queries over aggregation do
not require resorting any path expression for providing the operator with
navigational ability. This not only helps to reduce the complexity of query
formulation but also provides users with an opportunity to remain within the
framework of complex object model when querying database. As a result, the
flexibility and adaptability of the object model against schema changes are
highly increased. To our knowledge, none of the previous work offers a similar
support. Second, both object-preserving operators and object-creating operators
are well defined in our object algebra. For instance, we formally define the
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output type of all the object-creating operators. Although the update issue is not
discussed in the current presentation, we would like to add that queries
expressed by using the object-preserving operators (such as object selection,
and multiple-operand select operation) can be directly taken as the arguments of
subsequent update operations, because updates on the resulting objects can
automatically be propagated to the stored (base) objects, and thus dynamic
classification of objects during updates is possible. Besides, in comparison with
the existing object algebras [cf.Cluet et.al89, Kim89, Mitschang89, Scholl and
Schek90, Shaw and Zdonik89], we feel that definitions of O-select, O-project,
multiple-operand select, O-join, and followup are original both in operational
semantics and in formal description. We also allow invocation of methods
which have no side effect in the query expressions. In our view, the recursive
object algebra is better suited for the object-oriented model than the other query
algebras that have been proposed. It largely covers the query requirements for
complex objects, meanwhile providing an interesting evolution from (nested)
relational algebra to object algebra. Although the design is based on the chosen
object-oriented model XOOS, we expect results of our research to apply to
many other object-oriented query models.

In the following two chapters we are going to investigate some other issues in
the context of this recursive object algebra. We will study the equivalence of the
recursive object algebra with the non-recursive object algebras [Shaw and
Zdonik89, Scholl and Schek90] in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7 we provide the
formal proof of the expressive power of this algebra, including the
transformation of the set of safe object calculus formulas [Bertino et.al 92,
Straube and Ozsu 90] into our recursive algebra expressions. Note that in the
current presentation we do not provide transitive closure operators for
expressing the class of recursive queries [Houtsma and Apers 92]. This can be
solved by introducing algebraic semantics of the transitive operators, and is one
of our future research topics.

A first prototype of the SQL-like query interface based on our object algebra is
currently being developed on the top of the Sybase for technical document
management within the SPRITE project. This implementation endeavour
exploits quite directly the theoretical experiences obtained from our algebraic
definitions. In our view the use of the recursive object algebra will considerably
simplify query transformation and enhance query optimization as well as aid for
further investigation in query parallelism.
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Chapter 6

Algebraic Rewriting Rules

The main goal of algebraic query optimization is to reduce the total amount of
algebraic computation and thus the cost of query evaluation. To achieve this
overall goal, we need to create an equivalent expression for each query, which
can be processed more efficiently than the original expression. The well-known
strategies for determining equivalent but more efficient algebraic expressions for
relational queries include performing selection and projection before joins,
combining several selections into one selection, finding common
subexpressions, and so on. Rules about the commutativity and the associativity
of the operators are very helpful in finding equivalent expressions. In fact, most
of the strategies and rules used in optimizing the algebraic expression of a
relational query can be naturally extended to apply to the operators of our object
algebra, especially for the object-preserving operators. As the operators of the
object algebra are all recursive extensions of the corresponding operators of the
relational algebra (except, of course, nest, and unnesty, we find that laws
involving the commutativity and the associativity of these operators are
extensions of the corresponding laws of the relational operators. One of the
main advantages of developing the object algebra in the spirit of (nested)
relational algebra is that we can adapt or naturally extend the results previously
obtained on algebraic equivalences and optimization heuristics in the
development of object algebra optimization.

From the work on optimization of object algebra expressions [cf. Freytag87,
Haas et.al89, Lanzelotte and Valduriez91, Osborn88, Scholl and Scheck90,
Shaw and Zdonik89] we observe a similar intention too. In this chapter we
briefly introduce a framework for algebraic optimization of our recursive
algebra. An extensive discussion of object query optimization is beyond the
scope of this chapter.
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As stated in [Haas et.aI89], most of the database management systems
(DBMSs) consider query rewrite and optimized plan generation as distinct
query transformation techniques. Query rewrite is a high-level process in which
the transformation rules are driven by general-purpose heuristics. Whereas
optimized plan generation, relatively speaking, is a lower level process. In this
stage, the knowledge of access paths and the specific cost model are required in
order to transform a query into an effective access plan of optimal cost. In what
follows, we illustrate a set of algebraic rewriting rules, which can be used to
create equivalent algebra expressions based on pattern matching and textual
substitution. Combined with heuristics, these rewriting rules provide a sound
basis for query optimization. As a matter of fact, query rewrite is a high level
optimization process, when the applications of transformation rules are driven
by general purpose heuristics, rather than based on a specific cost model and
knowledge of access paths as well as database statistics [ef. Haas et.al89
Selinger et.al79, Straube and Ozsu92]. Quite often, we need a lower level query
transformation technique which further transforms the "optimal" algebraic
expression obtained from query rewrite access plan. In this chapter we will
concentrate mainly on the high level transformation technique - query rewrite.

Similar to [Freytag87, Straube and Oszu90], the rules of the form E}=E2, state
that the two expressions E} and E2 are equivalent. The rules of the restricted

form E}=cE2 represent that E] and E2 are conditionally equivalent. It means that
a rule as such is applicable only when the condition c is satisfied. c specifies
the properties of the arguments, the predicates, and the variables used in a rule.
Besides, for presentation brevity, Let r,s}"",Sk be sets of objects. We use

symbol *CJF(r, -cs],... .si» to denote object selection in general. Whenever

k=O, *aF(r, <sj, ... .si> stands for unary selection a(F,r). While if we have

k e I , *aF(r, <s i, ....si» stands for multiple-operand selection a+F(r,
<S] , ... ,St».

6.1 Rewriting Rules for
Object-preserving Operators

As all the operators addressed in this subsection are object-preserving ones,
each of the following rules presents an identity-based equivalence (denoted by
=). Some of them are, of course, conditional.
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6.1.1 Commutativity of Object Selections

Theorem 6.1
Let Q,s}, ... ,sk,r), ... ,rm be sets of objects, and m,k~. Let F be a condition
applicable to classes Q and S), ... ,Sk, while F) be a condition applicable to
classes Q, ri. ... ,rm' and F2 be a condition applicable to classes Q and S), ... ,Sk·
Then

*CJp(Q, <S}, ... sp •... ,Sq, ... ,Sk»

== *CJp(Q, <S}, ... Sq, ... ,sp, ... ,Sk» (1.1)

*CJF1(*CJP2(Q, <S), ... ,Sk», <r), .. .,rm»

== *CJp]"F2(Q, <s], ... ,SA;,ri, ...,rm» (1.2)

*CJF1(*CJF2(Q, <S}, ... ,Sk», <r], .. .,rm»
== *CJF2(*CJF1(Q, <r j, ..•,rm»,<s], ... .si» (1.3)

*CJp]vP2(Q, <S], ... .si, r], ... ,rm»

== *CJFJ(Q,<r], .. .,rm» u*CJF2(Q,<S), ... ,Sk» (1.4)

*CJF)"F2(Q, <R, S), ... .si, ri, ... ,rm»

==c *CJF1(Q, <*CJF2(R,<S], ... ,Sk», r j, •..,rm» (1.5)

where c means that F] be a condition over classes Q, R, and
ri, ...,rm, and F2 be a condition over classes Rand SJ, ... ,Sk·

Remarks:
Rule (1.1) indicates that the result of a multiple-operand selection is independent
of the ordering of the arguments enclosed in the bracket <>. Rule (1.2)
recognizes the possibility of combing two selections into one. Rule (1.3)
amounts to saying that the order of object selections is not important. Rule (1.4)
and rule (1.5) say that in some circumstance an object selection with the
disjunction or conjunction of conditions can be decomposed into individual
selections.

Proof:
The proof of rule (1.1) follows directly from Definition 5.4 and the
commutativity of logic connective "and" and "or".

The proof of rule (1.2) is divided into two steps:
Let us first prove the case of k=O and m=o, That is

*CJF1(*CJF2(Q» = *CJp)"F2(Q).
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According to Definition 5.4, we have

*crPlr..F2(Q) = { t I tE Q A (FJ(t)AF'2(t)=true)}

= {t I tE {r' I t'E Q A F2(t')=true} A FJ(t)=true }

= {t I te *crF2(Q) A FJ(t)=true }

= *crFl(*crF2(Q».

Similarly, in the case where k>O and m~ (or k::?Oand m>O) we may prove

the rule (1.2) by means of Defmition 5.5.

To prove rule (1.3), we may employ rule (1.1) and rule (1.2). Let LHS and
RHS be left hand side and right hand side of the equation (1.3). We have

LHS = *crFl"F2(Q, <s], .. .ss, rJ, .. .,rm»

= *crP2"Fl(Q, <SI, .. ·,Sk, rJ, ... ,rm»
by commutativity oflogic connective" and'

= *crP2"PJ(Q, <rJ, ... ,rm, s], ... ,Sk»
by means of the rule (1.1)

= *crP2(*crPJ(Q, <rl, ... ,rm»,<sJ,,,.,Sk»
by means of the rule (1.2)

=RHS.

The proof of rule (1.4) goes by two steps. Let us first consider the case where
m+k=I) (thus m=O and k=O). We need to prove *crFlvF2(Q) =*crFl(Q)

U*crP2(Q).

By Definition 5.4,

*crPlvF2(Q) = { t I tE Q A (Fj(t)vF2(t)=true)}

{ t I te Q A Fl(t)=true } v {t I tE Q A F2(t)=true}

= *crFl(Q) u*crF2(Q).

By Definition 5.5 we may give the similar proof for the case m+k >0.

Now we prove the rule (1.5), When k+m=G, we have k=O and m=I). We need
to prove the equation

*crFl"F2(Q, <R» =c *crFl(Q, <*crP2(R»)
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where c means that FJ be a condition applicable to classes
Q and R, and F2 be a condition applicable to class R.

By Definition 5.5,
*CJPJ/\F2(Q,<R» = {,Llq I J.lqEQI\3 t,ERI\(FjAF2(J.lq,t,)=true)}

= {,Llq I ,LlqEQA3 t,ERAFl(J.lq,t,)=true AF2(J.lq,tr)=true }

= {J.lqI J.lqEQA3 t,ERAFl(J.lq,t,)=true AF2(t,)=true }
(by the given condition that F2 is only applicable to R)

{J.lqI J.lqEQI\3 t,E *CJF2(R)AFl(J.lq,t,)=true }

= *CJF1(Q, <*crF2(R»).

When k+m>O, the proof goes in a very similar manner as the above. 0

Given an algebraic rewrite rule, we may express it graphically in forms of query
graphs, each with a tree structure and has all the operators involved in the
algebra expression as the nodes. The edges represent the input and output object
flows. For instance, Fig6.1 provides the graphical representation of rule (1.2).

SI, ... ,s"

Q

Q
Fig6.1 Graphical representation of rule (1.2)

Example: Consider the object schema used as running example in Chapter 5
(see Section 5.3), Suppose we have the query

"find all documents written by the child whose parents are one
specialized in COMPUTER and the other in ECONOMICS?".

Let d range over the class DOCUMENTS, t range over the set ref
PERSONS, and Pl,P2 range over the class PERSONS. Suppose the query
will be evaluated by the following conditions:

Ft: t == authors(d),
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"COMPUTER ""e expertisetp l),

"ECONOMICS""E expertiseip-n,
tE childrenip J ,P2).

Now we may express this query in the object algebra as follows:

a+FlI\F2I\F3I\F4(DOCUMENTS, <PERSONS, PERSONS, PERSONS».

According to the rule (1.5), we may transform this algebra expression into the
following form:

a+Fl(DOCUMENTS, < a+F2I\F3I\F4(PERSONS, PERSONS, PERSONS».

Obviously, the second expression can be processed more efficiently than the
original one. As a matter of fact, we may again apply the rule (1.5) to the
second expression, and thus result in the third expression as follows:

a+Fl(DOCUMENTS,

< a+F4(PERSONS, <a+F2(PERSONS), a+F3(pERSONS») > ).

The last expression is apparently the most efficient algebra expression among
three of them, because all the additional operands of the operator 0+ are
reduced in one way or the other. We may represent this algebraic transformation
graphically as shown in Fig6.2.

In the sequel we will not provide the proof for each theorem given below for the
presentation brevity.

6.1.2 Commutativity of Object Projections

Theorem 6.2
Let K] and X2 be the projection lists over the scheme type R (i.e., Xl and X2
are subsets of Fspace(R). If the condition c, that X2 is fully contained in X],
holds, then

1t(X2, 1t(Xl,r)) =c 1t(X2, r) (2.1)

The proof follows directly from Definition 5.6. We omit here for brevity. 0

Remark:
Rule(2.1) states that under certain circumstance, it is possible to combine two
projections into one.
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PERSONS

PERSONS

PERSONS

Fig6.2 Graphical representation of the example query

PERSONS

6.1.3 Commutativity of selection with projection

Theorem 6.3
Let X be a projection list over the scheme type R and F be a selection condition
applicable to R and S1 , ... .si. The commutativity of object selection with object
projection is conditional on c. c means that F does not contain any function
name that are not in X, and 1t(X,r) does not change the structure of the function
names in F and R:

The proof goes directly from Definition 5.4 and Definition 5.6. 0

Remark:
This rule asserts that under certain circumstance, object selection may commute
with object projection.
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6.1.4 Commutativity of Object Selections with
Standard Set Operators

Theorem 6.4
Let P,Q, si , ... .si, and ri. ... ,rk be sets of objects, and F be any selection
condition. Then

*aF(RuQ, <rj, .r;» = *aFCR, <rt. ,rm»u*aF(Q, <r], ,rm»

*aF(RnQ, <ri. ,rm» = *aF(R, <r], ,rm»n*aFCQ, «r], ,rm»

*aF(R-Q, <ri, ,rm» = *aF(R, <ri. ,rm»-Q

(4.1)

(4.2)
(4.3)

*aF(r, <s], ... ,spusq, ... ,Sk»

= *aF(r, <s], ... ,sp ,sk»u*aF(r, <s], ... ,Sq.....,Sk» (4.4)

*aF1(*aF2(Q,<r} ,... ,rm>),<s} , ,Sk»

=c *aF1(Q,<s }, ... ,Sk>)n*aF2(Q,<r I ,... ,rm» (4.5)

where condition c means that F j is only applicable to

QXS}X. .. XSk, and F2 is only applicable to Qxr}x ...xrm.
Proof
The proof goes directly from Definition 5.4 and Definition 5.5. 0

Remarks:
The first three rules present the commutativity of object selection with the set
operators. We may describe the rule 4.1 graphically in Fig6.3.

r} ..... r,.

r i. ...,r,.R

Fig6.3 Graphical representation of rule (4.1)

The rule (4.4) states that the outcome of any multiple-operand selection is
independent of the ordering of the arguments enclosed in the bracket <>. The
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rule (4.5) identifies that when the selection conditions F; (i=1,2) only references
to a proper subset of the additional arguments, the number of additional
operands can be minimized by separating F j and F2 into two multiple-operand
select operations, and then intersecting the two outcomes.

Note that some rewriting rules can be derived from the given equations. For
instance, using rules (1.3) and (4.5), a new rule (4.6) for multiple-operand
selection can be derived.

*crF1/'ooF2(Q, <Sj, ... ,Sh rj, ... ,rm»

=c *crF1(Q,<Sj"",sk»n*crF2(Q,<rJ, ... ,rm» (4.6)

where crequires that F, is only applicable to QXSjx ... xss,
and F2 is only applicable to Qxr]x ...xrm.

The rule (4.6) identifies that when the selection conditions F i (i=1,2) only
references to a proper subset of the additional arguments, the number of
additional operands can be minimized by separating F] and F2 into two multiple-
operand select operations, and then intersecting the two outcomes.

Fig6.4 demonstrates the transformation based on rule (4.5) and rule (4.6).

Q

JI'(4.6)

(4.5)....
r/ ..... r",

Q

Fig6.4 Graphical representation of rule (4.5) and rule (4.6)
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6.2 Rewriting Rules for
Object-creating Operators

One major difference between the object-creating and the object-preserving
operators is that,by using object-creating operators, two queries of the same
specification can not give identical responses. In other words, an iteration of the
same query may produce a collection of newly identified objects, which is
pairwise value-equal but not identity-equal to the outcome of the former
execution. Therefore, all the rewriting rules presented in this subsection carry
out only value-based equivalence-preserving transformations. We use symbol
"E}¢::!>E2" or "E}¢::!>cE2" to denote the value-based rewriting rules in contrast to
the identity-based rewriting rules.

6.2.1 Commutativity and Associativity of
Cartesian Product

Theorem 6.S
Let rt.rz and r3 be instance sets of R}, R2 andR3 respectively.

@(r},r2) ¢::!> @(r2,r}) (5.1)

@(r1, @(r2,r3)) ¢::!> @(@(rj,r2), r3) (5.2)
Proof
Consider the equation (5.1), by Definition 5.8 (1), we have

<i!I(rj,r2)= { t I 3tjE r ir- 3t2E rz :
t[Lfn(R1)] =tj[Ljn(Rj)] A t[Lfn(R2)] =t2[Lfn(R2)]}

= { t I 3t2E r2A 3tjE r, :

t[Lfn(Rj)] =tj[Lfn(Rj)] A t[Lfn(R2)] =t2[Lfn(R2)]}

= @(r2,rj).

We may prove the equation (5.2) in a very similar way. 0

6.2.2 Commutativity and Associativity of O-join

Theorem 6.6
Let '1, r2 and r3 be instance sets of R}, R2 and R3 respectively, and B is an
function name of R3. Then

(6.1)
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®B(®A(r1,r2), r3) ¢::)c2 ®A(r1, ®B(r2,r3»

®B(®A(r1,r2), r3) ¢::)c2 ®A(®B(r1,r3), r2)

(6.2)

(6.3)
where

the condition C1 requires A to be the common function name in the join
between r j and r2;

- the condition c2 requires that the condition c1 holds, and B is also a
function of rz but not involved in the join between rt and r2;

- the condition c3 requires that the condition c1 holds, and B is also a
function of r1 but not involved in the join between rj and rz-

The proof of the theorem (6.6) follows directly from Definition 5.8, and

commutativity of logical connective "and". 0

6.2.3 Distribution of Projections over Join

Theorem 6.7
IfA is a common function name in the join condition between r1 and rz, and X

is a projection list over ®A(rj,r2), then

1t(X, ®A(r1,r2» ¢::)cJ ®A(1t(X,rj), r2)

¢::)c2 ®A(rj, 1t(X,r2»

¢::)c3 ®A(1t(X1,rj), 1t(X2,r2»

(7.1)

(7.2)
(7.3)

where
- c1 means that X contains only functions of R1 in addition to A.
- c2 means that X contains only functions of R2 in addition to A.

c3 means that X=XjUX2, X1 and X2 contain functions of R1 and R2

respectively, and each also contains the common function involved in the
join, such as A.

Proof
The proof follows directly from Definition 5.7 and Definition 5.8. 0

6.2.4 Distribution of Object Selections over Join

Theorem 6.8
Let r1 and r2 be instance sets of R1 and R2 respectively. Let A be a common
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function name of Ri and R2, and Sj, ... , Sicbe given classes (k~O). Then

*OF(® A(r j,r2),<Sj, ... ,SIc»

~c1 ® A(*oF(rj,<Sj, ... ,SIc» , r2) (8.1)

~c2 ® A(rj, *oF(r2,<Sj, ... ,SA;>)) (8.2)

~c3 ® A(*oF(rj,<Sj, ... ,SA;», *oF(r2,<Sj, ... ,SA;>)) (8.3)
Where

Condition c1 requires that F is a selection condition over Rixs,»: ...xslc,

and F contains no common name functions of Rj andR2.

Condition c2 requires that F is a selection condition over R2XSjX ... xs/c

and F contains no common name functions of Rj andR2.

Condition c3 requires that F=FjAF2, where Fi is a selection condition

over Rjxsjx ... xss, F2 is a selection condition over R2XSjX ... XSk, and F

contains no common name functions of Rj and R2.

Proof
By Definition 5.4, Defmition 5.5, Definition 5.8, and commutativity of logical
connective "and", we may directly prove the theorem (6.8). 0

Remark:
These rules state that under certain circumstance, object selection may be
performed before object join. Apparently, performing object selection before
join may reduce the size of the join operand, and thus allow the join to be
evaluated more efficiently.

Example: Take the COMPANY-MANAGEMENT schema defined in Chapter
5 (see Section 5.3) as an example. Consider the query

''find clients and the information of the companies from which they
brought shares and whose last-dividend is greater than 20% ?".

This query can be expressed in the present object algebra as follows:

O'last-divide~lO%(®company(CLIENTS, STOCK-DATA».

According to the rule (8.2), we may transform the above algebra expression
into the following one:

®company(CLIENTS, Olast_dividend~lo%(STOCK-DATA».
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Clearly, the later one can be evaluated more efficiently than the previous one,
because when evaluating the query expression in the later form, the size of one
join operand STOCK-DATA, will be reduced at least a factor before the real
execution of the join. 0

The graphical representation of this example is given in Fig6.5.

Let F be "last-dividend :? 20% ".

STOCK-DATA CLIENTS STOCK-DATA

Fig6.5 Graphical representation of the example query

6.2.5 Commutativity of Data Selections

Theorem 6.9
Let Fj be a condition over scheme type R, and F2 be a condition over classes

R], si, ...Sk (k::::O), and r be the instance set of R. Then

cre(F2, cre(F1,r)) <=> cre(FjAF2, r),

crF2(cre(Fj,r), <SJ, ... si> <=> cre(F1, crF2(r, <s i,...Sk»).

Proof:
The proof goes directly from Definition 5.4, Definition 5.5, as well as
Definition 5.6. 0
These laws amount to saying that the order of data selections is unimportant.

(9.1)

(9.2)

6.2.6 Commutativity of Data Selection with Projection

Theorem 6.10
Let X be a projection list over the scheme type R and F is a selection condition
applicable to R. If F does not contain any attribute that are not in X, then
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cre(F, n(X,r» =. n(X, cre(F,r», (10.1)

provided that n(X,r) does not change

the structure of the functions in F and R. 0

Remarks: This law states that O-project(X,r) may be commutative with D-
select under certain condition. By Definition 5.6 and Definition 5.7, we may
easily prove the theorem (6.10).

6.2.7 Commutativity of [ollowup operations

Theorem 6.11 Composition ofjollowups is commutative.
Let R, S, Q be scheme types of instance sets r, s, and q respectively. Let A and
B be functions of R where A refers to objects in Sand B refers to objects in Q.
Then

jollowuPA(followuPB(r» = jollowuPB(followuPA(r)). (11.1)

Proof
The proof may go in the light of the definition of followup operator and the
associativity of object join. Let LHS denote the left hand side of the above
equation and RHS the right hand side of the equation.
Let

Y=Ljn(R)vLjn(Q)-{B,oid(Q)}' and

X=YvLjn(S)-{A,oid(S)}.

Then Y~X and X=Ljn(R)vLjn(Q)vLjn(S)-{A,oid(S) )-{B,oid(Q)}.

By the definition ofjollowup operator, we have

LHS = jollowuPA(n(Y, ®B=oid(Q)(r, q»

= n(X, ®A=oid(S)(n(Y, ®B=oid(Q)(r, q)), s)

= n(X, n(Y, ®A=oid(S)(®B=oid(Q)(r, q), s»)

= n(Y, ®A=oid(S) (®B=oid(Q)(r, q), s) (By Y~).

X'=Ljn(R)vLjn(S)-{ A ,oid(S)}, and

Y'=(X'vLjn(Q»-{B ,0id(Q)}.

We then have X'~Y' and Y'=X.

While let

RHS= n(Y', ®B=oid(Q) (n(X', ®A=oid(S) (r, s)), q»)
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= 1t(Y', 1t(X', ~B=oid(Q)(®A=oid(S)(r, S), q»)

= 1t(X', ~B=oid(Q)(®A=oid(S) (r, S), q» (By X'~Y')

= 1t(X', ®A=oid(S)(®B=oid(Q) (r, q), s)

= LHS (By Y'=X). 0

6.2.8 Distribution of Selection over followup Operator

Theorem 6.12
Let :R.=(R,r) be an object scheme, B be a reference function of R which refers
to the object scheme S=(S,s), and F be a selection condition involving only
functions in RXSIX ... XSk other than B. Then the following theorem asserts that
jollowup is commuted with O-select and D-select.

*aFifollowup B(r), <s1,...,Sk»

= jollowuPB(*aF(r, <SI, ... ,Sk>))

ae(F,followUPB(r» = jollowuPB(ae(F, r».

(12.1)

(12.2)

Proof
The proof of this theorem is straightforward according to the definition of
jollowup operator and the associativity of O-join For rule (12.1), let us first
consider the case where k=O, we need to prove

a(F,followuPB(r» = followupnictl", r».

LHS = ( t I tefollowupuir) AF (t)=true )

= ( t I tE 1t(X, <8>B(r,s»1\ F(t)=true }

= ( t I t=Il[X] 1\ IlE ®B(r,s) 1\ F(t)=true }

= { t I tE { 1l[X] IIlE <8>B(a(F, r), S) }

= 1t(X, ®B(a(F, r), s»

= jollowuPB(ae(F, r» = RHS.

Similar proof to the case where k>O.

For the rule (12.2), the proof follows directly from Definition 5.6 and

Definition 5.9. 0
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6.2.9 Distribution of Projection
over [ollowup Operator

Theorem 6.13
Let X be a project list over R, and B be a reference function of R having type
re/(S). IfB is not contained in X, then

1t(X, [ollowupntr) = !ollowuPB(1t«X,B), r». (13.1)

The proof is directly follows from the definition of [ollowup operator, the
defmition of object projection, and the associativity of O-join

6.2.10 Some Exceptions

Although most of the object algebra operators are of commutativity or
associativity under certain conditions. There are exceptions. For instance, the
object reconstruction operators nest and unnest do not commute with each other
and with most of the other operators. So queries that contain the operators nest
and unnest may not be easily optimized. It means that given F a selection
condition applicable to R. Then

cr(F, nest(Aj, ,An-7B, r))*nest(Aj, ,An-7B, cr(F, r)),

cre(F, nest(Aj, ,An-7B, r»*nest(Aj, ,An-7B, cre(F, r»;
and

cr(F, unnesttA, r) * unnest(A, cr(F, r»,

cre(F, unnest(A, r) * unnest(A, cre(F, r)).

Example:
Consider the object scheme in Fig5.15 of Chapter 5 as an example.
(i) If the selection condition C is of the form (A=ajAE=ej), then

cr(c, nest(B,E-7F, r»=
{i'j=(aj, {( {(Cj ,dj),(Q,d2)}, (ej ,e2,e3)), ({ (Cj ,dj)}, (e2})})};

while
nest(B,E-7F, cr(c, r)

= {i" i=ta 1,{(c j .d: ),(C2,d2)), (e] ,e2,e3})}

* cr(c, nest(B ,E-7F, r».
(ii) If the selection condition c is of the form (E=e3), then
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a(E=e3, unnesttli, r)
={k'j=(aj, {(Cj,dj),(C2,d2)}, (e3})};

while
unnest(B, a(E=e3, r)

= {J'1=(aj,{ (c j .d, ),(c2,d2))' (e j }),
l'z=ia), {(c j .d] ),(c2,d2)}, (e2}),

l's=tai. (C1 ,dj ),(c2,d2)), (e3})}

* a(E=e3, unnest(B, r».

The similar consequence can be obtained for the object projection operator as
well. As a matter of fact, the operators nest and unnest do not commute with
each other and with most of the other operators. So queries that contain the
operators nest and unnest are not easily optimized [cf. Thomas and Fisher86].
But in some cases, it might be possible to perform selection and projection
before nest and unnest. For instance, if we take the example scheme of
FigS.2(a) and suppose we have a selection with the condition (A=aJ"E=ej),
then we may have

a«A=aj"E=ej), unnest(B, r) = unnestiB, a«A=a1"E=ej), r».
In this case, it is possible to perform selection before unnest.

As for the extended set operators, they usually do not commute with object
selection operator. For instance, according to the definition of extended union
and unary object selection, we may easily prove the following theorem:

Theorem 6.14
Let ri and ~ be classes of type R, and R2 respectively, F be any condition

applicable to RjuR2. Then we have

a(F, ue(rj, r2»:2 ue(a(F, r1), a(F, r1». D

6.3 Concluding Remarks
So far we have presented most of the basic algebraic-equivalence preserving
rewriting rules for our object algebra. Although many more complex rewriting
rules can be "discovered", in our view they can always be derived and
expressed by logical composition of some of the basic rewriting rules. As a
matter of fact, the complete set of equivalence-preserving rewriting rules should
include both algebraic rules and semantic rules.

Unlike the algebraic rules based on pattern matching, the semantic rules rely on
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the knowledge of the object-oriented model, such as type definitions,
inheritance lattice, subclass hierarchy, aggregation abstraction, and the set of
integrity constraints. These sorts of knowledge may effectively help us to
simplify the object algebraic expressions. For instance, they can be employed to
eliminate join, to test for query emptiness, and to introduce clustering indexes.

Suppose class rt is a superclass of class rz- Then we may have the semantic
rules like

rtcv z = r2, rr-rz = ri. r2-rj =0.
If classes rj and rz have k common subclasses si, S2,..., Sk, then

rirv z = USjUS2U ... USk.

Thus
aF(rj (l r2) = aF<uSjUS2U ...USV (by the above equation)

= uaF(Sj)u ...uaF(sj)u ...uaF(sk).
(by the rule (4.1))

Therefore the evaluation of the original algebraic expression aF<rj (l r2) can be
reduced to the evaluation of the union of the same selection condition over all
the common subclasses (say s i, S2,.." Sk) of the original input classes rj and

rz- If r2 is a subclass of rj, then the evaluation of aF(rj ur2) can be simply

reduced to the evaluation of aF<ri).

The correctness of these rules can be formally proved by showing that the
obtained queries define exactly the same set of objects as the original query.
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Chapter 7

Correctness of
the Object Algebra

With the advent of object-oriented modeling methodology, a number of
proposals for the object-oriented query algebra (object algebra for short) have
been published, such as Shaw and Zdonik's algebra, Scholl and Scheck's
proposal, Straube and Ozsu's proposal. Unlike the relational algebra, there is
not yet a commonly accepted object algebra, nor is it clear what an object-
oriented query algebra should offer with respect to expressiveness, elegance
and optimizability. Up to now, only [Yu and Osborn 91] has proposed a
number of interesting principles for establishing the evaluation criteria. An
comparison of four recently proposed object algebras is provided based on
these principles. These four algebras are

(a) Manola & Dayal's object algebra, called the PDM algebra, proposed
for the PROBE database system [cf. Dayal and Smith85, Manola
and Dayal 86];

(b) Osborn's object algebra [cf. Osborn 88, Osborn 89];
(c) Straube & Ozsu's algebra [cf. Straube and Ozsu90];
(d) Shaw and Zdonik's algebra [cf. Shaw and Zdonik89].

However, no formal criteria have been defined in their framework, and thus
there lacks of rigorousness which is often required in certain circumstance.

In the previous chapter, we have presented a recursively defmed object algebra
for object-oriented data and knowledge representation systems. We feel that it is
indeed necessary to study the correctness of this object algebra formally, since
the study as such will significantly be helpful in the development of a sound and
complete object-oriented theory. In this chapter we discuss some issues relevant
to the evaluation of correctness of an object algebra.
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In our view, the correctness evaluation of an object algebra should include the
object-orientation aspect, the formalization aspect, and the database performance
aspect. The first category of the evaluation criteria intends to preserve the object-
orientedness in the development of an object algebra. The second category is
amount to advocating a smooth evolution of the relational algebra to the object
algebra. A consistent extension of the object algebra with respect to the
relational algebra (such as the compatibility and the closedness of the object
algebra, and the equivalent object calculus) is desirable and important for the
next generation of DBMS development. The last category is involved with
optimizability and extensibility ofthe object algebra in the context of an object-
oriented modeling environment. In the sequel we first briefly overview the
evaluation framework of the object algebra, and discuss the three categories of
evaluation criteria. Then we present a detailed formalization of the second
category of evaluation criteria.

7.1 The Evaluation Framework
The object-oriented database model provides a better support for advanced
application, such as CAD, software engineering, office automation, and
mutimedia systems. Therefore, developing a well-defined object algebra
becomes one of the major challenges in object-oriented database systems [cf.
Abiteboul90, Kim92]. As proposed in [Yu and Osborn91], the evaluation
framework for object-oriented algebraic query models should included object-
orientedness, expressiveness, formalness, performance, and database issues.

The object-orientedness of our recursively defined object algebra can be
measured by the object-oriented features of our XOOS object model, such as
the support for object identities and their manipulation, and the support for
encapsulation principle and type inheritance. Note that the XOOS object algebra
support both subtype inheritance as a kind of universal polymorphism, and
aggregation inheritance as a kind of ad-hoc polymorphism. Besides, the XOOS
model explicitly distinguishes type and class concepts, and allows sets (thus
classes) to be the targets of queries.

The expressiveness of the XOOS object algebra can be evaluated from several
aspects. First of all, our object algebra extends relational algebra consistently.
The design of the operators, such as Selection, Projection, Cartesian product
and thus Join, Union, Intersection, and Difference, not only reflects the spirit of
the relational algebra, but also provides a well-developed semantics to cover the
advanced requirements of complex objects. Secondly, our object algebra is
closed under the object-oriented model XOOS. Thirdly, we have also developed
an equivalent object calculus as the logical foundation of the high level user
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query interface. Last but not least, our object algebra allows invocation of
methods, and may incorporate the query results into the algebra expressions.
The dynamic type creation is supported in the XOOS object algebra too.
Concerning with dynamic type creation, we agree with the argument in
[Osborn88] that well-understood manipulations that create new objects are
useful and indispensable. Of course, we also agree with [Zdonik89] that
creating types on the fly could prohibit, or at least complicate, the ability of
doing static type checking. Our position is that supporting the rule-controled
dynamic creation of objects is better than nothing, and also it does not really
prohibit or even complicate the ability of static type checking.

The database performance aspect mainly includes the issues on algebraic
optimization and schema evolution. The strategies for optimizability of this
object algebra may refer to Chapter 6. A detailed design for schema evolution of
the object-oriented model XOOS may refer to the research report [cf. Liu90a].

7.2 Consistency of Algebraic Extension
Following a similar approach in defining faithfullness and preciseness of the
relational operators involving null values [cf. Zaniolo 84, Roth et.al89], in this
section we present our criteria to establish the consistency of our object algebra
operators for complex objects with respect to the relational operators for INF
relations.

The key criterion for algebraic consistency of our object algebra with respect to
the relational algebra is that each of the object algebra operators (should) be a
consistent extension to its counterpart operator in the relational algebra (if there
is any), and also be a reasonable (either fair or adequate) generalization of its
counterpart in the relational algebra. In fact, each INF relational operator should
have a reasonable complex object counterpart. Intuitively, we may consider a
complex object operator to be reasonable if it behaves identically to the
corresponding INF operator on INF relations and if it produces a result which
would have been produced if the (value-based) equivalent set of INF relations
had been used instead of complex objects. We take this point of view because
we desire the ability both to take advantage of the complex object structures and
to simulate the effect of the INF operators on INF relations.

In Chapter 5, we have provided the recursive definition of a minimal set of
object operators in terms of semantics on aggregation hierarchies. We have
shown by example that our operators preserve the object-orientedness both at
modeling level and at manipulation level, and thus intuitively more appealing in
most of the cases than direct application of the (nested) relational algebra
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operators. In a word, our algebra definitions enable the operators to possess the
"reasonableness" property.

Definition 7.1
Let S and S' be sets of object classes, and <p and <p' be operators on Sand

SuS' respectively. We say that the operator <p' is a consistent extension to the

operator <p if one of the following conditions is verified:

(i) When <pand <p' are unary operators, q>(r) = <p'(r) for every re S for which

q>(r) is defined,

(ii) When <pand <p' are binary operators, <p(rj, r2) = <p'(rj, r2) for every ri.

r2e S for which q>(rt. r2) is defined. 0

Note that when <pis an object-creating operator, the equation in either condition
(i) or condition (ii) is meant to be value-base equality (=) rather than object-
based equality (==). The following propositions summarize the consistency
results for our algebra operators with respect to the relational algebra.

Proposition 7.1
The unary object selection, object projection, and object join are consistent
extensions to the relational selection, relational projection, and relational join.
Proof
Let S be a set of object classes of INF structure, and S' be a set of object
classes of complex structure (non-1NF structure). Our unary object selection
(a), object projection (n), and object join (®) are operators on SuS'. The

relational selection (Q), relational projection (1I), and relational join (®) are
operators on S. By Definition 7.1, we need to prove the following equations:

(CI) O'(F, r) = !l(F, r)

for every re S for which !l(F, r) is defined.

(C2) 1t(X, r) = K(X, r)

for every re S for which K(X, r) is defined.

(C3) ®F(rj, r2) = ~(rj, rz)
for every ri. r2eS for which ~(rj, r2) is defined.

The proof of equation (CI) follows directly from the definition of unary object
selection (Definition 5.4) and the relational selection [Ullman82].
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We show the equation in both ways.

~ Let tE Q(F, r). By the definition of INF relational selection Q., we have

te rand F(t)=true. By the definition of our unary object selection c, we
have te cr(F, r).

~ Let te cr(F, r). By the definition of o, we have te r and F(t)=true. By the

given condition re S, we have te fl(F, r).

Similarly we may prove the other two equations in terms of Definition 5.7
(object projection) and Definition 5.8 (object join). 0

Proposition 7.2
The standard union, standard intersection and standard difference are consistent
extensions to the relational union, relational intersection, and relational
difference.
Proof
Let S be a set of object classes of INF structure, and S' be a set of object
classes of complex structure (non-1NF structure). The standard object union
(u), object intersection (n), and object difference (-) are operators on SuS'.

The relational union (1d), relational intersection (0), and relational difference (I)
are the operators on S. By Definition 7.1, we need to prove the following
equations:

(C4) u(r1, r2) = 1.1.(r1,r2)

for every rt, r2E S for which 12(r1, '2) is defined.

n(r1, r2) = csn, f2)

for every r 1, r2E S for which n(r 1, r2) is defined.

(C5)

(C6) -(r1, r2) = l(r1, r2)

for every r1, r2ES for which l(r1, r2) is defined.

The proof of these equations directly follows from the definitions of standard
object union (Definition 5.11), object intersection (Definition 5.12), object
difference (Definition 5.13), and the definitions of INF relational set operators
[Ullman82]. 0
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7.3 Sufficiency of Algebraic Extension

The criteria for extension sufficiency of the object algebra operators with respect
to their relational counterparts is the fairness and adequacy of algebraic
extension.

Definition 7.2
Let S and S' be two kinds of sets of object classes, and q>and q>'be operators

on S and S' respectively. Let ~ be an unary operator on SuS'. We say that the

operator q>'is efair extension to the operator q>with respect to ~ if one of the
following conditions is verified:

(i) When q>and q>'are unary operators, ~(q>'(r)) = q>(~(r)) for every rES'.

(ii) When q>and q>'are binary operators, ~(q>'(rI' r2)) = q>(;(rI), ;(r2)) for

every r i. r2ES. 0

When we consider the operator ; to be a fully unnest operator, denoted by
unnest", in the object algebra (which does unnest operation recursively to all the
subschema of a given type and results in a set of objects having flat structure),
we have the following proposition.

Proposition 7.3
The data selection (denoted as o=) in the object algebra is a fair extension to the

relational selection (Q) with respect to unnest",
Proof
Let S be a set of object classes of INF structure, and S' be a set of object

classes of complex structure (non-lNF structure). The data selection (o=) is an

operators on S'. The relational selection (~) is the operator on S. Let F be a

selection condition applicable to unnest*(r) for re S'. Then we need to show

that unnest*(cre(F, r)) = ~(F, unnest*(r)).

We may prove this equation by showing the inclusion in both ways.
~ Let J1E unnestvtoal", r)). Then there must be tE cre(F, r) such that J1 =

unnest*(t). Also there is t.e r such that te cre(F, tr). This means that, on the

one hand, by the definition of o=, t results from some t, in r which satisfies
the formula F. On the other hand, J1 results from the fully un nesting of t.
Therefore we have tE unnest*(r) and u=unnest=ttye ~(F, unnest*(r)).
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~ Let J.LE !J.(F, unnest*(r». By the definition of ,!J., we have J.L satisfying the

formula F and J.LE unnest*(r). Thus 3trE r such that J.LE unnest*(tr). Also for

trE r there must exist te cre(F, tr) such that t satisfies the formula F, and

J.LE unnest*(t) holds. Therefore we have J.LE unnest*(cre(F, r». 0

Definition 7.3
Let S and S' be two kinds of sets of object classes, and cpand cpobe operators

on S and S' respectively. Let ~ be an unary operator on SuS'. We say that the

operator cpois an adequate extension to the operator cpwith respect to ~ if one of
the following conditions is verified:

(i) When cpand cpoare unary operators, ~(cp'(r»:2 cp(~(r» for every rES'.

(ii) When cpand cpoare binary operators, ~(cp'(r], r2» ~ cp(~(r]), ~(r2» for

every r], r2ES. 0

Proposition 7.4
The unary object selection, object projection, object join, standard object union,
standard object intersection, and standard difference are adequate extensions to
their relational counterpart operators with respect to unnest*.
Proof
Let S be a set of object classes of INF structure, and S' be a set of object
classes of complex structure (non-lNF structure).
For every rES', we need to prove the following equations.

(AI) unnest*(cr(F,r» ~ Q(F, unnest*(r».

(A2) unnest*(rt(X,r» ~ 1t.(X, unnest+tri),

For every r], r2E S', we need to show

(A3) unnest*(®F(r],r2» ~ §2J;{unnest*(r]), unnest*(r2».

(A4) unnest*(u(rj,r2» ~ ':,d(unnest*(rj), unnest*(r2».

(AS) unnest*(n(rj,r2» ~ n(unnest*(r]), unnest*(r2».

(A6) unnest*(-(rj,r2» ~ I(unnest*(rj), unnest*(r2».

To prove the equation (AI), Let te !J.(F, unnestrtri). By the definition of Q..,

te unnest*(r) and F(t)=true. Thus there must be trE r such that te unneststt.) and

unnest*(tr)~unnest*(cr(F,r». Therefore te unnest*(cr(F,r».
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Quite similarly, we may prove the equation (A2).

Now we come to the proof of equation (A3).
Let tE~unnest*('j),unnest*('2)). By the definition of the INF relational join

~, there must be J.ll E unnestrtri), J.l2E unnest*('2) such that t=~{J.lj, J.l2)·

Also there are t jE'], t2E'2 such that J.ll E unnest+tti), J.l2E unnest*(t2)' By the

definition of object join ®, let q=f8JF(tjh) we have ~(J.lj, J.l2)E unnest*(q).

Therefore t=~{J.lj, J.l2)E unnest*(f8JF('j, '2».

Similarly we may prove the other equations directly from the definitions of the
involving operators. The definitions of our object algebra operators see Chapter
5 and the relational algebra operators may refer to [Ullrnan82]. 0

Note that so far we have only discussed the consistency and sufficiency of our
object algebra with respect to the INF relational algebra. As for its
expressiveness to the NF2 relational algebra, we can readily deduce a quite
similar conclusion. This is because (i)both the INF relational model and the
NF2 model are the special cases of the object-oriented model XOOS, and (ii)the
adequate compatibility of an object algebra with respect to the INF algebra and
the NF2 algebra is one of our initial design objectives. We will not discuss the
NF2 case in detail here due to the space limitation.

7.4 Closedness of the Object Algebra
In order to demonstrate the closedness of the XOOS object algebra in a formal
way, we need to define what we mean by an object algebra and to show, for a
given algebraic expression E, how the output type of E looks like.

Definition 7.4
Let T be the universe of types;

DOM be the set of the domains of types in T;
dom be a function from T to DOM such that each type in T has a unique

domain in DOM (some types may share the same domain);

Ldb be a database schema over T, and Ldb = {Ti, T2,.·., Tn}, ne l ,

such that TjuT2U ...uTn=7f;

DB be a database over schema Ldb, and DB={'J, '2, ..·, 'm}, m en et),

such that each class r, (l5i~) has a scheme type Tk in Ldb (1~~n);
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e be union of a set of usual arithmetic comparison operators {==, =,

"#, s, <, ~, >} over domains in DOM, and a set of set comparison

and set membership operators (==, =, <>, c, ~, =>, ~, E, ~).

o be a set of object algebra operators, including object selection o,

object projection 7t, object join @, standard set operators (u, (I,

-), and extended set operators (ue, (Ie, -e).

Then the object algebra over 1', DOM, dam, Lb, DB, e, and 0 is a seven-
tuple

OA=(1', DOM, dam, Lb, DB, e, O}. o

An algebraic expression over OA is any expression that is formed legally from
the classes in DB over the schema in Lb, by using the operators in O. Recall
definitions of the object algebra operators presented in Chapter 5, we may
readily conclude the following definition, and theorem.

Definition 7.5
Let uand ndenote the greatest lower bound and the lowest upper bound in the
IsA type lattice respectively. The scheme type of an algebraic expression E,
denoted by type(E), is defined recursively as follows:

(1) If E is a constant of type T, then type (E) = T;
(2) If E is a class name r with scheme type R, then type (E) = R;

(3) If E is anyone of the algebraic expressions -,E1, cr(F,El)' cr+F(E1), E1-E2,

E1-e E2, where F is a formula applicable to E1, then type(E) = type(El);

(4) IfE is EIUE2, or ElueE2, then type(E) = u(type(El), type(E2»;

(5) If E is El(lE2, or El(leE2, then type(E) = n(type(El), type(E2»;

(6) If E is 7t(X, E1), then type (E) is defined as follows:
Let R denote type(El) and T denote type(E). For each Aj in X where
i=l, ... ,n and n>=l,

(a) if AjE Lfn(R), then AjE Lfn(D;

(b) if jrlLfn(R) but 3R'EHfn(R) and AjEFspace(R'), then R'ELfn(D

and Lfn(R,)=Lfn(T,) where T=type(7t(Aj, tr[R1» and t,e r;

(7) If E is ®F(El, E2), then type(E) is defined as follows:
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Let T=type(E), Rj=type(El), and Rj=type(El).

(a) If the formula F=0, then E is a Cartesian product @(Ej,E2), and

then Lfn(T) = Lfn(Rj)uLfn(R2).

(b) If the formula F#0, E = @F(E1, E2), and the join names in El and

E2 are at the same nesting level, then Lfn(T) = Lfn(Rj)uLfn(R2).
(c) If the nesting level of the join name in El is lower than that of the

join name in E2, then Lfn(T)=Lfn(Rj) and for every R'eHfn(Rj)

such that AeFspace(R'), Lfn(R') is changed by LfniT"),

T=type(@F(tj[y], r2».
(d) If the nesting level of the join name in El is higher than that of the

join name in E2, then Lfn(T)=Lfn(R2), and for R'e Hfn(R2) such

that Be Fspace(R'), Lfn(R,) is changed by Lfn(T,), T=type(®F(rj,
t2[Y]».

(8) If E is nest(Aj,A2, ...,An~B, E1), then type(E) is defined as follows:

Let R=type(E), and T=type( nest(Aj,A2, ... ,An~B, El».

(a) If (Aj,A2, ... ,An}~Lfn(R), then

Lfn(T)=(Lfn(R)-{Aj,A2, ... ,An} )u{B}, and Lfn(B)={Aj ,A2, ... ,An};

(b) If (Aj,A2, ... ,Anh;;;;Fspace(y) for some Ye Hfn(R), then Lfn(T)=Lfn(R),

and Lfn(Y)=Lfn(T) where T'=type(nest(Aj,A2,· ..,An~B, t[Y]».

(9) If E is unnest(A, Er), then type(E) is defined as follows:
Let R=type(E), and T=type(unnest(A, s.».

(a) If Ae Hfn(R) and Lfn(A):F0, then Lfn(T)=(Lfn(R)-{A} )uLfn(A).

(b) If Ae Hfn(R) and Lfn(A)=0, then unnest(A,r) has the same type as
the input type R.

(c) If Ae Fspace(Y) for some Ye Hfn(R), then Lfn(T)=Lfn(R), and

Lfn(y)=ljn(T,), where T=type(unnest(A,t[y]». 0

Theorem 7.1
The object algebra OA is closed under the XOOS object model.
Proof
We need to show for every given algebraic expression E, the type of the
expression E is a XOOS type (which is a definable and consistent type under
the XOOS model). The proof follows directly from Definition 7.5, and the
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definitions of the XOOS database schema, and database instance (recall in
Chapter 3, Definition 3.19 and Definition 3.20). 0

Up to now we have formally demonstrated that our object algebra extends the
relational algebra in a consistent way, and is closed under the chosen object-
oriented model XOOS. Before we demonstrate the equivalence of the object
algebra with the set of safe and object-oriented predicate calculus expressions,
we formally introduce the object-oriented predicate calculus which is developed
based on the proposal for design of object-oriented query languages in [Bertino
et.al92].

7.5 The Object-oriented Predicate Calculus

Borrowing notation from [Ullman82], we define an object-oriented predicate
calculus (the object calculus for short) which support features of object-
orientation, such as object identity, specialization/generalization, aggregation
abstraction, and type inheritance. The format of the object calculus definition is,
to some extent, similar to the tuple relational calculus definition in [Ullman82].

7.5.1 Formulas

In the object-oriented predicate calculus, there are four types of basic building
blocks of predicate formulas known as atomic formulas or simply, atoms.
Before giving definitions of atoms and formulas, we first define the
applicability of functions to a given type.

Definition 7.6
Let R=(R,r) be a complex object scheme, r a class of objects of type R,
Fspace(R) the function space of R, and Fspace'tRs the path-associated function
space of R. A function At is applicable to R if At is in Fspace(R) or in

Fspace*(R). 0

Unlike in many existing query languages, this definition allows function names
occurring in the aggregation hierarchy of type R to be used without associating
them with the path expressions about how these function names can be reached
from type R. It is based on the idea of using the acyclicity and the determinism
of aggregation hierarchy of a scheme type to simplify query formulation and
meanwhile to aid query processing (a detailed discussion see [Liu92].
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Example: Consider the function fig-caption defined within the scheme type
DOCUMENT, more precisely in type FIGURE, the subscheme of
DOCUMENT. By means of aggregation inheritance in the aggregation
hierarchy of type DOCUMENT, we may consider fig-caption as an applicable
function to type DOCUMENT, although it is locally defined in type FIGURE.
It means that we may refer to function fig-caption from type DOCUMENT
either by the path-expression "d.chapters figures fig-caption", or directly using
fig-caption without attaching the aggregation path. Similarly, the path
expression "cfigures fig-caption" is the alternative representation of fig-caption
with respect to type CHAPTER (but not the one with respect to type
DOCUMENT). 0

Definition 7.7 (atoms)
Let R=(R, r) be an object scheme and r be a class of scheme type R, B be

union of a collection of usual arithmetic comparison operators {==, =, *, s, <,

;;::,>} and a collection of set comparison and set membership operators (==, =,

-o-, c, ~,~,~, E, ~). Then atoms of the object-oriented predicate calculus
are defined as follows:
(1) Truth values, denoted by true and false, are atoms.
(2) tE C is an atom, we may write C(t) alternatively.

(3) tiMit,) is an atom, where t} is in {=, ==, E }, t,E r where r is a class of
objects of type R, and Aj is a function applicable to R.

(4) at}Aj(t), Aj(t)t}a, or tt}a are atoms where t is object variable, Aj is a function
name, and a is constant (either an atomic value or a set of atomic values) of
type B or {B}, where B is one of the base types. ~ is an operator in B.

(5) Aj(t)~tr. tr~Aj(t), tin, are atoms where t, t; are object variables, Aj is a

function name, and ~ is in {=, ==, E }.

(6) Aj(t)t}AjCtr) is an atom where t, t, are object variables, ~ is an operator in B,
and Aj, Aj are comparable (but not necessarily distinct) functions;

(7) Aj(tWEc(.u I -) is also an atom where t} is in {=, E, S;:}, and ~(.u 1-)

denotes an object calculus expression of the form { J1 ICP'(.u)}, where CP'is
a formula with free variable J1. This atom specifies that the result of function
Ai is the set of J1 objects such that <1>' holds. Note that { J11 CP'(.u)}=0 when

no J1 satisfies CP'.

o
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Example: Consider the object schema COMPANY-MANAGEMENT. Let the
symbol := denote the assignment operator. The following examples are atoms
of types (2), (3), (4), (5).

<1>1(P) .- PERSON(P),

<1>2(P,d).- pe authors(d),

<1>3 (x) .- cpname(x)="IBM " ,

<1>4 (x,y) .- a!filiates(x)=a!filiates(y).
However, "pname(x) = price(y)" is not an atom, since functions pname and

price are not comparable. 0

An object variable and its occurrences being free or bound in a formula follow
exactly the same definitions as defined in first-order predicate logic.

Definition 7.8 (formulas)
Formulas, and free and bound occurrences of object variables in these formulas

are defined recursively as follows:
(i) Every atom is a formula. Any object variable occurring in an atom is free.
(ii) If <1> is a formula, then the negation -,<1> is a formula. Any free (or bound)

object variable occurring in <1> is still the same in -,<1>.

(iii) If <1>1 and <1>2 are formulas, then the conjunction <1>11\<1>2'and the disjunction

<1>lv<1>2 are formulas. Any free (or bound) variable occurring in either <1>1 or

<1>2 or in both <1>1 and <1>2 is the same in <1>11\<1>2,and <1>lv<1>2' But any
variable occurring free in one of them and bound in the other is free and
bound in <1>11\<1>2,and <1>lv<1>2, depending on where it occurs.

(iv) If <1> is a formula and x is a free variable in <1>, then (3x)<1>(x) and (,v'x)<1>(x)

are formulas. The free object variable x in <1> becomes bound in (3x)<1>(x)

and (,v'x)<1>(x). But any other object variable y for x * y is free or bound in

(3x)<1>(x) or (,v'x)<1>(x), depending on whether it is free or bound in <1>.
(v) Nothing else is a formula. 0

As for the order of precedence, we assume that all arithmetic and set
comparision operators are of equal and highest precedence, both existential and
universal quantifiers are of equal and lower precedence, and logical connectives

+t, 1\, v follows in increasing order. The assignment symbol := and equivalence
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== (or <=» are of equal and lowest precedence. Parentheses may also be placed
around formulas whenever needed.

Note that the formula (3x)(<1>(x)v'¥) is equivalent to «3x)<1>(x»v'¥ since the
existential quantifier is of higher order of precedence, and x must be free in

(3x)<1>(x). However, the formula (3x)(<1>(x)v'¥(x» (with the variable x being

existentially quantified in both <1> and '1') is not equivalent to (3x)<1>(x)v'¥(x)

(with the variable x being existentially quantified only in <1».

7.5.2 Legal Formulas

Now by means of Definition 7.8, we can construct object-oriented predicate
formulas. However, there may be some formulas which have no practical
significance. For example, by Definition 7.8,

<1>(x):= <1>1 (x) A<1>2(X) ,

where <1>1 (x):=COMP ANY(x) ,

<1>2(x):=salary(x)~1 0,000

is a formula. But the occurrence of x in FJ(x) has the scheme type COMPANY,

while the occurrance of x in <1>2(X)involves a different type: function salary,
which is defined in scheme type EMPLOYEE, and is independent of scheme
type COMPANY. Thus the conjunction of <1>1 and <1>2 is meaningless. We say
they are not conjunction- or disjunction-compatible. This type of formulas need
to be excluded in the object-oriented predicate calculus. Therefore we consider
only a restricted class of formulas known as legalformulas.

Definition 7.9

Let <1> be a formula, and x be a free variable occurring in <1>. We denote the set

of names of function types used by x in <1> as fnt(x, <1», and the scheme type of

x in <1> as sch(x, <1». When an object variable y is not free in <1>, or does not

occur in <1>, we say thatfnt(y, <1» and sch(y, <1» are undefined. 0

Note that if fnttx, <1» and sch(x, <1» both are defined, fnttx, <1» is contained in

the definition of sch(x, <1», denoted as fntix, <1»r;;;;sch(x,<1». When sch(x, <1» is

defined, thenfnt(x, <1» is also defined; but the vice versa may not be true.
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Example: Consider the running example of Chapter 5, salary is a zero-order
function name of type EMPLOYEE. Let

<1>:=EMPLOYEE(x)/\Salary(x»60,OOO.

Then fntix, <1»={salary }, sch(x, <1»=EMPLOYEE, and fntix, <1»6;sch(x, <1»,
as salary is contained in the definition of the scheme type EMPLOYEE.

Definition 7.10 (legal jormulas)

Let R..=(R, r) be an object scheme and r be a class of scheme type R.
(1) All atoms are legal formulas.

(a) If <1>:= true or false, then fnttx, <1» and sc hex, <1» both are
undefined.

(b) If <1>:= XE r (or rex»~, thenfnt(x, <1»= sch(x, <1»=R.

(c) If<1> .= xt'}Aj(t), the object variable t is not free, thenfnt(x, <1»= Aj

but sch(x, <1»is undefined in <1>.

(d) If <1>:= at'Mj(x), or Aj(x)t'}a, thenfnt(x, <1»=Aj, but schix, <1» is

undefined in <1>.Similarly, if <1>:= xi}a, then bothjnt(x, <1»and

schix, <1»are undefined.

(e) If <1>:= Aj(x)t'}Aj{t), then jnt(x, <1»= A and fnttt, <1» = Ai' but

sch(x,<1» and sch(t,<1» are both undefined.

Similarly, if <1> := Aj(x)t'}t, tt'}Aj(x), then fnt(x,<1» = Aj, but

sch(x,<1», and fnt(t,<1» are undefined. If <1>:= xirt, then both

jnt(x,<1» andfnt(t,<1» are undefined.

(f) If <1>:= Aj(x)= Ee, then jnt(x,<1» = Aj and when sch(x, ~) is

defined, sch(x,<1»=sch(x, Ee); otherwise sch(x,<1» is undefined.

(2) If <1>is a legal formula, then the negation -,<1>is a legal formula. We have

jnt(x,-,<1»=jnt(x,<1», and sch(x,-,<l» = sch(x,<1».

(3) If <1>1and <1>2are legal formulas, then the conjunction ~1\<1>2' and the

disjunction <1>1v <1>2are legal formulas, provided that one of the following

condition is verified for every free variable x occurring in <1>11\<1>2'or <1>1v<1>2'

(a) When both sCh(X,<1>I) and sCh(X,<1>2) are defined and equal, then

sCh(X,<1>11\<1>2) = sCh(X,<1>lv<1>2) = sCh(X,<1>I) = sch(X,<1>2)'
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/nt(x,<I>l/\<I>2) = /nt(x,<I> 1v<I>2)= /nt(x,<I>1)u/nt(x,<I>2).

(b) If only one of the scheme types sCh(x,<I>l) and sch(x,<I>2) is defined, two
possible cases need to consider:

- either sch(X,<I>l) and/nt(x,<I>2) are defined, and/nt(x,<I>2)b;sch(x,<I>1);

or /nt(x,<I>l) and sCh(X,<I>2) are defined. and/nt(x,<I>1)b;sch(x,<I>2);

Also,fnt(x,<I>1 /\<I>2)= /nt(x,<I> 1v<I>2)= /nt(x,<I>1)u/nt(x,<I>2).

- either sch(x,<I>}) is defined and/nt(.x,<I>2)is undefined, or sch(x,<I>2) is

defined and/nt(x,<I>l) is undefined, and

sCh(X,<I>l/\<I>2) = sch(x,<I>}v<I>2) = sch(x,<I>l) (or =sCh(X,<I>2».

/nt(x,<I>} /\<I>2)=!nt(x,<I>} v<I>2)=/nt(x,<I>}) (or =/nt(x,<I>2».

(4) If <I>is a legal formula and x is a free variable in <I>,then (3x)<I>(x) and

('v'x)<I>(x) are legal formulas, provided that one of the following condition is
verified:

Let R denote the scheme type of x in (3x)<I>(x) or ('v'x)<I>(x).

if sch(x,<I» is defined, then/nt(x,<I»b;sch(x,<I»=R;

if sch(x,<I» is undefined, then/nt(x,<I»b;R.

(5) Nothing else is a legal formula. 0

Example: Consider the previous example: <I>(x) := <I>}(x)/\<I>2(x), where

<I>l(x):= COMPANY(x),

<I>2(X):= salary(x)~l00,OOO.

By (l)(b) of Definition 7.10, we have /nt(x,<I>}) = sCh(X,<I>l) = COMPANY.

According to (l)(d) of Definition 7.10, we have /nt(x,<I>2) = salary and

sCh(X,Cl>2) is undefined. sch(x,<I»~nt(x,Cl» does not hold. By Definition 7.10

(3)(b), <I>(x):=COMPANY(x)/\Salary(x)~l00,OOO is not a legal formula. 0

7.5.3 Object Calculus Expression

An object-oriented predicate calculus expression is defined by three
components. They are target clause, range clause, and quantification clause [cf.
Bertino et.al92].
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Definition 7.11
Let x], X2, ... , Xn be object variables, R; (i=1, ... ,n) be class names, and Z,

(;=1 , ...k, k~l) be lists of function names applicable to R, respectively. Then
an object-oriented predicate calculus expression Ec has the form

E, := { xi. X2, ... , Xn IXj/Ri; i=1, ... ,n; <1>(Xj,... , Xn) },
or

Ec:= {XI.Zj, ... , xn.2n Ix/Ri; Z; ~Fspace(Ri),

i=1, ... ,n; <1>(Xj,... , Xn) }.
We say that E, consists of

the target clause of the structure X or XiZi;

the range clause of the form X/Rio

<1> is a legal predicate formula, and X is the only free object variable

in <1>. We call <1> quantification clause. 0

For presentation convenience, in the sequel we use X to denote (x], X2, ... ,

xn), thus we may use { X I xIR; <1>(x) } and {x.Z], ... , X.Zk IxlR; <1>(x) }, to

refer to {X], X2, ... , Xn I X/Ri; i=1, ... ,n; <1>(Xj,... , xn) } and ( x j.Z];

xn.2n I Xj/Ri; Zic;;;;Fspace(Rj), i=L, ... ,n; <1>(x],... , xn) }.

The extreme cases of s, mihgt be { X IxlR }, { X I <1>(x) }, { x.Z], ... , «z; I

xlR, z, c;;;;Fspace(R) }, and {xZ], ... , «z; I<1>(x) }.

Example: We use P.Ai to refer to function Ai of the objects referenced by

variable p, Suppose we add function abstract: DOCUMENT ~{String} in type

DOCUMENT, and function task: PROJECT ~ {String} in type PROJECT.

(1) A query "Retrieve the name of all employees whose salary is greater than
$100,000 ?" can be expressed as

{ x.pname Ixl EMPLOYEE; x.salary 2: $100,000 }.

(2) A query "Retrieve the name of all documents whose abstract containing the
task of project P 1 ?" can be expressed by

{ x.title Ixl DOCUMENT;
3pl PROJECT (x.abstract t; p.task/-pproj-name= "P 1" }. 0
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As the range clause is defined by the atom of the form teR, quite often the range
clause and quantification clause are all considered as the predicate formula
clause. Thus we often represent an object calculus Ec by the form ( x I <l>(x) }.

Definition 7.12
be the universe of types;
be the set of the domains of types in T;
be a function from T to DaM such that each type in T has a unique
domain in DaM (some types may share the same domain);

be a database schema over T, and Ldb = {T], T2,"" Tn}, ne l,

such that T]uT2U ...uTn=T;

be a database over schema Lib, and DB={r], r z. ... , rm}, m en et),

such that each class r, (l~~) has a scheme type Tk in ldb (l Sk~n);

be union of a set of usual arithmetic comparison operators {==, =,

'#-, ~, <, ?, >} over domains in DOM, and a set of set comparison

and set membership operators (==, =, <>, c, ~, =>, ~, E, ~).

be a set of object-oriented predicate calculus expressions of the form

( x I xlR; <l>(x) }, or ( x.Z], ... , «z; I xlR; Zj Q7space(R); <l>(x) },
where t is an object variable range over a set R of objects in DB, and
<l>(t) is a logic formula built from atoms and a collection of logical
connectives.

Then the object-oriented predicate calculus over T, DaM, dom, LIb, DB, e,

and n is a seven-tuple

OC = (T, DaM, dom, Ldb, DB, e, rj.

Let T
DaM
dom

ldb

DB

r

We may refer to OC simply as the object calculus in the sequel. o

7.6 Safe Object Calculus Expressions
Similar to the relational calculus, queries formalized by using the object calculus
sometimes do not have reasonable interpretation or finite outputs, although they
are syntactically well-defined expressions. For example, ( x I Number(x)
/\X >100 } produces an infinite set of objects (all numbers greater than the

number 1(0). Similarly, ( x I -,R(x) } denotes all possible objects that are not
in the extent of class R, because the interpretation of this expression is
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unlimited. To rule out the occurrence of infinite answer or unlimited
interpretation of queries, the notion of safety must be extended to the object
calculus as well.

The safety of relational calculus expressions has been extensively studied by
several researchers [cf. Ullman 82, Ullman 88, Kifer 88, Roth et.al88b,
Topor87, Van Gelder and Topor 91]. The class of safe relational formulas was
first introduced by Ullman [cf. Ullman 82], but it is not defined in a purely
syntactical way, and therefore is considered as semantically safe. In the recently
revised edition of his book [Ullman 88], a narrower but syntactically safe
definition is provided.

Quite similar to the safety of the relational formulas, an object calculus
expression Ee={ x I <l>(x) } is said to be semantically safe if it can be evaluated
in a finite time and produces a finite output [cf. Straube and Ozsu90]. Thus,
given a calculus expression Ee, we should be able to test whether E, provides
sufficient domains for the objects in the answer. It is also important for an
object calculus expression to have an equivalent object algebra expression Ea,

since most of algebra expressions can be optimized and transformed into a more
efficient query execution plan. Therefore the syntactical definition of the safety
of an object calculus expression E, is preferable. To make the effort towards
this direction, we first introduce the concept of restricted interpretation of an
(legal) object calculus formula, which is used to restrict the object calculus to
yield only finite sets of objects.

Definition 7.13
Let T be any scheme type, ext(T) denote a class of objects of type T, and
symbol x.J1l denote that the object instance 11 is substituted for variable x. The

restricted interpretation of a closed formula! <l>(x), denoted by I(r)(<l»,is defined
recursively, as follows, by restricting x to refers to a finite set of objects:
(1) If <l>(x) satisfies one of the following conditions:

(a) <l>(x) contains only XE C without a negation to its immediate left,
where C is a finite class; Note that in Chapter 3 we have restricted
that every class in the XOOS object schema is finite.

(b) If <l>(x) contains xt'MjCt) where l'} is in l==. = E}, then sch(t,<l» is

defined, Ai is applicable to sch(t,<l», and ext(sch(t,<l>)) is a finite set
of objects.

A formula is closed if all variables in it are quantified and is called open otherwise.



(c) If <l>(x) contains ra-t, where t is a bounded object variable, t'} is in

{==, =, E }, then sch(t,<l» is defined in <l>,and ext(sch(t,<l») is a
finite set of objects.

(d) <l>(x) contains Ai(x)t'}a, or ra-a where a is an atomic value or a finite

set of atomic values, and t'} is in I=.==, E, c, cl.
(e) If <l>(x) contains Ai(X)t'}t where t'} is in {==, =, E }, then sch(t,<l» is

defined, and ext(sch(t,<l») is finite.

(f) If <l>(x) contains Ai(X)t'}Ait) where t'} is an operator in 8, then

sch(t,<l» is defined, and ext(sch(t,<l») is finite.

(g) <l>(x) contains Ai(X)=Ec(t 1-), where Ec(t 1-) denotes ( t Il{I(t)} and

ext(sch(t, y/) is finite.

then the restricted interpretation I(r)(<l» is true if <l>is true, and is false
otherwise.
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(4) If <l>is of the form <l>1v<l>2,<l>1and ~ are closed legal formulas, and x is

the only free variable occurring in <l>,then I(r)(<l» is false if both i(r)(<l>I)and

I(r)(<l>2)is false, and is true otherwise.

(2) If <l>is of the form -,<J>t, and <l>1is a closed legal formula, then I(r)(<l» is

false if I(r)(<l>I)is true, and is true otherwise.

(3) If <l>is of the form <l>11\<l>2,<l>1and ~ are closed legal formulas, and x is

the only free variable occurring in <l>,then I(r)(<l» is true if both I(r)(<l>I)and

I(r)(<l>2)is true (i.e., I(r)(<l>I)I\I(r)(<l>2)= true), and is false otherwise.

(5) If <1> is of the form (3x)<l> 1(x), x is the only free variable occurring in <J>t,
and ext(sch(x,<l>}» is finite, then I(r)(<1»is true if there exists at least one object

J1 in ext(sch(X,<l>I) such that I(r)(<l>I(X .JJ1) = true; and is false otherwise.

(6) If <l>is of the form ('v'x) <1> 1(x), x is the only free variable occurring in <l>t,
and ext(sch(x,<l>}» is finite, then I(r)(<l» is true if, for every J1 in

ext(sch(X,<l>I», I(r)C<l>I(X.JJ1) = true; and is false otherwise. 0
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Remarks: The definition 7.13 amounts to saying that given an object formula
<1>(x), the restricted interpretation of <1> allows the formula <1> to be evaluated in
finite time and to produce a finite output by restricting the variable x to refer to a
finite set of objects.

Example: Consider following examples:
(i) <1>1(x):= COMPANY(x) /\ location.city(x)="Amsterdam".

(ii) <1>2(X) := Number(x) /\ XE {1,2, ... ,12}.

(iii) VlI(x):= ....,COMPANY(x).

(iv) VIi-x) := Numbertrjx x:S;I00.

By (l)(a) and (1)(d) of the definition 7.13, both <1>1(X) and ~(x) have

restricted interpretation. In <1>1 (x), x refers to a class of type COMPANY, which

is finite. In <1>2(X), x also refers to a finite set of objects (i.e., (I ,2, ... , 12}),
although Number(x) is not a finite set.

However, either VlI(x):= ....,COMPANY(x) or vs» := Numbert.r)», x:s;100
has no restricted interpretation, since either of them does not satisfy the
condition (1)(a) and (l)(d) of the definition 7.13. Put differently, x is not

restricted to a finite set of objects by any atom in VlI(X) or VIi-x). 0

Proposition 7.5
Let <1>' be the prenex disjunctive normal form (PDNF) of <1>. Given OC defined
under the XOOS object model, an object-oriented predicate calculus expression,
denoted by Ec={ x I <1>(x) }, is safe if and only if there is a restricted

interpretation of <1>' over OC.
Proof
Let <1>'=VllvVl2v ... vVlk, where VIi is called disjunct (1~i5:1c). Since any object
calculus expression (object query) has only a finite number of disjuncts, we

only need to show each disjunct VIi has a restricted interpretation such that VIi
can be evaluated in a finite time and produces a finite output. The proof is
mainly based on Definition 7.13.

(<=) Given the fact that there is a restricted interpretation for the PDNF of <1>,
i.e., I(r)(<1>') is defined. To show Ec={ x I <1>(x) } is safe, we need to show by
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case analysis that (i)x is the only free object variable in each disjunct 'IIi

(15JSk), (ii)ljIj can be evaluated to be true or false in a finite time, and the output

of { x I ljIj(x) } is finite.

If I(r)(<l>') is defined, by Definition 7.13 (5), for every disjunct V'j tj=l ,...k),

there is a restricted interpretation I(r)(V'j). Since V'i(X) is a conjunction of
formulas, it must contain at least one of the following forms of atoms:

(1) XE C. By the fact that I(r)(V'i) is defined, C must be a finite class and there is

no negation to the immediate left of the atom XE C. Therefore x ranges over
a finite set of objects.

(2) xt'Mit) or Ai(X)1'}Ait). Since ~r)(V'i) is defined, by Definition 7.13, x must

be the only free object variable in 'IIi, and Aj(t) denotes a finite set of
objects. Therefore x refers to a finite set of objects.

(3) xira or AjCx)1'}a. By the fact that I(r)CV'i) is defined, and Definition 7.13, a
must denote a finite set of objects (constants). Therefore x refers to a finite
set of objects.

(4) xt}o or A i(X )1'}o. By the fact that I(r)( VIi) is defined, and Definition 7.13, 0

must be a bound object variable range over a finite set of objects. Therefore x
denotes a finite set of objects.

(5) Ai(X)=Ec, where Ec={ P I ¢(x) }. By the fact that I(r)(ljIj) is defined, and

the definition 7.13, extiscbtu, 4>)) is finite, thus the output of E, must be
finite.

Therefore x always refers to a finite set of objects, and { x I V'i(X) } can be
evaluated in a finite time and produces a finite output.

(~) Given the fact that Ec= { x I <1>(x) } is safe, we have { x I <1>'(x ) } is safe.

When { x I <1>'(x) } is safe, each ( x 11jII(x) } must be evaluated in a finite time
and produces a finite output. Thus to show that there exists a restricted
interpretation I(r) of <1>'(<1>' is the PDNF of <1», denoted by I(r)(<1>'), we only

need to show, for each 'IIi (15i5k), if ( x I V'i(X) } is safe, then there is a

restricted interpretation I(r)CV'i) such that x refers to a finite set of objects, and

I(r)(ljIj) is true if 'IIi is true, and is false otherwise.

By the fact that 'IIi is a disjunct, V'imust contain atoms of the following forms:
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Case1: If If!i(X) contains XEC, and ( x I If!i(X) } is safe, then C must be a

finite class. By (1)(a) of Definition 7.13, I(r)(lfIi) is true if 'l'i is true,
and is false otherwise.

Case2: If If!i(X) contains mAj(t), and ( x I If!i(X) } is safe, then t must be a
bound object variable and range over a finite set of objects,
t}E {=,=,E}. By (1)(b) of Definition 7.13, we have I(r)(lf!i).

Case3: If 'l'i(X) contains Ai(X)t}A/t), and (x I \M(x) } is safe, then tmust
be a bound object variable and range over a finite set of objects,
t}E 8. By (1)(f) of Definition 7.13, we have I(r)('I'i).

Case4: If 'l'i(X) contains xt}a or Ai(x)t}a, and ( x I If/i(x) } is safe, then if a
is set-valued type, a must denote a finite set of constant objects. By
(l)(d) of Definition 7.13, we have I(r)('I'i).

Case5: If 'l'i(X) contains xt}o or Ai(X)t}O, and ( x I 'l'i(X) } is safe, then 0
must be a bound object variable and range over a finite set of
objects, t}E {=,==,E }. By (l)(c) of Definition 7.13, we have

I(r)Clf!i).
Case6: If If!i(X) contains Ai(X)=Ecl(,U I -) where Ecl()11 -)=ded.u I 4>(.u)}

and (x I If!i(X)} is safe, then {.u I ¢()1)} must be evaluated in a finite
time and produces a finite output. By (1)(e) of Definition 7.13, we

have I(r)('I'i).

Therefore, we conclude that, for 4.>'=lf!lvlf!2v ... V'I'k, I(r)(4.>') is true if 4.>'is

true, and is false otherwise. 0

Example: The following examples illustrate the nature of safety:
(i) E1:= ( x I 4.>l:=String(x) 1\ (3p)(PERSON(p)I\X=pname(p» l.
(ii) E2:= ( y I 4.>2:=Number(y) 1\y~20,OOO l.
(iii) E3:= (x I 4.>3(X):=-,COMPANY(x) }.

(iv) E4:= ( y I 4.>4(x):=Number(y)

1\ (3p)(PERSON(p)l\p.salary=65I\p.salary<y }.

(v) Es:= ( x I 4.>5(X):=Q(x)I\(%tj ...%tk)

(AiO(X)=t JMjJ(t J)=t21\···I\Aik-J(tk-J )=tk) },

where % denotes 3 or V, and Q is a finite class.
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The object calculus expressions Eland Ez are safe, although either x or y
ranges over an infinite set. Because both x and y are restricted to range over
finite sets of objects, by Definition 7.13, there exists a restricted interpretation

of <1>1 and of <1>2'

However, either <1>3(x) or <1>4(y) has no restricted interpretation, since they both
violate (l)(a) of the definition 7.13, i.e., either x or y refers to an infinite set.
Therefore E3 and E4 are not safe.

While the object calculus expression Es is safe, since the range class Q is a

finite class, t1 is restricted to be finite by AiO(X), and tj (2~Sk) is restricted by

Aij-1(tj-1) to refer to finite sets of objects, i.e., extcu, <1>5), 1~iSk, is finite. 0

7.7 Equivalence of the Object Calculus and
the Object Algebra

Equivalence of the object calculus and the object algebra involves two aspects:
(1) The translation of an object algebra expression into a safe object

calculus expression. In other words, for any object algebra
expression over the object algebra, we need to prove that there is an
equivalent object calculus expression over the object calculus.

(2) The translation of a safe object calculus expression into an object
algebra expression. Put differently, we need to demonstrate that
every safe object calculus expression can effectively be translated
into an equivalent object algebra expression.

In this section we prove that the object calculus and the object algebra are
equivalent by first showing the algebra-to-calculus translation and then the
inverse relationship.

7.7.1 Translation of the Object Algebra into
the Object Calculus

The translation of an object algebra expression into an equivalent safe object
calculus expression is straightforward. The basics are, to some extent, similar
to the translation of the relational calculus expression into an equivalent
relational algebra expression given by Ullman [cf. Ullman 82, Ullman 88].
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Theorem 7.2
Every object algebra expression in OA can effectively be translated into a safe
object calculus expression in OC.
Proof
Let E, denote any object algebra expression over the object algebra OA, E,
denote any safe object calculus expression over the object calculus OC, and DB
be a given database over the schema Ldb. We need to show that, for any Ea
over OA, there is a safe expression E, in OC equivalent to Ea, i.e., Ea(DB) =
Ee(DB). The proof proceeds by induction on the number of occurrences of the
algebra operators in Ea.

Basis: E, has zero operators. Then E, is either a constant set of objects of type

T, i.e., { J1j I has-type(J1j,T)=true, 1~j9n), or a class name C of type T. In

the former case, E, is equivalent to E, := { x(T) I x(T)=/11v ... vx(T)=J1m ),
where the object variable x or each constant object instance J1jis a shorthand to
denote X(Ail)X(Ai2) ...x(Ain) or /1j(AjJ)J1j{Ai2) ... /1j(Ain) for T = (AilAi2 .. .Ain),
Ai) is either zero-order or higher-order function name of T. The equality

x(T)=/1j means that (X(Ail )=/1iAjJ »1\ .•• 1\ (x(A in)=J1J<Ain»for each j, 1~j9n. It
is obvious that E, is a safe calculus expression. In the later case, Ea is

equivalent to E, := {x(T) I C(x) }, where x is the object variable with scheme
type T. Since C(x) is a finite class according to the XOOS object model, ~ is
safe too in this case.

Induction: Assume that the theorem holds for any object algebra expression
with fewer than k operators. Let Ea have k operators, kel . Let = and ¢:::) denote
object-based equivalence and value-based equivalence. We only need to show
that the theorem holds in the following eight cases, since there are eight
algebraic operators that are often considered as basic and necessary operators in
an object algebra.

Let Ea:= ~(EaI. Ea2), where ~E a, and a={u, n, -, ®, 1t, -o, nest,

un nest ) be a set of algebraic operators over the object algebra OA. =o stands

for unary object selection o, or multiple-operand selection crt. As Ea has k
operators, Eal and Ea2 must have fewer than k operators. By induction
hypothesis, we can find safe object calculus expressions Eel and Ee2

equivalent to Eal and Ea2 respectively. Suppose Eel := {x I 'l'l(x») and

Ee2:= {y I V'2(Y) }.
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Case (1) Union: Ea:= u(Eal, Eaz).

Ea is equivalent to Ee := { Z I ('I'1(X)AZ=X)V('I'2(y)AZ=y) }. From the fact that
Eel and Eez are safe object calculus expressions, and from Proposition 7.5, Z

is restricted to range over a finite set of objects. So Ee is also a safe object
calculus expression. Since standard union is an object-preserving operator, we

have Ea=Ee.

Case (2) Intersection: Ea:= n(Eah Eaz).

E, is equivalent to Ee := { Z I ('I'1(X)AZ=X)A('I'2(y)AZ=y)}. Safety of this object
calculus expression can be easily proved as in the Case (1). As standard
intersection is also an object-preserving operator, we have Ea = Ee.

Case (3) Difference: Ea:= -(Eal, Eaz).

Ea is equivalent to E, := { Z I ('I'1(X)AZ=X)A(-''I'2(Y)AZ=y) }. By the fact that
Eel and Eez are safe calculus expressions, and by Proposition 7.5, Z is
restricted to range over a finite set of objects, thus the above object calculus
expression is safe. Since standard difference is an object-preserving operator
too, we have the equation Ea = Ee.

Case (4) Object Join: Ea:= ®F(Eah Eaz).
We use the symbol x(n) to indicate that x is an object variable range over a class
of objects of type T], and has arity n. By induction hypothesis, let

Eel:={ x(n) I X(n)E CjA'I'l(X(n» } and

Eez:={ y (m) I y(m)E C2A'I'iY(m» }
be safe object calculus expression equivalent to Eal and Eaz respectively.
Assume T; and T2 are the scheme types of C, and C2. Then Ea is equivalent to

z, := ( z(n+m) I (3x(n»(3y(m»(X(n)E CjAy(m)E C2

1\ '1'1(X(n»A 'l'iY(m»AF(x(n)'y(m))

AZ(n+m)(T j )=x(n)(Tj )Az(n+m)(T2)=y(m)(T 2» }.

Since z(n+m) is restricted to the domains of x(n) and y(m), which are finite by
induction hypothesis, E, is a safe object calculus expression. As we know,

object join is an object-creating operator, we have Ea ~ Ee.
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Case (5) Object Projection: Ea:= n(X, Eat), XQispace(1)uFspace*(1).
By induction hypothesis, Eal has fewer than k algebra operators, and there is a

safe object calculus expression Eel equivalent to Ea I. Let Eel:= (t I If/l(t) ).
Then E, is equivalent to

E, := ( x(h) I (3t<n»)(t<n)e C 1\t<n)[X]=x(h)1\ If/l(t<n)), hsn ).

By the fact that Eel is safe, t<n)ranges over finite set of objects, .x(h) refers to a
finite set of objects. Therefore Ee is a safe object calculus expression. When the

object projection is an object-preserving operator, we have Ea == Ee. Otherwise,

it is an object-creating operator, we have E, ¢:::> Ee.

Case (6) Object Selection: Ea:= *crF(Eat. <Ea2, ... , Eaq», q~O.

Note that when q=O, Ea:= crFCEal);otherwise,

Ea:= +crF(Eal, <Ea2, ... , Eaq».

Since each Eaj (l~j~q) has fewer than k operators, by induction hypothesis,
we can find a safe object calculus expression Eej equivalent to Eaj.

Let Eej := ( tj I lfIj(tj) }, l~j~. Then r, is equivalent to

s, := ( tj I Tj(tj)I\ ... I\TqCtq)

l\lf/l(tj)I\ ... I\lf/q(tq)I\F(tj, tz. ..., tq) ).

Safety of the above object calculus expression is easy to show, as in Case (5).
Since object selection is an object-preserving operator, we have E, == Ee.

Case (7) Nest: Ea:= nest(AjJ, ... ,Aim~B, Eal)'
By induction hypothesis, we can find a safe object calculus expression E, 1

equivalent to Eal. Let ~I:=( t<n) I If/l(t<n)) }, and Lfn(1) denote the set of
zero-order and higher-order function names of type T.Then,

if (AjJ, ... ,Aim)~fn(1), Ea is equivalent to
s, := ( .u(n-m+l) I (3t<n»)(t<n)e CI\lf/l(t<n»)

I\.u(n-m+ 1)[Lfn (T)- (AjJ, ... ,Aim)] = t<n)[Lfn(1)-{AjJ,_ .. ,Aim)]

1\(.u(n-m+l)[B] = ( (n) [ (AjJ, ... ,Aim)] I t'(n)e C

1\(n)[Lfn(T)-{AjJ, ... ,Aim)] = t(n)[Lfn(T)-{Ail, .. -,Aim}]))};
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Otherwise, if (Ail, ... ,Aim}~space, Ye Hfn(T), then Ea is equivalent to
Ec := ( p(n-m+l) I (3t(n»(t(n)e C/\ 'I'it(n»

/\p(n-m+l)[Lfn(T)-Y] = t(n)[Lfn(T)-Y)

/\p(n-m+l)[y) = nest(Ail, ... ,Aim~B, t(n)[y)) }.
Since C is a finite class of objects of type T, and the aggregation hierarchy of
typeT has a finite depth, the above E, is also a safe object calculus expression.

As nest is an object-creating operator, we have E, <=> Ec.

Case (8) Unnest: Ea:= unnestA(Eat).

Assume Lfn(A)=(Ail, ... , Aim}, m20, and type(Eat)=T. By induction
hypothesis, we can find a safe object calculus expression Ect equivalent to

Eat. Let Ect:= (t(n) I V'1(t(n» }. Then

if AeLfn(T) and m21, then Ea is equivalent to

Ec:= (p(n-l+m) I (3t(n»(t(n)e C/\V'l(t(n»

/\p(n-l+m)[Lfn(T)-(A}] = t(n)[Lfn(T)-(A}]

/\p(n-l+m)[Lfn(A)]e t(n)[A] };

if AeLfn(T) and m=O, then Ea is equivalent to

Ec:= (p(n) I C3t(n»(t(n)e C/\ V'l(t(n»

/\p(n)[Lfn(T)-{A}) = t(n)[Lfn(T)- {A}]

/\p(n)[A]e t(n)[A)).

Otherwise, if Ae Fspace(Y) for some Ye Hfn(T), then E, is equivalent to

Ec:= (p(n-l+m) I (3t(n»(t(n)e C/\V'l(t(n»

/\p(n-l+m)[Lfn(T)-(Y}] = t(n)[Lfn(T)-{Y}]

/\p(n-l+m)[y]=unnest(A, t(n)[y]» }.

Similar to Case (7), E, is also a safe object calculus expression. unnest is an

object-creating operator, therefore we have Ea <=> Ec. 0

Remarks: Theorem 7.2 actually presents an algorithm for constructing the
equivalent and safe object calculus expression for any given object algebra
expression.
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7.7.2 Translation of the Object Calculus into
the Object Algebra

In this section we show, by presenting a theorem of calculus-to-algebra
translation, and an algorithm for translating safe object calculus expression to
the object algebra operator tree, that the object algebra is capable of representing
the entire class of safe object calculus queries. The design of the algorithm is
based on the similar ideas used in [Ullman82, Roth et.al88a] for relational
database systems and in [Straube and Ozsu90] for object-oriented database
systems. However, our object algebra and associated translation algorithm are
more complete than the result reported in [Straube and Ozsu90]. For instance,
unlike in the object algebra of Straube and Ozsu, we provide object projection
and object join operators in addition to multiple-operand select operator. Both
object-preserving and object-creating operations are supported in our algebra.
Besides, our algorithm for calculus-to-algebra translation is based on the
complete set of object algebra operators, rather than on a very limited set of
object algebra operators. Thus the entire class of safe object calculus queries can
equivalently be represented in terms of the object algebra expressions. We also
provide a detailed routine for translating a "rewritten" object calculus expression
into an algebra operator tree.

For presentation convenience, in the sequel we assume that every object
calculus expression is of the form:

Ec:={ x I %t%p%q ...cl>(x,t, p, q, ... ) },

where % denotes either 3 or "i/, and the formula cl> does not contain any

occurrence of 3 or 'Ir;/. We often use Ec:={ x I cl>(x,t, p, q, ... ) } as a shorthand
notation when no ambiguity occurs. Note that we do not consider recursion [cf.
Bertino et.aI92] in the current translation. This restriction can be relaxed by
introducing additional algebra operators [cf. Apers et.al 86, Houtsma and
Apers92] and will be a topic of our continuing research.

Besides, as we stated in Chapter 3, for the purpose of avoiding the occurrence
of an infinite class, each domain is necessarily kept finite. Thus we may use the
concept "active domain" for each type.

Let A i be any type in T. The set of all instances of type Ai, actually
occurring in a current database, is called the active domain of Ai with
respect to this database.
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Note that although type is, relatively speaking, a time-invariant concept, an
insertion, a update and a deletion of any class in a database yields a different
class, which implies a different database.

Theorem 7.3
Every safe object calculus expression can be effectively translated into an object
algebra expression.
Proof
Let Ec={ x I cI>(X,t],t2,t3,"') } be any safe object calculus expression. Our plan

is to construct, by induction on the number of operators in cI>, an equivalent
object algebra expression Ea over OA for each Ec.

Let cI>' be the prenex disjunctive normal form (PDNF) of cI>. Assume cI>' is of

the form If/lvlf/2v ...vlf/n (n8). Each 1f/i has only four operators 1\, " 3, 'V. If

cI>' is safe, then by Definition 7.13 and Proposition 7.5 Vlj is safe. To prove the
theorem, we first need to show that there is a way to construct an equivalent

object algebra expression for each disjunct If/j. The proof proceeds with the

induction on the number of occurrences of the operators (1\, " 3, 'V) in If/i.

Basis: Zero operators in If/i. Then by Definition 7.7, If/i is an atom in one of the

following forms. Let exti'T) and sch(x,cI» be the same notation as introduced in
Definition 7 .13.
Case 1: XE C or C(x). Then the desired algebra expression is the class name C.

Case 2: xt'Mitr), t} is in {=, ==, E }.

Since cI> is safe, by Proposition 7.5 and Definition 7.13, the variable t; is

bounded, sch(trocI» is defined, and both ext(sch(x,<I») and ext(sch(tncI>)) denote

finite sets of objects. Let F be the condition xt}Aitr)' Then the desired algebra

expression for If/i is

cr+F(ext(sch(x,<I»), <ext(sch(tr,cI»»).

Case 3: xl'}a, or Ai(x)l'}a.

By the safety of cI> and Proposition 7.5, sch(r,.,cI» should be defined, and

ext(sch(x,cI>)) is finite. Then the desired algebra expression is

cr(F J ,ext(sch(x,cI>))), or cr(F2,ext(sch(x,cI»»

where F J denotes "xl'}a", and F 2 denotes "Aj(x)l'}a".
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Case 4: Aj(x)t'}tr, Aj(x)'t'M/tr).

By the safety of <l> and Proposition 7.5, the object variable t, is bounded,

ext(sch(x,<l>)) and ext(sch(tn<l») both denote finite sets of objects. Let F1

denote the condition Aj(x)l'}tr, and F2 denote Aj(x)l'}Aitr). Then the desired
algebra expression is

cP-F1(ext(sch(x,<l»), <ext(sch(tncJ»»), or

cP-F2(ext(sch(x,<l»), <ext(sch(tr,<l»»).

Case 5: Aj(x)=(tr I<p(tr)}.

Let Ea' be the object algebra expression for <p, and F denote the condition

Aj(x)=Ea'. By the safety of <l> and Proposition 7.5, ext(sch(x,<l>)) is finite.
Then the desired algebra expression is

cP-F(ext(sch(x,<l»),<Ea'».

Induction: Assume ljIj has k (k>O) operator and that the inductive hypothesis is

true for all subformulas of ljIj having fewer than k operators. We now proceed

by case analysis covering each of the four operators r-; -', 3, or V.

Case 1. ljIj(x, ti. tz, ... , tm) = ¢1(X, t1, tz, .. ·, tm)/\qJ2(X, ti. tz, ... , tm) where x

and tj (l Sj~) are free variables in ¢I and ¢2, m;:{) (i.e., we do not require ¢I

or ¢2 to use any or all of the tj). ¢I and ¢2 are subformulas of ljIj having fewer
than k operators. By induction hypothesis, let Eat be an equivalent algebra
expression for

( x, ti, ...,tm I ¢1(X, ti. tz, ..., tm)},

and Eaz an object algebra expression equivalent to

( x, tI,· ..,tm I ¢2(X, ti. t2,'''' tm)}.
Then the following

n(Ed, Eaz)
is the desired algebra expression for

( x, ti....,tm IljIj(x, tt, tz, ... , tm)}

= (x, ti. ...,tm I ¢}(x, ti, tz. ... , tm)/\¢2(X, ti. tz, ..., tm)}.

Case 2. lM(x, t t. tz, ... , tm) = -,qJ}(x, t j, ts. ..., tm), where J has fewer than k

operators. Suppose D; is the active domain of the scheme type sch(x,¢J), and
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Dt} 0=1,...,m) is the active domain of the scheme type sCh(fj,¢I) in the current

database. Let D denote DxxDtlx ... xDtm. D is then a finite set of objects. Let

Eat denote the equivalent algebra expressions for { x.t], ... ,tm I ¢](x, t1, tz, ... ,
tm)}. Then

- (D, Eat)
is the desired algebra expression for

{ x,tI,···,tm I (x.t], ...,tm)E DxxDtlx ... xDtm}-{ x.t], ... ,tm I ¢l(X, tt, ...,tm)}.
which is equivalent to

D (j ( X, tt, ...,tm I -'¢I(X, ti, tz. ..., tm)}.
Note that

(i)it is very likely that ( x, t i ,...,tm I -.¢](x, ti, tz. ..., tm)} is an infinite set, but
we may get all we need of it by intersecting with the finite set D.

(ii)When V'i(X, ti. tz, ... , tm) = -'¢I(X, ti , tz. ..., tm)I\¢2(X, ti. tz, ..., tm), the
desired algebra expression for

( X, ti, ...,tm I V'i(X, ti. t2,.··, tm)}

= ( X, ti....,tm I -'¢I(X, ti. tz. ..., tm)I\¢2(X, tt, tz. ..., tm)}
is

-(Ea2, Eat),
where Eat is an equivalent algebra expression for

( X, tj , .•. ,tm I ¢I(X, ti, ..., tm)},
and Ea2 is an object algebra expression equivalent to

(x, ts. ... ,tm I ¢2(X, ti, ..., tm)}.

Case 3. V'i(X, ti. t2,···, tm) = (3fm+I)¢I(X, ti. t2,.··, tm, tm+I).
Let Eat be an equivalent algebra expression for

( X, ti. ...,tm, tm+I I ¢I(X, tt ,... , tm, tm+I)}.
¢1 is safe according to the induction hypothesis. Thus by Definition 7.13 and

Proposition 7.5, V'i is safe. The expression ¢I(X, f], iz, ..., tm, tm+I) is never
true unless tm+I is bounded to a fInite set of objects, which is a subset of the
given DB. Let the projection list Y be (f], t2, ... , tm), and the selection condition

F be "(3tm+IE Q)¢I(X, tI, t2, ... , tm, tm+I)". Therefore the desired algebra

expression for ( X, tI, ... ,tm I V!i(X, tI, t2, ... , tm)} is n(Y, a(F, Eat».

Case 4. V!i(X, tI, t2, .. ·, fm) = CVtm+I)¢I(X, fI, t2, .. ·, tm, tm+I).
Let Eat be an equivalent algebra expression for
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{ x, tl,· .. ,tm, tm+I I ¢I(X, tl , ... , tm, tm+l)}.

In terms of Definition 7.13 and Proposition 7.5, VIi is safe, since ¢1 is safe. The

expression ¢I(X, ti. tz, ..., tm, u:» is never true unless the variable ~+I is
bounded to a finite set (say Q) of objects, which is a subset of the given DB.
Therefore the desired algebra expression for ( X, tI, ... ,tm IljIi(X, tI, ... s tm)} is

n(Y, a(F, Eat»,
where the projection list Y is (tI, tz, ..., tm), and the selection condition F is

"('"<iItm+lEQ)¢I(X, ti. t2,···, tm, tm+I)".

Up to now, we have shown that for each disjunct VIi in <1>', there is an object

algebra expression (say Eal) equivalent to VIi. Following the similar principle,
we may easily deduce that the desired algebra expression for

{x, ti. ...,tm I VII (z, ti. ...,tm)v ... vVli(X, ti. ...,tm)v ... vVln(x, tj, ...,tm) }
is

EalU ... uEaIU ... uEan.

o

Theorem 7.3 has demonstrated that, for any given object calculus expression
Ec, if E, is safe, then there must be an object algebra expression Ea equivalent
to Ec. We below provide an algorithm for translating a safe object calculus
expression into an object algebra expression. It consists of four steps:
(1) For a given calculus query E c= {x I <1> (x) }, convert <1> into prenex

disjunctive normal form (PDNF), denoted as <1>'=VlIVVl2V... vVln.

(2) For each disjunct VIi, denoted as ~ = ¢iII\ ...I\¢ik, rewrite the sequence of

¢ij (i=l, ....n; re-O) U=l, ...,k; k;:1) by inserting matched pairs of

parentheses into VIi, and result in VI;'. The rewriting procedure terminates

successfully when all the ¢ij are examined and no failure indicator has been
signaled, otherwise the rewriting failed because the query is unsafe.

(3) Map each rewritten disjunct VIi' directly into an object algebra operator tree.
(4) Combine the object algebra trees by using object union operator.

Let us begin with the introduction of the rewriting procedure, which is designed
as a recursive routine. Given a target variable x, a list P of atoms contained in

the disjunct VIi as the inputs, the rewriting procedure proceeds by examining

each atom in P, and then selectively placing atoms in the 1M',which is initially
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an empty expression. The selection begins with those atoms that restrict the
target variable(s). It returns a rewritten disjunct ljI/, and a success/failure
indicator urr as the outputs. Once an atom is selected during the rewriting
routine, it will be placed in the new disjunct 'IIi', and removed from the input set

P. We need also add into the ljI/ some additionally defined new empty
expression that denotes the ranges of the variables referenced in this newly
selected atom, unless P is run out of atoms (P=0). The symbol (...)x is used to
denote such an intended empty expression, which defmes a set of objects as the
range for variable x.

The intuition behind this rewriting procedure is as follows. When atoms refer to
named classes or constants, the reference is direct and known. However, when
the atoms refer only to object variables, then the reference is indirect. We may
solve the indirect reference in terms of object variables that have direct and
known references. Therefore we need to rule out the expressions that contains
the object variables used only in those atoms which never refer to any of the
class names or constants in the expression. Because the variables as such can
take unknown object values and still satisfy the expression, and there is no way
to determine these object values, the expression must be unsafe.

The following is the procedure REWRITE. For presentation convenience, we
use t!>ij(x I -) as the shorthand notation for atoms of the form XE C or C(x),

t!>ij(-Ix) for x1'}a or Ai(x)1'}a, t!>iix Itr} for the form x1'}Aj(tr), and <Ai-I x,tr} for

the atoms of the form Aj(x)1'}tr, Aj(x)1'}Aj{tr) or Aj(x)={tr I qJ(tr)}.

REWR1TE(x, P, UIT, VI;')
input: x object variable

P a list of atoms contained in VIi, denoted as (~ib ..AiJd

output: UIT success/failure indicator
VIi the newly rewritten conjunction of atoms

!* (the initial status of VI;'needs only to be set by empty expression (...)x
in the main algorithm before this procedure is invoked.) */

begin
select atom ~jj in P that references variable x
ir (no such ~ij exists) then

/* (dangling variable exists) */
return("Unsafe Query", UIT),
go e x it

endlf
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if (every atom I/Jjj in P is of the form I/Jji- 1x) then

/* (no range clause for variable x, by Defmition 7.13 and Proposition 7.5, "'j is unsafe) */
return("Unsafe Query", UlT),
go exit

endif
for each atom in P that references variable x do

/* Casel. I/Jjj is a range atom or an atom restricting the range of variable x */

if (I/Jij is of the form I/Jj/x 1-) or I/Ji/- 1x)) then

if (3l/Jjq in P- {I/Jjj) that references x) then

extend the empty expression (...)x in",;'

with (I/Jij(x 1-)I\( ... )x) via conjunction

else
extend the empty expression (... )x in",;'

with I/Jij via conjunction

end if
remove I/Jij from P, i.e., P;=P - (I/Jij)

else

if (P-{ I/Jjj} =0 .or.l/Jjj is an atom of the form I/Jjp,lx))) then

extend ",;, with I/Jij via conjunction

remove I/Jij from P, i.e., P;=P - {I/Jjj}

if (tr is not a target variable) then

return ("Unsafe Query", UlT)
go exit

endif
else

if (3l/Jjq in P- {I/Jij) that references x) then

extend the empty expression (...)x in ",;,

with (I/Jijl\( •.. )/I\( ... )x) via conjunction

else
extend ",;, with (I/Jijl\( ... )/) via conjunction

endif
remove I/Jjj from P, i.e., P;=P - (I/Jij)

1* (now select those atoms in P that reference variable t,) */
REWRITE(t" P, UlT, ",n
if (REWRITE(tr, P, UIT, "'/) "# "OK") then

go exit
endif
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endif
endif

endfor
/* The rewriting terminates successfully. */
return(nOKn, UIn
exit

end

In what follows we list the object calculus equivalents of the basic object
algebra operators using the shorthand notation. Since the proofs of these
equivalents are quite obvious, we omit them here.

(Ll) RJuR2 = (x IRJ(xl-)vR2(xl-) }

(L2) RlnR2 = (x IRI(xl-)AR2(xl-) }

(L3) RrR2 = ( x IRI(xl-)1\-,R2(xl-) }

(L4) cr(F. R) = ( x IR(xl-)I\F(-Ix) }

(L5) crF<.R,<QI, Q2, ... , Qm»

= (x IR(xI-)I\QI(QII-)I\Q2(q21-)1\.·.I\Qm(qml-)!\F(-Ix, QI. Q2,···, Qm>}

(L6) 1t(Z,R) = ( z I R(xl- )l\z=x[Z] }

(L 7) @F(RI. R2) = ( y I R I(XII-)AR2(X21- )1\F(-IxI,x2)l\z[R I]=XI I\Z[R2]=X2 }

Now we are ready to present the entire algorithm for calculus-to-algebra
translation, which contains two components: REWRITE and MAP.

Algorithm 7.1 (calculus-to-algebra translation)
input: Object calculus expression Ec=(x. II •...• Ik I<1>(x. I} •...• 10. k~O },

output: Equivalent object algebra expression Ea
begin

convert <1> into prenex disjunctive normal form (PDNF) <1>', i.e. <1>'= l{fjv ... v l{fn.

for each disjunct l{fj (denoted as l{f,=tPjII\ ... l\tPi...,..)do
for each atom in l{fj of the form x = const do

/* x here refers to any object variable that may appear in l{fj. "]

delete the atom from l{fj

replace all occurrences of x by const
endfor

1* now using the shorthand notation to rewrite each tPij. */

do each atom tPij in l{fj

case
(I) tPij is of the form XE Cor C(x)

denote tPij by tPij{x I- }
insert tPij(x I -} into the set L
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(2) tPij is of the form x1'}a or Aj(x)1'}a
denote tPij by tPj/- Ix}
insert tPjj(- Ix} into the set L

(3) tPij is of the form A,{x)1'}lr, Aj(x)1'}A/tr) or Aj(x)= [r, I CP(lr)}

denote tPij by tPij(- I x, Ir}
insert tPj/- Ix, tr) into the set L

(4) tPjj is of the form x1'}A/tr)
denote tPij by tPij( x I tr}

insert tPjj( x I Ir} into the set L
enddo
/* now all atoms (tPjj, ... ,tPjm) in the set L are represented using the standard notation. */

let x be one of the target variable in ljIj

/* note that when Ec has more than one target variable (i.e., x, ti. ..., tv,
we may choose anyone (say x) to start with. "!

let L' denote the newly rewritten form of If/j

set L' by empty expression (.. ·)x

REWRITE(x, L, UIT, L')
from the intermost to outmost parenthesis of L' do

insert each atom into an ordered array S
/* (let q denotes the number of atoms in L',

S[l] denotes the intermost atom and Seq] denotes the outmost atom in L') */
return the size q of array S

endfrom

/* generate the object algebra tree OATj for each disjunct If/j

through MAP(S, q, OATj) */

let Plist = 0
if (the target clause of <l> is of the form xAj) then

mark all such x as variables involved in the target clause
Plist <= x.Aj

else
let i=O
for each target variable ~ do

while i-cq do
let i=i+l
if Sri] is of the form (ulr) then

mark x as a variable involved in the target clause
let Sri] denote atom ~1'}Aix)

Plist <= x.A)

endif
endwhile
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endfor
endif
letj=1, F=true, FF=true, and MSlist = 0
while S[n is of the form (ulr) do

if (j<q) then letj=j+1 else go exitl
endif

endwhile
let x be object variable in Sf.ll
Translate-I (z, S. q. j. Ea, MSlist)

if (Translate-Ltx. S.j. Ea) = EOF) then
go exitl

end if
while Sf.ll is of the form (- 1x,I,). (- 1/,,x) or (XiI,). (t,Ix) do

if (I, is not a target variable) then

FF=FFI\Sf.ll
endif
if (j<q) then j=j+1 else go exitl
endif

endwhile
Translate-Ztt., S. s.i. Et• FF. Ea)

exitl:
if Plist '* 0 then

s, <= -aru«, Ea)

endif
let OATi := z,

endfor
combine the object algebra tree OATi for each disjunct If/i using Union
i.e., Ea := OAT1 u .,.u OATn

end

Note that the last part of the calculus-to-algebra algorithm describes the
procedure MAP(S, q, OATi), which maps a calculus expression, normalized by
rewriting routine, into an equivalent algebra operator tree according to the rules
for object calculus equivalents (LI-L7). It consists of the following two
subroutines Translate-l and Translate-2.

Translate-Itx, S. q.], Ea, MSlist)

input: x object variable
S atom array
q the size of atom array S
j the jth item in array S

MSlist the list of parameters for multiple-select operation
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output: Ea algebra operator subtree
j the current array item number

MSlist the list of parameters for multiple-select operation
begin

if SUl is an atom of the form (-Ix) or (xl-) then
while SU] is an atom of the form (-Ix) or (xl-) do

if S[jl is an atom of the form (-Ix) then

F = F /\SU]

else
assign the range class name of x in S[jl to C

endif
if (j < q) then j=j+1
else

return("EOFn
), go exit2

endif
endwhile

exit2: Ea <= cr(F. C)
if x is not marked as variable involved in the target clause then

MSlist <= Ea

endif
end if

end.

Translate-Ztt., S. s.i. Et• FF. Ea)
input: t; object variable

S the atom array
q the size of the array S
j the jth item in array S

FF the join condition or multiple-select condition
output: Ea algebra operator subtree

Et algebra operator subtree
j the current array item number

F F the newly defined join condition or multiple-select condition
begin

while j S q do
if SU] is of the form (-It,) or (t,I-) then

Translate-I (t,. S. q, i.Et. MSlist)

if (j<q) then j=j+1 else go exit3
endif

else
/* (S[jl references another variable, say y) */
while S[jl is an atom of the form (ylt,), (-Iy. t,) or (t,ly), (-It,.y) do
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if (y is not a target variable) tben

FF = FF /\ Sljl
endif
if (j<q) then j=j+l else go exit3
endif

endwbile
Translate-Zty, S. a.i. Ey. FF. EJ

endif
endwbile

exit3:
if MSlist = 0 then Ea <= ~FF(Et, Ea)

else
if (Etl!: MSlist) then Ea <= 0+ FF (Et,<MSlist»
else

Ea <= o+FF (E.,<MSlist»
endif

endif
end.

7.7.3 Examples

To illustrate the algorithm 7.1, considering the following object calculus
queries:

Example I: find all persons (i.e., identities of those persons) using document
of the project whose total budget is greater than $lOO,OOO?

{x I (3d)(DOCUMENT(d)/\(3p)(PROJECf(p)Ap.totalbudget>$I00,OOO

/\PE d.contribute-tor-ixe d.authorsvxe d.users)))) }.

According to the algorithm 7.1, the atoms are listed as follows:
¢l(d I -) DOCUMENT(d)

¢2(- Ip) p.totalbudget>$lOO,OOO

¢3(P Id) pe d.contribute-to

¢4(P 1-) PROJECf(p)

¢5(X I d) XE d.authors

¢6(X I d) XE d.users

By converting the expression into PDNF form, we get the following two
disjuncts:
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VIi := tP1(d 1- )/\1/>2 ( - 1p )/\tP3(P 1d)/\tP4(P 1- )/\tP5(X 1d)

Vl2:= tP1(d 1- )/\1/>2 ( - 1p )/\tP3(P 1d)/\tP4(P 1- )/\tP~X 1d)
Now we call the rewriting procedure REWRITE(x, L, UIT ,L') for the target

variable x, where p={ tP1, 1/>2, tP3, tP4, tP5} is the list of atoms contained in VIi.
Note that x is the only target variable in this example query.

The REWRITE procedure proceeds as follows: First, one of the atoms

referencing the target variable x is selected. Since tP5(X 1d) is the only atom as

such, and there exists another variable d referenced by tP6, we let L' contain

only tP5(X 1d)/\( ... )d and remove tP5 from L. Now REWRITE is called once
again for the empty expression (. ..)d denoting the expression relative to the

variable d. There are two atoms in L which reference d. They are tP1 and tP3.

Selecting one of them first, say tP]. Since there is another atom in VI] that

references variable d, we get the newly extended expression L':=</J5(x 1

d)/\(tPi(d I-)/\( ...)d). When considering tP3,L' is extended again and results in

tP5(X 1 d)/\(tPl(d 1-)/\(tP3(P 1 d)/\( ... )p)).
By the recursive nature, REWRITE is called again for variable p. There are two

atoms 1/>2 and tP4in L that reference variable p.

Let's consider 1/>2 first. Since 1/>2(- 1p) is not the only atom left in L which
references p, we extend L' as follows:

tP5(X 1d)/\(tP](d 1-)/\(tP3(P 1d)/\(I/>2(- 1p)/\("')p)))'

Taking into consideration of the last atom tP4in L, we result in

tP5(X 1d)/\(tP](d 1-)/\(tP3(P 1d)/\(I/>2(- 1P)/\tP4(P 1-)))).
as our final output L'.

Similarly, we may get a newly rewritten form of Vl2. Now by mapping from the
innermost subexpression to outmost level, we may get the following object
algebra expression.

1tauthors(o+ ~(DOCUMENT, a(tP2,PROJECI)))

u 1tusersCO+ ~(DOCUMENT, a(tP2,PROJECf)))

In terms of the algebraic-equivalence rewriting rules presented in Chapter 6, we
may simplify the above expression by the following one:

1tauthors. users(a+ ~(DOCUMENT, a(tP2>PROJECf))). 0
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Fig7.1 shows the algebraic trees of these expressions, where Fj:=¢3 and

F2:=¢2.

PROJECT PROJECT

Fig7.1 Graphical representation of Example I

PROJECT

ExampJe2. retrieve document number nd name and affiliate of the authors of
all the documents such that each author of the document have a salary greater
than $100,000.

{ d.dno, e.pname, e.affiliate I DOCUMENT(d)A('v'y)(ye d.authors

A(3e)(EMPLOYEE(e)Ae.self=YAe.salary>$100,OO» ).
Note that this example has two target variables d and e. We first number and
then rewrite all the atoms. They are listed below.

¢l(d 1-) : DOCUMENT(d)

¢id Iy) : ye d.authors

¢3(e 1-) : EMPLOYEE(e)

¢i- Ie, y) : e.self=y

¢J-I e) : e.salary>$l00,OO
The PDNF form of this object calculus expression is

<1>' := ¢lA¢2"¢3A¢4A¢5'
In terms of the algorithm 7.1, we get one of the following rewritten formulas.
Note that there are two target variables d and e in Example2.

When the REWRITE procedure starts from the target variable d, two atoms
¢1 and ¢2 reference to variable d,
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- if we select atom ¢I first, then the following results:

¢I(d I-)/\(¢i,d 1Y)/\(¢4(-1 e, Y)/\(¢ie I-)/\¢f,.-I e))));

- if atom ¢2 is selected first, we then result in

¢id 1Y)/\(¢i- 1e, Y)/\(¢3(e I-)/\¢f,.-I e)))/\¢I(d 1-).
When the REWRITE procedure starts from the target variable e, three atoms

¢3' ¢4and ¢5 reference to variable e,
- if we select atom ¢3first, then the following results:

¢3(e I-)/\(¢J.- 1e, y)/\(¢i,d 1y)/\¢J<d I-))/\¢f,.-I e);

- if atom ¢4is selected first, we then result in

¢4(-1 e, y)/\(¢id 1y)/\¢I(d 1-))/\¢J<e I-)/\¢f,.- 1e);

- otherwise atom ¢4 is selected first, we then result in

¢f,.-I e)/\(¢3(e I-)/\(¢i-I e, y)/\(¢i,d 1Y)/\¢I(d 1-)))).

The mapping from rewritten expression to object algebra tree will actually result
in the same output no matter which selection we make from the above five
choices. Let F denote ¢21\¢4.Since there are two (more than one) target
variables relative to the target clause, we have to chose object join operator to
deal with the atoms that reference these two variables. By mapping from
intermost level to outermost level of the above expression into an object
algebraic tree, the following results as an equivalent object algebra expression.

1td.drw. e.pname,e.affiliate«8)F(DOCUMENT, cr(¢5,EMPLOYEE))).

Fig7.2 show the corresponding algebraic tree of this object calculus query.

Let Z = (dno, pname, affiliate)

EMPLOYEE

Fig7.2 Graphical representation of the Example2
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7.8 Summary
We have evaluated the correctness of the XOOS object-oriented query algebra
by investigating the properties of this object algebra in three perspectives:

the object-orientation aspect.
the formalization aspect. and
the database performance aspect.

The evaluation criteria for the first perspective intends to preserve the object-
orientedness in the development of an object algebra. Unlike the relational data
model, up to now there is no commonly accepted formal theory for object-
oriented database modeling. Therefore we have studied the object-oriented
features of the XOOS object algebra informally, such as object identities and
their manipulation, encapsulation principle, classification paradigm, data
abstractions, and type inheritance.

The criteria for evaluating the second aspect is amount to advocating a smooth
evolution of the relational algebra to the object algebra. We formally prove that
the XOOS object algebra is a consistent extension with respect to the relational
algebra (such as the compatibility and the closedness of the object algebra, and
the equivalent object calculus). This property is desirable and very important for
employing object-oriented approach in the next generation of DBMS
development.

The evaluation criteria for the third perspective is related with optimizability and
extensibility of the object algebra in the context of an object-oriented modeling
environment. We have developed a set of algebraic-equivalence preserving rules
for both our object-creating and object-preserving operators in Chapter 6. This
set of rules can be effectively used in the stage of rule-based high level query
optimization.

We have not yet discussed the strategies for execution plan generation stage (the
lower level of query optimization). In our view it is quite possible that
aggregation semantics may provide a further aid for generating more optimal
execution plan. The work of [Straube and Ozsu91, Lanzelotte and Valduriez91]
has made some effort and contribution towards the feasibility and effectiveness
of execution plan generation in object-oriented query processing.
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Chapter 8

Object Interaction

Object interaction is actually considered as a typical kind of communication
behavior, which represents the dynamic evolution and the cooperation of a
group of objects in accomplishing a task. It is an important feature in object-
oriented systems. In what follows we introduce an activity model for the
declarative specification of such communication behavior, including the
temporal ordering of message exchanges within the object communications, and
the behavioral relationships between activity executions. We also develop two
formal mechanisms =activity specialization and activity aggregation for abstract
implementation of object communication in order to allow expressing complex
behavior in terms of simpler behavior. Activities are seen as patterns of object
communications, which explicitly capture the behavioral dependencies among
cooperating objects, and proved to be an effective aid for implementing
communication behavior. We use first-order temporal logic for specification of
communication constraints, and argue that the activity model as such provides
an adequate computational framework for object communications, and strikes a
better balance between the object communication paradigm and the object
classification paradigm.

8.1 Motivation
The dynamic aspects of object-oriented systems have long been a central issue
for modeling objects in the context of object-oriented programming (OOP) [ef.
Meyer88], and more recently in the context of object-oriented databases(OODB)
[cf. Tjoa and Wagner85, Abiteboul et.al 90]. The use of pre- and post-
conditions for method specification, and the use of a trigger mechanism for the
implementation of object interactions are commonly adopted for specifying
behavior.
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In our view, the behaviors of objects are classified into at least two categories.
The first category is called local behaviors or intra-object behaviors. In
performing local behavior, only the components of objects and their attributive
properties are affected, including those of subtypes. Therefore the behavioral
interactions between objects of dependent types are also considered as the intra-
object behaviors, such as the behavioral interaction of aggregate objects with
their constituent objects, and the behavioral interaction of generic objects with
their counterparts having more specialized forms. A typical case is the creation
and deletion of aggregate or generic objects (see FigS. 1 and FigS.2). This kind
of behaviors have been studied in many literatures, and supported in most of the
object-oriented systems.

Suppose AI, ...,Am are properties
of T, and TI, 1'2, and T3 are the
constituent types ofT.

method insert(T)
1* insert aggregate instance 0' into the

the instance set ofT, i.e., IN(T). *1
input 0'
output 0' in IN(T)
precondition for any 0 in IN(T) 0' .id <> o.id
body

insert AI, ..., Am and
insert (Tl) and insert (T2) and
insert (T3);

Fig8.l Behavioral interaction between aggregate object and its constituent objects

end method

Suppose B l,oo.,Bnare properties
of S, and SI, S2, and S3 are the
subtypes of S.

method insert(S)
1* insert generic instance 0' into the

instance set of S, i.e., IN(S). * 1
input 0'
output 0' in IN(S)
precondition for any 0 in IN(S) 0' .id <> o.id
body

insert Bl ,..., Bn and
(insert (SI) or insert (S2) or
insert (S3));

Fig8:2 Behavioral interaction between generic object and its counterparts of special form

end method

The second category may be called behavioral composition or inter-object
behavior, describing collections of independent objects cooperating to
accomplish a task. It identifies a typical kind of communication behavior,
including the dynamic interactions between independent objects (either entity or
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relationship objects) and the communication constraints on those interactions.
Recent literature recognizes the importance of modeling communication
behavior in object-oriented systems [cf.Booch91, Helm et.al90, Wirfs-Brock
et.al89,90].

Indeed, the structure and the manipulation of entity objects, the behavioral
composition of relationship objects, and the object communication behaviors are
equally important in the domain of modeling object dynamics. Consider as an
example the application of airplane and control-tower. Suppose we need to
model the following requirements:
(i) There are several interactions between objects control-tower and airplane,
such as the control relationships of take-off, journey, emergency-landing, and
landing (see Fig8.3).

Take-off

Fig8.3 Relationships between Control-tower
object and Airplane objects

Note that the take-off relationship, for instance, identifies that at any given time
period, the take-off activity of an airplane is controlled by only one control-
tower object and a control-tower may control several airplanes to take off.

(ii) Objects airplane and control-tower must cooperate to accomplish tasks.
Such cooperation implies certain behavioral dependencies between control-
tower object and airplane object. The task take-off is carried out before starting
the journey activity, and the journey ends by starting the landing (or emergency-
landing) activity (see Fig8.4).

(iii) The task of air-traffic-control is modeled by composing several control
relationships between control-tower and airplane (see Fig8.5).
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In many existing object-oriented models, the first requirement is easily satisfied,
but it is difficult to fully meet the last two requirements, since there is
surprisingly little support for explicitly specifying the constraints and the
behavioral relations that must be held by a number of object relationships, and
for defining complex behavioral composition in terms of simpler ones.

Considering communication behavior, several issues are of interest:
(l)Up to now, explicit specification and abstraction of communication behavior
are not well supported in most existing object-oriented models. Relationships
are considered as attributive properties of objects and described via reference
fields within the type definitions. It becomes then difficult to model the behavior
of relationships properly, in particular the dynamic constraints on the
interactions between objects of independent types. From the given object
specification, the communication behaviors, especially the behavioral
dependencies they imply, are not easily inferred, if not impossible, as they are
scattered across several type/class definitions in the method implementations,
and often realized at database implementation stage rather than at specification
stage. This makes the communication behavior difficult to understand,
maintain, and debug. Any inconsistency between the static specification and
dynamic specification of the problem domain, in general, will only be detected
at the implementation stage. Furthermore, patterns of object communications
within behavioral compositions are often repeated throughout a system with
different participating objects. These patterns have limited reusability, because
the semantics of grouping similar objects into classes and the semantics of
capturing similar communication behaviors in terms of communication patterns
are intertwined anyway. Thus, it becomes useful to provide some modeling
construct for the declarative specification of patterns of object communications
in object-oriented databases.

Fig8.4 Interactions among the relationships between
Control-tower object and Airplane objects

n

Fig8.5 Specifying the task Air _traffic_control by
composing the control relationships between
Controljower object and Airplane objects
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(2)Abstraction mechanisms, especially behavioral specialization and behavioral
aggregation, are useful for defming new patterns of communication behavior in
terms of existing ones, and for supporting behavior evolution of cooperating
objects.

(3)In specifying object communication, it is necessary to define the temporal
exchange ordering of the messages described within each type, the behavioral
constraints and the temporal relationships between different communication
behaviors, as well as the execution sequence of message exchanges among
cooperating objects. Explicit specification of temporal knowledge of behavior is
actually indispensable for modeling object dynamics in non-procedural terms.

Therefore there is a need of a declarative specification formalism for modeling
communication behavior in object-oriented database design environment.

8.2 Background (Related Research)
Explicit specification and abstraction of the communication behaviors seem not
to have been addressed in a systematic and formal manner in the literature,
although the research on dynamic data modeling, temporal databases, object
migration, and the contract model, has made contributions to this subject in one
way or the other. For instance, the transaction model [cf.Ngu89] developed by
using the Active and Passive Component Modeling (ACM/PCM) methodology
[Brodie84] addresses the importance of modeling transactions prior to the
completion of the static schema design. Process modeling, such as the event
model [cf. King and McLeod84] and the proposal in [Markowitz 90], suggests
to structure process events hierarchically by communication links along which
information is transmitted. Also, research on using adaptations of Petri nets
[Peterson81] to model sequence of events, such as the scripting approach
introduced by [Borgida, Mylopoulos and Wong84], uses extended Petri nets
(scripts) to enforce dynamic integrity constraints and to defme user interactions.
The importance of specifying activity and behavior in data modeling has also
been emphasized in [Kung and Solvberg86]. Recently, [Hall and Gupta91]
proposes to model dynamic object migration from one subclass to another
subclass through transition modeling. [Kappel and Schrefl91] integrates the
structure and behavior representation by using object/behavior diagrams, in
order to model the life cycle of objects by stepwise refinement of their behavior.
There is also ongoing research in modeling the behavioral coordination of
objects, such as the responsibility-driven approach proposed by Wirfs-Brock
and Wilkerson[89] and the contract model introduced by Helm, Holland, and
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Gangopadhyay in [Helm et.al90]. The class invariants in Eiffel [Meyer88] and
the mechanisms in [Booch90] are some other examples.

In our view, the construct provided by the conventional transaction modeling
formalism seems not quite suitable for high-level conceptualization of the
communication behavior, since in conventional transaction modeling, the
behavior of relationship objects cannot be properly modeled, the knowledge of
object evolution seems not fully exploited, and employed further for providing
inference capabilities based on object history. To circumvent these problems,
the temporal semantics of the universe of discourse should be explicitly
addressed in the behavior modeling, such as the sequence in which events or
activities are happening, and the temporal ordering of message exchanges. The
process model and the script model emphasize the state transition modeling, but
provide no appropriate support for dynamic migration of entity objects from
class to class, and no facilities for declarative specification of the
communication behaviors, such as the cooperation relationships among
different processes, and the sequence of message exchanges between
cooperating objects. The contract model and the responsibility-driven approach
provide interesting ideas for modeling the mutual obligations of cooperating
objects in accomplishing a task, but no formal semantics seem to be developed
yet for abstraction specification of communication behavior. Also there is a lack
of consideration about how the contract specification or responsibility
description are integrated with the type/class definitions in a consistent way.
Besides in both formalisms, types/classes are only used as data repositories,
and contract or shared responsibility description as programs. Thus all the local
behaviors (activities with one agent) have to be modeled separately from the
type definition of this agent, although it is conceptually not necessary.

8.3 Our Proposal
We propose an activity model as a declarative specification formalism for
modeling communication behaviors in object-oriented database design
environment. This formalism generates inter-object behaviour into multiple
object dependencies and provides a rich vocabulary for capturing behaviour
dependencies among cooperating objects. The main contributions of our activity
model are the following.

First, we generalize the concept of activities to define communication behaviors
between objects of independent types, and between different activities. The term
"activity" is used as a semantically meaningful construct to model both the
behavioral relationships between cooperating objects and the coordination of
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several activities in accomplishing a task.

Second, we use the language of first-order temporal logic (FOTL) as the
underlying formalism to capture the behavioral dependencies between
cooperating objects. Thus, constraints on exchange ordering of the messages
associated with objects of the same type, constraints on message exchanges
between objects of independent types, constraints on relationships between
messages and between activities, as well as constraints on the sequence of
activity executions, and on the object-flow control between activities are all
specified and handled in a unified framework.

Thirdly, we introduce two essential mechanisms -activity specialization and
activity aggregation for abstract implementation of communication behaviors.
The former allows us to model more specialized activities in terms of the
existing activity specifications. The latter allows us to compose complex
activities out of simpler activities. The concepts of activity specialization and
activity aggregation are to some extent similar to the refinement and inclusion
operators suggested in [Helm et.al90]. However, our formalism is more general
and declarative. The definitions of these concepts are formally developed in our
activity model.

Also, unlike in the contract specification, the implementation details of
activities, such as how a class of objects cooperates with the related subclass
hierarchy in order to implement the role of being agent in an activity, are not
required in the declarative specification of activities. The transaction manager
will carry out the activity conformance, in the light of the activity specification
itself and the type definitions of its agents, during the transformation of
declarative activity specifications into the procedural definition of database
transactions.

In our view, it is important and desirable in an object-oriented system to provide
a declarative approach for modeling dynamic communications between
independent objects (both entity and relationship objects), and to provide the
system with the capabilities of deriving operational semantics from the
declarative specifications of the problem domain. In the sequel we shall show
how the activity model enables us to create behavioral abstractions and to reuse
the existing patterns of communications for defining new activities in order to
avoid duplicate specifications, implementations and maintenance. Note that the
notion of activity itself, of course, is not completely new [cf. Chung et.a191,
Kappel and Schrefl 91].
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Let us first briefly overview the syntax and semantics of the FOTL, which is
used as the underlying formalism for specification of temporal constraints on
message exchanges and on sequences of activity executions in the rest of the
chapters. We introduce the activity specification formalism and provide
illustration through examples in Chapter 9. The concepts of specialization and
aggregation abstraction of activities is also formally defined. The similarity and
the difference between activities and entity objects are analyzed. The semantics
of activity creation and activity deletion are developed too. We also discuss the
issue related to consistency checking of activity specifications. In Chapter 10
we concern the integration of the activity schema with the entity schema, the
expressiveness and the benefits of the activity schema

8.4 First-order Temporal Logic
First-order temporal logic (FOTL) is an extension of many-sorted first-order
logic by adding the modal operators in order to provide temporal inference
capabilities. FOTL has been extensively used in the specification [cf.Lamport
83], verification [cf.Manna and Pnueli84], and synthesis [cf.Manna and
Wolper84] of concurrent systems (e.g., concurrency and communicating
processes). During the last decade, FOTL has also been introduced in the areas
of information system design [cf. Bubenk080(CIM), Sernadas80(lnfolog),
Solvberg and Kung86], and specification and monitoring of database integrity
constraints [cf. Lipeck86, Lipeck and Saake87, Saake90]. The logical system
we use in this paper is linear and discrete in accordance with the model of time
[cf.Abadi and Manna90, Charalampos et.al91].

8.4.1 Syntax
A language of FOTL consists of a countable set of FOTL forrnulas, each is built
up using:

a countable collection of predicate symbols p, q, r, S, ... ;

a countable collection of function symbols/, g, h, ... ;
Note that each symbol is associated with a non-negative integer as its
arity. Propositional symbols and constants are simply predicate- or
function-symbols with arity zero respectively.

the equality symbol =;

variable symbols x, y, z, ... ;
connectives and standard quantifiers +r, 1\, v, ~, and V, 3;

modal operators
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o ("always in the future"), 0 ("sometimes in the future"),
o ("next"), Until ("unJil"), Ptudes ("precedes");

- terms, which are defined as follows:
(a) all variables are terms, and

(b) if1is a function symbol of arity k, k~O, and ti. ..., tk are terms,
then I(}, ..., tk) is a term.

The FOTLlormulas are recursively defined as follows:

(i) if p is a predicate symbol of arity k, k~O, and ti. ..., tk are terms, then
p(t], ..., tk) is an atomic FOTL formula.

(ii) if t] and tz are terms, then t] = tz is an atomic FOTL formula.

(iii) if I/> and VIare FOTL formulas, then the following are FOTL formulas.

-.1/>, I/> /\ VI, I/> v VI, I/> =) VI,

o 1/>, 0 1/>, 0 1/>, I/> Until VI, I/> Prueau VI·
(iv) if X is a variable symbol and I/> is a FOTL formula, then ('vx)1/> and (3x)1/>

are FOTL formulas.
(v) nothing else is a FOTL formula.

8.4.2 Semantics

Informally, FOTL formulas are evaluated over sequences of states. If I/> and VI
are formulas, then

01/> means "I/> is true in the next state";

o I/> means "I/> is always true from now on";

o I/> means "I/> is true at some future time";

I/> Until VI means "I/> is true until VIis true"; and

I/> Prudes VI means "I/> is true precedes VIis true".

In object-oriented database systems, we consider a database as a dynamic
object. The evolution of a database is described by a (finite) sequence of

database states ao, a l' ....c, over the same domain 'D (n~O), and ao represents

the current database state. Given a database state a, each class name Cis

interpreted by a finite set a(C) of actual objects which currently exist in the

database, and each function name 1is interpreted by an actual function a(j)
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which involves the finite sets of actual objects.

Let 'Wi = UCEl:<Jj(c) be the possible world of objects in a given database state

c; Then

'W = Uj=l ..... n'Wj

= uCEi<Jo(C)U<J1(C)U ... u<Jn(C»
is the possible world of objects over the database schema E In the sequel we
use <Jj instead of 'Wi when no ambiguity occurs. A formal semantics of FOTL is
described as follows.
Given a language, a model ']v( = ('D, 'l1l, <Jo,~, 1<21], J).

(a) The domain 'Dis a non-empty set.
(b) 'Wis the possible world of objects over the domain 'D.

(c) <Jo denotes the current database state.
(d) 'l(z and ~ are two binary accessibility relations (or so-called ordering
predicates) on 'W. 1V stands for "temporal precedence" and ~ stands for
"temporal successor".

Note that ~ and 1?z satisfy the following axioms. First, for any two time points
it holds that either one is earlier than the other or they are identical, i.e.

Axiom 1: VxVy(x'lVY v x=y v y~x),
and that the relationship between time points is transitive, i.e.

Axiom 2: VxVyVz(x1\JY 1\ y~z => x~z).
For the successor relation, it holds:

Axiom 3: VxVyVz(x'l0Y 1\ z'l0Y => x=z).
Furthermore, every time point have a successor (infinite time), i.e.

Axiom 4: Vx3y(x~),

and the relationship between the ~ and the 1<2predicate is defined as

Axiom 5: VxVy(x'l0Y => x1\JY).

(e) 1] is an assignment of values to variables, which realizes a mapping from a

set of variables to 'D. The variable assignment 1] satisfies the following
condition:

Given states <Jj and <Jj (iJ E (l, ... ,n}), for any variable x, if

1](<Jj,X)E <Jj(C)u<Jj(C), and C is a class name, then we have
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1](aj,x)=1]( aj,x). It means that in all database states, variables

are mapped to the same elements in 'Das long as possible.

(f) The interpretation I gives meanings to all symbols of the language over 'D,

and for any state a,
(i) iff is a function symbol with arity n=O (i.e., a constant),

then l(a,f)e'D;

(ii) iffis a function symbol with arity nel , then I(a,j): 'Dn~'D;

(iii) if P is a predicate symbol with arity nel , then I( a, p )~'D.

When a formula </> is true in the given model 'M with the current state a, we

denote the fact by ('M, a) 1= </>. ('M, a) 1= true and ('M, a) I~ false. Then

- for terms, let ~ denote a term assignment, we have

~ ('M, x) = 1](x).

~ ('M,f(1, ..., tn)) = I(al)(~('M, t1), ...• ~('M, tn))·

- for atomic formulas,

('M, a) 1= p(t1, ..., tn) iff I(a,pX~('M, ti), ..., ~('M, tn)).

('M, a) 1= t1 = tz iff ~('M, t1) = ~('M, tz).

- for connectives and quantifiers,

('M, a) 1= -'</> iff ('M, a) I~</>·
('M, a) 1= </>1\ ljI iff ('M, a) I=</> 1\ ljI.

('M, a) 1= </>v ljI iff ('M, a) I=</> v ljI.

('M, a) 1= (ttx)</> iff for all de D, «'M, a)I\1](x)=d) 1= </>.
('M, a) 1= (3x)</> iff for some de 'D, «'M, a)I\1](x)=d) 1= </>.

- for modal operators,

('M, a) 1= O</> iff for some ak, a'.Rflb and ('M, ak) I=</>·
('M, a) 1= O</> iff for all ak, a1<Jak implies ('M, ak) I=</>
('M, a) 1= O</> iff for some ak, a1<Jak, and ('M, ak) I=</>·

('M, a) 1= </> tzlnti! ljI

iff for all ak, a1<Jakimplies that either ('M, ak) 1= </>, or

for some aj, a1<Jaj, aj1<Jak, and ('M, aj) 1= ljI.
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('A! a) 1= ¢ Precule.s vr

iff for some Gk, a'I<...Iak, and (M, ak) 1= ¢, and for all

aj, a'I<...Iajand aj'I<...Iak imply (M, aj) 1= -,vr.

Clearly, the following FOlL formulas hold in terms of their semantics:

O¢ ~¢ Un.tilfalse,

O¢ ~-,O-,¢,

¢ Precedes Ijf ~ -,« -,¢) Until vr).

To aid the understanding of the modal operators, we below list the essential
modality rules. The detailed deduction system of the FOTL can be found in
[cf.Abadi and Manna90].

-O¢=> ¢/\ OO¢ - ¢ => O¢ /\ 0 O¢

-O¢ /\ Ovr => O(¢ /\ "') - O¢ /\ Oljf=> O(¢ /\ "')

- O¢ /\ Oljf => O(O¢ /\ vr) -O¢ /\ Oljf=> O(O¢ /\ "')

- O¢ /\ Oljf => O(¢ /\ Ovr) v O( O¢ /\ Ijf).

Example: Suppose we want to express the statement "if a property vrholds
for all individuals, then there must exist an individual in the next time point for
which property ¢holds" in FOTL. The result could be:

(\ix)Olp(x) => 0(3y)¢(y).

The formula (\ix)Olp(x) => OO¢ex) is an another example. It means that, for

any individual x, if lp(x) is true, then there should be a time point in the future

such that ¢ex) is true in the next state. 0

In the following chapter we will present the design of our activity model and
demonstrate how the first-order temporal logic (FOTL) is used as an effective
formalism for declarative specification of dynamic interaction of objects and
their communication behavior, including how various kinds of communication
constraints and the knowledge of time and sequence concerning dynamic
interaction can uniformly be captured in our activity model.
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Chapter 9

Activity Model

9.1 Activity Specification
Given the universe of discourse (VoD), the activity model of the VoD consists
of a nonempty set of activity patterns, describing the communication behaviours
of cooperating objects in the VoD. The term" activity" will be introduced as a
modeling construct for defining patterns of object communication.

In what follows, we first define the concept of activity pattern, and then
introduce two behavioral abstraction mechanisms - activity specialization and
activity aggregation for specification of communication behaviour. A number of
illustrative examples are provided. We also briefly analyze the similarity and the
essential difference between activities and entity objects, in order to establish an
overall view on the activity concept.

9.1.1 Activity Pattern
An activity pattern describes the communication protocol of a group of
cooperating objects in accomplishing a task. We identify the following
information necessary for specification of an activity pattern:

The type name of each participating object in an activity (so called an
agent of activity).
A set of messages used by each agent when participating in an activity.
The logic of how objects play roles of being agents in an activity (so
called communication constraints of the activity). For instance, which
messages specified in the type/class schema are permissible for object
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participation in an activity, how message exchanges are carried out, and
what kind of mutual obligations the participating objects should follow.
The pre- and post-conditions as well as the initiation conditions of an
activity execution. For instance, what sorts of relationships between
agents of an activity must hold, and how activities can be invoked and
what effect an activity might have.
The composition of a complex activity in terms of simpler activities and
the behavioural characteristics of an activity, such as the relationships
with other activities, and the execution sequence of its constituent
activities.

In the sequel, we refer to the rules specifying relationships between the
messages associated with each agent as local constraints. The rules on the
message exchanges between two or more agents, and on the execution sequence
of (constituent) activities, as well as on the object-flow control between these
activities are called global constraints. The preconditions of an activity ensure
that all the agents meet the prerequisites for their participation in the intended
activity and that the initial conditions are set up. For instance, it is often required
that each agent (participating object) should have references (structural
relationships) to the other agents. The postconditions define what has to be
satisfied after a successful activity execution. Failure of an activity execution
will be reported by a system-supplied activity manager. The language for
expressing constraints and preconditions is similar to FOTL. We describe each
message in the form of message predicate msg-nametsender.receiver.list-of-
parameters). When a message is succeeded, the predicate is evaluated to be true.
Otherwise it isfalse.

Definition 9.1 (activity pattern)
An activity pattern a is described by a seven-tuple

(N, ~Ij'T, P.M{JI, (j1C, '/?'R...'£, 19{f'T, POST)
N is the name of the activity pattern.
JI(jrr is a nonempty set of agents representing the objects participating in an

activity of pattern a. Each agent is specified by a triple

<T, Msg(a,n, LIC(a,n>,

Te Agents(a) where T is an agent type name and Agents(a) denotes

the set of agent type names used in activity pattern a,

Msg(a,n is a nonempty set of message predicates which are used
for supporting the role of type T being an agent in the

activity pattern a,
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LIC(fI.,n is the set of rules (local constraints), which defines the

exchange ordering of the messages in Msg(fI.,n.

PJI2\Pl is a set of input and output parameters in an activity of pattern «, which
may be component type names or attributive property names of the
participating agents.

qIC specifies the set of rules (global constraints) expressing the relationships
between an activity of pattern fI. and its agent objects, and between the

constituent activities of fl..

P.J?:J- is the set of preconditions that must be hold at the start of an activity of
pattern c.

I'1I{f'I is the set of initiation or triggering conditions that must be used to
initiate an activity of pattern a.

POS'I identifies the set of postconditions that hold on a successful completion
of an activity of pattern c. 0

Example:
Consider as an application the communication between Airplane object and
Control_tower object in accomplishing an activity TAKE_OFF. The activity
pattern TAKE_ OFF is specified in Fig9.1, which contains two agents of types
Airplane and Control tower respectively. The message predicates associated
with each agent in TAKE_OFF activity specification are well defined in the
type/class schema of this agent. Note that the set of messages defined in the
type/class schema of Airplane objects includes not only the messages used for
Airplane objects in participation of activity TAKE_OFF, but also the messages
used for their participation in the other activities, such as LANDING,
JOURNEY_CONTROL, EMERGENCY_LANDING, etc.

Constraints associated with activity TAKE_OFF concern the interactions
between the activity itself and each of its agents, and the behavioural
dependencies among these interactions. For instance, the interaction between
activity TAKE_OFF and agent Airplane object, to issue the command to allow
the airplane to take off, depends on the interaction between activity TAKE_OFF
and agent Control_tower object, to grant the permission to take off. It states that
before sending the take-off command to the airplane, the permission to take off
must have been granted. In this view, activity TAKE_OFF acts just as a
coordinator between Control_tower object and Airplane object. Note that the
local constraints associated with agent ct (of type Control_tower) merely define
the exchange ordering of all the messages, which support the Control_tower
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object being an agent in activity TAKE_OFF. Similar to the local constraints
associated with the agent pl. The exchange relationships between messages of

activity TAKE_OFF
agents ct: Control_tower,

pi: Airplane;
in: ctr-statusiply;
ou t: ctr-statusiplt;
Control_tower support

(messages:
request-take-ojJ(self,ct,y), permission-take-ojJ(ct,self,y),
taken-ojJ(self,ct,y);

/* "self' here refers to an activity of pattern TAKE_OFF./
local constraints:
LCI1: (';Iy)Orequest-take-off(self,ct,y) ~ OOpermission-take-ojJ(ct,self,y),
LCI2: (';Iy)permission-take-off(ct,self,y) Prea4u taken-off(self,ct,y)

};
Airplane support

(messages:
com-take-ojJ(self,pl), change-ctr-statusiself.pl.v),
take-off-positiontself.plt, safe-check-readyipt.selfy;

local constraints:
LC21: Ocom-take-off(self,pl) ~ OOchange-ctr-status(self,pl,v),
LC22: sofe-check-readyiplselft 'Prra4u take-off-positioniself pl),

LC23: take-off-positioniself.pl) Prtutlu com-take-off(self,pl)

} ;
global constraints:
GCI: (Vy)(y==pl => request-take-offtctself.yy {Inti! safe-check-ready(y,selJ»),

GC2: (Vy)(y==pl
=> permission-take-offict.self.y) Prea4u take-off-position(self,y)),

GC3: Ocom-take-off(self,pl) ~ OOtaken-off(self,ct,pl),
GC4: Otaken-off(self,ct,pl) => OOchange-ctr-status(self,pl,"journey");

precond ition:
PRE I: (';Ix) (3 !y)Airplane(x)AControUower(y)Ahas-take-off-ref(x,y),

initiation:
INITl: (3x)(x==pIASafe-check-ready(pI,selJ)ACtr-status(x)=" take-off';

postcondition:
POSTl: (';Ix)(x= «pl r-change-ctr-staiustself pl, "journey ")=>ctr-status(x)= "journey";

end activity.
Fig9.1 An example of activity specification
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agent ct and messages of agent pi are specified by the global constraints of
activity TAKE_OFF. The precondition part identifies the legal situation of
Controltower objects and Airplane objects in participating the TAKE_OFF
activity. It states that at any time point, given an airplane object x, there must be
one and only one control_tower object y (denoted as 3 !y) such that x has a

(structural) reference to y and function ctr-status(x) returns value "take-off'. 0

A part of the activity specification syntax is given below. The complete BNF
syntax of the activity schema is provided in Appendix A.

<activity pattern»:» <act-signature><abstraction-spec><act-body>
<act-signature»:» activity <act-name> agents: <set-of-agents>

[in:<lable>] [out:<lable>]
<set-of-agents>::« <agent-type> I <agent-type> <set-of-agents»
<agent-type>:» <lable> : [SetOf] <type-name>
«act-body>:» <agt-spec» global constraints: [add]<G-cst-spec>;

precondition «cond-spec» initiation «cond-spec»
postcondition <cond-spec> end activity

<agt-spec>::« <agt-msg» I <agt-msgz-cagt-spec»
<agt-msg>:» <type name> [add] supports <msg-set>
<msg-set»::« (messages: <msg-spec>; local constraints: <L-cst-spec»;

The introduction of activities as the coordinator for the communication between
objects has a number of advantages. It allows explicit specification of
communication behaviour in one place, instead of having them hidden inside
several type/class definitions or implicit in certain sequences of method calls.
Also, it helps a designer to identify the standard communication protocols,
independently from the implementation, by encouraging him to focus on the
mutual obligations of the communication agents. As a result, reusability of the
communication behaviour is increased.

9.1.2 Communication Path
In the activity model, we refer to the sequence of message exchanges implied in
an activity pattern <X as the communication path of <X. Consider activity pattern
TAKE_OFF in Fig9.1, the communication path implied in TAKE_OFF activity
may easily be derived from the overall specification of the local and global
constraints identified in Fig9.1. The deduction is based on the temporal
inference rules [cf. Abadi and Manna90], and proceeds in two steps.

Firstly, by eliminating duplicate constraint specification formulas, we get six
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FOTL formulas (i.e., LCll, LC23, GCl, GC2, GC3, GC4). They together
form a minimal set of communication constraints that must hold as the
invariants of activity TAKE_ OFF. The conjunction of these six FOTL formulas
is logically equivalent to the conjunction of all the (local and global) constraints
specified in Fig9.l, because the others can easily be derived from these six
formulas (Fig9.2).

Secondly, based on this minimal set of constraint specifications, the message
exchange sequence implied in the specification of activity TAKE_OFF can be
generated simply by properly ordering all the messages involved in activity
TAKE_OFF (Fig9.3).

Let CC(a) be the set of the communication constraints of
activity pattern a, and CCmm(a) be the minimal set of the
communication constraints of a.

CC(T AKE_OFF)

=(LCII, LCI2, LC21, LC22, LC23, Gel, Ge2, GC3, Ge4).

C()nin(TAKE_OFF)

-rr.cn, LC23, Gel, GC2, GC3, ocu.

GC3/\ Ge4 = LC21,

Ge2 /\ LC23 /\ GC3 =LCI2,

GCI /\ LCII /\ Ge2 = LC22.

Fig9.2 Deleting the duplicated communication constraints LCI2,
LC21, LC22 from the activity specification in Fig3-1

(2)request·tau·off( )
(6)taUn.off( ) o activity icon

o agent object icon

---...;>"~ message-sendingpath

(4)tak£·off·position{ )
(5)com·rau·off( )

(7) change-ctr-statusl }

Fig9.3 The communication graph within TAKE_OFF activity.

---... activity_agent link
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Note that the concept of communication path (sequence of messages) is to some
extent similar to (but not the same as) the concept of "trace" (sequence of
events) introduced in Oblog [cf.Sernadas et.al 89]. The requirements for safety
(the conditions permiting envent occuring), attribute valuation (the effect of
events upon object attributes), and liveness (the conditions for triggering
events)[cf.Fiadeiro et.al 90] in Oblog are also captured in the building blocks
(constructs) of the activity model. For instance, we may specify safety
requirement in the precondition, valuation in the postcondition, and liveness in
the form of initiation conditions or through the local and global constraints
specification of an activity. However, unlike the event model used in Oblog,
our activity model allows to specify communication behaviour among multiple
agents, including various communication constraints, at one place, rather than
spreading them across over all the relevant object types. One obvious advantage
is that we could model the mutual obligation and the interaction dependencies of
the cooperating objects explicitly. Thus object communication behaviour can be
fully captured and understood in a truly declarative way (i.e., at a higher level
of conceptualization).

Definition 9.2 (communication graph)
Let cq=<'!J, 'E> be a graph with 0/ as the set of nodes and 'E as the set of edges.
cq is said to be a communication graph of an activity pattern a, if and only if 0/
consists of two kinds of nodes: communication modules and communication
agents, and 'E consists of two kinds of edges: the message-sending paths
between activity of pattern a and its agents, and the activity_agent links

indicating the agent objects of a given activity. 0

The communication graph of a TAKE_OFF activity is shown in Fig9.3.

Remarks:
(1) At this high level of specification, we are not concerned with the detailed

methods of these messages. These details will be filled in during further
design refinement or left until the implementation stage.

(2) Although activities are described separately from the type definitions of
their agents, the activity implementation must finally be mapped to the
methods defined in the type/class definitions of these agents.

(3) Besides, in an activity specification, for each agent object, its
relationships with other cooperating agent objects are required to be
specified in the type definition of this agent, in order to support its role
of being agent in the activity.
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We also describe the state transition caused by an activity through the state
transition graph associated with the activity pattern. This subject is somewhat
beyond the focus of this paper. An example is shown in Fig9.4. It identifies
that a success of any TAKE_OFF activity may cause a state transition of its
agent Airplane object.

ctr-status(a)
(journey)

Fig9.4 An example of state transition within an activity

9.1.3 Activity Instance

Given an activity pattern a, we refer to all the individual activities of pattern a
as activity instances of a, if and only if they satisfy that every individual activity

behaves in the light of the activity pattern a, and that two individual activities of
the same pattern are always considered as distinguishable through their activity
identifiers and thus can be carried out in parallel. Besides, all agent objects of an
individual activity of pattern a must have their types identified in the activity

schema of pattern a and must obey the set of communication obligation rules

and constraints specified in the activity pattern a.

Definition 9.3 (activity instance)
Let a be an activity pattern and Agents(a) be the set of agent type names of a.

An activity instance a of pattern a is a triple (id, Q, RL), satisfying with the
following conditions:
(AI) (Va)(3a)acUnstance(a,a)

(A2) (Val )(Va2)acUnstance(aj ,a)l\acUnstance(a2,a) ~ id.ai=id.a».

(A3) (VeE Q(a»(3TE Agents(a»l\has-type(e,T).

(A4) (Va)(Ve)acUnstance(a,a)AeE Q(a) ~ RL(e)=true.
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Where
id is the activity identity,
Q is the set of entity objects participating in activity a, and
RL is the set of rules, which identifies the mutual obligation of the Q set of

agents (object instances) in participation of the individual activity a,
through verification of the local/global communication constraints, the
initiation conditions and the pre-/post-conditions of pattern a. 0

Remarks:
The first rule states that every activity instance must be specified by an activity
pattern. The second rule identifies that no two activities of pattern a are the
same. The last two rules amount to saying that for any agent object in activity a

of pattern a, its type name must be contained in the set of agent type names of

a and it should satisfy the set of obligation rules in the participation of the
activity a. An object may participate in several activities simultaneously. For
instance, an object representing the agent airplane in an activity TAKE_OFF
may, at the same time, represents the agent airplane in another activity
LANDING. Besides, agents of an activity may be objects of the same type, of
course. For presentation convenience, in the sequel we may simply use
"activity" to refer to activity pattern when no ambiguity results.

9.2 Activity Abstraction
In this section we formally develop two behavioural abstraction mechanisms for
defining complex communication behaviour in terms of simplier ones. They are
activity specialization and activity aggregation. The inheritance implied in such
abstraction mechanisms are also explored, and further employed for avoiding
duplicate specification, implementation and maintenance of communication
behaviour.

9.2.1 Activity Specialization
Activity specialization is a behavioral abstraction mechanism, which allows us
to define a more specialized pattern of communication behavior in terms of
existing patterns, for instance, by restricting behavior to one or more specialized
agent types instead, by enforcing stronger local/global constraints, or by the
addition of extra communication constraints. Behavioral specialization of object
interactions as such is quite common in object-oriented modeling practice.
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Definition 9.4 (activity specialization)

Let Agents(a) be the set of agent type names in activity pattern a,
Msg(T,a) be the set of messages supporting the role of type T being an

agent of a,

be a set of input / output parameter type names used in pattern a,
denote the conjunction of all the global constraints specified in

activity pattern a,
UC(T,a) denote the conjunction of all the local constraints associated with

the agent of type T in activity pattern a,

PRE(a) be a set of pre-conditions that hold at the start of an activity of

PARA (a)

GIC(a)

pattern a,
INIT(a) be a conjunction of all initiation (triggering) conditions which are

used to initiate an activity of pattern a,
POSTea) be a set of post-conditions that hold after a successful execution

of an activity of pattern a.
An activity pattern a is said to be a behavioral specialization of activity pattern

{3, if and only if (iff) the following conditions are verified.

(i) VSe Agents({3), 3Te Agents( a) such that

(T=S v subtype _ol(T,S» 1\ Msg(T,a);;;JMsg(S,{3)

1\ UC(T,a)=>UC(S,{3).

(ii) VAePARA({3), 3A'ePARA(a) such that dom(A')c,dom(A).

(iii) GIC(a) => GIC({3).

(iv) VpePRE({3), 3p'e PRE(a) such that either p = p' or p' => p.

(v) INIT(a) => INIT({3).

(vi) Vqe POST({3), 3q'e POST( a) such that a=a' or q' => q.

We call a a specialized activity pattern and {3 a generic or super-activity pattern.

o

Remarks:
The predicate" subtype_of(T,S)" holds if and only if T is a SUbtype of type S.
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Condition (i) states that if activity pattern a is a behavioral specialization of

activity pattern [3, then for any type (say S) in Agents([3), there should be a

corresponding type Tin Agents(a) such that either T and S are same, or T is a
subtype of S. In the later case, all messages, which are used for supporting type
S having a role in super-activity pattern [3, will be included in the message set

for supporting type T having a role in its specialized activity pattern a. Besides,
the conjunction of all local constraints associated with agent type T of the
specialized activity pattern a implies the conjunction of all the local constraints

associated with agent type S of the super-activity pattern [3.

Condition (ii) guarantees that for every (input / output) parameter type (say A)

used in a generic activity a, there should be a corresponding parameter type

(say AI) in the specialized activity pattern [3 such that the domain of AI should
be either equal to or included in the domain of A.

In fact, according to Condition (i), the semantics of this rule is quite obvious.
Whenever an activity pattern a is a behavioral specialization of activity pattern

[3, each agent type of [3 (say S) should either itself be included in the set of

agent types of a (Te Agentsicq), or have a counterpart (say T) in the set

Agents(a), which is a subtype of S. Therefore, for any possible parameter

which allows to be used in activity pattern [3, by subtype inheritance, either this
parameter itself or a specialized version of it (e.g., the same name attribute but
with more restricted domain) can be used as a possible parameter in the

specification of activity pattern a.

Condition (iii) requires that whenever an activity pattern a is a behavioral

specialization of activity pattern [3, all the global constraints specified in the

generic (super) activity pattern [3 must be either included in or implied by the set

of all global constraints specified in the specialized activity pattern a.

Condition (iv) and (vi) amount to saying that given two activity patterns a and

[3, satisfying that activity pattern a is a behavioral specialization of activity

pattern [3, then all preconditions and postconditions of [3 can be overriden by
enforcing stronger constraints on these conditions when specifying the
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specialized activity pattern a. Note that although in Condition (iv) and (vi) it

restricts that, for any pre- or post-condition of f3, there must exist a counterpart

in activity patterna, which is either the same as, or the stronger version of, the

one in pattern f3; it is still allowed that the specialized activity pattern a may add
more (additional) pre- or post-conditions than those defined in the activity

pattern /3.

Condition (v) indicates that if an activity pattern a is a behavioral specialization

of activity pattern f3, every initiation condition specified in the generic (super)

activity pattern f3 must be either an initiation condition of the specialized activity

pattern a, or implied by the conjunction of all initiation conditions specified in

the specialized activity pattern a.

By means of activity specialization, in defining activity a only the messages
that are new and the constraints that need to be overridden are specified. All the
other messages and constraints can be directly "inherited" from the super-
activi ty f3. We call this characteristic "behaviour reuse through activity
specialization" in contrast with the concept of subclass inheritance in the object
classification paradigm. The keyword "add support" is used in the activity
model for specifying the new messages required in a specialized activity pattern.

Example:
Consider actrvrty DEPARTURE, which has Control_tower and
Passenger_plane objects as agents. Passenger plane is a subtype of Airplane
(see Fig9.5).

Legend:o activity icono agent object icon

-----. activitvaaent link

activity
specialization

subtyping

Fill9.5 An example of activity Specialization
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We may define the activity pattern DEPARTURE by behavioural specialization
(refinement) of activity TAKE_OFF. Fig9.6 shows the definition of activity
DEPARTURE.

activity DEPARTURE
agents ct: Control jower,

pi: Passenger plane:
in: ctr-status(pl);
out: ctr-statusiply;
Behavioural specialization_of TAKE_OFF

where Airplane = Passengerplane;
Control jower add support ();
Passengerplane add support

(messages:
passengers-entertself plt;
1* "self' in this example refers to an activity of pattern DEPARTURE. /

local constraints:
take-off-posuioniself.pl) Precufu passengers-enteriself.ph,

passengers-enteriself pl) !Prudu com-take-offtselfpl)
} ;

global constraints:
GC5: (Vy)(y==pl =:) passengers-enteriself.ph rmtiIpermission-take-off(ct,se/f,y»;

precondition:
PREl: (Vx)(3 !y)Passenger_plane(x)"ControUower(y)"has-take-off-ref(x,y);

end activity.
Fig9.6 An example of activity specialization

Recall the activity specification of TAKE_OFF in Fig9.1, the acnvity
DEPARTURE specified in Fig9.6 refines the activity TAKE_OFF in a number
of ways:

In acnvity DEPARTURE, the type of agent pi is replaced by
Passenger_plane, which is a subtype of Airplane, and the additional
message passengers-entert) is required additionally.

The method definition of take-off-positioni) defined in the activity
DEPARTURE overrides the corresponding method specified in activity
TAKE_OFF. Although a call to the message take-off-positioni) still
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leads to a call to com-take-offO as described in TAKE_OFF, the
message passengers-entert), which is specific to the agent of type
Passengerplane, will be called in between.

Besides, more communication constraints (local or global) are involved
in activity DEPARTURE than in activity TAKE_OFF (see Fig9.6). The
conjunction of all local/global constraints required in activity
DEPARTURE, however, still implies the conjunction of all local /
global constraints specified in activity TAKE_OFF.

Furthermore, the precondition PREl specified in acnvity pattern
TAKE_OFF is overridden in the definition of activity DEPARTURE.
But by means of SUbtype inheritance offered in the classification
schema of objects, the truth of the precondition of DEPARTURE, i.e.,

(Vx)(3ly)Passengecplane(x)AControUower(y)Ahas-take-off-ref(x.y)

also implies the truth of its counterpart in TAKE-OFF, i.e.,
(Vx)(3ly)Airplane(x)AControUower(y)Ahas-take-off-ref(x.y).

Because if an entity object x is of type Passenger plane, it also belongs
to the class of type Airplane, i.e., (Vx)(passenger_plane(x) ~ Airplane(x)).

Note that, in this example, the agent of type Control_tower, the initiation
condition, and the postcondition of pattern TAKE_OFF are not refined further

in the activity pattern DEPARTURE. 0

In contrast to the usual notions of specialization via subtyping or
subclassification, the specialization of activities involves communication
constraints on multiple agents, which may need to be refined.

Proposition 9.1 Let the predicate act_specialization(a,{J) hold if and only if

activity pattern a is a behavioural specialization of activity pattern /3. Then

(A5) act_specialization(a,{J) A act_specialization(f3,iJ :::::)
act_specialization( a, iJ.

(A6) act_specialization(a,{J) A actspecializationtii.cq :::::)a=/3.
Proof
In terms of the activity specialization defmition (recall Definition 9.3), and the
transitive and anti symmetric characters of set inclusion and logical implication,
as well as the partial ordering property of subtyping [cf. Liu 92a], we may
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immediately prove (A5) and (A6). 0

Definition 9.5
Let N(a) denote the name of activrty pattern a, and the predicate

act_specialization(a,{J) hold if and only if activity pattern a has a behavioural

specialization relationship with activity pattern {3. The set of all super activity

pattern names of a (in terms of which the activity pattern a is defined), denoted

by SUP(a), is defined as follows:

(i) act_specialization(a,{J) 1\ CX*{3~ {3ESUP(a)
(ii) V{3, '}€ SUP( a) ({3¢y ~ N({J)~N( iJ. 0

Note that we ignore the case that actspecializationia.ca, since it is trivial.

Lemma 9.1
Let SUP(a) be a set of super- activity pattern names, in terms of which the

activity pattern a is defined, and the predicate act _specialization( a,{J) hold

when activity pattern a has a behavioural specialization relationship with

activity pattern {3. Then we have

(A 7) act_specialization(a,{J) 1\ CX*{3~ {3E SUP(a) 1\ SUP({J)OUP(a).
Proof
(i) By Definition 9.3 and Definition 9.5 we have the following formula holds:

act_specialization( a,{J) 1\ CX*{3~ {3E SUP( a).
(ii) For any re SUP({3), according to the definition of SUP({3), we have

act_specialization({3,iJ holds. Thus by (A5), act_specialization(a,iJ holds. We

get '}€ SUP(a). So SUP({J)gUP(a) holds.
Therefore, we have

act_specia/ization(a,{J) 1\ CX*{3~ SUP({J)~UP(a). 0

Remarks: Given an activity pattern a, SUP(a) actually presents a set of

reusable components relevant to the specification of activity pattern a. We may
refer to this kind of reusability as software reusability for communication
schema. It can be achieved through a behavioural abstraction mechanism -
activity specialization / activity generalization.
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9.2.2 Activity Aggregation
Intuitively, activities with the same or similar set of agents may "work together"
in a more complex activity. Given an activity with n agents, the communication
behavior implied in such a complex activity can be described in terms of the
communication behaviors related with some subsets of its agents and in terms
of the relationships between these simpler communication behaviors. For
instance, the task AIR_TRAFFIC_CONTROL can be described as a complex
activity, which consists of several constituent activities, such as TAKE_OFF,
JOURNEY_CONTROL, LANDING, EMERGENCY_LANDING (see
Fig9.7).

r
~
~

Fig9.7 An example of activity aggregation

Each of them has taken object of type Airplane and object of type Control_tower
as their agents. Constraints on the behavioral composition in activity
AIR_TRAFFIC_ CONTROL include the constraints specified in each of its
constituent activities, as well as the constraints on the relationships between
these constituent activities (such as the sequence of message exchanges and the
object-flow control between these activity executions). The specification of
activity pattern TAKE_OFF is given in Fig9.1. A sample specification of the
other activity patterns are provided in Appendix B.

To avoid duplicate activity specification, we introduce activity aggregation
mechanism to realize the aggregation abstraction of communication behaviour.
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Definition 9.6 (activity aggregation)
Let Agents(a) be the set of agents in activity pattern a,

Msg(T,a) be the set of messages supporting the role of type T being an

agent of a,
PARA (a) be a set of input / output parameter type names used in pattern a,

LIC(T,a) denote the logical conjunction of all the local constraints

associated with the agent of type T in activity pattern a,

GIC(a) denote the logical conjunction of all the global constraints in

activity pattern a,

PRE(a) represent a set of pre-conditions that hold at the start of an

activity of pattern a,

INIT(a) be a conjunction of all the initiation (triggering) conditions that

are used for initiating an activity of pattern a,
POST(a) be a set of post-conditions that hold after a successful execution

of an activity of pattern a.
An activity pattern a is said to have a behavioural aggregation relationship with

activity pattern {3, if and only if (iff) the following conditions are verified.

(i) VSe Agents(/3), 3Te Agents( a) such that

(S=T v constituenCtype_of(S,n)AMsg(T,a) ;dMsg(S,/3)

/'LIC(T,a)~LIC(S,/3).

(ii) PARA(a) ;d PARA (/3).
(iii) GIC(a) ~GIC(/3).

(iv) PRE(a) ;d PRE(/3).

(v) OINIT(a) ~ OINIT(/3).

(vi) POSTa) ;d POST(f3).

We call a an aggregate activity pattern and {3a constituent activity pattern or {3

participates in activity a. 0

Remarks: In this definition, the predicate constituent jypejof(S'T) holds if
and only if type T has an aggregation reference [cf. Liu92a] to type S.
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Condition (i) states that if activity pattern a is a behavioral aggregation of

activity pattern /3, then for any type (say S) in Agents(/3), there is a

corresponding type Tin Agents( a) such that either T and S are the same, or S is
a constituent type of T. In the later case, all messages in the message set
Msg(S,/3) are also messages in the message set Msg(T,a). Besides, the
conjunction of all local constraints associated with agent type T in the aggregate
activity pattern a implies the conjunction of all local constraints associated with

agent type S in its constituent activity pattern f3. Note that it is also possible for
an aggregate activity pattern to have additional agent types in its agent set This
means that when an aggregate activity pattern involves the number n agents.
some of its constituent activity patterns may have less than n agents.

Condition (ii) indicates that the type name of every parameter used in a
constituent activity pattern should also be included in the set of type names used
for defming parameters of its aggregate activity pattern(s).

Condition (iii) means that the conjunction of all global constraints in the
aggregate activity pattern a will imply the conjunction of all global constraints

in its constituent activity pattern f3. It means that whenever an activity pattern a
is a behavioural aggregation of activity pattern /3. each global constraint

specified in a constituent activity pattern f3 must also be included in or implied

by the set of all global constraints specified in its aggregate activity pattern a.

Condition (iv) actually imposes that the set of preconditions defined in an
aggregate activity should include (but not necessarily equal to) the union of the
sets of preconditions of its constituent activities. Similarly, condition (vi)
requires that the effect (postconditions) of an aggregate activity includes the
union of the effects of its constituent activities.

Condition (v) means that if the conjunction of all initiation conditions stated in
an aggregate activity pattern a holds from now on, then there should be a time
point in the future such that the conjunction of all messages specified in a

constituent activity pattern f3 will be verified.

Note that when an activity pattern a is composed of n constituent activities. say

/31'...' /3n, the following formulas hold.
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('VSE AgentS(/3I)U ... uAgents(/3n))

(3TE Agents(a»(S=T v (constituenCtype_of(S,D).

PARA(a) ~ PARA(/31)U ... uPARA(/3n)'

GIC(a) :::} GIC(/3I)I\ 1\GIC(/3n)'

PRE(a) ~ PRE(/3I)U uPRE(/3n)'

POSTea) ~ POST(/3I)U ... uPOST(/3n)'

Concerning the initiation conditions of activity pattern a, we need to consider
only four basic cases:
Case 1: The aggregate activity a is composed by a sequence of its constituent

activity patterns /31'"'' /3n, i.e., /31"'" /3n are executedone after another in the

order /31 before /32 before /33'" before /3n. Then we have

(D ... (D(DINIT(a) :::} OINIT(/3I» :::} OINIT(/32» :::}... :::} OINIT(/3n»'

Case 2: The aggregate activity a is composed by a selection of the constituent

activity patterns /31,"" /3n, i.e., the execution of /3I,'''' /3n is going to be
selectively synchronized. Then we have

DINIT(a) :::} O(INIT(/3I)vINIT(/32)v ... vINIT(/3n»'

Case 3: The aggregate activity a is composed by a concurrent synchronization

of the constituent activity patterns /31"'" /3n, i.e., the activities /31,"" /3n can
be executed concurrently. Then we have

DINIT(a) :::} O(INIT(/3I)I\INIT(/32)1\ ... I\INIT(/3n»'

Case 4: The aggregate activity a includes a repeated synchronization of the

constituent activity pattern /3j, i.e., the execution of activity /3i can be repeated

zero or more times within the execution of activity a. Then we have

DINIT(a) :::} OINIT(/3j).

By means of activity aggregation, in defining an aggregate activity a, only the

messages and constraints that are new to the activity a, and that are not defined

in the constituent activities of a need to be explicitly specified. The rest are
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simply reused (or "behaviorally inherited ") from the constituent activities of a.
We call this characteristic "behavior reuse through activity aggregation".

Note that a complex activity a may have some agents that are not participants in

any of its constituent activities (say f31 •... f3,.). Also, for any agent of type T in a

given constituent activity f3i (i=l, ...n), extra messages can be required for

supporting its role of being also an agent in the aggregate activity a. We will
use the keyword "add" in the message specification of each agent, in order to
identify such special agents as well as the new messages required by the
aggregate activity a (see Fig3-8). Besides, the set of global constraints in

activity a, i.e., GIC(a), may include both the global constraints in each

constituent activity f3i (i=l, ...n) and the newly added global constraints in the

activity pattern a.

Example:
A sample specification of the complex activity AIR_ TRAFFIC_CONTROL is
given in Fig9.8. In specifying activity AIR_TRAFFIC_CONTROL, we only
need to define the messages and the constraints that are not described in any of
its constituent activities. These additional constraints will identify the object-
flow control in a sequence of activity executions and the temporal ordering of
message exchanges among the involved activities. Consider the global
constraints in Fig9.8,

GCI and GC2 specify the conditions which must hold between the
messages in activity AIR_ TRAFFIC_CONTROL and the messages in
activity TAKE_OFF.

GC3 and GC4 identify the conditions which must hold between the
messages in JOURNEY_CONTROL activity and the messages in
activity AIR_TRAFFIC_CONTROL.

GC5 states the conditions which must hold between messages in
EMERGENCY_LANDING activity and messages in AIR_ TRAFFIC_
CONTROL activity.

GC6 states some dynamic relationship between activities JOURNEY_
CONTROL and EMERGENCY_LANDING.
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activity AIR_TRAFFlC_CONTROL
agents cr: Control jower,

pi: Passenger_plane;
Behavioural aggregation _of

TAKE_OFF, JOURNEY_CONTROL,
LANDING, EMERGENCY_LANDING;

Control jower add support
(messages

start-take-offiself.ct),
start -landing(self,ct),

start-journeytself.ct),
start-emergency-Ianding(sel/,ct},

I'" "self' in this example refers to an activity of pattern AIR_TRAFFIC_CONTROL.*I
local constraints

start-take-offtself.ct) PrcutUs start-journeytself.ct),
start-journeytself.ct) PrcutUs start-emergency-Ianding(self,ct),

start-journeytself.ct) PrcutUs start-landingtself.ct),
... J;

Airplane add support (J;
global constraints:
add
GCl: (Vx) 0 start-take-ojf(self.x) ~ OO(3a)(3y)TAKE_OFF(a)l\Tequest-take-o.!J(a.x,y),

GC2: ('<:Ix)('<:1a) 0 TAKE_OFF(a)AAgencoCrole(x,ct,a)Maken-ojf(a.x)

~ OOstart-journey(sel/ .x),

GC3: (Vx)('<:Ia)0 JOURNEY _CONTROL(a)AAgencoCrole(x,ct,a)

srequest -emergency-Ianding(a,x) ~ OOstart-emergency-landing(self .x),

GC4: ('<:Ix)('<:1a) 0 JOURNEY _CONTROL(a)AAgencoCrole(x,ct,a)Ajinish-journey(a.x)

~ OOstart-landing(se1f,x),

GC5: (Vx) 0 Agent_oCrole(x,ct,self)Astart-emergency-landing(self.x)

~ OO(3a)EMERGENCY _LANDING(a)AAgent_oCrole(x,ct,a)

Apermit-emergency-Ianding(x,a)

GC6: ('<:Ix)O«3a)JOURNEY _CONTROL(a)AAgent_oCrole(x,pl,a)AOut-of-fuel(x,a)

~ OO(3b)(3y)EMERGENCY_LANDING(b)AAgent_oUole(y,ct,b)

Apermit-emergency-Ianding(y,b,x),

GC7: (Vx) O«(3a)TAKE_OFF(a)AAgencoCrole(x,pl,a»

~ OO(3b)«LANDING(b)vEMERGENCY _LANDING(b»AAgent_oCrole(x.pI,b»,

GC8: ('<:Ix)O«3a)LANDING(a)AAgent_oCrole(x.pI,a»

~ OO(-,3b )(EMERGENCY _LANDING(b )AAgent_oCrole(x,pl,b))),

end activity.
Fig9.8 An example of activity aggregation
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GC7 and GC8 specify the execution sequence which must apply to
activities TAKE_OFF, LANDING or EMERGENCY_LANDING for
the same flow of participating objects. It means that once an airplane
object participates in activity TAKE_OFF, then at some time in the
future, it must also participate in either activity LANDING or activity
EMERGENCY_LANDING, but EMERGENCY_LANDING activity
and LANDING activity can never happen at the same time to the same

object. 0

Proposition 9.2 Let the predicate act_aggregation(a,fJ) hold if and only if

activity pattern a has a behavioural aggregation relationship with activity pattern

/3. Then

(A8) act aggregation(a,fJ)Nlct aggregation(/3,n => act aggregation(a,n.- - -
(A 9) act_aggregation( a,fJ)l\act _aggregation(/3,a) => a=/3.
Proof
The proof follows immediately from Definition 9.4, the laws of set inclusion
and logical implication, and the acyclicity of aggregation type hierarchy [cf.
Liu92a]. 0

Obviously, /3 is said to be an immediate aggregate activity pattern of a, if and

only if there is no such r who is a constituent activity pattern of a, and

meanwhile an aggregate activity pattern of /3, i.e.

act_ aggregation(a,fJ)I\( ..3n(act _aggregation(a, nl\act _aggregation(y,fJ».

Definition 9.7
Let N(a) denote the name of activity pattern a, and the predicate

act_aggregation(a,fJ) hold if and only if activity pattern a has a behavioural

aggregation relationship with activity pattern /3. The set of all constituent activity

pattern names (of which the activity pattern a is composed), denoted by

COMP(a), can be defined as follows:

(i) aCI_aggregation(a,fJ)l\ayt /3 => f3e COMP(a).

(ii) (V a) art COMP( a).

(iii) V /3, yE COMP(a)(/3 yt r => N(/3) '* N(n)· 0 »:"
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Lemma 9.2
Let COMP(a) be a set of all constituent activity pattern names, of which the

activity pattern a is composed. Then we have

(AlO) act_aggregation(a,/J)l\a¢ /3

::::) f3E COMP(a)I\COMP(/J)cCOMP(a).
Proof
(i)By Definition 9.6 and Definition 9.7, we have the following formula holds:

actoggregationca.iiv-a» /3::::) f3E COMP(a)l\f}l COMP(/J).

(ii)For any IE COMP(/J), )¥ /3, )¥ a, in terms of the definition of COMP(/J),

we have act_aggregation(/3,y) holds. In terms of (A8), it follows that

act_aggregation(a:i> holds. So }ECOMP(a). We get COMP(a)t;;;;,COMP(/J).

(iii)According to (i) and (ii), we may have the following formula holds:
act _aggregation(a,/J)l\a¢ /3 ::::)COMP(a)cCOMP(/J).

Therefore, we get (AW). 0

9.2.3 Combining Activity Aggregation
with Activity Specialization

So far we have defined two abstraction mechanisms for activity composition.
They are activity specialization and activity aggregation. In fact, these two
mechanisms can simply be combined whenever needed. Suppose we have two

complex activity patterns a and a', a is composed by YI'''',Ym, and a'is

composed by /31,'" ,/3n. Ifpattern a is defined by behavioural specialization of

pattern a, then by Definition 9.3 and Definition 9.5, the following rules hold.

(i) V /3i (i=] ,...,n), 3Yk (l ~k ~ m) such that

/3i == Ykv act-spectalizationcn.Bi).
It means that for any constituent activity /3i in a', there is n such that n is

either the same as /3i, or an activity specialization of /3i. Besides, a may have

some extra constituent activities which are not defined in ct.
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(ii) 'VSeAgents(a'), 3TeAgents(a) such that

S=T v (subtype-of(T,S) /\ Msg(T,a);;;.Msg(S,fJ) /\ LIC(T,a)~LIC(S,fJ».

Note that when subtype-of(T,S) holds, the following three cases are possible.

a. For any ')1 (i=1, ... ,m) in a , T~Agents(Yi). It means that a may have

some special agent T that is not involved in any constituent activity of a.
b. 3n (1 ~k ~m), TeAgents(n)

/\-,3{3j V=1,...,n)act-specialization( n,{3D.

It means that a may have a special constituent activity n which is not

involved in activity a' and T is an agent type name in n. In fact, T may

also be an agent type in some other constituent activity ~ (~*- n:) of a.
c. (3n:)(3{3t)act-specialization(Yk,{3i) /\ (TeAgents(n:)

~Te Agents({3t) v (3Se Agents({3t)/\ subtype-of'(J'Sj).

It means that for Ykin a, f3t in a', if n: is an activity specialization of {31>

then Te Agents(Yk) implies that either Te Agents({3t) or there is a

supertype Sin Agents({3t).

(iii) PARA(a);;;. PARA(a').

This indicates that all the parameters of the generic activity pattern a' are also

the parameters of its specialized activity pattern ex.

(iv) GIC(a) => GIC(a').

It means that every global constraint in the generic activity pattern a' is either a

global constraint of the more sepcialized activity pattern a, or logically implied

by the set of global constraints of a.

(v) INIT(a) ~ INIT(a').
It states that the conjunction of all initiation conditions defined in the specialized
activity pattern a should imply the conjunction of all the initiation conditions

specified in the more general activity pattern ct.

(vi) 'Vp'ePRE(a'), 3pePRE(a) such thatp'=p v p =>p'.
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It means that for any precondition p' in a', there is a corresponding

precondition p in the specialized activity pattern a, which is either the same as p'
or overrides p' under the condition that p logically impliesp'.

(vii) '<tq'ePOST(a'), 3qePOST(a) such that a=a' v q~q'.

It means that for any precondition q' in a', there is a postcondition q in the

specialized activity pattern a, which is either the same as q' or overrides q'
under the condition that q logically impliesq'.

A part of the specification syntax for activity aggregation and activity
specialization is recursively defined in BNF as follows:

<abstraction-spec> ::= [<act-specialization>;] I [<act-aggregation>;]
I [<act-specialization>; <act-aggregation>;]

<act-specialization> ::= Behavioural specialization of
<act-list> [<where clause>]

<act-aggregation> ::= Behavioural aggregation of <act-list>
<act-list> ::= <act-name>l<act-name>, <act-list>
<where clause> ::= where <rename-spec>
<rename-spec> ::= <agent-rename> [, <act-rename>];
«agent-rename>:» <ag-name> = <ag-name>

I «ag-name» = «ag-name>, <agent-rename>
<act-rename»:» ~ct-rename-item>kact-rename-item>,<act-rename>
<act-rename-item>::=<act-name>=<act-name>

I add constituent activity <act-name>

Example:
We provide an example in Fig9.9 for illustration. It defines
Passenger_plane_ Traffic_Control activity, which is a behavioural specialization
of the aggregate activity AIR_TRAFFIC_CONTROL. Note that in this
example, Passenger plane TrafficControl activity (PTC for short) refines
AIR_ TRAFFIC_CONTROL activity (ATC for short) in a number of ways.

First, the type of the agent Passenger_plane in PTC is a SUbtype of the
corresponding agent type Airplane in ATC.

Second, the constituent activities DEPARTURE and ARRIVAL in PTC are
specialized activity patterns -of TAKE_OFF and LANDING in ATC
respectively.

Thirdly, activity PTC has more constituent activity patterns than ATC, e.g.,
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MIDWAY_STOP which is not included in activity pattern ATC.

To specify the newly added constituent activity patterns such as activity pattern
MIDW AY_STOP, we introduce the keyword "add constituent activity" in
the definition of activity specialization (see Fig9.9). 0

activity Passenger-plane_ Traffic_Control
agents ct: Control_tower.

pi: Passengerplane;
Behavioural specialization_of AIR_TRAFFIC_CONlROL

where Airplane = Passenger-plane.
TAKE_OFF = DEPARTIJRE,
LANDING = ARRIVAL,

add constituent activity MIDWAY_STOP;

end activity.

Fig9.9 An example of combining activity specialization with activity aggregation

Recall to Definition 9.4 and Definition 9.6 for behavioral specialization and
behavioral aggregation of activity patterns, there in fact exists an affinity
between dynamic activity abstraction and static type abstraction for modeling a
group of cooperating objects. It can be described by the following formulas:

(i)Given two activity patterns a and /3 such that activity pattern a is a behavioral

specialization of activity pattern /3. If T is an agent type of pattern a and S is an

agent type of pattern /3. then either type S and type T are exactly the same, or
type S must be a subtype of type T. This can be described as follows:

C~T)(3S)act _specializationi; a,f3)/\Te Agents( a)t ...Se Agents(f3)

~ S=T v subtype-of(S,T).

We provide the graphical illustration for this rule in Fig9.1O. The explanation
for legend used in Fig9.10 may refer to Fig9.5. Note that, although the notion
of subtyping is not a necessary concept for introducing behavioral specialization
of activity patterns, a support for subtyping in object classification schema does
provide us with more possibilities for communication-level reuse.
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Fig9.10 A graphical representation of rule (i)

v

(ii)Given two activity patterns a and {3 such that activity pattern a is a

behavioral specialization of activity pattern {3. If T is an agent type of a and S

is an agent type of {3, then either type S and type T are exactly the same, or type
S is a constituent type of type T [cf. Liu 92a]. We describe this property by the
following formula:

(\fT)(3S)act _aggregation( a,{3)"Te Agents( a)"Se Agents({3)

~ S=T v constituent-type-of(S,T).

Fig9.11 shows the graphical illustration for the formula (ii). Similar to the
affinity between activity specialization and subtyping, the notion of aggregation
abstraction at type level (e.g., aggregate type and constituent type) is also not an
indispensable concept for behavioral aggregation of activity patterns. However,
it may help to increase the reusability of software components for object
communication specification and realization.

v
Fig9.11 A graphical representation of rule (ii)
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We end this section with the argument that by combining activity aggregation
with activity specialization, a powerful mechanism for abstract implementation
of communication behaviour in object-oriented databases results. As a
consequence, the specification and implementation code of communication
behaviour can be drastically simplified. Thus, database programs, especially
those designed for implementing communication behaviour, may substantially
be better understood and reused.

9.3 Creation and Deletion of Activities
The creation and deletion of activities are often considered as predefined
messages which can be used for requesting a permission from a system-
supplied activity manager. The sender of such a message can be an object or a
particular activity and the receiver is the activity manager. The creation of an
activity may only be performed after the activity manager confirms that the
permission for creation of the activity is granted.

Let L = La + La be a database schema over the given universe of discourse

(UoD), where La is the set of type/class definitions over UoD and La is the
activity schema over UoD.

An activity of pattern a is allowed to be created, if and only if the following
conditions are verified.

(i) This activity has not yet been created.
(ii) The preconditions and initiation conditions stated in the activity a of

pattern a are satisfied by the objects participating in this particular
activity.

This can be formally described as follows:
(Va)(Va) create_activity(a,a)=true f£br.tif

(ae Ic/'-,acUnstance(a,a)/\(V j3E IJ(J3;t:a/\-,accinstance(a,,8)

/\/NIT(a,a))=true /\(VXEparticipationfzn-Bf'e Agents( a)

/\has_type(x,n/\ VPE PRE(a)p(x)=true)).
where
has_type(x,n
act jnstancefzz, a)

is a two-place predicate, stating that object x has type T,
denotes that activity a has pattern a,
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participation(a) is a one-place function returning the set of objects (oids)
currently participating in activity a.
is a predicate which means that every object participating
in the individual activity a satisfies all the initiation

condition of pattern a.

INIT(a,a)

An individual activity is said to be an activity instance of pattern a if and only if

it has been successfully created in terms of a, i.e.,

('r/a)('r/ a) create_activity(a,a)=true ¢:> actjnstancetc.e)

Note that, unlike object instantiation in our object classification model, once an
activity is said to be an instance of pattern a, it cannot an instance of any

specialized activity of a, i.e.,

act instancetc,«)

~ (-,3f3e IJeact_specialization(j3,a)l\act_instance(a,fJ»).

Besides, we use the predicate AgencoCrole(x,T,a) to represent that object x is
an agent of type T in a particular activity a. Thus, we have

AgencoCrole(x,T,a)

¢:> ('r/x)('r/ a)('r/ a)(3T)acUnstance(a,a)I\TE Agents( a)

I\has_type(x'T)I\XE participation(a).

The deletion of activities is subject to the following deletion rule:
('r/a)delete_activity(a,a)=true tUnti!

(accinstance(a,a)l\participation(a)=0.
or

('r/a)delete_activity(a, a)=true tUnti!

(accinstance(a,a)I\('r/TE Agents(a))(-.3x)AgencoCrole(x,T,a)).

It means that an activity a can be deleted, if and only if it has been created and
there is no object which is still acting as an active agent in this activity.

In order to make the creation of an activity semantically meaningful, we also
enforce some general constraints on object participation in an activity. For
instance, we require that
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(1) the receiver of any message sent by an activity must exist in the current
database, so there is no dangling agents; i.e.,

('ria)O(3x)(3p 1) ... (3pn)(msg(a,x,p 1,.. ·,Pn)

~ 3Ce IO"'Class(C)AobLinstance(x,C)).

(2) An object can send messages to an activity if the activity has been created,
so there is no dangling activity reference; i.e.,

('rix)O(3a)(3p 1) ...(3Pn)(msg(x,a,p 1,.. ·,Pn)

~ 3ae Ia"accinstance(a,a».
or

('rix)O(3a)(3p 1) ... (3pn)msg(x,a,p 1,.. ·,Pn)

qjntil 3ae IaAcreate_activity(a,a).

(3) In any particular activity, an agent can not be represented by two distinct
objects. That is, given an activity pattern a, assume Agents( a) = (T 1, ..., Tn),
then

('rix)('riy)('ri a)('ri a)(accinstance(a,a)A3TjE Agents( a)

AAgencoCrole(x,ha)I\AgencoCrole(Y,ha) ~ x=s=y).

(4) An object can not represent more than one agent within a particular activity,
i.e.,

('rix)('riy)('ri a)('ri a)(accinstance(a,a)A(3Tj)(3Tj)hTje Agents(a)

ATj"# TjAAgencoCrole(x,ha)AAgencoCrole(y,Tj,a)~x"# y).

(5) An activity (i.e., an operation represented by an activity) can be applied to
an object, if the object satisfies the precondition and initiation condition of this
activity, i.e.,

('rix)('ri a)('ri a) (3T)(Te Agents(a)Ahas_type(x,T)Aaccinstance(a,a)

A'ripe PRE(a)p(x)=trueAlNIT(a,a)=true ~ AgencoCrole(x,T,a».

9.4 Activities Versus Entity Objects
Compared to entity objects as a representation for subjects of the problem
domain, activities are used rather to formalize the behavioural relationships and
the cooperations between independent objects. We have defined an activity by
the set of cooperating agents, the set of communication constraints that captures
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the behavioural relationships between these agents (and need to be maintained
as invariants of the activity), and the pre- and post-conditions of the activity
execution. An activity specification therefore extends the type/class definitions
relative to its agents, to include the communication behaviour of these agents
and the communication constraints required by their cooperation in
accomplishing a task.

Activities and entity objects have a number of characteristics in common. For
example, in order to distinctly identify a particular activity, we need to assign
each activity with a unique activity identifier (we may use, e.g., the pattern
name of an activity and the object identities of its agents as the signature of this
particular activity). Also like entity objects, activities may have relationships
with each other, and be composed of other activities. Finally, the behavioural
relationships between activities are also realized through message exchanges
between activities and their participating objects.

However, activities differ conceptually from entity objects in a number of ways.
(i) Activities are dynamic "objects" which come into existence and disappear
according to a set of transition rules, whereas entities, relatively speaking, are
static object types, of which instances are created and deleted according to
application specifications.

(ii) Activities are introduced to explicitly specify the dynamic structure of
objects and the behaviour of relationships between independent objects, and to
model complex communication behaviour in terms of simpler behaviours.
Whereas in the class/type definition, only the static structure and the behavioural
interaction between objects of the same type or between objects of dependent
types are explicitly identified. The behavioural interactions between independent
objects are either hidden inside several type/class definitions or implicit in
certain sequences of method calls.

(iii) Besides, constraints associated to a particular activity make it possible to
describe the dynamic interaction and the sequence of message exchanges
between objects of independent types and between activities. While constraints
associated with an object type can at most specify the static or simpler
relationships with the objects of other types, and the temporal order of the
messages associated with the objects of the same type.

(iv) Finally, an activity can access the participating objects only through
messages (thus properties) which are used by these objects for supporting their
roles of being agents in the activity. To manipulate other properties of the
objects, some other activities and methods must be invoked for sending
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appropriate messages to them.

A complex object may participate in multiple activities; this may result in a large
number of methods in its public (type) interface. The activity specification
actually factors this large interface into meaningfully related subsets. This is
also a principal reason for stating that the construct "activity" is a valid
abstraction mechanism for modeling object communication dynamics.

9.5 Checking Consistency of Activity Schema
An activity schema consists of a set of activity patterns, describing the
communication behaviors of the objects in the universe of discourse (UoD). We
may consider the activity schema as the environment model of the UoD, in
contrast with the static schema, where the type structure of entity objects and the
type-specific methods are defmed.

In specifying activities, we need to identify a number of constraints (in the form
of FOTL formulas) for expressing the temporal ordering (relationships) of
message exchanges between different agents within an activity and between
different activities. Quite often, the specification of real application involves a
large number of activities, and each may have many agents to carry out the
communication behavior. Manually testing the consistency of the activity
schema as such becomes a very difficult task. Therefore, it is important to
provide the activity model with the capabilities (an algorithm) to automatically
check the consistency of the specifications before entering the implementation
stage.

The consistency testing of the activity schema can be divided into three phases:
(i) Checking the existence of all the referenced activities and the

consistency of a newly defined activity specification with the existing
activity schema. This task can be fulfilled by testing the satisfiablity of
an activity specification in accordance with the abstraction mechanisms
for activity composition and the rules for object participation in an
activity.

(ii) Detecting whether there are syntactical or seman tical contradictions in
the set of local and global constraint specifications (FOTL formulas)
based on the general deduction. When no contradiction results, an
ordered list of message predicates is generated as shown in Fig9.2 and
Fig9.3. Otherwise, an error report is created.
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(iii) Evaluating the satisfiablity of each FOTL formula under the given
database state.

It has been known that many sorted FOTL formulas can be ultimately
transformed into propositional temporal logic (PTL) formulas, which are
decidable [cf. Abadi and Manna90, Enderton72, Mendelson64]. The research
has also proved that the temporal relations between the execution of specific I/O
operations in communicating sequential processes (CSP) [cf. Hoare78] can be
successfully expressed by using PTL [cf. Manna and Wolper84], and there
exists an algorithm for testing the satisfiability of the PTL formula under the
finite domain. For instance, Wolper has proposed a tableau method in his
dissertation [Wolper82], in which a dependency graph is constructed for each
specified PTL formula, and the satisfiability of a given set of PTL specifications
are tested by evaluating their dependency graph s. Moreover we restrict the
number of objects and activities are finite at any given time point. Thus we may
consider the domain of our interpretation to the specification language to be
finite in any given database state. By viewing activities as processes in CSP, the
tableau algorithm can then be adapted to apply for testing the consistency of our
activity schema.

The following algorithm shows the testing procedure of the satisfiability of a
FOTL formula under the database state a.

Algorithm 9.1
input: a many-sorted FOTLformula ¢(Xj •...,x,,). the activity schema La;
output: (La,a) 1= t/>(Xj•... ,x,,) or (La,a) I~ ip(Xj•... ,x,,)
step 1: translate the FOTLformula ¢(Xj •...,x,,) into an equivalent

one-sorted FOTLformula Q\Xj ...QnX"F(xj •...,x,,);

step2: translate the one-sorted FOTLformula Q\Xj ...QnX"F(xj •...,x,.)

into an equivalent PTL formula;
step3: testing the satisfiablity of the PTL formula.

Fig9 .12 Testing algorithm for satisfiablity of FOn..

The detailed progress on adaptation of either the tableau method or the other
approaches for testing the satisfiablity of a FOTL formula under a given
database state will be reported in a forthcoming paper.
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9.6 Activity Model v.s. Event Model
In the last decade many researchers have studied event modeling and process
modeling for specification of object dynamics. In this section we briefly discuss
the similarities and the subtle differences between the activity model and the
event model.

In the first place, according to the Oxford dictionary, the word "event" means
the fact of a thing happening and the outcome or result of an important
happening, and the word "action" means the (legal) process of doing things or
the thing done. While the word "activity" means thing to be done or having
been done and the semantics of thing being active or lively.

Quite often, the event model focuses on an instantaneous happening of interest
to the enterprise, especially

the outcome or the result of a thing happening,
what are the actions within an event?
the pre- and post-conditions of the happening.

While the activity model concerns with things to be done or having been done
and the semantics of thing being active or lively, especially

the communications of the independent objects which together carry out
the thing happening,
the pre- and post-conditions of the happening,
how the happening is fulfilled through message exchanges?

In short, the event model concerns more with the outcome of a happening and
the actions undertaken within an event but emphasizes less about how the
objects communicate with each other during a happening process and the
relationships between series of actions. The term "action" means the (legal)
process of doing things or the thing done.

The activity model focuses more on the object communications within a
happening and the relationships between a series of communications within a
happening process, but emphasizes less on the result and outcome of a
happening and what actions are triggered to react the messages.

The similarities of the activity model and the event model are the following.
(i) They both use the pre- and post-condition to specify the triggering and

initiation of object behaviours;
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(ii) They both differ from the process model in the way that the process
model has more interest on the operational aspect of each action and the
sequence of actions but much less attention on how a process is initiated
and triggered.

(iii) Like processes, both of them support the fundamental synchronization
schemes (see Fig9.13).

tIff' Sequentlalizatlon (symbol: f-)
A sequence of activities means that these activities must execute in the given order. Suppose activities
a, b, C are to be executed one after the other in the order a before b and b before c. This can be
expressed by "a f- b f- C H.

IIff' Selection (symbol: I. "..J)
A selection from a set of activities permits only one to activate. We may use "[a, b, c)" to denote that
the execution of activities a, b, and c are going to be selectively synchronized.

tIff' Repetition (symbol: * or+)

It allows specification of synchronization to be repeated. a* means that activity a can be repeated zero
or more times. and a + means that activity a can be repeated one or more times.

IIff' Concurrency (symbol: II)

It allows the specification of concurrent synchronization. For instance. "( a IIb ) f- c" denotes that
activities a and b can be executed concurrently before activity c is invoked.

Fig9.l3 Four fundamental synchronization schemes

As the messages used in an activity may be synchronized sequentially or
concurrently, these synchronization schemes can also be used to express the
synchronization structure of message exchanges.

Example:
(1) Given two agents ct, pi, the synchronization structure of activity executions
implied in Fig9.8 can be described by

TAKE_OFF f- JOURNEY

f- [ LANDING, EMERGENCY_LANDING ].

(2) Suppose we add the following messages
change-speed(self,pl),
change-direction(self,pl), and
change-altitude(se/j,pl)

253
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into the message set Msg(TAKE_OFF, Airplane) in Fig9.1. They will be
triggered after a TAKE_OFF activity has received message com-take-off(self,y)
from Airplane object and sent out message taken-offt.self,ct,pl) to Control-tower
object. The synchronization structure of message exchanges implied in
TAKE_ OFF activity is as follows:

safe-check-readyty.self) r- request-take-off(ct,seif,y)+

r- permission-take-o!f(ct,seif,y) r- take-o!f-position(se/f,y)

r- com-take-off(se/f,y)

r- (taken-o!f(self,ct,pl) II change-speed(se/f,pl)*

" change-direction(self,pl)* II change-altitude(seif,pl)*)

r- change-ctr-statusiself.pl, "journey").

However, the activity model conceptually differs from the event model. The
activity model focuses more on the object communications and the relationships
between sequence of communications, but emphasizes less on the result and
outcome of a process and on what actions are triggered to react messages.
Whereas the event model concerns more with the outcome of a process and the
actions undertaken within the process, but emphasizes less on how objects
communicate with each other during a process and the relationships between
series of actions. In the activity model introduced in this paper, basic building
blocks of an activity are activity name, a group of agents which participate in the
activity, each associating with a set of messages supporting such participation,
the communication constraints, and the pre- and post-condition of the activity
execution. The basic building blocks of an event however consist of event
name, actions, pre- and post-condition of the event, hereby lacking the "time
dimension" inside an event. Thus the mutual obligation and interaction
dependencies implied in the communication and coordination of multiple agents
are missing too.
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Chapter 10

Integration of Activity Schema
with Entity Schema

We have shown how object communication behaviour can be explicitly
specified in the activity schema, and how behavioral abstraction mechanisms are
used to define complex activities in terms of simpler activities. What remains to
be discussed includes the expressiveness of the activity schema, the benefits of
the activity schema, and how to integrate activity schema with the type/class
specifications in a consistent way.

10.1 Expressiveness of the Activity Schema
In terms of [Chung 83, Charalamps et.al S l], the expressiveness of a modeling
formalism concerns two aspects. In the first place, the concepts and constraints
used are powerful enough to describe every requirement that needs to be
specified within a consistent and extensible framework. It also implies that
features such as understandability, processing independence, checkability, and
extensibility, should be supported, of which the understandability is of great
importance. Normally, the higher an informal description language like natural
language is, the more ambiguity of the language expressions increases. This
leads to an increasing difficulty in understanding problem domains. Thus the
understandability should include the following requirements.

(i) The concepts and constructs used should be easily readable no matter
whether it is formally or informally defined.

(ii) There is a need of unambiguity because otherwise it will be difficult or
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even impossible to understand properly what is really meant by the given
specification.

(iii) The clarity and intuitivity are also important. The former ensures that
redundancy of expressions is allowed only for increasing the
understanding of the application domain but not imposed by the concepts
and constructs provided in the formalism. The latter suggests that any
representation method for improving the understanding of the system
specification, such as graphs and tables, is preferable.

Additionally, the model concepts should include the time perspective, as the
temporal knowledge of the UoD is indispensable for modeling dynamics of the
UoD in nonprocedural terms.

The processing independence means that the conceptual model should be
independent as much as possible from the data processing considerations, in
order to ensure that any change happened in the data processing level will be
transparent to the conceptual object interface and thus application programs, and
the real-world evolution can be fully reflected by a sequence of operations on
the conceptual database. The checkability feature is responsible for the
verification and the testability of the model. The former ensures that no
inconsistencies are contained. The latter determines whether the proposed
implementation meets the information requirements. The extensibility feature
mainly refers to the schema evolution issue. When a change occurs, the fewer
components of the schema are affected, the higher degree of schema
extensibility can be obtained.

The specification formalism of the activity model proposed in this paper is an
attempt to provide a conceptually natural database interface language which
carries a one to one correspondence to the real world activities in the user's
mental conception of reality, and yet precise and expressive enough for
modeling communication behaviors of the universe of discourse. We choose the
FOTL language as a underlying formalism for specifying behavioral
dependencies between structurally independent objects, and the dynamic
constraints on message exchanges. Thus, the temporary features of object
evolution can be fully captured. Unlike in the conventional transaction
modeling, the concepts of actions and transactions are generalized into one
notion "activity" in the way that an activity can be composed of other activities.
Thus, the recursive activity schema is supported for defining complex behavior
in terms of simpler behaviors. The activity specialization and activity
aggregation are not only mechanisms for achieving high level abstraction of
communication behaviors but also useful facilities for obtaining higher degree
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of schema extensibility, since the support of the behavioral abstractions as such
can greatly help to localize the modeling of communication structure.

Besides, the activity schema allows us to classify the behavior of objects into
two categories: intra-object behavior and inter-object behavior. The former
describes the behavior that can be explicitly specified within an object
representation. The latter identifies the behavior that may involve with several
(ordinary) association relationships [cf. Liu 91] and has to be explored over a
number of independent class/type representations. The activity schema provides
the designer with an opportunity to focus on the conceptualization of inter-
object behavior and the communication structure independently of the
implementation consideration. We feel that this way of modeling object
dynamics provides an effective aid for the understanding and the exploring of
complex behavior semantics. Moreover, the behavior of an entity object, the
behavior of a relationship object, the dynamic communication between a group
of independent objects, and the execution sequence among a number of
activities can all be fully captured within a unified framework.

In our view, the activity schema can be considered as a knowledge
representation language under the domain of modeling object dynamics.
Therefore, it is interesting and important to formally investigate the expressive
power of the activity schema. One of our ongoing research is towards this
direction.

10.2 The Framework for Integration
In a truly object-oriented modeling environment, it should be possible to start
object modeling with either static or dynamic point of view, or to consider the
entity object modeling and the communication behaviours in parallel (see
FiglO.l). The entity modeling concerns the information structure perspective
and has been addressed in [Liu and Meersman90. Liu91. Meersman89]. The
term "dynamic modeling" refers to the usage perspective of an information
system (UoD). The activity model proposed in the previous chapter can be used
as a declarative approach for modeling communication dynamics. The entity
schema analyzer is in charge of the consistency testing of the type/class
specifications of the UoD. The activity schema analyser is responsible for the
consistency checking of the activity specifications of the UoD. The main task of
the schema manager is to integrate activity specification with entity
specification. The integration involves two aspects:

the testing of whether the entity schema is consistent with the given activity
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specification, and
the verification of entity schema according to a set of consistency rules.

For instance, it is required that all the referenced types in activity specification
must be defined in the entity schema, and all the messages (thus methods)
associated with each agent in an activity pattern must be defined in the type
representation of this agent. Nevertheless, when an activity refers to an object
which is not defined in the entity schema or which does not participate in some
intended relationships, the schema manager will, instead of considering it as an
error, assume the current entity schema could be incomplete, thus allow the user
to continue with the defmition process, and remind the user to add the missing
defmition into the entity schema later on.

Start Entity Modellnc Start Altlvlty ModeUnc

Metadata B..
(Soatic Info.)

DBB~~~on

(Dynamic Info.)

FiglO.l An Object-oriented Modeling Environment

This is based on the assumption that at the first stage of the design, it is often
difficult for the users to foresee precisely how many entity types are needed for
describing the given universe of discourse, what kinds of relationships are
required, whether the entity structure is complete, and so on. We believe that, it
is important for the schema manager to provide the application designers with
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an opportunity to reconsider the application requirements and to refine the
schema until both entity and activity specifications are ultimately consistent.
Whenever the entity schema and the activity schema are consistent, the schema
manager will store the static information in the metadata base and the dynamic
information in the database operation library.

We develop a complete set of rules for checking the consistency of entity and
activity aspects of the whole object schema. Intuitively, each message used in
an activity conforms to a method implementation. A class conforms to an agent
definition in an activity only if its methods and instance variables satisfy both
typing definition and the dynamic constraints required for being an agent of the
activity. In FiglO.2 we list some of the rules for illustration of how we preserve
the specification consistency during the integration of activity schema with
entity schema in an object-oriented design environment.

Rl. (V'D(V' a)TE Agents(a) ~ TE I-r'\schema_type(T,I1')'

R2. (V'D(V'S)(V' a)T,SE Agents(a)AT;t S

~ has_reference(T,S)vhas_reference(T,s).

R3. (V'S)(V'a)(V',B)act_specialization( a,,B)ASEAgents(,B)

~ 3TE I-r'\TE Agentsunxsubtype-of'(S'j").

R4. (V'S)(V'a)(V',B)accaggregation( a,,B)ASEAgents(,B)

~ 3TE I-r'\TE Agents(a)A(T=S v constituent-type-of'(Sjf'j),

R5. (V'm)(V'D(V'a)mEMsg(T,a) ~ has_msg_spec(T,m)ATE I1"
R6. (V'mj)(V'm2)(V'T)(V' a)mj, m2E Msg(T,a) ~ mj;tm2.

FiglO.2 Rules for consistency checking in integrating
activity schema with entity schema

Let I be a database schema over the given universe of discourse (UoO), i.e.,

I= I1' +Ia where I1' is the set of type/class definitions over UoO, and Ia is

the activity schema over UoO. The rule RI states that for any activity pattern a

in Ia ' if T is an agent type name in a, then T must be defined in the entity
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schema L-r ' and also T is not an attributive type". The rule R2 amounts to

saying that, if T and S are different agent types in activity pattern a, then there
must be an association between type T and type S in the entity schema L-r.
While Rule R3 states that when activity pattern a is a behavioural (activity)

specialization of activity pattern {3, for any agent type S in {3, there is a

corresponding agent type (say n in c, such that either S and T are the same, or

S is a subtype of type T. Similarly, the rule R4 is meant that when (l is an

activity aggregation of {3, for any agent type S in {3 there is a corresponding

agent type (say T) in a such that either Sand T are the same, or S is a
constituent type of T. Rule R5 requires that if m is a message of an agent of
type T in activity pattern a, then the definition of message m must be provided
in the schema of type T.Finally, the rule R6 identifies that for any given activity
pattern a, no two messages that are used by an agent in a are exactly the same.

The similar intention on extending the entity specification in terms of the activity
schema can also be observed in [cf. Kappel and Schrefl 91, Hall and Gupter
91, Ngu 89].

10.3 Benefit of the Activity Schema
As stated earlier, in most of the object-oriented models proposed so far,
relationships are modeled within the type/class definitions by using relationship
constructs, such as IsA, aggregation references, and association references.
These constructs may imply both structural and operational semantics. For
instance, aggregation reference identifies the behavioral dependencies between
aggregate objects and their constituent objects, and the IsA construct indicates
the behavioral interaction between generic objects and the objects of the
extended forms. Although the local behaviour and the behavioural dependencies
between dependent objects can be captured by these relationship constructs,
there is no support for explicit specification of the behavioral compositions
between independent objects and the behavioral dependencies they imply. The
creation of behavioral compositions is either hidden inside the type/class
constructors or implicit in certain sequences of method calls. This makes the
behavioral composition difficult to understand, maintain, and debug. One

7 Note that for any T in ..[" T is either a schema type specifying the type structure of

objects, or an attributive type which is used to model the properties of objects. All
the reference types, base types and the function types are attributive types.
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possible solution is to consider the object type proper as a general
supertype/superclass and introduce a number of supertypes/subclasses to
incorporate the interaction semantics. Each new type/class corresponds to a
different role of this object type proper in these interactions [cf. Hall and
Gupta91]. The behavioral dependencies are described through the building of
relationships between these subclasses. FiglO.3 gives a sample representation
of the behavioral composition required in Fig9.4 through the creation of
subclasses.

triggering triggeredby

FiglO.3 Realization of object interactions via subclasses

An obvious problem of modeling object interactions via subtypes/subclasses is
that it may cause frequent object migration from subclass to subclass. The extra
price it requires to pay also includes the maintenance of an increasing number of
subclasses. Also, the dynamic constraints on message exchanges between two
different subclasses can not be elegantly specified inside either of the type/class
definitions, because of either asymmetry or redundancy. An alternative
approach is to introduce a special kind of semantic constructor in order to model
the behavioral compositions explicitly. The activity model presented in the
previous chapter is an attempt towards this direction.

Although the type-specific method schemas [cf.Abiteboul et.aI90, Brodie
et.aI84] are commonly used for specifying the local behaviors of objects, they
are not quite suitable for modeling the behavioral compositions between
independent objectss, We believe that the activity model can be used as an

Objects of the same type are considered 10 be dependent on each other via their type.
The aggregate objects and their constituent objects have a certain structural and
behavioral dependency via aggregation references. The generic objects and their
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effective formalism for the declarative specification of object communication
behaviour. The addition of activity schema into a truly object-oriented modeling
environment will yield the following benefits.

(1) Explicit specification of inter-object behaviors.
The activity constructor allows to localize the modeling of behavioural
compositions between objects of independent types. Hence behavioural
dependencies (such as mutual obligation and shared responsibilities) between
cooperating objects and between activities become easier to understand,
maintain, and debug. In addition, by focusing on behavioural dependency and
contractual obligation of the object communications, the designer is able to
postpone object implementation considerations.

(2) Easier design of lower level database transactions
The activity schema provides a high level conceptualization in modeling
communication behaviours, which will, on the one hand, effectively help the
understanding and the design of lower level database transactions, on the other
hand, increases encapsulation by defining implementation issues until a later
stage.

(3) Enabling of temporal inference
The use of FOTL as the underlying formalism allows declarative specification
of behavioural dependencies implied in the object communications, and
temporal reasoning based on object evolution and history. Thus the mutual
obligations of activity participants, the temporal ordering of message
exchanges, and the execution sequence of activities are all captured within a
unified framework.

(4) More effective design of the static database schema
By integrating the activity modeling with the type/class definitions, a more
accurate and complete object schema results. It also provides the potential for
"automatic" extension of the entity schema when the typing structures required
by activity specification are missing in the entity schema. In Section 10.2 we
have shown a short demonstration of how the integration is carried out.

(5) Higher degree of reusability and extensibility of the object schema and
database programs

counterparts of the extended forms are dependent on each other via IsA
relationships. However, objects having ordinary association references are
independent on each other unless there is an explicit total constraint on either of the
participants [ef. Liu and Meersman90J.
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Through the support of abstraction mechanisms for classification and
composition of activities, the reusability of patterns of object communications
increases. Thus existing activity patterns can be combined to define complex
activity patterns (by means of activity aggregation). The generic activity patterns
can be reused by different object types through activity specialization. Activity
patterns can also be reused together with their agent types.

Besides, using the activity model for specification of object communication
behaviour, allows to reduce the number of subtypes/subclasses, and to
minimize the need for adding subtypes/subclasses and for object migration from
subclass to subclass.

10.4 Concluding Remarks
We have presented an activity model for the abstraction, aggregation, and
specialization of communication behaviours. Unlike most of the conventional
object-oriented models, it advocates the explicit specification of communication
behaviours in one place, instead of having them hidden inside several type/class
definitions or implicit in certain sequences of method calls. We argue that this
approach results in substantial benefits, including an effective integration of
high level dynamic modeling with structural modeling, a conceptual level
support for lower level database transaction design, and consequently a higher
degree of reusability and extensibility of the object-oriented design, and a
potential for temporal inference and automatic extension of the entity schema
during the dynamic activity design. We have formally defined two behavioural
abstraction mechanisms: activity aggregation and activity specialization. In
defining aggregate or specialized activity, only new behavioural characteristics
need to be specified, the others can all be "reused" or "inherited" from the
existing activity specifications. It is also possible to override some behaviour
characteristics such as replacing agent types by their SUbtypes, enforcing
stronger constraints on initiating an activity, the ordering of message exchange,
and the execution sequence of activities. The concept of activity aggregation and
in particular its combination with activity specialization, to our knowledge, have
so far not been reported in the literature.

Another contribution of the framework presented herein is an attempt to
integrate the database object classification structure with the communication
structure, and the demonstration of how such an integration would enhance the
reusability of database programs, and how it contribute to an object-oriented
design environment. Clearly, classes enable component-level and framework-
level reuse, and the activity model enables communication-based reuse. We
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quite agree with the statement made by Wegner in [1986] that

"providing a computational framework for classification is
comparable in its practical importance and research interest to
providing a computational framework for communication".

The work on the present activity model in the areas of formal theory, design
methodology and tool support continues. Studies on the formal theory includes
the theoretical foundation of the activity model, the consistency checking of the
activity schema with the type/class definitions, and the expressive power of the
activity schema as a knowledge representation language in the domain of
modeling object dynamics. We are also interested in developing a
transformation engine that maps the declarative activity specification into the
procedural specification of database transactions or stored procedures. The
issues of monitoring activity constraints or invariants and the temporal pattern
of communication processes, such as homogeneous activity, majoritative
activity, occasional activity, and holistic activity, merit attention.
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Chapter 11

Retrospect and Prospect

The history of relational database systems started with a clear concept and a
formal basis (at least as long as the data model and relational query language is
concerned). All important relational system prototypes have been developed on
these common grounds. This, however, is obviously not the case in the
development of object-oriented database system prototypes. Up to now, the
field of object-oriented database systems is not yet in a state where the relational
database systems are today. It may even be harder to get there than it has been
for the relational products, since unlike the relational systems, there is not yet a
single and commonly accepted data model for object-oriented database systems,
a number of basic issues are still pending better solutions (e.g., method
scheme, object views, versionning etc.), and also there remains a large room
for improved implementations [cf. Kim 92, Stonebraker et.al 90].

In this dissertation we have presented some contributions towards a
theoretically sound synthesis and extensions of the achievements so far obtained
in fields of both complex objects and object-orientation. The research mainly
concentrates on the following three important aspects of the object-oriented
database systems:

(1) The structural aspect of complex objects, which demands that the object-
oriented model should provide an effective support not only for the
conventional object-oriented concepts, such as object identity, high level of
data abstractions (e.g., classification, generalization and/or specialization,
aggregation, and association), and type inheritance, but also a support for
complex objects in full sense [Dittrich 90].
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(2) The manipulation aspect of complex objects, which requires a theoretical
foundation for design of an object-oriented query language, and for
developing update semantics and schema evolution methodology in an
object-oriented database.

(3) The communication behavior of complex objects, which needs high level
abstraction mechanisms for conceptualization of dynamic object interaction
and their cooperative behavior, including the mutual obligation and the
behavioral dependencies of a group of objects in accomplishing a task.
Since objects are by no means stand-alone entities, a group of objects often
need to work together and communicate via message passing for
accomplishing a task. In order to capture the communication behavior as
such appropriately, it is indispensable for both end-users and system
designers to understand how objects collaborate, which roles of individual
objects need to play in order for performing an intended task, and what are
the prerequisites for the initiation and successful termination of a
communication, and so on.

In what follows, we first summarize the major research contributions of this
dissertation and then give a brief discussion on our future research directions.

11.1 Summary
This dissertation is organized into three parts, along with the aforementioned
three research aspects, which is composed of eleven chapters in total. Each
aspect has been extensively studied, elaborated or extended in order to provide
more appropriate and effective support of complex objects in an object-oriented
modeling environment. In Chapter 1 we discuss the motivation and importance
of our research subjects, and presents the objectives we are willing to achieve,
and the scope we intend to focus with respect to each of the subjects.

The Part I of this dissertation consists of three chapters. Chapter 2 presents the
construction of an eXtensible Object-Oriented Specification model XOOS,
which supports most of the commonly accepted object-oriented concepts, such
as object identity and methods, abstraction data type and a certain degree of
encapsulation, type and class separation, as well as SUbtype hierarchies and
SUbtype inheritance. Unlike most of the existing object-oriented models, we
support a general distinction of aggregation from arbitrary association not only
at instance level but also at type level, and introduce the aggregation inheritance
concept into the aggregation type hierarchies. Two kinds of polymorphism are
provided: subtype inheritance as a kind of universal polymorphism and
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aggregation inheritance as a kind of ad-hoc polymorphism. The objective of
such development is an attempt to provide a conceptually natural database
interface language which carries a one to one correspondence to the "real world"
objects in the user's perception of reality.

Chapter 3 presents the formalization of basic concepts of the XOOS model. We
start with a formal semantics of the basic notions of object-orientation, such as
functions, objects and methods, types and classes, SUbtype and subtype
hierarchies. Then we formally distinguish part-whole relationships from
arbitrary associations, and define the notion of aggregation reference and the
concept of aggregation inheritance. Features of aggregation hierarchies are
studied too, including the similarity and the difference between aggregate
inheritance and subtype inheritance. Besides, we prove that a mixture of
subtyping and aggregation reference relations may form a directed acyclic type
structure, thus subtyping and aggregation can simply be combined through
property inheritance in this acyclic framework. Such a combination offers a
powerful mechanism for reducing the total amount of schema specification and
the size of query programs in a system, for simplifying the formulation of
querying and updating composite objects, and for enhancing extensibility of the
object model.

So far several studies have been devoted to formalizing the notations of
complex objects and inheritance [cf. Abiteboul et.al89, America 90, Bancihon
and Khoshafian 86, Cardelli and Wegner 85, Kifer et.al 89, Sernadas 90].
Some of them have made important contributions to existing object-oriented
modeling theory. To our knowledge, however, only [Kim et.al 89] emphasize
and report some progressive effort on capturing more semantics in aggregation
hierarchies under an object-oriented context, although the discussions mainly
focus on extending semantics of composite objects at the instance level, and
lacks of consideration of semantic difference between aggregation type
reference and association type reference. On the other hand, studies on property
inheritance have been received more attention with respect to SUbtype (semi)
lattice, up to now very few recognize that inheritance as a polymorphic
mechanism for type composition may also be exploited in aggregation
hierarchies. We believe that our observations on aggregation semantics are both
theoretically sound and practically applicable.

In Chapter 4 of the dissertation, we have provided a short demonstration about
how the software engineering tool RIDL * could be used to implement some
ideas of the XOOS specification through a graphical interface. This endeavor is
intended to exhibit a possible implementation of graphical user interface for the
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XOOS object model.

The Part ITof this dissertation are also composed of three chapters. Chapter 5
defines an object query algebra, which provides a minimal set of algebra
operators for querying and processing complex objects. Features of the
recursive algebra include that, first, the definition of our algebra operators
enable each operator by itself to traverse different levels of the aggregation
hierarchies of querying objects. Queries over aggregation do not require
resorting any aggregation path expression for providing the operator with
navigational ability. To our knowledge, none of the previous work offers a
similar support. Second, both object-preserving operators and object-creating
operators are well defined in our object algebra. For instance, we formally
define the output type of each object-creating operator. Although the update
issue is not discussed in the current presentation, we would like to add that
queries expressed by using the object-preserving operators (such as object
selection, and multiple-operand select operation) can be directly taken as the
arguments of subsequent update operations, because updates on the resulting
objects can automatically be propagated to the stored (base) objects, and thus
dynamic classification of objects during updates is possible. Besides, in
comparison with the existing object algebra [cf.Cluet et.al 89, Kim 89,
Mitschang 89, Scholl and Schek 90, Shaw and Zdonik 89], we feel that
definitions of O-select, O-project, multiple-operand select, O-join, andJo/lowup
are original both in operational semantics and in formal description. We also
allow invocation of methods, which have no side effect, in the query
expressions. We believe that this recursively defined object algebra is better
suited for the object-oriented model than the other query algebra that have been
proposed. It largely covers the query requirements for complex objects,
meanwhile providing an interesting evolution from (nested) relational algebra to
object algebra. Even though the design is based on the chosen object-oriented
model XOOS, we expect that results of our research may apply to many other
object-oriented query models.

Chapter 6 develops a set of algebraic equivalence-preserving rewriting rules for
query optimization of this object algebra. All the object-preserving operators
follow the object-based algebraic equivalence rewriting rules, and all the object-
creating operators obey the value-based algebraic equivalence rewriting rules.
As a matter of fact, the complete set of rewriting rules should include both
algebraic rules based on pattern matching and semantic rules based on
knowledge and concepts of the given object-oriented model. This can be a
continuing topic for the future research.

In order to demonstrate the correctness or the justification of the object algebra,
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we have also formally studied the object-orientedness, the expressiveness, and
the database performance aspect of this algebra. Chapter 7 reports the main
results we have got. The evaluation of the expressiveness of this object algebra
includes the consistency examination of our algebraic extension with respect to
the relational algebra, and the existence proof of the equivalent translation
between safe object-oriented calculus expressions and this object algebra. We
consider the optimizability and the schema evolution as the major issues
concerning the database performance aspect. The former has been investigated
in Chapter 6. The latter, due to the size limitation, has not been reported in this
dissertation. Readers who are interested in our schema update strategies may
refer to [Liu 90b].

The part III of this dissertation contains Chapter 8, Chapter 9 and Chapter 10.
We have addressed the importance and the necessity for modeling
communication behavior of complex objects (e.g., how a group of objects
collaborate in accomplishing a task) within an object-oriented design
environment in Chapter 8. Since we use first-order temporal logic (FOTL) as a
underlying formalism for capturing communication constraints implied in object
interaction, a short introduction to FOTL has also been presented.

In Chapter 9 we have proposed a declarative approach, namely activity model,
for the abstraction, aggregation, and specialization of communication behavior
of complex objects, especially with respect to the contractual obligations, the
cooperative responsibilities, and the conditional constraints for initiation and
successful termination of activities. We refer to these kinds of dynamic
constraints as communication constraints in general. The formalization
of this activity model, especially the formal treatment of the two important
behavioral composition mechanisms: activity specialization and activity
aggregation, are technically sound and original. In defining aggregate or
specialized activity, only new behavioral characteristics need to be specified, the
others can all be "reused" or "inherited" from the existing activity specifications.
It is also possible to override some behavior characteristics such as replacing
agent types by their subtypes, enforcing stronger constraints on initiating an
activity, or on the ordering of message exchange and the execution sequence of
activities. The concept of activity aggregation and in particular its combination
with activity specialization, to our knowledge, have so far not been reported in
the literature. Finally, we would like to state once more that, unlike most of the
conventional object-oriented models, the activity model advocates the explicit
specification of communication behaviors in one place, instead of having them
hidden inside several type/class definitions or implicit in certain sequences of
method calls. We have argued that this approach results in substantial benefits,
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including an effective integration of high level dynamic modeling with structural
modeling, a conceptual level support for lower level database transaction
design, and consequently a higher degree of reusability and extensibility of the
object-oriented design, and a potential for temporal inference and automatic
extension of the entity schema during the dynamic activity design.

In Chapter 10 we have proposed an integration framework for combining
activity schema with entity object schema. This effort shows an attempt to
integrate the database object classification structure with the communication
structure. We believe that such an integration would enhance the reusability of
database programs to a great extent, because classes enable component-level
and framework-level reuse, and the activity model enables communication-
based reuse.

11.2 Future Research Directions
Future research directions concerning the object-oriented model of complex
objects may include the addition of version management and object views, the
inclusion of incomplete information handling, such as the support for null
values, and the abstraction and optimization of method specification in our
current object-oriented model. We here would like to add some thought on
incomplete information management. In our view, it is indeed interesting and
desirable to provide an adequate support for (at least) the following three types
of null values: ni - no-information, unk: - unknown, and dne - nonexistent
(does not exist). This can be done by extenaing each domain to include these
null values. Furthermore we should allow these null values to be assigned to
both set-valued attributes and atomic valued attributes, because if we only allow
empty sets to be used as nulls for set-valued attributes such as in the VERSO
model [Abiteboul and Bidoit 84], then whenever an empty set is unnested, the
entire tuple will be deleted from the resulting relation [Roth et.al 89]. Besides,
note that the nulls unk and dne are more informative than ni, and the following

equation is hold: dne = dne, but ni ¢ ni and unk ¢ unk. The use of a no-
information null is originally proposed and unified with the other two nulls by
Zanino [cf. Zaniolo 83, 84], with the intention that the no-information null can
be used to model the other two type of nulls when we do not know whether or
not a value exists. Comparing with the previous approaches that have assumed
only the last two interpretations (either unknown or nonexistent) to be valid,
Zaniolo's proposal is in our view one of the most complete and conceptually
sound approaches. Besides, the work of [Roth et.al 89] about null values in the
nested relational databases may also have some influence on the theoretical
consideration of null values in an object-oriented database framework.
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Future directions with respect to the object algebra may continue towards the
practical applicability and the importance of such development. First, it would
be nice to prove the equivalence of the proposed recursively defined object
algebra with the non-recursive object algebra [Shaw and Zdonik 90, Straube
and Ozsu 90]. Second, a high-level object-oriented query language based on
our algebraic model would be desirable. Such a query language must be "SQL-
compatible" by synthesizing with the design rationale behind SQL [Kim and
Kifer 92], since upward-compatibility with SQL is commonly recognized as a
practical criterion for commercial viability of a database query language.
Thirdly, we do not consider recursion operators [cf. Bertino et.al 92] in the
current translation. This restriction can be relaxed by introducing additional
algebra operators [cf. Apers et.al 86, Houtsma and Apers 92] and will be a
topic of our continuing research. Beisdes, issues related with query
optimization of object-oriented queries deserve further attention, such as the
strategies and principles for lower level of optimization (e.g., a cost estimation
model, an optimal execution plan generation etc.). In our view, it is also
interesting and helpful to study update semantics of complex objects by using
algebraic approach.

Future work in modeling communication behavior of complex objects may
follow several lines. On the side of practical applicability, the activity model can
be capitalized on as a declarative approach for modeling communication
structure in an intelligent and cooperative information system design. The
rationale behind this activity model can also be used as a design method for
modeling communication among heterogeneous databases in an interoperable
multidatabase environment, because in the systems as such, communication
behavior (including both communication process and communication
constraints) becomes a main emphasis for increasing interoperability.
Separating communication semantics with object self-con structuring and
classification aspect appears more favorable for enhancing reusability of
component-based multidatabase design. On the side of theoretical justification,
first of all, it is interesting to continue investigation on the formal theory, the
design methodology, and the tool support of conceptualizing communication
behavior among a group of database objects. Second, it is useful to develop a
transformation method that can effectively maps the declarative activity
specification into the procedural specification of database transactions,
programs or stored procedures. Finally, in order to capture various temporal
patterns of communication processes (such as homogeneous, majoritative,
occasional, and holistic activities), it is indeed necessary to develop a more
sophisticated language for specification and validation of diversified
communication constraints.
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We absolutely agree with Won Kim's argument [Kim 92] that incorporating
object-oriented technology in a database system does hold the potential for the
next productivity leap in application development and software construction. In
order to gain a successful transfer of object-oriented technology to the overall
database market, it is necessary to carry out the fundamental research on
complex objects and object-oriented theory and to ground such research
endeavor on unifying the relational database systems with the object-oriented
database systems.
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Appendix A

The syntax of
the activity schema

<activity schema> ::= <set of activity patterns>

<set of activity patterns> ::= <activity pattern>

I <activity pattern> <set of activity patterns>

<activity pattern> ::= activity <act-signature> [<abstraction-spec>]

<act-body> end activity

<act-signature> ::= <act-name> agents: <set-of-agents>;

[in: [add] <para-list>;]

[out: [add] <para-list>;]

<act-name> ::= <string>

<set-of-agents> ::= <agent-type> I <agent-type> <set-of-agents>

<agent-type> ::= <label> : [SetOf] <type-name>

<type-name> ::= <string>

<para-list> ::= <para-spec> I <para-spec>. <para-list>

<para-spec> ::= <type-name>

<abstraction-spec> ::= <act-specialization> I <act-aggregation>

<act-specialization> ::= Behavioural specialization of <act-list>

[<where clause>]

<act-aggregation> ::= Behavioural aggregation of <act-list>

<act-list> ::= <act-name> I <act-name>. <act-list>

<where clause> ::= where <rename-spec>

<rename-spec> ::= <agent-rename> [, <act-rename»];
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-cagent-renamec-i:« <ag-name> = -cag-name»
1<ag-name> = -cag-narne», <agent-rename>

<act-rename> ::= <act-rename-item> 1-cact-rename-items.cact-rename>
-cact-rename-itemc-r:» -cact-narnec-e-cact-name>

1add constituent activity <act-name>

<act-body> ::= <agt-spec> global constraints: [add]<G-cst-spec>;

[precondition <cond-spec>;]

[initiation <cond-spec>;]

[postcondition -ccond-specx.]
<agt-spec> ::= <agt-msg> 1-cagt-msgc-cagt-spec>
-cagt-msg> ::= <type-name> [add] supports -cmsg-set>

<msg-set> ::= {messages: -cmsg-spec>:
local constraints: <L-cst -spec> };

-cmsg-spec> ::= <msg> 1 -onsg». -cmsg-spec>
<msg> ::= -cmsg-narne> «sender>,<receiver>,<para-list»

<sender> ::= <label> 1self
<receiver> ::= <label> 1self
<para-list> ::= <label> 1<label>,<para-list>

<L-cst-spec> ::= <l-cst> 1-d-csc-, <L-cst-spec>

-cl-csc- ::= [<labe!>:] <FOTL formula>

<G-cst-spec> ::= <g-cst> 1<g-cst>, <G-cst-spec>

<g-cst> ::= [xlabel>t] <FOTL formula>

-ccond-spec> ::= <cond>! <cond>, -ccond-spec>

<cond> ::= [clabeb-i] <FOTL formula>

<label> ::= <char> 1<char><label>

<char> ::= alb 1c 1... 1x 1Y 1z 1AlB 1C 1... 1X 1Y 1Z

10 1 1 12 1. .. 19 1 1- 1* I + .
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Appendix B

An example activity schema

The sample schema of activities JOURNEY_CONTROL, EMERGENCY_LANDING, and

LANDING are given in the following.

activity JOURNEY_CONTROL
agents ct: Control jower,

pi: Airplane;
in: ctr-statustpiy;
out: ctr-status(p/);
Control_tower supports

(messages:
request-emergency-Ianding(self,ct,y), finish-journeytct.self.y),

local constraints:
0/y)Orequest-emergency-landing(self,ct,y) ~ O-,jinish-journey(ct,self,y),

};
Airplane supports

(messages:
out-of-fueliself.pl),
... };

global constraints:
GCI: 0/x)Oout-of-fuel(self.x) ~ (3y)OO(request-emergency-landing(self,y.x),

precondition:
PREI: 0/x)(3 !y)Airplane(x)I\ControUower(y)l\has-joumey-ref(x,y)
initiation
INIT1: (3x)(x==pll\ ... I\ctr-status(x)="journey";
postcondition:
POST1: 0/x)(x==pl

I\(change-ctr-status(self,pl,"landing") ~ ctr-status(x)="landing")
vchange-ctr-statusiselfpl, "emergency-landing')
~ ctr-status(x)="emergency-landing");

end activity.
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activity LANDING
agents ct: Control_tower,

pi: Airplane;
in: ctr-statusiplr;
out: ctr-statustply;
Control_tower supports

(messages:
permit-landingiself.ct.y), landed(ct,selJ,y),

local constraints:
0/y)Opermit-landing(selJ,ct,y) => OOlanded(ct,self,y),
... );

Airplane supports
(messages:

com-landingiself.pl),
'" );

global constraints:
GCI: 0/x)0/x) Agent_oCrole(x,pl.se/f)/\ AgencoCrole(y,ct.se/f)

=> com-Ianding(self,ct) Prudes landed(self,y),
GC2: 0/x)0/x) AgencoCrole(x,pl.selj)/\ AgencoCrole(y,ct,selj)

=> com-landingiself.ct) 'Until permit-landingiself.y),

precondition:
PRE1: 0/x)(3!y)Airplane(x)/\ControUower(y)/\has-landing-ref(x,y)
initiation
lNIT1: (3x)(x==pl/\ ... /\Ctr-status(x)="landing";
postcondition:
POST1: 0/x)(x==pl

»change-ctr-statustself 'pl."preparation ")=>ctr-status(x)="preparation ");
end activity.

activity EMERGENCY _LANDING
agents ct: Control_tower,

pi: Airplane;
in: ctr-status(pl);
out: ctr-status(pl);
Control_tower supports

(messages:
permit-emergency-Ianding(self,ct,y),
... );

Airplane supports
(messages:
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com-emergency-landingiself pl),
... );

global constraints:
GCI: (:iIx)(:iIx) Agent_oCroJe(x,pl,self)A Agent_oCroJe(y,ct,self)

~ permit-emergency-landingiself.ct)
Prtwies com-emergency-landingtself.y),

precondition:
PRE I: (:iIx)(3!y )AirpJane(x )AControUower(y)Ahas-emergency-ref(x,y)
initiation
!NITl: (3x)(x==pl/\ ... /\ctr-status(x)="emergency-landing";
postcondition:
POST1: (:iIx)(x==pl

»change-ctr-statusiself, ,pl,"preparation')~ctr-status(x)="preparation");
end activity.
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Samenvatting

De geschiedenis van relationele databasesystemen begon met een helder concept
en een formele basis voor het datamodel en de relationele querytaal. Alle
belangrijke prototypes van relationele systemen werden ontwikkeld vanuit deze
basisgedachten.
Dit is overduidelijk niet het geval bij de ontwikkeling van object-georienteerde
database-prototypes. Het vakgebied van de object-georienteerde databases is
nog niet op hetzelfde niveau als waar de relationele systemen zich vandaag de
dag bevinden. Het bereiken van dit niveau zou voor de object-georienteerde
systemen zelfs nog wel moeilijker kunnen blijken dan voor de relationele
systemen, want in tegenstelling tot bij de relationele systemen is er nog steeds
geen eenduidig en algemeen aanvaard datamodel voor object-georienteerde
databasesystemen. Een aantal basisgedachten wacht nog op verbetering (zoals
methodenschema, object views en versiebeheer) en er is nog steeds veel
gelegenheid voor betere implementaties.

Dit proefschrift presenteert een theoretisch gezonde synthese van- en
uitbreidingen op de resultaten die tot nu toe in de vakgebieden van complexe
objecten en object-orientatie behaald zijn. Het onderzoek concentreert zich
voornamelijk op drie belangrijke aspecten van object-georienteerde
databasesystemen:

(1) Het structurele aspect van complexe objecten, dat vereist dat het object-
georienteerde model een effectieve ondersteuning geeft aan zowel conventionele
object-georienteerde concepten en type-overerving als complexe objecten in de
ruimste betekenis van het woord.

(2) Het manipulatie-aspect van complexe objecten, dat een theoretisch
fundament nodig heeft voor het ontwerp van een object-georienteerde querytaal
en voor het ontwikkelen van update semantics en een schema evolution
methodology in een object-georienteerde database.

(3) Het communicatiegedrag van complexe objecten, dat een hoog
abstractieniveau nodig heeft voor het conceptualiseren van dynamische
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objectinteractie en hun cooperatief gedrag, inclusief de wederzijdse
verplichtingen en de gedrags-afhankelijkheden van een groep objecten die een
gemeenschappelijke taak proberen te volbrengen.

Ieder bovengenoemd aspect is uitgebreid bestudeerd of uitgewerkt in dit
proefschrift. We bespreken de motivatie en het belang van onze onderzoeks-
onderwerpen en de respectievelijke doelgebieden waar we ons op concentreren
in hoofdstuk 1.

Het eerste deel van dit proefschrift bestaat uit drie hoofdstukken. Hoofdstuk 2
presenteert de constructie van een eXtensible Object-Oriented Specification
model XOOS. Het ondersteunt veel geaccepteerde object-georienteerde
concepten. In tegenstelling tot de meeste bestaande object-georienteerde
modellen laat ons model tevens een algemeen onderscheid toe tussen aggregatie
en willekeurige associatie, op zowel het instance- als het type niveau, en
introduceert het het concept van aggregatie-overerving in de aggregatie-
typehierarchieen. Twee soorten polymorfisme worden besproken: subtype-
overerving als een soort universeel polymorfisme en aggregatie-overerving als
een soort ad-hoc-polymorfisme. Deze aanpak is een poging tot het voorzien in
een conceptueel natuurlijke database-interfacetaal die een een-op-een-relatie
heeft met de reeele-wereld-objecten in het gebruikersperspectief van de
werkelijkheid. Hoofdstuk 3 presenteert de formalisatie van de basisconcepten in
het XOOS model. Eigenschappen van aggregatie-hierarchieen worden eveneens
formeel bestudeerd, inclusief de overeenkomsten en verschillen tussen
aggregatie-overerving en subtype-overerving, Hoofdstuk 4 van dit proefschrift
geeft een korte demonstratie hoe we de software engineering tool RIDL*
zouden kunnen gebruiken om enige ideeen van de XOOS specificatie via een
grafische interface te implementeren.

Deel twee van dit proefschrift bestaat uit drie hoofdstukken. Hoofdstuk 5
definieert een object query algebra die een minimale set algebraische operatoren
bevat voor het ondervragen en bewerken van complexe objecten. De algebra-
operatoren zijn recursief gedefinieerd en maken het ieder voor zich mogelijk om
verschillende niveaus van aggregatiehierarchieen te doorlopen. Queries over
aggregatie-hierarchieen vereisen geen hersorteren van aggregatiepadexpressies
om de operator met navigatiemogelijkheden uit te rusten. Voor zover wij weten
geeft geen enkel voorafgaand werk een dergelijke ondersteuning. Bovendien,
zowel object-behoudende operatoren als object-creeerende operatoren worden
goed gedefinieerd in onze algebra. We geloven dat deze recursief gedefinieerde
objectalgebra beter geschikt is voor het object-georienteerde model dan de
overige query-algebra's die werden voorgesteld. Hoofdstuk 6 ontwikkelt een
set algebrarsche equivalentie-behoudende herschrijfregels voor
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queryoptimalisatie van deze objectalgebra. Aile object-behoudende operatoren
volgen de objectgebaseerde algebraische equivalentie-herschrijfregels, en alle
object-creeerende operatoren gehoorzamen de waardegebaseerde algebraische
equivalentie-herschrijfregels. Om de correctheid en de plaatsbepaling van de
objectalgebra te demonstreren hebben we eveneens de object-orientatie, de
expressiviteit en het database performance-aspect van deze algebra bestudeerd.
Hoofdstuk 7 rapporteert de belangrijkste resultaten die we verkregen hebben.

Het derde deel van dit proefschrift bevat hoofdstuk 8, 9 en 10. We behandelen
het belang van- en de noodzaak tot het modelleren van communicatiegedrag van
complexe objecten binnen een object-georienteerde ontwerkomgeving in
hoofdstuk 8. In hoofdstuk 9 stellen we een declaratieve aanpak voor, namelijk
een activiteitenmodel, voor de abstractie, aggregatie en specialisatie van
communicatief gedrag van complexe objecten, speciaal met betrekking tot de
contractuele verplichtingen, de samenwerkingsverantwoordelijkheden en de
conditionele beperkingen voor de initiatie en succesvolle beeindiging van
activiteiten. Het formaliseren van dit activiteitenmodel, in het bijzonder de
formele behandeling van de twee belangrijke gedragscompositiemechanismen:
activiteitsspecialisatie en activiteitsaggregatie, zijn technisch gezond en
origineel. Het concept van activiteitenaggregatie en in het bijzonder de
combinatie met activiteitspecialisatie zijn voor rover wij weten nog niet eerder in
de literatuur verschenen. In tegenstelling tot de meeste conventionele object-
georienteerde modellen bepleit het activiteitenmodel de expliciete specificatie van
communicatief gedrag op een plaats, in plaats van dit gedrag te verspreiden over
verscheidene type- of klassedefinities of impliciet in bepaalde volgordes van
methodeaanroepen. We beargumenteren dat deze aanpak behoorlijke voordelen
kan geven, inclusief een effectieve integratie van hoog-niveau dynamisch
modelleren met structureel modelleren, een ondersteuning op conceptueel
niveau van lager niveau database-transactieontwerp en dus een hogere graad van
herbruikbaarheid en uitbreidbaarheid van het object-georienteerde ontwerp, en
potentieel voor temporele inferentie en automatische uitbreiding van het gehele
schema gedurende het dynamisch activiteitenontwerp. In hoofdstuk 10 stellen
we een integratieraamwerk voor om activiteitenschema's met
entiteitsobjectenscherna's te combineren. We gel oven dat zo'n integratie de
herbruikbaarheid van database programma's aanzienlijk zal opvoeren, omdat
klassen hergebruik op componentniveu en raamwerkniveau mogelijk maken, en
omdat het activiteitenmodel communicatie-gebaseerd hergebruik mogelijk
maakt
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